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CHAPTER

ONE

OVERVIEW

What’s in this document?
• Introduction
• Motivation
• Overview

1.1 Introduction
The Semantic Objects are a declaratively configurable service for querying and mutating knowledge
graphs.
It enables you to write powerful queries and mutations that uncover deep relationships within knowledge
graph data, without having to worry about the underlying database query language.
Developers want what we all want - something simple and easy that works most of the time. A
groundswell of opposition has developed, avoiding Semantic Web stacks due to complexity. For these
reasons, Semantic Objects make use of GraphQL for querying and mutating, and the Semantic Object
Meta Language (SOML) based on YAML for mapping RDF models to Semantic Objects.
The Semantic Objects automatically transpile GraphQL queries and mutations into optimized SPARQL
queries.

1.2 Motivation
Accessing knowledge graphs and linked data using the W3C SPARQL query language has limitations,
which include but are not limited to:
• Complexity: Skilled developers are required. SPARQL and RDF are perceived to be complex,
difficult, unstable, and a niche technology stack. Many view them as conceived out of a scientific
agenda rather than a bottom-up engineering approach. The average developer, customer, or
enterprise just does not have the time, budget, or developers to make use of its power early in a
product build.
• Developer community: Developers want what we all want - something simple and easy that
works most of the time. A groundswell of opposition has developed avoiding semantic web stacks
due to complexity.
• Integration: New APIs are settling and moving towards GraphQL and JSON. Simple, declarative,
and powerful enough for most use cases, GraphQL has a large developer community with many
tools, frameworks, and huge momentum.
API proxies are therefore often built by developers for a number of reasons:
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• Simplicity: of RESTful APIs or the GraphQL query language.
• Low complexity: supporting requests that are constrained by well-defined, simple schemas.
• Front-end friendly: Supported by many front-end frameworks including React.js and Angular.
• Scalability: Use of caches and constrained views. Restricting and stopping the ability to write
highly expressive, inefficient queries. Ability to reuse previously computed results and aggregates.
Utilizing the understanding of acceptable stale state.
• Authentication and authorization: controlling and restricting access to data based on users,
groups, and/or persona.
The ambition of the Semantic Objects is to lower the barrier of entry for solution teams, developers,
and enterprises. It helps increase the use of Ontotext knowledge graphs and text analytics by providing
simple, configurable, commoditized integration.

1.3 Overview
The Semantic Objects high-level architecture is as follows:
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CHAPTER

TWO

QUICK START

What’s in this document?
• Docker
• Docker Compose
• cURL
• Start the Service
• Initialize GraphDB
• Put Star Wars Data into GraphDB
• Define Star Wars Semantic Objects
• Run a Star Wars GraphQL Query
• Stop the Service
• Docker Compose - Additional Services
Install and start the Semantic Objects in less than 5 minutes following the steps below.

2.1 Docker
The Semantic Objects use Docker and Docker containers for all of their services. All of them are published in the Ontotext Docker hub. You will need to install the Docker daemon on the machine on which
you will be running the service.
Please follow the Docker installation guide.

2.2 Docker Compose
The Semantic Objects can be run using a Docker Compose configuration on your developer machine.
You will need to install Docker Compose on the machine on which you wish to run the service.
Follow the Docker Compose installation guide.
A docker-compose.yaml configuration will download and start the Semantic Objects, GraphDB, and
Workbench containers on a single machine.
Note: When deploying the Semantic Objects on an environment different from localhost, you need to
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set the environment variable GRAPHQL_ENDPOINT to "http://ip-of-deployment-host:9995/
graphql".
The Ontotext Semantic Objects are available under a commercial time-based license. To obtain an
evaluation license, please contact the Ontotext team and see the documentation on Setting up Licenses.
Once you have obtained the license, you can either:
• Move on to the next section and start the Semantic Objects and Set up a license from the Workbench using http://localhost:9993/, or
• Update the Semantic Objects volumes configuration in the Docker Compose file following the
instructions for Setting up a license through a file.
Note: If you have a pre-existing installation of GraphDB and want to use it instead of setting up a new
instance, you can use the following docker-compose-remote-graphdb.yaml
To configure the Semantic Objects to work with an existing/remote GraphDB, you need to set the
GraphDB address in the sparql.endpoint.address environment variable. Please note that the
Semantic Objects must be able to access the provided address set to the configuration soml.storage.
rdf4j.address.
If GraphDB has security enabled, you need to provide the username and password with the following
environment variables in the semantic-objects service section:
• sparql.endpoint.username: "yyyyyyy"
• sparql.endpoint.credentials: "xxxxxxxxx"
If you want to deploy GraphDB in a cluster topology, follow the GraphDB cluster topologies instructions.

2.3 cURL
cURL is required only if you intend to use system console to create repositories and load data into
GraphDB, manage a Semantic Objects schema, as well as perform GraphQL queries. All of these
actions can be executed using the Workbench.
Please follow the cURL installation guide.

2.4 Start the Service
Start the docker containers using:
docker-compose -f /path/to/your/docker-compose.yaml up -d

Hint: If you are using pre-existing/remote GraphDB, the command should be:
docker-compose -f /path/to/your/docker-compose-remote-graphdb.yaml up -d

If you have problems with old containers, consider using the --force-recreate flag, e.g., dockercompose -f /path/to/your/docker-compose.yaml up -d --force-recreate.
You can check the running containers using the following docker command:
docker ps

It should include Semantic Objects, the Workbench, and GraphDB.
4
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2.5 Initialize GraphDB
1. If your GraphDB distribution is an Enterprise edition like in the example above, you will need to provide a license. You can do it through the GraphDB Workbench using http://localhost:9998/
. See the official documentation on Setting up Licenses.
Hint: Alternatively, the license can be provisioned by mounting it in the Docker container
in the /opt/graphdb/dist/conf/graphdb.license path.
If you are using a pre-existing/remote GraphDB you can proceed directly with the repository creation.
2. Once the license is provisioned, you need to create a repository. First, download the repo.ttl
RDF dataset, which contains configurations for a repository named soaas.
3. Upload it via the GraphDB Workbench following the instructions for Creating a repository.
Alternatively, you can also upload it using the following cURL command:
curl -X POST -H "Content-Type: multipart/form-data" -F "config=@repo.
,→ttl" http://localhost:9998/rest/repositories/

Hint: A repo can be automatically initialized by GraphDB if repo.ttl is mounted in the GraphDB
Docker container under the /opt/graphdb/dist/data/repositories/soaas/config.ttl
path.

2.6 Put Star Wars Data into GraphDB
1. Download the starwars-data.ttl RDF dataset.
It describes Star Wars, films, starships, characters, etc. You can find more details about this
dataset here.
2. Upload it via the GraphDB Workbench following the instructions for Loading data from a local file.
Alternatively, you can also upload it using the following cURL command:
curl -X POST -H "Content-Type:application/x-turtle" -T starwars-data.ttl␣
,→http://localhost:9998/repositories/soaas/statements

2.7 Define Star Wars Semantic Objects
1. Download the Semantic Object schema.yaml.
It describes the Semantic Object mapping to Star Wars RDF, and is then used to generate a
GraphQL schema for querying the Star Wars data.
2. Load the Semantic Objects schema from the Workbench on http://localhost:9993/ following the instructions for Uploading Schema Wizard.
Alternatively, you can also load it using the following cURL command:
curl -X POST -H "Content-Type: text/yaml" -H "Accept: application/ld+json" -T␣
,→schema.yaml -H "X-Request-ID: GettingStartedTx01" http://localhost:9995/soml

2.5. Initialize GraphDB
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3. Activate (bind) this schema instance in order to generate a GraphQL schema. You can do this
from the Workbench by following the Upload Schema Wizard steps or from the Manage Schema
page.
Alternatively, you can also activate it using the following cURL command for the Semantic Objects:
curl -X PUT -H "X-Request-ID: GettingStartedTx02" http://localhost:9995/soml/
,→swapi/soaas

2.8 Run a Star Wars GraphQL Query
The following query gets all planets that contain “Tatooine” ordered in ascending order. Each resident
is ordered by height and name.
You can execute the query by accessing the Workbench GraphiQL Playground on address http://
localhost:9993/graphql.
An equivalent cURL request looks like this:
curl 'http://localhost:9995/graphql' \
-H 'Accept: application/json' \
-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \
--data-binary '{"query":"query Tatooine { planet( orderBy: {name: ASC}␣
,→where: {name: {IRE:\"tatooi\"}}) { id name type climate resident(orderBy:
,→{height: ASC, name: DESC}) { name starship { id name type passengers } type mass␣
,→height film { name } hairColor vehicle { name }}}}","variables":null,
,→"operationName":"Tatooine"}' \
--compressed

2.9 Stop the Service
Stop and remove all Semantic Objects Docker containers using:
docker-compose -f /path/to/your/docker-compose.yaml down

To remove the volume data as well, use:
docker-compose -f /path/to/your/docker-compose.yaml down --volumes

2.10 Docker Compose - Additional Services
With this extended docker-compose-all.yaml file, you can enable the Semantic Objects together
with security, federation, monitoring & the Semantic Search.
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CHAPTER

THREE

MONITORING

What’s in this document?
• Health Checks
• Good to Go
• Troubleshooting
• About
The Semantic Objects have built-in monitoring and logging services, allowing users to track the execution
of a query and administrative tasks. Health checks for the constituent components of the Semantic
Services are also available. Additionally, the Semantic Objects also have a good-to-go endpoint that
offers a quick view of the overall health status of the system. Finally, all requests on the Semantic
Objects are associated with one or more logging messages, making it easier to keep track of its state.

3.1 Health Checks
The health checks can be obtained from the __health endpoint. The health check service also has
a cache that refreshes if a certain number of seconds have passed from the last time it was requested
(default is 30). This is controlled by the boolean URL parameter cache. The default can be changed
by setting the health.cache.invalidation.period configuration parameter.
There are seven distinct health checks associated with the Semantic Objects:
• MongoDB health check: MongoDB is used for storing SOMLs. If the Semantic Objects have
been started with a different provider, this check will be disabled and not visible.
• SPARQL health check: The SPARQL endpoint is the way in which the Semantic Objects interact
with data. A problem here means that data cannot be queried or updated. There is also a check
that verifies that the SPARQL endpoint is not in test mode, i.e., contains any data. Finally, if
mutations are enabled, there is a check that the SPARQL repository is writable.
• SOML health check: The SOML service is used for describing the meta-model of your data.
Without it, the Semantic Objects cannot operate. This health check verifies that there is a bound
SOML schema.
• SOML RBAC health check: The SOML RBAC service is used for describing security model for
the SOML management. Without it, the Semantic Objects cannot operate if security is enabled.
This health check verifies the functionality.
• Query service health check: The query service is a good marker for the overall health of the
Semantic Objects. This health check validates that the SOML schema is configured and bound,
that the service can respond to a simple query, and that this basic query returns a response.
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• Mutation service health check: Mutation service checks are only carried out if mutations are
enabled. This health check validates that the SOML schema is configured and bound, that mutations are enabled consistently through the Semantic Objects and the SOML model, and that it is
possible to update a simple object.
Each of these health checks has a detailed response. The responses contain the following items:
• id: The ID is drawn from a set of standard Ontotext IDs. They are unique and persistent across
the service. All Semantic Objects checks are prefixed with 1 to signify Semantic Objects-related
problems.
– Mongo OK - 1100: set if there is no issue with the MongoDB, or for generic problems that do
not fit the other Mongo issues IDs.
– Mongo database - 1101: set if the MongoDB database is unavailable.
– Mongo collection - 1102: set if the collection that should store SOMLs is unavailable.
– SPARQL OK - 1200: set if there is no issue with the SPARQL endpoint, or for generic problems
that do not fit the other SPARQL issues IDs.
– SPARQL not configured - 1201: set if the SPARQL endpoint is misconfigured.
– SPARQL not writeable - 1202: set if the SPARQL endpoint points to a read-only repository
and mutations are enabled.
– SPARQL no data - 1203: set if the SPARQL endpoint’s data is problematic.
– SPARQL SHACL disabled - 1204: set if the SPARQL endpoint’s SHACL validation is disabled
but the Semantic Objects functionality is enabled.
– SPARQL unavailable - 1205: set if the SPARQL endpoint is unavailable.
– SOML OK - 1300: set if there is no issue with the SOML service, or for generic problems that
do not fit the other SOML issue IDs.
– SOML no schema - 1301: set if there are no SOMLs uploaded to the service.
– SOML unbound - 1302: set if there is no SOML bound to the service.
– Query OK - 1400: set if there is no issue with the query service.
– Query service error - 1401: set for unexpected query service failures.
– Query no data - 1402: set if the query service does not return any data for any query.
– SOML unbound (query) - 1403: set if there is no SOML bound to the service. Returned by
the query service health check.
– Subscription OK - 1450: set if there is no issue with the subscription functionality.
– Subscription unavailable - 1451: set if subscriptions are not enabled, there is no configured
endpoint, or the configured endpoint does not support SPARQL queries.
– SOML unbound (Subscription) - 1452: set if there is no SOML schema bound to the service.
Returned by the subscription service health check.
– Subscription plugin not deployed - 1453: set if the configured endpoint does not have the
Entity Change connector deployed. It is included in GraphDB version 9.5.0 and later.
– Mutation OK - 1500: set if there is no issue with the mutation service.
– Mutations unavailable - 1501: set when mutation definitions are not present within the generated GraphQL, but mutations are enabled.
– Mutations create problem - 1502: set when a create mutation cannot be carried out. This
is accomplished by creating a minimal instance of the first non-abstract type defined in the
SOML.
– Mutations update problem - 1503: set when an update mutation cannot be carried out. This
is accomplished by modifying the record instantiated by the create check.
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– Mutations delete problem - 1504: set when a delete mutation cannot be carried out. This is
accomplished by deleting the record instantiated by the create check.
– SOML unbound (mutation) - 1505: set if there is no SOML bound to the service. Returned
by the mutation service health check.
• status: Marks the status of the particular component, and can be ERROR or OK. This parameter
should be analyzed together with the impact status for the given health check.
• severity: Marks the impact that the errors in a given component have on the entire system, and
can be LOW, `MEDIUM`, or HIGH. LOW severity is returned when there are issues that should not
seriously affect the Semantic Objects as a whole. MEDIUM is returned when the error will lead to
issues with other services, but not lead to an unrecoverable state. HIGH severity errors mean that
the Semantic Objects are unusable until they are resolved. Only appears if the component is not
OK.
• name: A human-friendly name for the check. It can be inferred from the check ID as well.
• type: A human-friendly identifier for the check. It can be either soml, sparql, mongo, or queryService.
• impact: A human-friendly short description of what the error is, providing a quick reference for
how the problem will impact the Semantic Objects.
• description: A description for the check itself and what it is supposed to cover.
• troubleshooting: Contains a link to the troubleshooting documentation that offers specific steps
to help users fix the problem. If there is no problem, points to the general __trouble page.
The health checks update dynamically with the state of the overall system. When a given component
recovers, its health check will also return to OK.
Besides the five health checks, each request to the endpoint returns an overall status field, detailing
the state of the system. This is OK if no errors are present, WARNING if errors are present but their impact
is not `HIGH`, and ERROR if errors are present and their impact are HIGH.
This is an example of a healthy Semantic Objects instance:
{
"status":"OK",
"healthChecks":[
{
"status":"OK",
"id":"1200",
"name":"SPARQL checks",
"type":"sparql",
"impact":"SPARQL Endpoint operating normally, writable and populated with␣
,→data.",
"troubleshooting":"http://localhost:8080/__trouble",
"description":"SPARQL Endpoint checks.",
"message":"SPARQL Endpoint operating normally, writable and populated with␣
,→data."
},
{
"status":"OK",
"id":"1300",
"name":"SOML checks",
"type":"soml",
"impact":"SOML bound, service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting":"http://localhost:8080/__trouble",
"description":"SOML checks.",
"message":"SOML bound, service operating normally."
},
{
"status":"OK",
(continues on next page)

3.1. Health Checks
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(continued from previous page)

"id":"1350",
"name":"SOML RBAC checks",
"type":"soml-rbac",
"impact":"SOML RBAC schema is created, service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting":"http://localhost:8080/__trouble",
"description":"SOML RBAC checks.",
"message":"SOML RBAC schema is created, service operating normally."
},
{
"status":"OK",
"id":"1400",
"name":"Query service",
"type":"queryService",
"impact":"Query service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting":"http://localhost:8080/__trouble",
"description":"Query service checks.",
"message":"Query service operating normally."
},
{
"status":"OK",
"id":"1500",
"name":"Mutations service",
"type":"mutationService",
"impact":"Mutation service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting":"http://localhost:8080/__trouble",
"description":"Mutation service checks.",
"message":"Mutation service operating normally."
}
]
}

3.2 Good to Go
The good-to-go endpoint is available at __gtg. The endpoint service also has a cache that refreshes
if 30 seconds have passed from the last time it was requested. This is controlled by the boolean URL
parameter cache. This parameter also controls whether or not to perform a full health check or to use
the health check cache.
The good-to-go endpoint returns OK if the Semantic Objects are operational and can be used – i.e., the
status of the health checks is OK, or it is WARNING and can be recovered to OK without Semantic Objects
restarts. The endpoint returns `ERROR` when the status of the health checks is ERROR.
Good-to-go and health-check can be used in tandem in order to enable an orchestration tool for managing the Semantic Objects. This is a sample Kubernetes configuration for the Semantic Objects that
showcases how to utilize Good-to-go and Health check to monitor the status of your application:
spec:
containers:
- name: Platform
image: ontotext/platform
readinessProbe:
httpGet:
path: /__gtg?cache=false
port: 7200
initialDelaySeconds: 3
periodSeconds: 10
livenessProbe:
httpGet:
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

path: /__health
port: 7200
initialDelaySeconds: 30
periodSeconds: 30

Kubernetes can also check the status of your SPARQL endpoint, thus creating a self-healing deployment.
Another good practice is to not set a cache=false if a health check has a period greater than the cache
invalidation period. The assumption made here is that the cache will be invalidated anyway, or, if it is
not, that another tool using the health checks has refreshed it in the meantime.
This is an example of a Semantic Objects instance that is good to go:
{
"gtg": "OK"
}

3.3 Troubleshooting
The __trouble endpoint helps troubleshoot and analyze issues with the Semantic Objects, outlining
common error modes and their resolution. The trouble documentation contains the following components:
• Context diagram: Intended to assist with understanding the architecture of the Semantic Objects
and help pinpoint potential problematic services or connections.
• Important endpoints: An overview of the endpoints supported by the service.
• Example query requests: Provides a streamlined example of using the Semantic Objects.
• Prerequisites: Lists the skill set that a successful maintainer should have.
• Resolving known issues: Provides a list of known symptoms, together with potential causes and
suggested resolution methods.
The trouble endpoint is a starting point for analyzing any issues with the Semantic Objects and may
often be good enough for resolving them on its own. If you cannot resolve the issues with the help of
the trouble endpoint, please refer to our support team.

3.4 About
The __about endpoint lists the Semantic Objects version, their build date, a quick description on what
the Semantic Objects are, and a link to this documentation.

3.3. Troubleshooting
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CHAPTER

FOUR

TUTORIALS

This section provides step-by-step guides with examples of Ontotext Semantic Objects use cases.

4.1 Example Datasets
Currently, the Ontotext Platform documentation has one domain example, Star Wars. The Star Wars
dataset contains movies, characters (humans, droids etc), species, planets, starships, vehicles, etc.
This domain has been traditionally used for providing GraphQL examples. The Star Wars API (SWAPI)
provides full data about the seven SW movies, including entity resolution and programming examples
in a variety of languages. We have translated the data to RDF.

4.1.1 Star Wars

What’s in this document?
• RDF Data
• RDF Data Model
– Class (Character, Film, Starship, Vehicle, Planet)
– Amphibian Species
– Artificial Species
– Insectoid Species
– Mammal Species
– Reptile Species
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– Droid (subClassOf Artificial Species)
• Semantic Objects Modeling Language
– Schema
– Prefixes
– Semantic Objects
– Elasticsearch Indices
• Generated GraphQL Schema
– Get the Schema
• GraphQL Queries
All the Star Wars data you have ever wanted, accessible via Semantic Objects GraphQL queries and
linked RDF data via GraphDB SPARQL queries. The Star Wars dataset includes:
• Characters
• Species (Amphibian, Artificial, Insectoid, Mammal, Reptile)
• Films
• Planets
• Starships
• Vehicles
• People (Actors, Directors, etc)
• Film Roles (Peoples, role within Starwar’s Films)
• Film Releases
• Awards
• Awards Recognition
• Locations (birthPlace, citizenship)
RDF Data
The Star Wars data which is publicly available at SWAPI has been transformed by Ontotext from a
JSON dataset into an RDF dataset. The RDF data model re-factors the data model enhancing Species
classification etc.
The RDF data is available for download starwars-data.ttl.
If you would like to install the data and access the data via GraphQL or SPARQL, please follow the Quick
Start guide.
RDF Data Model
The RDF instance diagram that follows depicts core Star Wars RDF data model elements, including
voc:Character, voc:Film, voc:Planet, voc:Starship, voc:Species and voc:Vehicle.
This RDF snippet describes Luke Skywalker:
@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
# ...
<human/1> a voc:Human, voc:Mammal, voc:Sentient, voc:Character;
(continues on next page)
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rdfs:label "Luke Skywalker" ;
voc:birthYear "19BBY" ;
voc:eyeColor "blue" ;
voc:film <film/1>,
<film/2>,
<film/3>,
<film/6>,
<film/7> ;
voc:gender "male" ;
voc:hairColor "blond" ;
voc:height "172.0"^^xsd:float ;
voc:homeworld <planet/1> ;
voc:mass 77.0 ;
voc:skinColor "fair" ;
voc:starship <starship/12>,
<starship/22> ;
voc:vehicle <vehicle/14>,
<vehicle/30> .

Luke Skywalker is a voc:Human, which infers that he is also a voc:Mamamal and voc:Sentient with
a Semantic Object Type Human.
The RDF includes links to the voc:films in which Luke Skywalker is a voc:character, namely:
• A New Hope <film/1>
• The Empire Strikes Back <film/2>
• Return of the Jedi <film/3>
• Revenge of the Sith <film/6>
• The Force Awakens <film/7>
A voc:Film is depicted within the RDF dataset as follows:
@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
# ...
<film/1> a voc:Film ;
rdfs:label "A New Hope" ;
voc:character <human/1> ;
voc:episodeId 4 ;
voc:planet <planet/1> ;
voc:releaseDate "1977-05-25"^^xsd:date .
voc:starship <starship/12> .

The following data links voc:Film’s to voc:Characters and voc:Person entities to describe a
persons role within a Star Wars film. For example, Luke Skywalker was played by Mark Hamil within
the film A New Hope. The data set also includes the voc:Person`s `voc:birthPlace and voc:citizen`ship
data, in this case `Mark Hamil was born in Oakland California and is a citizen of the United States
@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
@prefix wds: <http://www.wikidata.org/entity/statement/> .
@prefix wd: <http://www.wikidata.org/entity/> .
# ...
wds:q17738-0457387C-0C3C-4565-8C8D-FA9CB1AC968D
a
voc:FilmRole ;
voc:character
<human/1> ;
(continues on next page)

4.1. Example Datasets
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voc:film
voc:person
voc:role
voc:wikidataLink

<film/1> ;
wd:Q210447 ;
"cast member" ;
wds:q17738-0457387C-0C3C-4565-8C8D-FA9CB1AC968D

wd:Q210447 a
voc:Person ;
rdfs:label
"Mark Hamill"@en ;
voc:birthDate
"1951-09-25"^^xsd:date ;
voc:birthPlace
wd:Q17042 ;
voc:citizenOf
wd:Q30 ;
voc:desc
"American actor, producer, director, and writer"@en ;
voc:gender
"male" ;
voc:image
<http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:FilePath/Mark
,→%20Hamill%20%282017%29.jpg> ;
voc:wikidataLink wd:Q210447 .
wd:Q30

a
rdfs:label
voc:country
voc:wikidataLink

wd:Q17042

voc:Country ;
"United States"@en ;
wd:Q30 ;
wd:Q30 .

a
rdfs:label
voc:country
voc:wikidataLink

voc:Location ;
"Oakland, California"@en ;
wd:Q30 ;
wd:Q17042 .

The data also includes voc:Film voc:awards. For example Alex Guiness got the best supporting actor
gong at the Oscars
@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
@prefix wds: <http://www.wikidata.org/entity/statement/> .
@prefix wd: <http://www.wikidata.org/entity/> .
# ...
wds:Q103894-A96A66F4-0FC7-492D-91C8-B80670F6EE72
a
voc:AwardRecognition ;
voc:award
wd:Q106291 ;
voc:awardDate
"1977-01-01"^^xsd:date ;
voc:awardStatus
"nominated" ;
voc:film
<film/1> ;
voc:forWork
"Star Wars"@en-GB ;
voc:person
wd:Q103894 ;
voc:wikidataLink wds:Q103894-A96A66F4-0FC7-492D-91C8-B80670F6EE72 .
wd:Q103894 a
voc:Person ;
rdfs:label
"Alec Guinness"@en ;
voc:birthDate
"1914-04-02"^^xsd:date ;
voc:birthPlace
wd:Q123634 ;
voc:citizenOf
wd:Q145 ;
voc:desc
"British actor (1914-2000)"@en ;
voc:gender
"male" ;
voc:image
<http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:FilePath/Alec
,→%20Guinness%206%20Allan%20Warren.jpg> ;
voc:residentOf
wd:Q124230 ;
voc:wikidataLink wd:Q103894 .
wd:Q123634 a
rdfs:label
voc:country

voc:Location ;
"Marylebone"@en ;
wd:Q145 ;
(continues on next page)
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wd:Q145

voc:wikidataLink

wd:Q123634 .

a
rdfs:label
voc:country
voc:wikidataLink

voc:Country ;
"United Kingdon"@en ;
wd:Q145 ;
wd:Q145 .

Luke Skywalker’s voc:homeworld is the voc:Planet Tatooine, on which he was a voc:resident.
@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
# ...
<planet/1> a voc:Planet ;
rdfs:label "Tatooine" ;
voc:climate "arid" ;
voc:diameter 10465 ;
voc:film <film/1>,
<film/3>,
<film/6> ;
voc:gravity "1 standard" ;
voc:orbitalPeriod 304 ;
voc:population 200000 ;
voc:resident <human/1> ;
voc:rotationPeriod 23 ;
voc:surfaceWater 1 ;
voc:terrain "desert" .

Luke Skywalker was the voc:pilot of two voc:Starships, namely:
• X-Wing
• Imperial Shuttle
A starship such as X-Wing is modeled in the RDF as follows:
@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
# ...
<starship/12> a voc:Starship ;
rdfs:label "X-wing" ;
voc:cargoCapacity 110 ;
voc:consumables "1 week" ;
voc:costInCredits 149999 ;
voc:crew 1 ;
voc:film <film/1>,
<film/2>,
<film/3> ;
voc:hyperdriveRating "1.0"^^xsd:float ;
voc:length "12.5"^^xsd:float ;
voc:manufacturer "Incom Corporation" ;
voc:maxAtmospheringSpeed 1050 ;
voc:mglt 100 ;
voc:model "T-65 X-wing" ;
voc:passengers 0 ;
voc:pilot <human/1> ;
voc:starshipClass "Starfighter" .

Luke Skywalker is also the voc:pilot of voc:Vehicles such as:
• Snowspeeder
• Imperial Speeder Bike
4.1. Example Datasets
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A voc:Vehicle such as the Snowspeeder is depicted within the RDF as:
@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
# ...
<vehicle/14> a voc:Vehicle ;
rdfs:label "Snowspeeder" ;
voc:cargoCapacity 10 ;
voc:consumables "none" ;
voc:crew 2 ;
voc:film <film/2> ;
voc:length "4.5"^^xsd:float ;
voc:manufacturer "Incom corporation" ;
voc:maxAtmospheringSpeed 650 ;
voc:model "t-47 airspeeder" ;
voc:passengers 0 ;
voc:pilot <human/1> ;
voc:vehicleClass "airspeeder" .

This RDF instance diagram intends to capture the RDF described above.
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Once the Star Wars data is loaded within GraphDB following the Quick Start guide, it is possible to
navigate through the RDF data to visualize Luke Skywalker by clicking on this GraphDB visualization
link.
The GraphDB visualization for Luke Skywalker is as follows:

Luke Skywalker RDF data can also be retrieved by querying GraphDB by invoking the following SPARQL
CONSTRUCT query using the GraphDB Query Console:
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX so: <http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/>
PREFIX voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
CONSTRUCT {
?lukeSkyWalker a ?type;
rdfs:label ?label;
voc:birthYear ?birthYear;
voc:eyeColor ?eyeColo;
voc:film ?film;
voc:gender ?gender;
voc:hairColor ?hairColor;
voc:height ?height;
voc:homeworld ?homeworld;
voc:mass ?mass;
voc:skinColor ?skinColor;
voc:starship ?starship;
voc:vehicle ?vehicle.
} WHERE {
BIND (<https://swapi.co/resource/human/1> as ?lukeSkyWalker)
?lukeSkyWalker a ?type;
rdfs:label ?label;
voc:birthYear ?birthYear;
voc:eyeColor ?eyeColo;
voc:film ?film;
voc:gender ?gender;
(continues on next page)
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voc:hairColor ?hairColor;
voc:height ?height;
voc:homeworld ?homeworld;
voc:mass ?mass;
voc:skinColor ?skinColor;
voc:starship ?starship;
voc:vehicle ?vehicle.
}

Class (Character, Film, Starship, Vehicle, Planet)
The following diagram depicts the Star Wars RDF class model:
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SWAPI uses Species, which are classes of individuals, but also have properties of their own (e.g.,
voc:averageLifespan). This means that Species is a meta-class, which may be a little hard to
understand.
The Biological Taxonomy system (Species < Genus < Family < Order < Class < Phylum < Kingdom <
Domain) is a well-known example of meta-classes. Each taxon has its own properties, but also is a
4.1. Example Datasets
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class of all the individuals in that taxon. Thus, biological taxons deal with a 2-dimensional hierarchy.
The SWAPI Species is simpler. First, we declare it as a meta-class in RDF as follows:
voc:Species a rdfs:Class;
rdfs:subClassOf rdfs:Class.

This should not be too surprising because rdfs:Class is in fact a meta-class itself:
rdfs:Class a rdfs:Class;
rdfs:subClassOf rdfs:Class.

• RDFS states that rdfs:Class` is an instance of rdfs:Class. You can see the same in the
RDFS namespace document.
• RDFS Interpretations state that rdfs:subClassOf is transitive and reflexive.
Note: Unlike the Metaobject protocol, RDFS collapses all meta-levels into one.
This allows a species such as Human to both have individual properties (e.g., averageLifespan), but
also serve as the class of all humans (e.g., <human/1> Luke Skywalker):
voc:Species a rdfs:Class ;
rdfs:subClassOf rdfs:Class .
voc:Mammal a rdfs:Class .
voc:Sentient a rdfs:Class .
voc:Human a voc:Species ;
rdfs:label "Human" ;
rdfs:label "Human" ;
rdfs:subClassOf voc:Mammal, voc:Sentient ;
voc:averageLifespan 120.0 ;
voc:film <film/1>, <film/2>...
<human/1> a voc:Human ;
rdfs:label "Luke Skywalker" ;
voc:birthYear "19BBY" .

The following diagrams depict the groups of Star Wars species meta-classes:
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Amphibian Species
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Artificial Species

Insectoid Species
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Mammal Species
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Reptile Species
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Droid (subClassOf Artificial Species)

You may for example want to retrieve the linked data for the species voc:Droid invoking the following
SPARQL CONSTRUCT query using the GraphDB Query Console:
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX so: <http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/>
PREFIX voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
CONSTRUCT {
?droidSpecies a ?type;
rdfs:subClassOf ?subClassOf;
rdfs:label ?label;
voc:desc ?desc;
voc:averageLifespan ?averageLifespan;
voc:character ?character;
voc:film ?film.
} WHERE {
BIND(voc:Droid as ?droidSpecies)
?droidSpecies a voc:Species;
a ?type;
rdfs:subClassOf ?subClassOf ;
rdfs:label ?label;
voc:desc ?desc;
voc:averageLifespan ?averageLifespan;
voc:character ?character;
voc:film ?film.
}

Returning the following RDF:
@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix so: <http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/> .
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
voc:Droid a rdfs:Class, voc:Species;
rdfs:label "Droid";
rdfs:subClassOf voc:Artificial, voc:Sentient;
voc:averageLifespan "indefinite";
voc:character <droid/2>,
(continues on next page)
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<droid/23>,
<droid/3>,
<droid/8>,
<droid/87>;
voc:desc "A droid is a fictional robot possessing some degree of artificial␣
,→intelligence in the Star Wars science fiction franchise. Coined by special␣
,→effects artist John Stears, the term is a clipped form of \"android\",1 a word␣
,→originally reserved for robots designed to look and act like a human.2 The word \
,→"droid\" has been a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd since 1977.3456";
voc:film <film/1>,
<film/2>,
<film/3>,
<film/4>,
<film/5>,
<film/6>,
<film/7> .

Or perhaps visualize the voc:Droid species within the GraphDB Visualizer:

Depicting that voc:Droid appears in voc:film:
• A New Hope
• The Empire Strikes Back
• Return of the Jedi
• The Phantom Menace
• Attack of the Clones
• Revenge of the Sith
• The Force Awakens
And there are six instances of type voc:Droid:
• R4-P17
• C-3PO

4.1. Example Datasets
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• IG-88
• R2-D2
• R5-D4
• BB8
Semantic Objects Modeling Language
Semantic Objects generates a GraphQL schema by using a Semantic Objects Modeling Language
(SOML) schema.
This section of the document describes how the Star Wars RDF is mapped to Semantic Objects.
Schema
The Star Wars RDF data is mapped to Semantic Objects using the Semantic Object Modeling Language
(SOML).
You can download the Semantic Object schema.yaml .
Prefixes
The Star Wars RDF uses a set of namespace prefix bindings. Namespace prefix bindings are used as
an abbreviation that is attached as a local name.
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

so: <http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/> .
rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
xml: <http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace> .
xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

These prefix bindings are re-used and represented within the Star Wars SOML definition. In addition to
Star Wars schema-specific namespaces and well-known system namespaces, the so: namespace is
used for holding built-in props like:
• so:name: the semantic object name
The Star Wars prefixes are defined as:
prefixes:
# common prefixes
so: "http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/"
voc: "https://swapi.co/vocabulary/"
dct: "http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
gn: "http://www.geonames.org/ontology#"
owl: "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
puml: "http://plantuml.com/ontology#"
rdf: "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
rdfs: "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
skos: "http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#"
void: "http://rdfs.org/ns/void#"
wgs84: "http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#"
xsd: "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
wds: "http://www.wikidata.org/entity/statement/" .
wd: "http://www.wikidata.org/entity/" .
specialPrefixes:
(continues on next page)
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base_iri:
vocab_iri:
vocab_prefix:

https://swapi.co/resource/
https://swapi.co/vocabulary/
voc

The base_iri maps directly to base and allows relative IRIs from the base. In the case of Star Wars:
@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
<#vehicle/14> a voc:Vehicle .

Expands to:
<https://swapi.co/resource/vehicle/14> a <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/Vehicle>

The vocab_iri is the default namespace prefix binding for RDF ontology elements within the RDF
data.
In the case of Star Wars:
vocab_iri:
vocab_prefix:

https://swapi.co/vocabulary/
voc

Can be directly mapped to the RDF Star Wars ontology elements such as voc:Droid or
voc:averageLifespan:
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

so: <http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/> .
rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

# Droid Species Class
voc:Droid a rdfs:Class, voc:Species;
rdfs:subClassOf voc:Artificial, voc:Sentient .
voc:averageLifespan a owl:DatatypeProperty ;
rdfs:domain voc:Planet ;
rdfs:range xsd:string .

The Star Wars SOML definition does not need to declare the default vocab_prefix within the YAML
for this mapping.
For example:
objects:
Species:
....
props:
...
averageLifespan: {descr: "Lifespan of the species", range: decimal}
...

And allows the Semantic Objects to produce an RDF mapping as follows:
• Species: == rdf:type is voc:Species
• averageLifespan == voc:averageLifespan
It is of course possible to define the prefix within SOML YAML if you want to, so that it is explicit. Thus,
the following is a more verbose but equivalent definition:

4.1. Example Datasets
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objects:
Species:
#....
type: ["voc:Species"]
props:
#...
voc:averageLifespan: {descr: "Lifespan of the species", range: decimal}
#...

Semantic Objects
The Star Wars SOML schema defines the following Semantic Objects where the Semantic Object types
are mapped to RDF:
• Species:
object representing meta information about a species such as a Droids
voc:averageLifespan etc.
– a voc:Species
• Film: object representing one of the Start Wars films
– a voc:Film
• Planet: object representing one of the Star Wars Planets
– a voc:Planet
• Vehicle: object representing one of the Star Wars Vehicles
– a voc:Vehicle
• Starship: object representing one of the Star Wars Spacecraft
– a voc:Starship
• Character (Abstract): an abstract object type for representing all character individuals such as
Luke Skywalker or R2-D2
– a voc:Character
• Character sub-types: concrete sub-types for representing individuals that have species type (see
species), e.g., Aleena, Besalisk, Cerean, Chagrian, Clawdite, Droid, etc…) inherits character properties
– voc:Aleena....voc:Droid…etc.
• FilmRole: a persons roles within a Starwars film. E.g. Mark Hamil was the actor for the character
Luke Skywalker in the film A New Hope
• Person: people related to Starwars for example Mark Hamil the american actor
• Location: location data for birthPlace and country of citzenship
• Award: data such as academy awards
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Example: Film Object
The following Semantic Object definition is included as an example. This YAML defines the Film:
Semantic Object and how it maps to RDF.
Film:
descr: 'Star Wars is an American epic space-opera media franchise created by␣
,→George Lucas. The franchise began with the eponymous 1977 film and quickly␣
,→became a worldwide pop-culture phenomenon, with many more films'
inherits: HasWikidataLink
type: voc:Film
label: Film
name: rdfs:label
props:
boxOffice: {}
character: {}
cost: {}
desc: {}
episodeId: {}
image: {}
location: {}
openingCrawl: {}
planet: {}
rdfs:label:
min: 1
releaseDate: {}
returnOnInvestment: {}
starship: {}
vehicle: {}
awardRecognition: {descr: "Awards of the film", max: inf, range:␣
,→AwardRecognition, inverseAlias: film, rangeCheck: true}
release: {descr: "Releases of the film", max: inf, range: FilmRelease,␣
,→inverseAlias: film, rangeCheck: true}
role: {descr: "Roles associated with the film", max: inf, range: FilmRole,␣
,→inverseAlias: film, rangeCheck: true}

Which has a direct mapping to an voc:Film instance representing A New Hope as follows:
<film/1> a voc:Film ;
rdfs:label "A New Hope"^^xsd:string ;
voc:character <droid/2>,
# --- more --<wookiee/13> ;
voc:desc "\"Star Wars (later retitled Star Wars: Episode IV – A New Hope) is a␣
,→1977 American epic space opera film written and directed by George Lucas. It is␣
,→the first film in the original Star Wars trilogy, the first Star Wars movie in␣
,→general, and the beginning of the Star Wars franchise. Starring Mark Hamill,␣
,→Harrison Ford, Carrie Fisher, Peter Cushing, Alec Guinness, David Prowse, James␣
,→Earl Jones, Anthony Daniels, Kenny Baker, and Peter Mayhew, the films plot␣
,→focuses on the Rebel Alliance, led by Princess Leia (Fisher), and its attempt to␣
,→destroy the Galactic Empires space station, the Death Star. This conflict␣
,→disrupts the isolated life of farmhand Luke Skywalker (Hamill), who␣
,→inadvertently acquires a pair of droids that possess stolen architectural plans␣
,→for the Death Star. When the Empire begins a destructive search for the missing␣
,→droids, Skywalker accompanies Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi (Guinness) on a mission␣
,→to return the plans to the Rebel Alliance and rescue Leia from her imprisonment␣
,→by the Empire.\", Star Wars was released in theatres in the United States on May␣
,→25, 1977. It earned $461 million in the U.S. and $314 million overseas, totaling
,→$775 million ($3.132 billion in 2017 dollars, adjusted for inflation). It␣
,→surpassed Jaws (1975) to become the highest-grossing film of all time until the␣
,→release of E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1982). When adjusted for inflation, Star␣
,→Wars is the second-highest-grossing film in North America, and the third-highest,→grossing film in the world. It received ten Academy Award nominations (including␣
(continues on next page)
,→Best Picture), winning seven. It was among the first films to be selected as␣
,→part of the U.S. Library of Congress\\ National Film Registry as being \
,→"culturally,
historically, or aesthetically significant\". At the time, it was␣ 35
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voc:episodeId 4 ;
voc:openingCrawl """It is a period of civil war.\r
Rebel spaceships, striking\r
-- more -freedom to the galaxy...."""^^xsd:string ;
voc:planet <planet/1>, <planet/2>, <planet/3> ;
voc:releaseDate "1977-05-25"^^xsd:date ;
voc:starship <starship/10>,
# --- more --<starship/9> ;
voc:vehicle <vehicle/4>,
# --- more --<vehicle/8> .

Species
In SOML, we declare the properties of a species (e.g., Human:) and how these map to individual characters (e.g., <human/1>).
We also declare links between the instances:
• Character->species->Species (being rdf:type) to get the single species of a character.
rdfProp uses the voc:Character rdf:type for the species relationship. It uses rangeCheck:
true to ensure that the chosen type is a voc:Species.
• Species->character->Character (inverseAlias of the above) to get the list of characters
for a species
objects:
Species:
props:
averageLifespan: {descr: "Lifespan of the species", range: decimal}
film: {descr: "Films the species appears in", max: inf, range: Film}
character: {descr: "List of instances of the species", max: inf, range:␣
,→Character, inverseAlias: "species", rangeCheck: true}
Character:
kind: abstract
props:
birthYear: {descr: "In BBY (Before the Battle of Yalvin) or ABY (After the␣
,→battle of Yalvin"}
species: {label: "Characters species", range: Species, rdfProp: "rdf:type",␣
,→rangeCheck: true, min: 1}

Within the RDF Human is a subclass of other species (Mammal and Sentient), however within the
SOML definition we declare that Human: inherits the properties of Character:.
Human:
inherits: Character
prefix: "human/"
descr: "Modern humans (Homo sapiens..."

This allows one to access all characters by its Species type, plus access their Character: properties.
The SOML schema makes use of inheritance to reduce the need of repeating Character properties
for all the sub-objects such as Human: or Droid:, e.g.:
Character:
kind: abstract
props:
(continues on next page)
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# --- more --birthYear: {descr: "In BBY (Before the Battle of Yalvin) or ABY (After the␣
,→battle of Yalvin"}
species: {label: "Characters species", range: Species, rdfProp: "rdf:type",
,→ rangeCheck: true, min: 1}
# --- more --Human:
inherits: Character
# --- more --Droid:
inherits: Character

The full set of Semantic Object species that inherit property characteristics from Character is as follows:
Aleena, Besalisk, Cerean, Chagrian, Clawdite, Droid, Dug, Ewok, Geonosian, Gungan, Human, Hutt,
Iktotchi, Kaleesh, Kaminoan, Keldor, Mirialan, Moncalamari, Muun, Nautolan, Neimodian, Pauan, Quermian, Rodian, Skakoan, Sullustan, Tholothian, Togruta, Toong, Toydarian, Trandoshan, Twilek, Umbaran, Vulptereen, Wookiee, Xexto, Yodasspecies, Zabrak.
Elasticsearch Indices
The following classes have been marked as searchable in the SOML schema:
• Human
• Character
• Wookiee
• Droid
• Film
• Planet
• Starship
• Vehicle
• Person
And the following class properties have been marked as searchable:
• Award
• AwardRecognition
• FilmRole
• FilmRelease
• Location
• Country
Find more information on how to mark objects and properties as searchable in the Semantic Search
configuration.
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Generated GraphQL Schema
The Semantic Objects generate a GraphQL schema that is exposed at the /graphql endpoint.
Note: The GraphQL endpoint should only be used from a compatible GraphQL client such as GraphiQL.
The generated GraphQL schema currently only includes GraphQL queries and does not include any
mutation definitions.
The GraphQL schema provides a query schema providing access across all of the Semantic Object,
Semantic Object Properties, and Relationships.
The Semantic Objects transform the SOML YAML into GraphQL schema definitions automatically when
the SOML schema is bound to the service.
The GraphQL schema cannot be altered directly. It must be generated by using a Semantic Objects Modeling Language schema. This ensures that a correct GraphQL->SPARQL->RDF mapping is in place.
The GraphQL schema aligns with the Semantic Object RDF mapping, allowing the Semantic Object
transpiler to transform GraphQL into SPARQL to retrieve the underlying RDF data.
Get the Schema
You can download the Semantic Objects generated GraphQL Schema using the following instructions.
1. Set up the Semantic Objects following the Quick Start guide.
2. Install npm.
3. Install get-graphql-schema:
npm install -g get-graphql-schema

1. Download the GraphQL schema:
get-graphql-schema https://swapi-platform.ontotext.com/graphql > ${path}

GraphQL Object Types
The Semantic Objects generate GraphQL Object Types for each Semantic Object defined with the SOML
YAML.
As an example, the Film: Semantic Objects Modeling Language definition:
Film:
descr: 'Star Wars is an American epic space-opera media franchise created by␣
,→George Lucas. The franchise began with the eponymous 1977 film and quickly␣
,→became a worldwide pop-culture phenomenon, with many more films'
inherits: HasWikidataLink
type: voc:Film
label: Film
name: rdfs:label
props:
boxOffice: {}
character: {}
cost: {}
desc: {}
episodeId: {}
image: {}
location: {}
(continues on next page)
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openingCrawl: {}
planet: {}
rdfs:label:
min: 1
releaseDate: {}
returnOnInvestment: {}
starship: {}
vehicle: {}
awardRecognition: {descr: "Awards of the film", max: inf, range:␣
,→AwardRecognition, inverseAlias: film, rangeCheck: true}
release: {descr: "Releases of the film", max: inf, range: FilmRelease,␣
,→inverseAlias: film, rangeCheck: true}
role: {descr: "Roles associated with the film", max: inf, range: FilmRole,␣
,→inverseAlias: film, rangeCheck: true}

is transformed into a GraphQL Object type as follows:
# Film
type Film implements Object & Nameable & HasWikidataLink {
# IRI
id: ID
# type
type(ID: [ID!], orderBy: _OrderBy, limit: PositiveInteger, offset:␣
,→PositiveInteger, where: ID_Where_Multi): [ID]!
# Name
name(lang: String = "ANY"): String
# wikidata link
wikidataLink: ID
# box office
boxOffice: Decimal
# character
character(lang: String, ID: [ID!], orderBy: Character_OrderBy, limit:␣
,→PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, where: Character_Where_Multi):␣
,→[Character]!
# cost
cost: Decimal
# Description
desc(value: String_Where, lang: String): Literal
# episode id
episodeId: Integer
# image
image(ID: [ID!], orderBy: _OrderBy, limit: PositiveInteger, offset:␣
,→PositiveInteger, where: ID_Where_Multi): [ID]!
# Location
location(lang: String, ID: [ID!], orderBy: Location_OrderBy, limit:␣
,→PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, where: Location_Where_Multi):␣
,→[Location]!
# openingCrawl
openingCrawl: String
(continues on next page)
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# planet
planet(lang: String, ID: [ID!], orderBy: Planet_OrderBy, limit: PositiveInteger,␣
,→offset: PositiveInteger, where: Planet_Where_Multi): [Planet]!
# name
rdfs_label(value: String_Where, lang: String): Literal
# Date
releaseDate: Date
# return on investment
returnOnInvestment: Decimal
# Starships in film or piloted by character
starship(lang: String, ID: [ID!], orderBy: Starship_OrderBy, limit:␣
,→PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, where: Starship_Where_Multi):␣
,→[Starship]!
# vehicle
vehicle(lang: String, ID: [ID!], orderBy: Vehicle_OrderBy, limit:␣
,→PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, where: Vehicle_Where_Multi): [Vehicle]!
# awardRecognition
awardRecognition(lang: String, ID: [ID!], orderBy: AwardRecognition_OrderBy,␣
,→limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, where: AwardRecognition_Where_
,→Multi): [AwardRecognition]!
# release
release(lang: String, ID: [ID!], orderBy: FilmRelease_OrderBy, limit:␣
,→PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, where: FilmRelease_Where_Multi):␣
,→[FilmRelease]!
# role
role(lang: String, ID: [ID!], orderBy: FilmRole_OrderBy, limit: PositiveInteger,␣
,→offset: PositiveInteger, where: FilmRole_Where_Multi): [FilmRole]!
}

You will notice that multi-valued Object properties are always adorned with the following input arguments:
• ID: a filter that ensures that only those IDs stated are retrieved
• limit: a pagination filter that limits the number of values retrieved within a page
• offset: a pagination filter that specifies the number of pages which you wish to skip before
retrieving the objects
• orderBy: object property ordering, supporting order by object and nested object properties (See
GraphQL Order Objects)
• where: object property filter (object and nested object properties) (See GraphQL Where Objects)
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GraphQL Order Objects
Multi-valued object properties such as a Films characters:
type Film implements Nameable & Object {
character(ID: [ID!],
limit: PositiveInteger,
offset: PositiveInteger,
orderBy: Character_OrderBy,
where: Character_Where_Multi): [Character]!
}

Always include an orderBy: input argument. This argument uses a generated {Type}_OrderBy
type, e.g.:
orderBy: Character_OrderBy,

The generated {Type}_OrderBy input objects are defined so that it is possible to retrieve an ordered
set of objects by any of the objects properties.
In this particular case, Film.character ordering has a Character_OrderBy input object as follows:
enum _OrderBy {
ASC
DESC
}
input Character_OrderBy {
__typename: _OrderBy
birthYear: _OrderBy
desc: _OrderBy
eyeColor: _OrderBy
gender: _OrderBy
hairColor: _OrderBy
height: _OrderBy
homeworld: Planet_OrderBy
id: _OrderBy
mass: _OrderBy
name: _OrderBy
skinColor: _OrderBy
}

Every multi-valued object property has its own {Type}_OrderBy input object. As you can see in the
example above, e.g.:
input Character_OrderBy {
homeworld: Planet_OrderBy
}

The {Type}_OrderBy input objects support orderBy queries (see GraphQL Query Ordering), such
as:
• “Retrieve the list of characters that appeared in the Star Wars film “A New Hope” in descending
height order”
• “Retrieve the list of starships which appeared in the Star Wars film “Return of the Jedi” in ascending
length order”
• etc..

4.1. Example Datasets
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GraphQL Where Objects
Multi-valued object properties such as a Films and starships use
{Type}_Where_Multi input argument for multi-valued object filtering. For example:

a

generated

type Film implements Nameable & Object {
# ....
starship(ID: [ID!],
limit: PositiveInteger,
offset: PositiveInteger,
orderBy: Starship_OrderBy,
where: Starship_Where_Multi): [Starship]!
}

This generated argument type {Type}_Where_Multi allows a GraphQL query to build a filter using
connectives such as AND, ALL, OR, ALL_EXISTS with object property comparisons using generated
input objects {Type}_Where, which include comparisons such as EQ (Equal), NEQ (Not Equal), IRE
(Case-insensitive Regular Expression), etc.
For example:
input Starship_Where_Multi {
# ForAll for Starship
ALL: Starship_Where_Multi
# All and Exists for Starship
ALL_EXISTS: Starship_Where_Multi
# Conjunction of Starship comparisons
AND: [Starship_Where_Multi!]
# Check by id
ID: [ID!]
# Negation of Starship comparisons
NOT: Starship_Where_Multi
# Disjunction of Starship comparisons
OR: [Starship_Where_Multi!]
# cargoCapacity comparisons
cargoCapacity: Integer_Where
# consumables comparisons
consumables: String_Where
# costInCredits comparisons
costInCredits: Integer_Where
# crew comparisons
crew: Integer_Where
# desc comparisons
desc: String_Where
# film comparisons
film: Film_Where_Multi
# hyperdriveRating comparisons
hyperdriveRating: Decimal_Where
(continues on next page)
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# id comparisons
id: ID_Where
# length comparisons
length: Decimal_Where
# manufacturer comparisons
manufacturer: String_Where
# maxAtmospheringSpeed comparisons
maxAtmospheringSpeed: Integer_Where
# mglt comparisons
mglt: Integer_Where
# model comparisons
model: String_Where
# name comparisons
name: String_Where
# passengers comparisons
passengers: Integer_Where
# pilot comparisons
pilot: Character_Where_Multi
# starshipClass comparisons
starshipClass: String_Where
# type comparisons
type: ID_Where_Multi
}
# String comparisons for single-value fields
input String_Where {
# Conjunction of String comparisons
AND: [String_Where!]
# Equal to String
EQ: String
#Greater than String
GT: String
#Greater than or equal to String
GTE: String
#In list of String
IN: [String!]
# Case-insensitive regex match
IRE: String
# Less than String
LT: String
# Less than or equal to String
LTE: String
(continues on next page)
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# Not equal to String
NEQ: String
# Not in list of String
NIN: [String!]
# Case-insensitive regex mismatch
NIRE: String
# Regex mismatch
NRE: String
# Disjunction of String comparisons
OR: [String_Where!]
# Regex match
RE: String
}

The {Type}_Where_Multi and {Type}_Where input objects support orderBy queries (see
GraphQL Query Ordering), such as:
• “Retrieve starships that have at least one tall pilot ordered”
• “Retrieve starships which have a particular cargo capacity”
• “Retrieve planets where resident name includes “SkyWalker””
• “Retrieve humans where there homeworld name include “Tato””
• etc..
GraphQL Query Types
The Semantic Objects automatically generate queries within the GraphQL schema for all Semantic Objects.
The acceptable queries defined within the GraphQL schema have the same input arguments described
in the above sections, namely:
• ID: a filter that ensures that only those IDs stated are retrieved
• limit: a pagination filter that limits the number of values retrieved within a page
• offset: a pagination filter that specifies the number of pages which you wish to skip before
retrieving the objects
• orderBy: object property ordering, supporting order by object and nested object properties (See
GraphQL Order Objects)
• where: object property filter, by object and nested object properties (See GraphQL Where Objects)
The Star Wars GraphQL schema therefore allows one to invoke filters, ordered and pageable GraphQL
queries for:
• Films
• Planets
• Characters (All species)
• Starships
• Vehicles
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type Query {
aleena(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Aleena_OrderBy, where: Aleena_Where_Multi): [Aleena]!
besalisk(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Besalisk_OrderBy, where: Besalisk_Where_Multi): [Besalisk]!
cerean(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Cerean_OrderBy, where: Cerean_Where_Multi): [Cerean]!
chagrian(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Chagrian_OrderBy, where: Chagrian_Where_Multi): [Chagrian]!
character(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Character_OrderBy, where: Character_Where_Multi): [Character]!
clawdite(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Clawdite_OrderBy, where: Clawdite_Where_Multi): [Clawdite]!
droid(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Droid_OrderBy, where: Droid_Where_Multi): [Droid]!
dug(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy: Dug_
,→OrderBy, where: Dug_Where_Multi): [Dug]!
ewok(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy: Ewok_
,→OrderBy, where: Ewok_Where_Multi): [Ewok]!
film(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy: Film_
,→OrderBy, where: Film_Where_Multi): [Film]!
geonosian(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Geonosian_OrderBy, where: Geonosian_Where_Multi): [Geonosian]!
gungan(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Gungan_OrderBy, where: Gungan_Where_Multi): [Gungan]!
human(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Human_OrderBy, where: Human_Where_Multi): [Human]!
hutt(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy: Hutt_
,→OrderBy, where: Hutt_Where_Multi): [Hutt]!
iktotchi(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Iktotchi_OrderBy, where: Iktotchi_Where_Multi): [Iktotchi]!
kaleesh(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Kaleesh_OrderBy, where: Kaleesh_Where_Multi): [Kaleesh]!
kaminoan(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Kaminoan_OrderBy, where: Kaminoan_Where_Multi): [Kaminoan]!
keldor(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Keldor_OrderBy, where: Keldor_Where_Multi): [Keldor]!
mirialan(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Mirialan_OrderBy, where: Mirialan_Where_Multi): [Mirialan]!
moncalamari(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger,␣
,→orderBy: Moncalamari_OrderBy, where: Moncalamari_Where_Multi): [Moncalamari]!
muun(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy: Muun_
,→OrderBy, where: Muun_Where_Multi): [Muun]!
nautolan(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Nautolan_OrderBy, where: Nautolan_Where_Multi): [Nautolan]!
neimodian(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Neimodian_OrderBy, where: Neimodian_Where_Multi): [Neimodian]!
object(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Object_OrderBy, where: Object_Where_Multi): [Object]!
pauan(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Pauan_OrderBy, where: Pauan_Where_Multi): [Pauan]!
planet(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Planet_OrderBy, where: Planet_Where_Multi): [Planet]!
quermian(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Quermian_OrderBy, where: Quermian_Where_Multi): [Quermian]!
rodian(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Rodian_OrderBy, where: Rodian_Where_Multi): [Rodian]!
skakoan(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Skakoan_OrderBy, where: Skakoan_Where_Multi): [Skakoan]!
species(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Species_OrderBy, where: Species_Where_Multi): [Species]!
starship(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Starship_OrderBy, where: Starship_Where_Multi): [Starship]!
(continues on next page)
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sullustan(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Sullustan_OrderBy, where: Sullustan_Where_Multi): [Sullustan]!
tholothian(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger,␣
,→orderBy: Tholothian_OrderBy, where: Tholothian_Where_Multi): [Tholothian]!
togruta(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Togruta_OrderBy, where: Togruta_Where_Multi): [Togruta]!
toong(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Toong_OrderBy, where: Toong_Where_Multi): [Toong]!
toydarian(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Toydarian_OrderBy, where: Toydarian_Where_Multi): [Toydarian]!
trandoshan(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger,␣
,→orderBy: Trandoshan_OrderBy, where: Trandoshan_Where_Multi): [Trandoshan]!
twilek(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Twilek_OrderBy, where: Twilek_Where_Multi): [Twilek]!
umbaran(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Umbaran_OrderBy, where: Umbaran_Where_Multi): [Umbaran]!
vehicle(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Vehicle_OrderBy, where: Vehicle_Where_Multi): [Vehicle]!
vulptereen(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger,␣
,→orderBy: Vulptereen_OrderBy, where: Vulptereen_Where_Multi): [Vulptereen]!
wookiee(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Wookiee_OrderBy, where: Wookiee_Where_Multi): [Wookiee]!
xexto(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Xexto_OrderBy, where: Xexto_Where_Multi): [Xexto]!
yodasspecies(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger,␣
,→orderBy: Yodasspecies_OrderBy, where: Yodasspecies_Where_Multi): [Yodasspecies]!
zabrak(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Zabrak_OrderBy, where: Zabrak_Where_Multi): [Zabrak]!
}

GraphQL Queries
GraphQL queries examples for the Star Wars dataset can be found in the GraphQL Query Tutorial
sections:
• Retrieve Objects
• Retrieve Nested Objects
• Ordered Object List
• Paginated List of Objects
• Filtering Object Lists
• Combine Multiple Arguments
Currently, the Ontotext Semantic Objects documentation has one domain example, Star Wars. The Star
Wars dataset contains movies, characters (humans, droids etc), species, planets, starships, vehicles,
etc.
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4.2 GraphQL Query Tutorial
What’s in this document?
• Retrieve Objects
– Retrieve a List of Objects
– Retrieve a Single Object
• Retrieve Nested Objects
• Ordered Object List
• LangString Ordering
– Ordering of LangString Values
– Ordering by Single LangString Value
• Paginated List of Objects
• Filtering Object Lists
– Comparison Operators
– Logical Connectives
– Type Selectors
• Filtering Literal Values
– Language Fetching
– HTTP Accept-Language
– Language Preference Order for Fetching
– Language Filtering
• Combine Multiple Arguments
• Cycle Queries
• Multiple Queries in a Request
• Variables in Queries
• Fragment and Aliases
– Fragments
– Inline Fragments
– Aliases
The following sections provide examples of Star Wars GraphQL queries and responses. If you have
started the services following the Quick Start guide, you can also try the queries out and modify them
as you see fit.
All examples in this section are based on the Star Wars dataset.
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4.2.1 Retrieve Objects
GraphQL queries can fetch single or multiple object types.
Retrieve a List of Objects
All we have to do to fetch multiple object types using the Semantic Objects is to define a valid nested
GraphQL query.
Let’s say that we need some basic information about all the characters in the Star Wars saga. We need
to:
• define a name for our query
query allCharacters {}

• set the type of objects (character) and properties (id, name, gender, birthYear,
height) that we want to retrieve.
query allCharacters {
character {
id
name
gender
birthYear
height
}
}

And that’s it! We have our first query that can retrieve all the characters within the Star Wars dataset.
You can edit the query directly in the integrated GraphiQL editor.
Using the same approach, we can define as many queries as we need. The next example fetches all
Star Wars films including some of their properties.
Retrieve a Single Object
To retrieve a single object, we can filter a list of objects using a known, unique property value.
For example, let’s say we want to retrieve information about a single Star Wars character Luke
Skywalker that has a unique ID property which equals https://swapi.co/resource/human/
1.
We can do this by altering the allCharacters query (above), by adding a ID filter upon the set of all
characters:

4.2.2 Retrieve Nested Objects
Now let’s fetch objects and their related objects using single or multi-valued object properties that are
defined in the SOML schema. The relationships can be defined using objects single value properties
(one-to-one) or multi-valued properties (one-to-many).
These nested object queries retrieve data for an object type along with data from nested or related object
types.
The previous example only retrieved scalar information for the Luke Skywalker object. We will extend
the example to use nested object properties as well as scalar properties.
The SOML schema defines several nested object relationships using object ranges. For example, the
film object property has a Film object type for its range.
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Character:
kind: abstract
typeProp: "rdf:type"
type: ["voc:Character"]
props:
film: {descr: "Star Wars films appeared in", max: inf, range: Film}
homeworld: {label: "Characters homeworld(planet)", range: Planet}
starship: {label: "Characters starship(s)", max: inf, range: Starship}
vehicle: {label: "Characters vehicles(s)", max: inf, range: Vehicle}
species: {label: "Characters species", range: Species, rdfProp: "rdf:type",␣
,→rangeCheck: true}

We will use the film relationship and will fetch the names of all films with the Luke Skywalker
character.
We can go even deeper and extract all the starships that appear in the films that Luke Skywalker appeared in.

4.2.3 Ordered Object List
An object list can be ordered by using an orderBy input argument with an ascending (ASC) or descending (DESC) order.
Note: The order can be applied to objects and multi-valued object properties based on single value or
multilingual string based scalars. It can be applied to multi-valued scalars as well.
Now let’s sort a list of character objects by height.
We can order nested object properties as well. In the next example, we order all the films that Luke
Skywalker appeared in by the film’s name in ascending order.
It is also possible to order using two or more properties.
<object> (orderBy: {<property1>: <ASC/DESC>, <property2>: <ASC/DESC>})
,→<properties>}

{

In the next example, we order all the films that Luke Skywalker appeared in by the films name (in
ascending order). We also, order all the starships that appeared in each film by their maxAtmospheringSpeed (in descending order). If the starships have an equal maxAtmospheringSpeed,
then the starships are additionally ordered by cargoCapacity in descending order.
Another possibility is to order an object list using nested object properties.
<object> (orderBy: {<object_property1>: {property1:<ASC/DESC>}})
,→<object_property1>{<property1}}

{<properties>

For example, let’s order a list of character objects by the character’s species name in ascending order.
We can also order a multi-value scalar property. The species object definition includes several multivalue scalar properties. For example, skinColor has a max cardinality defined as inf. This indicates
that the skinColor property can have infinite (multiple) values, e.g., “white”, “brown”, “black”, “beige”,
etc.
Species:
type: ["voc:Species"]
typeProp: "rdf:type"
props:
skinColor: {descr: "Species skin colour", max: inf}
hairColor: {descr: "Species hair colour", max: inf}
(continues on next page)
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eyeColor: {descr: "Species eye colour", max: inf}
...

Let’s order the species skin color property values:

4.2.4 LangString Ordering
As discussed in the Ordered Object List section, we can apply orderBy in two distinct cases:
• Order the values of the multi-valued scalar properties
• Order object array by field: use a single-value field to order its multi-valued parent object
The same two cases apply for langString fields, but such fields are treated as single-valued or multivalued dynamically, depending on the effective language pattern.
Ordering of LangString Values
When fetching a multi-valued string or langString field, you can use orderBy, limit, and offset
to order the values, but only if the language specification in effect is using ALL. Otherwise, an error will
be returned.
Here is an example use of the orderBy to return and sort the English and French language values in
ascending order:
Other examples of ordering a multi-valued literal properties:
Query
{human {desc(lang: “ALL”, orderBy: ASC)
{value}}}
{human (lang: “ALL”) {desc(orderBy: ASC)
{value}}}
{human {desc(orderBy: ASC) {value}}}
{human {desc(lang: “ALL:en”, orderBy: ASC)
{value}}}
{human {desc(lang:
“ALL:en~”,orderBy:
ASC) {value}}}
{human {desc(lang: “ALL:NONE”,orderBy:
ASC) {value}}}
{human {desc(lang: “en”, orderBy: ASC)
{value}}}

Result
All values in ascending alphabetical order
Same: ALL is inherited from the higher level
Same unless changed in the schema: ALL is the
global default
All English-language values in ascending alphabetical order
All values in English (or “dialect”) in ascending alphabetical order
All values without language tag in ascending alphabetical order
Error: orderBy cannot be used without ALL

Ordering by Single LangString Value
When fetching a multi-valued object field, you can order by a string or langString field if the field
is single-valued, or if the language specification in effect does not contain ALL.
Note that the langString fields have different arguments when ordering by them. The format is as
follows:
<object>(orderBy : {<langStringProperty>: {dir: <ASC/DESC>, lang: <filterPattern>}}
,→) {
<langStringProperty> {
value
lang
(continues on next page)
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}
}

The ordering could be ASC, which is the default if not specified, or could be DESC in Unicode collation
order ignoring any language tags.
Due to technical limitations, only values matching the first positive language tag are used for ordering.
If an object does not have a matching value, it comes last for both ASC and DESC directions. There must
be a single matching value, otherwise the result of ordering is indeterminate.
It is recommended, but not required, that the ordering field has a UNIQ constraint for that language tag.
Let’s illustrate this with an example:
Other examples of ordering by langString properties, where desc is a multi-valued langString,
label a single-valued langString:

4.2. GraphQL Query Tutorial
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Query
{character(orderBy:
{desc:
{lang:
“en”, dir: ASC}})
{desc(lang:
“en”)
{value}}}
{character(orderBy:{desc:
{lang:
“en”}})
{desc(lang:
“en”)
{value}}}
{character(lang: “en”,
orderBy: {desc: {}})
{desc{value}}}
{character(orderBy:
{desc:
{}})
{desc{value}}}
{character(lang: “en”,
orderBy:
{desc:
{dir:
DESC}})
{desc{value}}}
{character(orderBy:
{label: ASC}) {label{value}}}
{character(orderBy:
{desc:
{lang:
“en~”}}) {desc(lang:
“en~”) {value}}}
{character(orderBy:
{desc:
{lang:
“ALL”}})
{desc{value}}}
{character(orderBy:
{desc:
{lang:
“ANY”}}) {desc(lang:
“ANY”) {value}}}
{character(orderBy:
{desc: {lang: “fr”}})
{desc(lang:
“ANY”) {value}}}
{character(lang:
“fr,en”,
orderBy:
{desc:
{}})
{desc{value}}}
{character(lang:
“BROWSER”,
orderBy: {desc: {}})
{desc{value}}}
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Result
Order alphabetically by en language, there must be only one such value,
objects with no matching value come first

Same: the default dir is ASC

Same: lang spec inherited from higher level, default dir is ASC

Same, if the default fetch specification is lang: "en"

Reverse alphabetical order by en desc, objects with no matching value come
last

Order alphabetically; no language spec needed or allowed for single-valued
langString
Order alphabetically by en~ desc, there must be only one such, objects with
no matching value come first

Error: ALL is not allowed for ordering

Error: ANY does not specify a concrete lang to order by

Error: -fr does not specify a concrete lang to order by

Order alphabetically by fr desc, there must be only one such, objects with
no matching value come first, return fr or en descriptions

Assume the HTTP Accept-Language header has the value ‘fr;q=0.5,
en;q=1.0’. This will result in ‘en~,fr~’ as the effective language order pattern. Order alphabetically by en desc, there must be only one such, objects
with no matching value come first, return en or fr descriptions
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4.2.5 Paginated List of Objects
You can paginate an Object list by using LIMIT and OFFSET input arguments.
LIMIT specifies the number of objects to retrieve per page. OFFSET determines which page slice to
retrieve.
Pagination and offsets can be applied to multi-valued object properties.
Note: Pagination and offsets can be applied to multi-valued object properties as well as to multi-value
scalars.
The following are examples of different pagination queries.
Let’s restrict the list of films to only return the first page of results (No OFFSET argument), where a
page of results is LIMIT-ed to only include two films.
To retrieve the second page of results, we need to set an OFFSET to two skips to the second page.
Now let’s LIMIT the list of starships to include only two results. Again the OFFSET is not defined (the
first page of results).
We can also use an OFFSET argument on an object list without specifying a LIMIT argument. This
allows you to retrieve all results from the OFFSET until the end of the result set.

4.2.6 Filtering Object Lists
You can use where: arguments on object lists to filter lists. A where: argument can use property
values and nested objects property values within filter expressions.
For top-level queries and multi-valued properties, you can use a where parameter that expresses a
search/filter condition in a structured way, using field names (including nested properties), comparison
operators (e.g., LT), and Boolean operators (e.g., OR).
It is possible to combine GraphQL query filters within the same where: argument by using the default
`AND connective and explicit connectives such as AND:, OR:, EXISTS:.
Comparison Operators
Comparison operators come in pairs:
• EQ:NEQ: - equality/inequality. Should be used for single values filter expressions.
<object> (where: {<property>: {EQ:<value>}})

{<properties>}

The following query will filter the list of characters to only include those that have the male gender
type.
• IN:NIN: - inside/outside of an array of values (put them in square brackets).
<object> (where: {<property>: {IN:[<value1, value2>]}}) {<properties>}
<object> (where: {<property>: {IN:<value>}})
{<properties>}

Hint: Please note that SPARQL logic is 3-valued: true, false, and undef (in case the input field is
missing), so it is possible for both of these to be unsatisfied:
<object> (where: {<property>: {IN:[3]}}) {<properties>} # looks for a value equal␣
,→to 3
<object> (where: {<property>: {NIN:3}})
{<properties>} # looks for a value␣
,→different from 3
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The following query will filter the list of characters to include only those that have a birthYear IN
19BBY.
• LT:GTE and LTE:GT: - less-than/greater-than-or-equal and less-than-or-equal/greater-than.
Comparison of numbers, strings, or IRIs.
The following GraphQL query will filter the list of Character objects so that it does not include any
characters who have height greater than 2 meters.
• RE:NRE and IRE:NIRE: - regular expression match/mismatch. The I variants make caseinsensitive comparisons using Unicode alphabet collation.
Warning: Regex comparison is slow, so you should only use it on small result sets.
The following query will filter the list of characters to only include those with sky in their name.
• ID: - access an object or object property by IRI (id).
<object> (ID:"<value>") {<properties>}
<object> (ID:["<value1>",""<value1>""]) {<properties>}
<object> (where: {<object_property>: {ID:"<value>"}}) {<properties>}

Characters starring in a A New Hope film.
Logical Connectives
You can also use the following logical connectives:
• AND (conjunction) is implicit between clauses in the same input object
To compare two properties of the same object, put them together.
<object> (where: {<property1>: {EQ:"<value1>"}, <property2>:
,→{IRE:"<value2>"}}) {<properties>}

Filter the list of characters to only include those with a height less than 100 and a
mass greater than or equal to 45.0. (note: commas are optional in GraphQL)

To apply two comparisons to one property (e.g., a range check), put them together.
<object> (where: {<property1>: {GTE:"<value1>", LT:"<value2>"}
,→) {<properties>}

Filter the list of characters to only include those with a height greater than 150 and
less than 165.

AND is an explicit conjunction: you will need to use it in two cases:
1. To check two different instances of the same property.
<object> (where: {AND: [{<object_property1>: {<property2>: {EQ:
,→<value1>}}},
{<object_property1>: {<property2>: {EQ:
,→<value2>}}}]}) {<properties>}

Filter the list of characters to only include those that have appeared in films with
episodeId 1 AND episodeId 5.
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NOTE: You cannot write this query using IN because that would look for all characters
starred in the selected episodes.
<object> (where: {<object_property1>: {<property2>: {IN: [<value1>,
,→<value2>]}}}) {<properties>}

• OR takes an array of clauses and applies a disjunction.
<object> (where: {OR: [{<property1>: {IRE: <value1>}},
{<property2>: {IRE: <value2>}}]}) {<properties>
,→}

Filter the list of characters with name Skywalker or eyeColor green:

NOTE: If you need to check for one of several values in the same field, it is easier to use RE with
| (for text comparison) or IN (for fixed values).
<object> (where: {<property>: {IRE: "<value1>|<value2>"}}) {
,→<properties>}

Filter the list of characters to only include those with a name property Anakin or
Luke in the name:
NOTE: You can use OR at the operator level if you need a disjunction of two comparisons on the
same field.
<object> (where: {<property>: {OR: [{LT: <value1>} {GT: value2}]}}) {
,→<properties>}

Look for characters with height outside the range 100..200.
• NOT negates a clause. Most of the time you will not need it because you can use negation at the
operator level.

• exists is implicit when checking properties and sub-properties (one value is enough to satisfy
the condition).
<object> (where: {<property>: {}}) {<properties>}

Look for characters with at least one starship and vehicle.
• ALL is applicable to multi-valued properties and checks that all values satisfy the condition.
<object> (where: {All: {<object_property>: {<property>: {GTE: <value>}
,→}}}) {<properties>}

Find characters all of whose starships have maxAtmospheringSpeed higher than 1000.

• Please note that characters without any starship will also be returned by the above query (a
vacuous truth), so you may want to add an existence check:
<object> (where: {All: {<object_property1>: {<property2>: {GTE:
,→<value>}}}
<object_property1>: {<property2>: {GTE:
,→<value>}}}) {<properties>}

• ALL_EXISTS is applicable to multi-valued properties and checks both ALL and exists.
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<object> (where: {ALL_EXISTS: {<object_property>: {<property>: {GTE:
,→<value>}}}}) {<properties>}

The query below filters the list of characters that have starship with only tall pilots (over
180cm) and have at least one such pilot, and returns all their pilots:

Type Selectors
Version 3.1 of the Semantic Objects introduces a special type selector that acts as a shortcut for type
checking as well as provides access to specific type properties when we filter properties with interface
range.
The type selector has the form _ifType where Type will be any concrete sub-type for the current
interface.
Let’s demonstrate this with an example. In the Star Wars model, we have an interface Character that
has many sub-types. Some of them has additional properties that are not present in the parent:

If we run the example, we would get:
• All Humans that have any friends
• All Droids with set primary function
• All Wookiees
As we can see, the type selector allows accessing concrete properties for the type, as well as filtering
the objects from the same type. As the sub-types are disjoint and we combine multiple type selectors,
they all are grouped with implicit OR along with any common filters that apply for all of them.
Note: Multiple type selectors are grouped with implicit OR along with any common filters that apply for
all of them.

4.2.7 Filtering Literal Values
Standardized language tags are used in HTML, XML, RDF, and various other web standards. They
reuse ISO 639 2-letter and 3-letter language codes, and add extra codes for scripts, regions, and other
traits (e.g., “dialects”). The format and handling of language tags is specified in the Best Current Practice
47 (BCP47) Tags for Identifying Languages, IETF Network Working Group, Sep 2009.
Literal values can be filtered using the filter syntax described in the section Filtering Object Lists, while
literal language has a different syntax that will be covered in the current section.
We consider the following features for various operations:
• Fetch the values of a field. This includes restriction of the returned languages, setting a preference
order, obtaining the first value according to this order, or all matching values.
For more information, see the Language Fetching tutorial.
• Filter by the values of a field so that the parent object has values and/or does not have values with
specified languages.
For more information, see the Language Filtering tutorial.
• Validate values during create/update (mutation) in order to restrict certain languages or ensure
uniqueness per language.
For more information, see the Literal Properties Validation tutorial.
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• Implicit lang: allows to omit the lang tag on insert (mutation).
For more information, see the tutorials for Creating and Updating Literal Properties.
Language Fetching
The Ontotext Semantic Objects use a specially formatted language string to specify language tags and
a preference order for fetching values.
Language elements:
• lang: exact language match, e.g., en or en-US
• lang~: language and its “dialects”, i.e., prefix match at the end of a language tag component, for
example en~
• ~: match any non-empty language, i.e., values with rdf:langString type
• NONE: match values without language tag, i.e., values with xsd:string type
• ANY: match any language tag, including empty language. Note that this is nearly the same but not
equivalent to ~,NONE because that prefers non-empty language first.
• BROWSER: match language tags passed via the HTTP Accept-Language header. The keyword
could be used for fetching and ordering the results. For more information, see the HTTP AcceptLanguage section.
Exclusions: these discard values with the indicated language:
• -lang: exclude this language, e.g., -en or -en-US
• -lang~: exclude this language and any of its “dialects”, e.g., -en~
• -~: exclude all non-empty languages so it will match values without a language tag
• -NONE: exclude values without a language tag
• -ANY is not allowed because it would forbid all values
• -BROWSER is not allowed
A sequence of elements can also be specified:
• By default, there are no restrictions on lang, so ALL values are returned.
• If you specify lang, then only the first value with matching language is returned.
– Use lang: "ANY" to return a single value, regardless of its language (or whether it has a
language at all).
• Use ALL as first element (with trailing colon :) to return all values with matching languages (e.g.,
ALL:en,fr should return all values in English and French). If you use this, the order of languages
does not matter, and you should not have generic tags that subsume more specific tags (e.g.,
ALL:en-GB,en-GB~ should not appear).
– If you use ALL:ANY, then do not use any other language.
• lang1,lang2,lang3: comma-separated sequence of languages in preference order.
– You should list more specific tags earlier (e.g., en-GB,en-GB~ or en,en~), else they will
have no effect.
– There should be no duplicates.
• -lang1,-lang2,-lang3: comma-separated set of exclusions. All are checked, so their order
does not matter (and they are customarily specified last). Each exclusion should be less general
than any specified language, or it will prevent the language from having an effect. For example,
en-GB,en,-en~ makes no sense because the exclusion kills the two preceding languages.
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• BROWSER: the Accept-Language header (see HTTP Accept-Language) is parsed, ordered by
specificity, then by q value, converted to lang~ ranges, and inserted instead of the BROWSER
keyword.
– The lang spec is validated as described above (duplicates, lang subsumption and exclusions)
before the BROWSER element is replaced, because the Accept-Language header is under user control, not under SOML designer’s control.
– If the request does not have such header or the value of the header is invalid then the
BROWSER keyword is ignored. In this case the following behavior could be expected:

* lang: "ALL:BROWSER" will have the same effect as lang: "ALL" and will fetch all
possible values

* lang: "BROWSER" will have the same effect as lang: "~" and will fetch the first
found language

* orderBy: {desc: {lang: "BROWSER"}} will have undetermined order result
In order to use any of the above to filter the returned literal values, the fetch spec needs to be used on
a lang argument for the given property like in the example below. It returns all characters and a single
description in German, or, if no German language description is present, in English.
Here are some examples of language specs that return one value (or no values). “First” means the first
value that matches a condition. In case there are several, one is picked at random.
Language Spec
ANY
~,NONE
en
en,fr
en-CA,en~,fr~
en-CA,en~,~
en-CA,en~,ANY
en-CA,en~,~,
NONE
en,NONE
NONE
NONE,-~
~
-NONE
~,-NONE
-fr
-fr~
BROWSER,NONE

Returns one value
first value with any language (or no language)
first value with non-empty language, then no language
first English-language value
first English-language value, then a French-language value
first en-CA, then any English “dialect”, then any French “dialect”
first en-CA, then any English “dialect”, then any non-empty language
first en-CA, then any English, then any value
first en-CA, then any English, then any non-empty language, then empty language
first value in English, then a pure string (no language tag)
first pure string (no language tag)
same, but more verbose
first value that has a non-empty language
same
same, but more verbose
first value that is not in French
first value that is not in any French dialect
first value based on the user preferences or empty language

Examples of language specs that return many values. The language order is irrelevant.
Language Spec
(none)
null
ALL
ALL:ANY
ALL:en
ALL:en~
ALL:~
ALL:NONE
ALL:en~,-en-US
ALL:BROWSER,en~
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Returns many values
return all values
same - return all values
same, but more verbose
same, but even more verbose
all English-language values
all English-language or English “dialect” values
all values with language tag
all values without language tag (pure strings)
all English-language or English “dialect” values except American English
all user preferred languages or English-language or English “dialect”
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Note: When BROWSER keyword is used with ALL, the language weights that come with the AcceptLanguage HTTP header are ignored and the order of the results is undetermined.
Examples of invalid language specs:
Language Spec
-ANY

Error
You cannot use language exclusion -ANY because that forbids all values
Language en is subsumed by ANY so it has no
effect in ALL matching mode
Language en is subsumed by en~ so it has no
effect in ALL matching mode
Language mode ALL is allowed only in first position
Language en-GB is more specific than en~ but
comes later in the list so it has no effect
Language en-GB~ is more specific than en~ but
comes later in the list so it has no effect
Language en is specified more than once

ALL:ANY,en
ALL:en,en~
en,ALL,fr
en~,en-GB
en~,en-GB~
en,fr,bg,en
en-GB,en,-en~

• Language exclusion -en~ is more general
than language en-GB so the language has
no effect
• Language exclusion -en~ is more general
than language en so the language has no
effect

HTTP Accept-Language
The HTTP protocol uses an Accept-Language header defined in RFC 2616 Section 14.4 and RFC
3282.
It is based on RFC 4647 and allows the HTTP client (i.e., browser) to:
• Specify languages acceptable to the user
• Use “basic lang range” (prefix) matching
• Match the most specific (longest) range first
• Use wildcard (*) to match any non-empty lang tag
• Specify lang precedence by using quality values (q=); the default is 1.0.
Below are some examples and their interpretation:
Accept-Language
da, en-GB;q=0.8, en;q=0.7
bg;q=0.1, en-GB;q=0.9, en;q=1.0
*;q=0.1, en;q=1.0
*;q=1.0, en;q=0.1
*;q=1.0 or just *
(no value/missing header)

Interpretation: lang (quality)
Danish (1.0), British English (0.8), other English (0.7)
British English (0.9), other English (1.0), Bulgarian (0.1)
Any English (1.0), any other (0.1)
Any English (0.1), any other (1.0)
Any language (1.0)
Ignored

In these interpretations, lang ranges are first ordered by specificity, then by quality value.
Please note that examples 2 and 4 do not make a lot of sense since they give more preference to a less
specific lang range:
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• Example 2 says “prefer any English to British English” but any does include British English.
• Example 4 says “prefer any language to English” but any does include English.
In order to access the HTTP header value, the BROWSER keyword must be used.
The header value, if present, is parsed, ordered by specificity, then by q value, converted to lang~
ranges, and inserted instead of the BROWSER keyword.
• The language spec is validated as described in the previous Language Fetching section (duplicates, lang subsumption, and exclusions) before the BROWSER element is replaced, because the
Accept-Language header is controlled by the user and not by the designer of the SOML.
• If the request does not have such a header or the value of the header is invalid, then the BROWSER
keyword is ignored. In this case, the following behavior can be expected:
– lang: "ALL:BROWSER" will have the same effect as lang:
possible values.

"ALL" and will fetch all

– lang: "BROWSER" will have the same effect as lang: "~" and will fetch the first found
language.
– orderBy: {desc: {lang: "BROWSER"}} will have undetermined order result, as for
the ordering functionality to work properly, it needs a single value to be selected (preferably
in the same language). To minimize the impact of the missing header, add a default to your
sort argument, such as orderBy: {desc: {lang: "BROWSER,en"}}.
The following example demonstrates the use of the BROWSER keyword and the HTTP AcceptLanguage header.
Consider the following SOML schema:
objects:
skos:Concept:
props:
skos:prefLabel: {max: inf, range: stringOrLangString}
skos:definition: {max: inf, range: stringOrLangString}

Assume the following data:
<https://nomenclature.info/nom/5313>
a skos:Concept;
skos:prefLabel
"Two-Handed Crosscut Saw"@en,
"Godendard"@fr-CA,
"Passe-partout"@fr;
skos:definition
"A tool consisting of a stationary, wide, heavy, serrated blade..."@en,
"Outil composé d'une longue lame dentelée à dos convexe..."@fr.

You can use it to fetch a concept with values for its multi-lingual properties based on the AcceptLanguage HTTP header with the following query:
query {
skos_Concept(ID:"https://nomenclature.info/nom/5313") {
skos_prefLabel (lang:"BROWSER,en") {value lang}
skos_definition(lang:"ALL:BROWSER") {value lang}
}
}

It will return:
• skos:prefLabel - the first value that matches the header value or English value
• skos:definition - all values matching the header value
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Let’s assume the BROWSER Accept-Language is set to "fr, fr-CA". This will effectively set the
query lang argument to:
query {
skos_Concept(ID:"https://nomenclature.info/nom/5313") {
skos_prefLabel (lang:"fr-CA~,fr~,en") {value lang}
skos_definition(lang:"ALL:fr~") {value lang}
}
}

Note that for the skos_definition fetching language pattern the fr-CA~ is ignored, as it is included
in the fr~ spec.
Then the following response is returned:
{
"data": [{
"skos_Concept": {
"skos_prefLabel": [
{"value": "Godendard", "lang": "fr-CA"}
],
"skos_definition": [
{"value": "Outil composé d'une longue lame dentelée à dos convexe...",
,→"lang": "fr"}
]
}
}]
}

Now let’s assume the HTTP header Accept-Language is missing. The following response will be
returned:
{
"data": [{
"skos_Concept": {
"skos_prefLabel": [
{"value": "Two-Handed Crosscut Saw", "lang": "en"},
],
"skos_definition": [
{"value": "A tool consisting of a stationary, wide, heavy, serrated blade..
,→.", "lang": "en"},
{"value": "Outil composé d'une longue lame dentelée à dos convexe...",
␣
,→
"lang": "fr"}
]
}
}]
}

If the lang pattern with``BROWSER`` is applicable for ordering, like in the example below, only the first
value of the pattern will take effect.
query {
skos_Concept(lang: "BROWSER,en", orderBy: {skos_prefLabel: {dir: DESC}}) {
skos_prefLabel {value lang}
skos_definition(lang:"ALL:BROWSER") {value lang}
}
}

Let’s assume the BROWSER Accept-Language is set to "fr, fr-CA" again. This will set the effective
query lang arguments as in the example below.
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query {
skos_Concept(orderBy: {skos_prefLabel: {lang: "fr-CA~", dir: DESC}}) {
skos_prefLabel(lang: "fr-CA~,fr~,en") {value lang}
skos_definition(lang:"ALL:fr~") {value lang}
}
}

For more information about result sorting, see the Ordered Object List section.
Note: When designing a SOML and language fetching, consider the case that the header value may
not be passed and define reasonable defaults in case the value is not present.
The Semantic Objects provide some defaults for the application to work, but to prevent unexpected
behavior, consider combining the BROWSER keyword with other language qualifiers. For example, lang:
"BROWSER,en~,NONE" will allow the application to work for English speaking users even if they have
not configured their regional settings.

Language Preference Order for Fetching
Language specs can be provided at different levels. The spec at a given level will apply to lower levels
if they do not specify their own lang fetching option. Consider the example:
In this example query, the language spec for fetching is applied at multiple levels:
• When applied at the query level, it will apply for all Literal properties. For our example, it means
that Planet.desc and Planet.resident.homeworld.desc will have only English language
descriptions, if any.
• When applied to a complex property like Planet.film, it overrides the upper level (the query
in this case) and changes the default behavior for the Planet.film.desc to English, or, if an
English language description is not present, to German.
• When applied to a literal property’s lang argument, it will override any spec coming from an upper
level. In our example, the Planet.film.vehicle.desc and Planet.resident.desc have
their own language fetch specs, so they will be used for fetching the descriptions for these objects.
If the query does not define any language fetch spec (or lang:
possible outcomes:

null is provided), there are two

• The values will be filtered based on the language fetch configuration in the SOML model for the
langString or stringOrLangString properties. For more information, see the SOML property language configurations.
• All values will be returned.
Hint: Language preference is applicable not only for queries, but also for mutations. It can be used for
the result part of the mutation the same way it is for the queries. For more information, check the Object
creation section.
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Language Filtering
While the previous section describes using language specs to fetch language-tagged values, here we
will see how to filter objects by language-tagged values of a field. Make sure that the object has values
and/or does not have values with specified languages.
Language specs for filtering are similar to language specs for fetching, but simpler:
• An object satisfies a language spec if it has at least one matching value.
• To find objects that do not have matching values, you cannot use exclusion (-). Use NOT at the
outer level (see examples below).
• The mode is always ALL because all conditions are checked.
• ANY is not allowed because it is a vacuous check.
• -ANY is not allowed because it would exclude all objects.
• The same conditions about language subsumption and exclusion compatibility apply as in the
previous section.
• BROWSER is not allowed because it makes no sense to search for objects having a value in a
user-determined language.
Language specs for filtering add the following features:
• UNIQ: find objects that do not have multiple values in the same language. This is intended to
check SKOS Integrity Condition S14.
• -UNIQ: find objects that have multiple values in the same language. This can be used to find and
fix such objects.
• These checks pertain to empty language tags.
• You can combine them with language tags to refine the list of languages being checked.
• The UNIQ check must come last and be separated with semicolon.
Examples of filtering by language spec:
GraphQL Query
{obj(where: {field: {lang: "en"}})
{...}
{obj(where: {field: {lang: "en~,-enUS"}}) {...}
{obj(where:
{field:
{lang:
"-enUS"}}) {...}
{obj(where:
{NOT: {field:
{lang:
"en-US"}}}) {...}
{obj(where: {field: {lang: "UNIQ"}})
{...}
{obj(where:
{field:
{lang:
"UNIQ"}}) {...}
{obj(where:
{field:
{lang:
"~;UNIQ"}}) {...}
{obj(where:
{field:
{lang:
"en;UNIQ"}}) {...}
{obj(where: {field: {lang: "en~;UNIQ"}}) {...}
{obj(where: {field: {value: {IRE:
"foo"}, lang: "-UNIQ"}}) {...}

Return objects that
have an English-language value
have value in any English or “dialect” except
American English
have a value in any language except American
English (including empty language)
do not have a value in American English
do not have multiple values in the same language
have multiple values in the same language
have multiple values in the same non-empty
language
have multiple values in English
have multiple values in the same language,
which is an English “dialect”
have multiple values in the same language that
match the string “foo”

Examples of invalid language specs for filtering:
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Language Spec
ALL:-en
ANY,en
-ANY
en,en~
en~,en-GB
en~,en-GB~
en,fr,bg,en
en-GB,en,-en~

Error
Mode ALL is implied when filtering by language
and should not be specified
ANY is not allowed when filtering by language because it is a vacuous check
-ANY is not allowed when filtering by language
because it would exclude all objects
Language en is subsumed by en~ so it has no
effect
Language en-GB is more specific than en~ so it
has no effect
Language en-GB~ is more specific than en~ so
it has no effect
Language en is specified more than once
• Language exclusion -en~ is more general
than language en-GB so the language has
no effect
• Language exclusion -en~ is more general
than language en so the language has no
effect

Examples:
All objects in the schema.yaml have a multilingual property desc, which can be used for trying the
language filtering functionality.
Find all Characters that have values with non-empty language:
All Film-s that have description in German, and we fetch only the German descriptions:
All Character-s that have non-English description. Try removing the value fetching filter -en to see
how the response changes.
Find Character-s that do not have unique language description. Try changing the filter to UNIQ.

4.2.8 Combine Multiple Arguments
To filter and constrain lists with more complex expressions, we can combine where, orderBy, limit,
and offset.
Let’s make some complex queries in order to fetch specific data.
Examples:
All characters ordered in descending character name order, where the character appeared in the
film A New Hope and the characters films are filtered to only include A New Hope with the character’s
films ordered in ascending releaseDate order.
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4.2.9 Cycle Queries
GraphQL allows cyclic queries, such as the one shown below. They are virtually endless and can be
considered DoS queries. To protect the database, we have added two limits:

• sparql.endpoint.maxTupleResults - maximum number of tuples that can be returned from the DB for
Default value is set to 5_000_000. If it is exceeded, the query will be terminated and an
error will be thrown. No data will be returned in this case as it is not possible to return a
meaningful response.
• graphql.query.depthLimit - limit on the depth of the GraphQL query. Default value is
set to 15. If it is exceeded, an error will be thrown notifying the user the query depth limit
is 15.

4.2.10 Multiple Queries in a Request
If multiple queries are part of the same query request, they are executed in parallel, and the individual
responses are collated and returned. You can fetch objects of different unrelated types in the same
query.

4.2.11 Variables in Queries
A GraphQL query can be parameterized with variables, maximizing query reuse, and avoiding costly
string building in clients at runtime.
If not defined as constant, a variable can be supplied for an input value.
Variables must be defined at the top of an operation and are in scope throughout the execution of that
operation.
Let’s try it out. Insert the following variables in the Query variables section of the editor below:
{
"ids":["https://swapi.co/resource/vehicle/38","https://swapi.co/resource/
vehicle/44"]

,→

}

In the example above, we have defined a variable ids.
• ($ids: [ID!]!) - here we define the variable and say that we expect ID to be passed for it.
• And here is the usage of the variable in the query filter: (where:{ALL_EXISTS: {pilot:
{vehicle: {ID: $ids}}}}, limit: 2)

4.2.12 Fragment and Aliases
Fragments
Fragments are the primary unit of composition in GraphQL.
Fragments allow for the reuse of common repeated selections of fields, reducing duplicated text in the
document. Inline Fragments can be used directly within a selection to condition upon a type condition
when querying against an interface or union.
For example, if we want to fetch some common information about a film, we would have the following
query:
The repeated fields can be extracted into a fragment and composed by a parent fragment or query.
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Fragments are consumed by using the spread operator (…). All fields selected by the fragment will be
added to the query field selection at the same level as the fragment invocation. This happens through
multiple levels of fragment spreads.
Inline Fragments
Fragments can be defined inline within a selection set. This is done to conditionally include fields based
on their runtime type.
Note that the name field is requested separately for character, Droid, and Human, but it is returned
only once for each character. When more than one fields of the same name are executed in parallel,
their selection sets are merged together when completing the value in order to continue execution of the
sub�selection sets.
Aliases
GraphQL Aliases allows you to rename the result of a field to anything you want. Let’s say you want to
have the same top level field in the same query with different arguments We can achieve this by using
alias for film.
For example:
Aliases are necessary for the query to work. If you run the query without aliases, it will return an error:
GraphQL Aliases are dynamic, written on the client making the request. This is a workaround for use
cases where you want the selection set to be named more readable. It is not prudent to write this for
every query from every client making this request for modifying trivial fields.
Examples of Star Wars GraphQL queries and responses.

4.3 GraphQL Mutation Tutorial
What’s in this document?
• Object Creation
– Create Semantic Objects of a Single Type (without Nesting)
– Create Semantic Objects of Multiple Types (without Nesting)
– Nested Creation of Semantic Objects
– Creation of Nested Semantic Objects Using ID Filter
– Creation of Nested Semantic Objects Using Full Filters
• Object Updates
– Update Semantic Objects by ID (without Nesting)
– Update Semantic Objects by ID with Nesting
– Update Semantic Objects Using Full Filters
• Object Deletion
– Delete Semantic Objects of a Single Type
• Mutations for Literal Properties
– Creating Literal Properties
– Updating Literal Properties
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– Literal Properties Validation
• Multiple Mutations per Request
• Handling of dateTime Properties
• Automatic Object Type Generation
• Named Graph Mutations
– Before Version 3.5
– After Version 3.5
The following sections provide examples of Star Wars GraphQL mutations and responses. If you have
started the services following the Quick Start guide, you can also try the queries out and modify them
as you see fit.
All examples in this section are based on the Star Wars dataset.

4.3.1 Object Creation
There are a few types of object creations: creating a single or multiple objects of the same type, creating
objects of different types, as well as creating multiple nested objects at once. A create mutation is added
for every concrete Semantic Object. It is not possible to create objects from an abstract object such
as Character, but create mutations for all its concrete objects are available, e.g., create_Human,
create_Droid, create_Aleena, etc.
Note: As we do have automatic ID generation, it is not necessary to provide an ID for every object.
Other mandatory properties (such as name in the Star Wars schema) must be provided on every object
creation.
Each create mutation consists of two parts - mutation part and result part:
• The mutation part is where we define what objects we are creating.
• The result part is where we define the result we want to get from the mutation (created object with
its properties).
The result part contains the following fields:
• affected_count with the fields count and kind – used to query the number of the objects
modified by the current mutation, grouped by type.
• affected_objects with the fields ids and kind – used to query the IRIs of the objects modified
by the current mutation, grouped by type.
• a property that matches the mutation type and can be used to access the created objects. For
example, the mutation create_Human will have a property named human that can be used to
query the created humans from the current mutation. This selection supports result ordering and
limiting via the arguments orderBy, limit, and offset. Additional filtering can be applied via
the where argument, and default language for fetching the Literal properties can be applied
via the lang argument.
For more information on the latter, check the Language Fetching section.
Note: Create, update, and delete mutations have identical response format. They only differ in the
actual response that is returned.
For example:
• create mutations return the newly created objects
• update mutations return the newly created and updates objects
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• delete mutations return the removed objects before their deletion
If the two selections are included in the result part, the Semantic Objects will return the number of the
affected objects and their IDs.
Create Semantic Objects of a Single Type (without Nesting)
Let’s start with simple, single type object creation without nesting.
Let’s say we want to create a human named Lando Calrissian with a unique ID property https:/
/swapi.co/resource/human/25.
The following create mutation will create an object of type Human with name Lando Calrissian and
eyeColor blue, and will return the created Human with its ID and name that were requested in the
sub-selection.
We can see the selected properties for the newly created Human. We also see that some of the properties like the type are filled automatically according to the schema.
Now let’s create two Human objects in a batch and also skip the ID of the second Human.
Note how the two Human objects are now wrapped inside [], which indicates batch objects creation.
Also, the second Human has a generated ID as we have skipped adding one during the creation.
Create Semantic Objects of Multiple Types (without Nesting)
Let’s say we want to create a Human named Lor San Tekka, another one named Major Bren
Derlin, and a Droid named R2-D3.
A few things to note here:
• Every type of object (Human and Droid in the example) has its own mutation and results parts.
• affected_count and affected_objects are not mandatory.
• You can mix batch creations with single object creations, and also mix different types.
Nested Creation of Semantic Objects
We already saw how Semantic Objects are created, but there is an even more powerful option for
creating them - the creation of nested Semantic Objects. While creating an object, you can create
nested objects which will be “linked” to the current object. For example, let’s create a Human who is
from an unknown (new) Homeworld.
Let’s see what’s new here:
• We are creating a Human in the usual way it is done, but now Homeworld is included.
• The Homeworld is created during the Human creation, and it is of type Planet (as this is the only
option in this case).
• The newly created Homeworld can be queried in the result.
• Now there are two objects created - one Human and one Planet. The Planet is linked to the
Human as the Human’s Homeworld.
One more example of nested objects, this time with multiple levels of nesting:
A bit of a more complicated example, but let’s see what’s going on here:
1. A Human named “Palpatin” is created.
2. His starship is created using a nested creation.
3. The starship’s pilot is created using a nested creation, the pilot is of type yodasspecies.
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4. The pilot will “act” in a film that is created using a nested creation.
5. Also, a vehicle is created using nested creation inside the film.
6. And finally. the vehicle has a pilot who is Human and is created using a nested creation.
Note that in the result, there are two humans on the same level as we are requesting all created humans
with their properties. Although the last human in the nested creation is very deep, it is still a Human and
is listed at level 1 as there is the Human request.
Creation of Nested Semantic Objects Using ID Filter
Another useful feature is using an ID filter during the creation of a nested object.
For example, you can create a Human and “link” it to a Homeworld by using the Homeworld’s ID. This
will save us one update mutation. Normally, this would require the following mutations:
1. Create Human.
2. Update the Human “linking” it to a Homeworld.
Instead, if we know the Homeworld’s ID (for example let’s say the ID of the “Tatooine” is https://
swapi.co/resource/planet/1), we can do this:
Note that only the Human is listed in the affected_objects result as the planet “Tatooine” already
exists.
We can also have multiple ID values if the property type is multi value. For example a Human can be
“linked” to multiple Vehicle objects. The same mutation, but with multiple vehicle IDs (of vehicles that
exist) would look like this:
Creation of Nested Semantic Objects Using Full Filters
Another case that we might encounter is when we do not know the IDs of some objects, but we know
some of their properties. In this example we want to create a Human and “link” it to all existing starships
that have female pilots.
All filters are available during nested creation. You can learn more about the filters here.
And as a final example, we can combine everything above in a single mutation like this:

4.3.2 Object Updates
In the Object Creation section above, we learned how to create one or multiple Semantic Objects. Now,
let’s see how we can modify and update them.
Using the update mutation requests, we can do the following:
• modify single-valued scalar properties
• modify multi-valued scalar properties
• add or remove relations to other object
• update specific objects by IRI
• update multiple objects using filters
• update objects via their interfaces
• do all of the above for nested objects
In future releases, you will also be able to:
• create relations between objects using select filters
• create new a Semantic Object and link it to the updated parent object
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• remove relations and delete the other Semantic Objects
Before we take a look at each functionality, let’s see what the similarities and differences are compared
to the Semantic Objects create.
Firstly, the mutation names are changed to update_Type, where for Type we can use any defined
type: abstract and non-abstract such as update_Human, update_Droid and update_Film. The
main difference here is that we have update_Character. This enables us to create requests that
modify common properties for all sub-types.
Another major difference is that we can have only single root update request per mutation. In contrast,
the creates can have multiple root level object creates of the same type.
There is a change in the multi-valued scalar properties update format as well. The format is as follows:
"Input for updating multi-value String fields"
input String_Multi_Value_Input {
"Values to add to the affected property"
value: [String!]
"Replace values matching this property. Cannot be combined with replace"
patch: String
"Overwrite all values for this property. Defaults to false."
replace: Boolean = false
}

Definitions as the one above one are defined for all literal types. This allows the creation of very powerful
multi-valued update operations. To illustrate the possible combinations, we will use the Species type
and its property hairColor:
• Remove all Species hair colors
hairColor: []

• Add hair color brown to the updated Species
hairColor: [{value: "brown"}]

• Add hair color brown and blond
hairColor: [{value: "brown"}, {value: "blond"}]
hairColor: [{value: ["brown", "blond"]}]

• Update hair color brown with value brownish
hairColor: [{value: "brownish", patch: "brown"}]

• Update hair color brown set as brownish and add hair color red
hairColor: [{value: "brownish", patch: "brown"}, {value: "red"}]

• Update hair color brown and replace with brownish; remove hair color red
hairColor: [{value: "brownish", patch: "brown"}, {value: null, patch: "red"}]

• Update hair color red and replace it with pink, peachy, and velvet
hairColor: [{value: ["pink", "peachy", "velvet"], patch: "red"}]

• Replace all hair colors with pink and velvet
hairColor: [{value: ["pink", "velvet"], replace: true}]

• Patching and Replacement are invalid, and will throw a Validation exception
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hairColor: [{value: ["bright red"], patch: "red", replace: true}]

The following sections demonstrate all features in detail, so let’s begin.
Update Semantic Objects by ID (without Nesting)
Let’s start with a simple update by ID for scalar properties.
Say we want to update a human named Lando Calrissian to have different eye and hair colors,
assuming we also know his ID to be https://swapi.co/resource/human/25.
The following mutation will do an update by ID and type Human, and will set new eyeColor to dark
blue and hairColor to blond. It will return the updated Human with its ID, name, eyeColor, and
hairColor that were requested in the sub-selection.
We can see the selected properties for the updated Human. We also see that some of the properties
like the name are fetched from the database and returned.
Now let’s change some multi-valued properties of Human Species and:
• add skinColor albino
• update the blue eyeColor with light blue
• remove the hairColor red
That was easy, right? Now let’s change some relations. We go to Lando Calrissian again and
change him again:
• to appear in the new film The Phantom Menace identified by the ID https://swapi.co/
resource/film/4.
• remove the appearance from the film The Empire Strikes Back with ID https://swapi.
co/resource/film/2.
• change his starship allocation from Millennium Falcon with ID https://swapi.co/
resource/starship/10 to the Death Star with ID https://swapi.co/resource/
starship/9.
Update Semantic Objects by ID with Nesting
Now let’s dive into the object structure and try to update other objects through an existing relation between them. If a nested update points to an object that does not have an existing relation, but the parent
updates, then nothing will be changed.
Note: If no relation exists between the parent and the nested object, the nested update operation does
nothing.
Let’s update Lando Calrissian again by updating his homeworld and set a new description, a planet
diameter, as well as add new resident https://swapi.co/resource/human/28.
We can see that the changes are applied to the linked homeworld and the planet’s resident list now
include the Mon Mothma.
The other important thing to note here is how the nested changes are wrapped in the property named
planet. This property matches the relation target type. When dealing with concrete types, the relation
range matches the type name. However, when the range of the relation is interface type, then we have
more options. We can choose to use one of the sub-types or the parent interface. Let’s look at an
example.
We will update the planet Socorro and its residents.
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In the previous example, we added a second resident to the planet of Socorro with name Mon Mothma.
Now, let’s make Lando and Mon friends by creating a friend relation between them. As the friend
relation is not part of the Character interface, we cannot use it directly during an update operation.
What we can do is use a concrete type name to access any specific property for that type. In this case,
we can use the human type selector to access the specific Human properties as well as the inherited
properties from the Character interface. This is called a type selector as the Semantic Objects will
automatically add a check whether the updated object matches the specified type, and will not modify
the related entity if the type does not match.
Note: To access a specific type property, use the concrete type selector in relations with interface
range.

Update Semantic Objects Using Full Filters
In this section, we will learn how to update objects using filters.
Let’s start with a simple update by name.
Suppose we want to update our friend Lando Calrissian but we do not know his ID. This will not be
a problem, as we can search him by his first name, and add a new friend to him. While we are at it, let’s
also add Lando’s friend as a resident in his homeworld.
Now let’s dive deeper. Suppose we have a task to do all of the following in a single request:
1. If there are Human residents on planet Socorro, do the following tasks:
2. Add new resident to the planet with ID https://swapi.co/resource/droid/3 (this would
be R2-D2);
3. Assign a primaryFunction to that droid as well as change his homeworld;
4. Assign Lando and Mon and the newly added droid to starship https://swapi.co/resource/
starship/10 (the Millennium Falcon) if they are residents on Socorro;
5. Make Lando and Mon friends with R2-D2.
Let’s try something different and build the query step by step.
In order to update any Planet, we need to use the update_Planet mutation. As we saw earlier, we
can filter by any property. So write the following filter:
update_Planet(where: {name: {EQ: "Socorro"}, resident: {type: {IN: "https://swapi.
,→co/vocabulary/Human"}}}

Or we can use the new type selector syntax and change it to
update_Planet(where: {name: {EQ: "Socorro"}, resident: {_ifHuman:{}}}

Next step will be to add a new resident. We already know how to it from the previous examples:
resident: {
ids: "https://swapi.co/resource/droid/3"
}

We have added the new resident, so let’s assign it a primaryFunction. One of the features is to allow
the modifying of an object right after adding it to the parent object so we can do the following:
resident: [
{
ids: "https://swapi.co/resource/droid/3"
},
{
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

patch: "https://swapi.co/resource/droid/3"
droid: {
primaryFunction: "repair droid"
}
}

So we set a primary function, but what about changing the homeworld? As we need to replace the
previous value of the droid’s homeworld with new value, we need to use the replace: true argument.
With that change, the droid update is complete:
resident: [
{
ids: "https://swapi.co/resource/droid/3"
},
{
patch: "https://swapi.co/resource/droid/3"
droid: {
primaryFunction: "repair droid"
homeworld: {
ids: "https://swapi.co/resource/planet/30"
replace: true
}
}
}

For the next step, we want to select Lando and Mon and the newly added droid, but we do not want to
select Ric Olié that we added in the previous example. This can be done with a filter like:
where: {_ifHuman: {name: {IRE: "lando|mon"}}, _ifDroid: {}}

We have selected everyone we need to update, so let’s add a change that is common for all of them,
namely to assign them to the starship with ID https://swapi.co/resource/starship/10.
resident: {
where: {_ifHuman: {name: {IRE: "lando|mon"}}, _ifDroid: {}}
character: {
starship: {
ids: "https://swapi.co/resource/starship/10"
replace: true
}
}
}

What remains is to add the droid as a friend of Lando and Mon. From the previous examples, we saw
that we can combine multiple type classifiers in a single request. They work as a filter as well, so we
can safely add the last requirement to the same change.
resident: {
where: {_ifHuman: {name: {IRE: "lando|mon"}}, _ifDroid: {}}
character: {
starship: {
ids: "https://swapi.co/resource/starship/10"
replace: true
}
}
human: {
friend: {
ids: "https://swapi.co/resource/droid/3"
}
}
}
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With this, the request is complete. These are the full request and the expected response:

4.3.3 Object Deletion
Delete Semantic Objects of a Single Type
It is possible to delete a single or multiple objects of the same type. A delete mutation is added for
every concrete Semantic Object. It is not possible to delete objects from an abstract object such
as Character, but delete mutations for all its concrete objects are available, e.g., delete_Human,
delete_Droid, delete_Aleena, etc.
Note: When deleting Semantic Objects, it is mandatory to provide a Semantic Object ID filter for one
or many objects. Filtered deletes, like for example “Delete all Humans with green eyes”, are currently
not supported. Delete mutations are kept simple and will operate using a mandatory where: {ID:
["X"]} filter. Batch delete using filters such as where: {ID: ["X", "Y"] is supported as well.
The sub-selection in the mutation is mandatory. We can either retrieve the deleted properties or check
the affected_count and affected_objects in it.
• affected_count returns the number of deleted objected sorted by kind.
• affected_objects returns the ids of the removed objects by kind.
Let’s say we want to delete a human named Lando Calrissian who has a unique ID property that
equals https://swapi.co/resource/human/25.
The following delete mutation will remove all properties of Lando Calrissian from the database and
return the deleted values that were requested in the sub-selection.
Here is another example with batch delete, where multiple objects of type Human are being deleted.
There are some basic validations performed upon mutation execution. The mutation below, for example,
tries to delete a Droid instead of Human:
Not specifying any ID will result in an empty response as nothing has been deleted.

4.3.4 Mutations for Literal Properties
Literal properties have special handling as they are scalar properties but are represented as multiproperty structures like objects.
Any scalar or object type can be represented with the Literal type, with the difference being the type
property of the queried or mutated object. The Ontotext Platform supports the following scalar-based
types:
• langString - represents literal string literals with non-empty language
• stringOrLangString - represents literal string with or without language tag
You can read more about the literal-based types in the Literals and Union Datatypes section.
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Creating Literal Properties
When adding literal values, the value property is required, but the rest of the properties are optional
based on the concrete type of the property being saved.
When creating langString, the language property is required as the type does not allow properties
without language tag. This rule, however, is only valid if a schema or property default implicit language spec is not set.
Note: For more information about the language configurations and defaults, see SOML property language configurations.
Let’s demonstrate a create mutation with the following example:
Here, we added two values for the desc property. The first one did not have language tag specified,
and in the response, it does. This is the result of the implicit language configuration that in this case was
set to implicit: en.
All possible configurations for langString typed properties are as follows:
value: “A title”
lang: “de”
lang: “”
lang: null
no lang value

No implicit in schema
“A title”@de
error
error
error

implicit: en
“A title”@de
error
“A title”@en
“A title”@en

When creating a stringOrLangString value, the language is optional, and the end result depends
on the value of the lang property. This behavior looks the following way:
value: “A title”
lang: “de”
lang: “”
lang: null
no lang value

No implicit in schema
“A title”@de
“A title”
“A title”
“A title”

implicit: en
“A title”@de
“A title”
“A title”@en
“A title”@en

For any other type, the lang argument is forbidden and an error will be emitted if a non-null value is
passed.
For both langString or stringOrLangString typed properties, the type property is forbidden.
This is because it is implied based on the lang argument, and will have either rdf:langString or
xsd:string value.
Updating Literal Properties
The Platform provides powerful literal properties updates. In addition to the supported operations over
scalar properties such as add, replace all, or update a specific value, it also supports arbitrary condition
filtering of the value and/or the language by adding support for the where argument.
In this example, we added a new Spanish-language description to the previously added Human named
Poe Dameron. In the next one, we will update the value with more details.
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Literal Properties Validation
When adding or updating langString or stringOrLangString types, the language parameter will
be validated against an optional validation pattern.
Note: You can read more on how to configure the validation pattern in the SOML property language
configurations section.
During the validation process, the following rules apply:
• The mutation satisfies the property language validation pattern if all provided values match the
positive list of allowed languages (if any), and no value matches the negative list of language
exclusions (if any).
• If UNIQ is specified in the validation pattern, then a property cannot have multiple values in the
same language.
Note: Due to technical limitations, you can leverage the full support of the unique language validation feature only when SHACL validation is enabled. When SHACL validation is disabled, only create
mutations will be validated for language uniqueness.
To enable SHACL support, see SHACL static validators.
Given the following SOML schema:
objects:
Person:
props:
rdfs:label
min: 1
lang: {validate: "UNIQ"}

Either of these mutations will cause a validation error:
mutation {
create_Human(objects: [
{
id: "http://example.org/resource/Person1",
rdfs_label: [
{value: "Alice"},
{value: "Bob"}
]
},
{
id: "http://example.org/resource/Person2",
rdfs_label: [
{value: "Alice", lang: "en"},
{value: "Bob", lang: "en"}
]
}
]) {
human {
rdfs_label {
value
lang
}
}
}
}
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This is intended to check the SKOS Integrity Condition S14, which states that a resource
must have no more than one value of skos:prefLabel per language tag.
Mutations that specify an invalid language tag or violate a lang.validate spec are rolled back, and
a corresponding error is returned.
Note: Validation of constraints based on ALL is currently not supported, because it relies on a specific SHACL shape that is currently not available in the RDF4J library. The progress of the required
functionality in RDF4J can be tracked in the SHACL - Qualified shapes issue.

4.3.5 Multiple Mutations per Request
If multiple mutations are part of a mutation request, they are executed strictly one after another, starting
from the top of the request.
As you can see, first a new object of type Human was created, then updated twice, and finally it was
completely deleted in one mutation request.
Note: All mutation requests are executed in a single transaction in order to ensure data consistency. If
there is a problem with any of the mutations, the transaction will be rolled back and no changes will be
committed to the store.
Furthermore, the result parts of the mutations are executed in a separate transaction after the data
update is done. They only read the data from the store, which should not trigger the rollback of the
request in case there is a problem during execution. This behavior is also necessary when the store is
used in cluster mode.

4.3.6 Handling of dateTime Properties
The following formats of dateTime properties in mutations are accepted:
• "2016-06-23T09:07:31"
• "2016-06-23T09:07:31Z"
• "2016-06-23T09:07:31+02:00"
• "2016-06-23T09:07:31+00:00"
The following formats of dateTime properties in mutations are not supported:
• "2016-06-23T09:07:31.000"
• "2001-10-26T21:32:52.12679"

4.3.7 Automatic Object Type Generation
As explained in the Object Typing section:
• Each concrete Semantic Object type has a Type Descriptor.
• The Type Descriptor is optional for the Abstract types.
• Each object of a certain type is restricted to its own type descriptor as well as all its parents’ ones.
During the create and update phases, we need to make sure that all Type Descriptors are satisfied.
This is why for the create mutations we have enabled the option for automatic generation of the properties
that describe the object. This functionality is triggered with the following property (enabled by default):
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graphql.mutation.generation.options.TypeDataGenerator.enabled=true

So given the following schema:
objects:
ConceptScheme: {kind: abstract, type: [skos:ConceptScheme]}
Industry:
{inherits: ConceptCommon, type: [industry/], typeProp:␣
,→skos:inScheme}

If we try to create an Industry object without specifying its type and skos:inScheme, they will be
automatically inferred to skos:ConceptScheme and industry/, and added to the mutation.
However, sometimes we cannot infer a value for the descriptors. This happens when we have a type
with multi-valued type property. For example:
objects:
Geoname:
regex: '^http://sws\.geonames\.org/\d+/$'
type: [gn:Feature]
Country:
inherits: Geoname
typeProp: gn:featureCode
type: [gn:A.PCLI, gn:A.PCLD, gn:A.PCLIX, gn:A.PCLS, gn:A.PCL, gn:A.TERR, gn:A.
,→PCLF]

If we want to create an object of type Country, we would not be able to determine its gn:featureCode.
The reason for this is that, for the object to be valid, it is sufficient to have as gn:featureCode at least
one of the following: [gn:A.PCLI, gn:A.PCLD, gn:A.PCLIX, gn:A.PCLS, gn:A.PCL, gn:A.
TERR, gn:A.PCLF], but not all of them. So there is no way to determine which gn:featureCode
needs to be picked from the list.
So for a create mutation to pass, each Country object needs to have its gn:featureCode explicitly set. However, the Type Generation will still work for the Geoname class, so the property type:
gn:Feature will be added automatically.
Note that the Automatic Type Generation will only work if the property that needs to be added is not
added explicitly. This means that if we are creating a Country with type: skos:Person, we would
not perform any of the following possible steps:
• replace it with the proper type,
• append the proper type resulting in type: [skos:Person, gn:featureCode].
In this case, you will get notified that the object does not conform to its class and the mutation will not
be executed.

4.3.8 Named Graph Mutations
Before Version 3.5
By default, create and update mutations write the new statements for each entity into a separate named
graph whose name consists of the entity IRI and /ng appended to it, i.e., <object_IRI>/ng. For
example, the human with IRI https://swapi.co/resource/human/1025 will be written into the
named graph https://swapi.co/resource/human/1025/ng.
This rule is applied to the related objects as well.
mutation createHuman {
create_Human(objects: {
id: "https://swapi.co/resource/human/1025",
rdfs_label: {value: "Lando"},
(continues on next page)
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eyeColor: "blue",
homeworld: {
planet: {
id: "https://swapi.co/resource/planet/3025",
rdfs_label: {value:"Socorro 2"},
diameter: 14600,
resident: {
ids: "https://swapi.co/resource/human/1025"
}
}
}
})
{
human {
id
name
type
eyeColor
homeworld {
id
name
type
diameter
resident {
name
}
}
}
}
}
# IRIs shortened for readability based on <https://swapi.co/resource/>
<human/1025> <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
,→vocabulary/Human>
<human/1025/ng>.
<human/1025> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label>
,→
<human/1025/ng>.
<human/1025> <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/eyeColor>
,→
<human/1025/ng>.
<human/1025> <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/homeworld>
,→
<human/1025/ng>.

<https://swapi.co/

<planet/3025> <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
,→vocabulary/Planet>
<planet/3025/ng>.
<planet/3025> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label>
,→
<planet/3025/ng>.
<planet/3025> <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/diameter>
,→
<planet/3025/ng>.
<planet/3025> <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/resident>
,→
<planet/3025/ng>.

<https://swapi.co/

"Lando"

␣

"blue"

␣

<planet/3025>

␣

"Socorro 2"

␣

"14600"^^xsd:int

␣

<human/1025>

␣

Note: From version 3.5 and later, this behavior will still be accessible by setting the configuration
sparql.optimizations.mutationMode to CHANGES.

4.3. GraphQL Mutation Tutorial
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After Version 3.5

Note: Introduced with Ontotext Platform version 3.5.
By default, create and update mutations write the new statements into the default graph context. Additionally, the update mutations will move existing data from a specific named graph context to the default
graph, effectively removing the graph context. This is demonstrated in the following examples.
mutation createHuman {
create_Human(objects: {
id: "https://swapi.co/resource/human/1025",
rdfs_label: {value: "Lando"},
eyeColor: "blue"
})
{
human {
id
name
type
eyeColor
}
}
}

The above query will result in the following statements written into the database:
# IRIs shortened for readability based on <https://swapi.co/resource/>
<human/1025> <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> <Human> .
<human/1025> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label>
"Lando" .
<human/1025> <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/eyeColor>
"blue" .

To write the data into a custom graph, the graph argument should be used. This applies to all data
written or modified in the particular mutation request.
For example, create mutations will write all of the data in the specified graph, while updates may move
data from one graph to another if the affected data was previously located in multiple graphs as demonstrated in the next query.
mutation createHumanAndPlanet {
create_Human(
graph: "https://swapi.co/resource/Humans",
objects: {
id: "https://swapi.co/resource/human/1025",
rdfs_label: {value: "Lando"},
eyeColor: "blue"
})
{
human {
id
name
type
eyeColor
}
}
create_Planet(
graph: "https://swapi.co/resource/Planets",
objects: {
id: "https://swapi.co/resource/planet/3025",
(continues on next page)
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rdfs_label: {value: "Socorro 3"},
diameter: 14600,
resident: {
ids: "https://swapi.co/resource/human/1025"
}
})
{
planet {
id
name
diameter
resident {
name
}
}
}
# set "Socorro 3" as homeworld of "Lando"
update_Human(
graph: "https://swapi.co/resource/Humans",
where: {ID: "https://swapi.co/resource/human/1025"},
objects: {
homeworld: {
ids: "https://swapi.co/resource/planet/3025"
}
}) {
human {
id
name
homeworld {
id
name
}
}
}
}

Upon executing the mutation request above, the following statements will be written into the database:
# IRIs shortened for readability based on <https://swapi.co/resource/>
<human/1025>
,→

<human/1025>
,→

<human/1025>
,→

<human/1025>
,→

<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
<Humans> .
<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label>
<Humans> .
<https://swapi.co/vocabulary/eyeColor>
<Humans> .
<https://swapi.co/vocabulary/homeworld>
<Humans> .

<planet/3025> <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
,→vocabulary/Planet> <Planets>.
<planet/3025> <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/diameter>
,→
<Planets>.
<planet/3025> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label>
,→
<Planets>.
<planet/3025> <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/resident>
,→
<Planets>.

<Human>

␣

"Lando"

␣

"blue"

␣

<planet/3025>

␣

<https://swapi.co/
"14600"^^xsd:int ␣
"Socorro 3"

␣

<human/1025>

␣

Consider the following update mutation:
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mutation updateHuman {
update_Human(
graph: "https://swapi.co/resource/Humans",
where: {ID: "https://swapi.co/resource/human/1025"},
objects: {
homeworld: {
planet: {
desc: { value: {value: "The home planet of the famous Lando",␣
,→lang: "en"}},
diameter: 15000,
},
patch: "https://swapi.co/resource/planet/3025"
}
})
{
human {
name
homeworld {
name
desc { value }
diameter
}
}
}
}

After executing it, the stored data would change to:
# IRIs shortened for readability based on <https://swapi.co/resource/>
<human/1025>
,→

<human/1025>
,→

<human/1025>
,→

<human/1025>
,→

<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
<Humans> .
<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label>
<Humans> .
<https://swapi.co/vocabulary/eyeColor>
<Humans> .
<https://swapi.co/vocabulary/homeworld>
<Humans> .

<planet/3025> <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
,→vocabulary/Planet>
<Planets>.
<planet/3025> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label>
,→
<Planets>.
<planet/3025> <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/resident>
,→
<Planets>.
<planet/3025> <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/diameter>
,→
<Humans>. # notice the graph
<planet/3025> <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/desc>
,→of the famous Lando"@en
<Humans>.

<Human>

␣

"Lando"

␣

"blue"

␣

<planet/3025>

␣

<https://swapi.co/
"Socorro 3"

␣

<human/1025>

␣

"15000"^^xsd:int

␣

"The home planet␣

Examples of Star Wars GraphQL mutations and responses.
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4.4 GraphQL Introspection Tutorial
What’s in this document?
• Introspection Queries
The following sections provide short examples of GraphQL introspection queries and responses. If you
have started the services following the Quick Start guide, you can also try the queries out and modify
them as you see fit.
All examples in this section are based on the Star Wars dataset.
You can find the full SOML tutorial here.

4.4.1 Introspection Queries
GraphQL introspection allows us to query which resources are available in the current API schema. Via
this capability, we can see the queries, types, fields, and directives that the API supports.
The introspection system defines __Schema, __Type, __TypeKind, __Field, __InputValue,
__EnumValue, and __Directive which are introspective queries. Note that all of them are preceded
by two underscores which are exclusively used by GraphQL’s introspection system. We can find out
what types are available by querying the __schema field, always available on the root type of a query.
As you can see a lot of types are being returned:
• Query, Character, Human, Film, Droid, etc. - These are the ones that we defined in our type
system.
• String, Boolean, Decimal, Integer, Long, etc. - These are scalars that the type system
provided.
• __Schema, __Type, __TypeKind, __Field, __InputValue, __EnumValue, __Directive These all are preceded with a double underscore, indicating that they are part of the introspection
system.
It is often useful to examine one specific type. Let’s take a look at the Human type:
kind returns a __TypeKind enum, one of whose values is OBJECT. If we asked about Character
instead, we would find that it is an interface:
It is useful to know what fields are available for an object:
This has just scratched the surface of the introspection system. We can also query for enum values,
what interfaces a type implements, and more.
Here is an example of a full GraphQL introspection query:
Examples of GraphQL introspection queries and responses.

4.5 RBAC Tutorial
What’s in this document?
• Queries with RBAC
• Mutations with RBAC

4.4. GraphQL Introspection Tutorial
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This section of the documentation is an Role Based Access Control tutorial. To read and learn about the
syntax and language for declaring RBAC within Semantic Object schemas, see the Role Based Access
Control (RBAC) section within the Semantic Object Modeling language documentation.

4.5.1 Queries with RBAC
Let’s say we have defined the following role in the schema:
CharacterRead:
description: "Role which can read all Character properties"
actions: [
"Character/*/read"
]

The user CharacterRead has permissions only over the abstract class Character. When querying,
abstract classes permissions are resolved from the lowest concrete class up. The abstract class is
constrained to query other classes that are inherited from the abstract class.
Since the properties degree and cybernetics are defined in the concrete classes for Droid and
Human, the following request will pass but will contain errors for each field that cannot be read by CharacterRead role.
What if the role has permissions to view only Human class and we try to execute a query for Character
class?
HumanRead:
description: "Role which can read all Human properties"
actions: [
"Human/*/read"
]

You will notice that only humans are returned and all other characters have been omitted.
If we try to query Droid with the same role, then we will get an error message stating that we do not
have access to this object:
We can be even more specific with the permissions and use filters. Let’s take a look at this role:
HumanFromTatooineRead:
description: "Role which can read properties of Human with homeworld Tatooine"
actions: [
'Human/*/read/(where: {homeworld: {name: {EQ: "Tatooine"}}})',
'Planet/*/read'
]

It will give access only to the Human-s from Tatooine. The permission over Planet are needed in order
to retrieve the planet of the Humans-s and make sure the results are correct:

4.5.2 Mutations with RBAC
Create, update, and delete mutations allow you to perform selections as part of the response.
However, if the role has no read access, the response will ignore the selections.
For example if we have the following role:
PersonWriter:
description: "Can write People and read their id."
actions: [
"Person/*/write",
"Person/id/read"
]
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This request will pass but will contain errors for each field that cannot be read by PersonWriter.
Note the id of the newly created Person. We will be using this id in the examples below.
It is important to note that a role with a property write action cannot delete or set a property to null | [].
For example, run the following mutation replacing person_id with the ID of the person we just created
in the previous example:
The request will be rejected with Unauthorized errors, since setting birthDate to null is effectively
deleting the birthDate property. The PersonWriter role actions explicitly states that this role can
only write/update this property.
The GraphQL schema may set a property as optional, so you will need RBAC rules to manage controlled
removal of such a property by roles with delete access.
If you do not have write permissions assigned and try to perform a mutation, then the mutation will fail
and no data will be inserted, updated, or deleted.
ReadOnly:
description: "Users which can read all Objects and properties"
actions: [
"*/*/read"
]

It is important to remember that notActions take precedence over actions. If we have a role such
as:
PersonNoDelete:
description: "Can read and update People."
actions: [
"Person/*/*"
]
notActions: [
"Person/*/delete"
]

Then you will not be able to delete objects.
Or remove property values.
Filters can be used for mutations as well. To illustrate this, let’s create a second Person:
Note the id of the second person as well.
Now try to delete first “Jem Rayfield” using the following role:
PersonJemAdmin:
description: "Full permission over Jem Rayfield."
actions: [
'Person/*/*/(where: {name: {EQ: "Jem Rayfield"}})'
]

In order to do so, replace person_id with the id of Jem:
The mutation will pass. Now run the same mutation but using the id of “George Lucas”. You will not be
able to delete him, as the filter in the action will prevent it.
With the same role, you can try to create a Person with a name different from Jem Rayfield:
You will see that the mutation gets blocked.
Role Based Access Control (RBAC) tutorial. To learn more about the syntax and language for declaring
RBAC within Semantic Object schemas, see the Role Based Access Control (RBAC) section within the
Semantic Object Modeling language documentation.
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4.6 SPARQL Federation Tutorial
What’s in this document?
• Create a New Repository
• Define the Federated Service in the Semantic Objects
• Define the New Object in the SOML
• Run a Federated Query
This tutorial will walk you through the steps for configuring and using SPARQL Federated Objects.
The examples in this section are based on the Star Wars dataset. In this tutorial, we will extend the
existing Star Wars SOML schema with an additional object - Studio, and will link it to our existing data.

4.6.1 Create a New Repository
1. First, we need to create an external repository. For the purposes of of this tutorial, we will do so in
the GraphDB instance that hosts the main Star Wars repository. See how to do it here.
2. Name the new repository swapi-studios.
3. To insert data in the newly created repository, execute:
PREFIX : <https://swapi.co/resource/>
PREFIX voc: <https://swapi.co/vocabulary/>
PREFIX wd: <http://www.wikidata.org/entity/>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
insert data {
wd:Q242446 a voc:Studio ;
rdfs:label "Lucasfilm" ;
voc:founder wd:Q38222;
voc:staff :John;
voc:film <https://swapi.co/resource/film/1>,
<https://swapi.co/resource/film/2>,
<https://swapi.co/resource/film/3>,
<https://swapi.co/resource/film/4>,
<https://swapi.co/resource/film/5>,
<https://swapi.co/resource/film/6> .
:John a voc:Employee;
rdfs:label "John Doe";
voc:salary 5000 .
}

4.6.2 Define the Federated Service in the Semantic Objects
1. Define the external service by adding the following property in the application.properties
file of the Semantic Objects:
sparql.federated.services.studios=repository:swapi-studios
2. Alternatively, if you have started the services following the Quick Start guide, you can add the
property to the docker-compose file and restart the Semantic Objects:
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services:
semantic-objects:
...
environment:
sparql.federated.services.studios: "repository:swapi-studios"

Note: In this example, we are using local federation. This is why the address of the service starts with repository:. Alternatively, you can perform the federation over HTTP
by using the following service address: http://127.0.0.1:7200/repositories/
swapi-studios.
The federated repository can be located on a completely different server as well, as long
as it is reachable from the server hosting the local repository.
3. Start the Semantic Objects.

4.6.3 Define the New Object in the SOML
1. Add the following object to the Star Wars SOML schema:
Studio:
descr: 'Film production Studio.'
sparqlFederatedService: studios
name: rdfs:label
props:
founder: {range: Person}
film: {range: Film}
staff: {range: Employee, max: inf}
Employee:
sparqlFederatedService: studios
name: rdfs:label
props:
salary: {range: integer}

Notice that Studio is configured to use our new studios service. It also has two
properties - founder and film, which will link this object to our local data, as well a
property with range in the studios service - staff.
2. Add the following property to the existing Film object:
Film:
props:
studio: {range: Studio, inverseAlias: film}

It will allow us to query the Studio of a Film using an inverseAlias property.
3. Update the SOML schema in the Semantic Objects instance.

4.6. SPARQL Federation Tutorial
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4.6.4 Run a Federated Query
Now let’s run a GraphQL query that will collect the federated data:
query film {
film (ID: "https://swapi.co/resource/film/1") { #local repository
id #local repository
name #local repository
studio { #federated object
id #object in the local repository, subject in swapi-studios
name #swapi-studios
founder {
id #object in the swapi-studios, subject in the local repository
name #local repository
}
staff { #federated object
name #swapi-studios
salary #swapi-studios
}
}
}
}

The location from where each selection will be fetched is marked with #. The id-s are marked as present
in both repositories because they are the links between the objects.
You will see that the data from the external service is returned and added to the film instance:
{
"data": {
"film": [
{
"id": "https://swapi.co/resource/film/1",
"name": "Star Wars",
"studio": {
"id": "http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q242446",
"name": "Lucasfilm",
"founder": {
"id": "http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q38222",
"name": "George Lucas"
},
"staff": [
{
"name": "John Doe",
"salary": "5000"
}
]
}
}
]
}
}

SPARQL Federation tutorial - learn how to enrich your model with data from an external RDF repository.
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FIVE

ADMINISTRATION

What’s in this document?
• Logging
• Correlation and X-Request-ID
• Application/Service Access
• Configuration
• Sizing and Hardware Requirements

5.1 Logging
The Semantic Objects use a standard logging framework, logback. The default configuration is provided
as logback.xml in the Semantic Objects config directory. The Semantic Objects logs incoming queries
and response times. There are some common log messages that occur during the normal functioning
of the Semantic Objects:
• MongoDB driver initialization: This signifies that the MongoDB is being initialized. A few messages like this should be printed at each Semantic Objects startup if it is started with MongoDB as
a schema store:
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 12:53:50.987 INFO 1 --- [
main]␣
,→org.mongodb.driver.cluster
: Cluster created with settings
,→{hosts=[mongodb:27017], mode=SINGLE, requiredClusterType=UNKNOWN,␣
,→serverSelectionTimeout='30000 ms', maxWaitQueueSize=500}

• Incoming query: After this message, the query will be logged into the main log. The number
snippet after the INFO marker represents the request ID generated by the Semantic Objects. For
all non-introspection requests, this should be followed by a SPARQL query generation:
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 12:55:04.986 INFO d4622bd4-64f4-5453-8969,→c062028882a4 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-2] c.o.s.c.QueryServiceController
␣
,→
: Incoming query: {

• SPARQL query execution: After an incoming query that would require the invocation of a
SPARQL query, the SPARQL query is logged, allowing you to easily replicate it on your SPARQL
endpoint if something has gone wrong. The query execution timing is also output at this stage:
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:18:58.062 INFO 1 --- [pool-3-thread-1]␣
,→c.ontotext.sparql.Rdf4jSparqlConnection
: Executing sparql:
...
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:18:58.116 INFO 1797dcfd-863b-5814-8203,→2c092c481285 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-7] c.o.s.c.QueryServiceController
␣
,→
: Query processed in: 121 ms.
(continues on next page)
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• Incoming mutation: Mutations differ from standard queries by the fact that there are multiple
sub-queries being fired by the mutation. All will be marked with the same request ID, so it should
be easy to differentiate between the mutation and other concurrent operations. Other than this,
mutations are not discernably different in their logging from standard queries:
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:28:28.800 INFO 7537d23f-0e11-5d5a-8257,→b8ee914f8d9f 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-8] c.o.s.query.service.SoaasQueryService ␣
,→
: Query to 4 SPARQL,
...
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:28:28.816 INFO 7537d23f-0e11-5d5a-8257,→b8ee914f8d9f 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-8] c.ontotext.sparql.
,→Rdf4jSparqlConnection
: Executing update:
...
semantic-objects_1 | insert data { [] <http://www.ontotext.com/track-changes>
,→ "ed96e846-04ee-43d9-ae21-1ab5bdf1f80b" }
...
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:28:29.015 INFO 7537d23f-0e11-5d5a-8257,→b8ee914f8d9f 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-8] c.o.s.c.QueryServiceController
␣
,→
: Query processed in: 251 ms.

• Query errors: In case of errors in the executed query, they are returned as part of the response,
and are also logged in the Semantic Objects logs:
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:18:58.115 WARN 1797dcfd-863b-5814-8203,→2c092c481285 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-7] c.o.r.t.g.j.Rdf2GraphQlJsonTransformer␣
,→
: Finishing request with errors: [{"message":"Cannot return null for non,→nullable property 'Droid.primaryFunction'","path":["character",1,
,→"primaryFunction"],"locations":[{"line":6,"column":13}]}]

• Creating SOML schema: This will be output when you create a SOML schema. Failed create
attempts are not reflected in the log, but only as responses to the client:
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:04:26.947 INFO 1ce7cb60-a6ce-5b59-bacd,→28ffec829f83 1 --- [io-8080-exec-10] c.ontotext.metamodel.SomlSchemaManager␣
,→
: Created schema: /soml/starWars

• Updating SOML schema: The output of the SOML update command is effectively the same as
the SOML create command, but the difference can be observed in the log message:
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:06:29.686 INFO 04f85f5c-8c9a-59a4-85ac,→5de30a74ea2c 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-7] c.ontotext.metamodel.SomlSchemaManager␣
,→
: Updating schema: /soml/starWars

• Removing SOML schema: This is logged upon the removal of a SOML schema:
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:08:06.985 INFO fdbf309a-320b-5714-82a7,→6c9162b668b8 1 --- [io-8080-exec-10] c.ontotext.metamodel.SomlSchemaManager␣
,→
: Removing schema: /soml/starWars

• Binding SOML schema: This is the entire log chain for a successful model bind. It starts with
binding the schema to the instance. Then, the GraphQL model is generated. The generation is
timed. Finally, the model reload process completes:
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:09:01.783 INFO fc15424f-2aad-5a4a-8396,→698a9a2fb135 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-2] c.ontotext.metamodel.SomlSchemaManager␣
,→
: Binding schema: /soml/starWars
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:09:01.784 INFO fc15424f-2aad-5a4a-8396,→698a9a2fb135 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-2] c.ontotext.metamodel.SomlSchemaManager␣
,→
: Reloading model...
(continues on next page)
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semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:09:01.827 INFO fc15424f-2aad-5a4a-8396,→698a9a2fb135 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-2] c.o.p.SomlToGraphQlSchemaConverter
␣
,→
: Generating base queries.
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:09:01.833 INFO fc15424f-2aad-5a4a-8396,→698a9a2fb135 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-2] c.o.p.SomlToGraphQlSchemaConverter
␣
,→
: Generating base mutations.
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:09:01.897 INFO fc15424f-2aad-5a4a-8396,→698a9a2fb135 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-2] c.o.p.SomlToGraphQlSchemaConverter
␣
,→
: Outputting GraphQL schema. Conversion took 96 ms.
semantic-objects_1 | 2019-12-10 13:09:01.913 INFO fc15424f-2aad-5a4a-8396,→698a9a2fb135 1 --- [nio-8080-exec-2] c.ontotext.metamodel.SomlSchemaManager␣
,→
: Model reloaded!

• SOML creation and bind failures are not logged at the moment, but they produce JSON-LD formatted error messages, just like queries do.

5.2 Correlation and X-Request-ID
The Semantic Objects are configured to pass headers specified as X-Request-ID. They are also
reflected in the service logs. Those headers are useful for auditing and connecting the different components of the Semantic Services and greatly simplify troubleshooting since timestamp synchronization
is no longer necessary for error analysis. If such a header is present for an incoming request, it will be
fed to the components of the service that should log it, provided that they are correctly configured, then
feed it back as a response header. If not present, the Semantic Objects themselves will generate an
UUIDv5 X-Request-ID header. This behavior is always in effect.

5.3 Application/Service Access
To have a running environment with all of the required components for using the Semantic Objects,
follow the Quick Start guide. Entering the following Docker command will provide various information
about the running Docker containers:
docker ps
PC-NAME:~$ docker ps
CONTAINER ID
IMAGE
COMMAND ␣
,→
CREATED
STATUS
PORTS
␣
,→
NAMES
3eb94d5cfc94
ontotext/platform-workbench:3.8.2
"docker,→entrypoint.s…"
39 seconds ago
Up 38 seconds
0.0.0.0:9993->3000/tcp ␣
,→
semantic-objects_workbench_1
b7d470ee3dd2
ontotext/platform-soaas-service:3.8.2
"/app/
,→start-soaas.sh"
40 seconds ago
Up 39 seconds
0.0.0.0:9995->8080/
,→tcp
semantic-objects_semantic-objects_1
97d1c2988e26
ontotext/graphdb:9.11.1-ee
"/opt/
,→graphdb/dist/b…"
42 seconds ago
Up 41 seconds
0.0.0.0:9998->7200/
,→tcp
semantic-objects_graphdb_1
...
...
...
...
␣
,→
...
...
...

As you can see, there are containers for:
• GraphDB
• Semantic Objects Workbench
• Semantic Objects
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Information about the local ports where the different services are exposed is provided in the PORTS
section. Services can be accessed at:
http://localhost:<PORT>

For example, the Semantic Objects are by default started at, and bound to http://localhost:9995.
They can therefore be accessed on:
http://localhost:9995/graphql

Once you have a running instance, you can invoke GraphQL requests from a client such as
• GraphiQL
• GraphQL Playground,
or any REST client.

5.4 Configuration
The Semantic Objects are parameterized by a configuration file or set of Docker environment variables.
The configuration options and their default values are as follows:
application.name
Description: Specifies the service name. It must be unique among the deployed Semantic
Objects. If two or more service instances have the same name (horizontal scaling), they will use
the same bound schema. If not defined, the value of spring.application.name will be used
if defined.
Default value: none
Note: The configuration is required when soml.storage.provider is set to rdf4j (default).
The provided Docker Compose files and Helm charts have example names.
application.scheme
Description: Defines the access HTTP schema to the service. Used to build an access URL
using the application.address or the default network address.
Default value: http
Possible values: http or https
application.address
Description: Specifies the service network address. Can be an IP address or a domain name. If
the address does not include a port, the one configured in application.port will be added. If
the address does not include an HTTP schema, the one defined in application.scheme will
be used.
Default value: none
application.port
Description: Specifies the bind port of the application. If not defined, the server.port will be
used. If it is not defined either, the Spring default 8080 will be used.
Default value: 8080
application.useNetworkAddressAsName
Description: Specifies if the network address should be used as application.name.
Default value: false
Possible values: true or false
Note: If enabled on an environment without stable network identifiers, some functionalities may
not work properly, e.g., the service may lose its bound schema.
soml.storage.provider
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Description: Specifies the storage provider to be used for SOML schema management.
Default value: rdf4j
Possible values:
rdf4j: RDF4J-compatible repository. Configurations applicable for this mode are prefixed
with soml.storage.rdf4j
mongodb: MongoDB-based repository. Configurations applicable for this mode are
prefixed with soml.storage.mongodb
in-memory: Transient, in-memory based repository. After service restart, the internal state
is lost and need to be reinitialized.
soml.storage.rdf4j.address
Description: Specifies the address of the RDF4J-compatible server to be used by the Semantic
Search to access the stored SOML schemas. If multi-master topology is used, multiple
addresses can be configured for the corresponding masters in the cluster deployment, commaor semicolon-separated.
If GraphDB is used as schema persistence provider, then you also need to update the value of
the Semantic Search configuration soml.storage.rdf4j.address, if deployed.
Default value: ${sparql.endpoint.address}
Note: In case of multi-master topology, the main master must be first in the list of addresses. See
more about GraphDB Cluster Topologies.
soml.storage.rdf4j.repository
Description: The name of the repository to be used for schema management.
Default value: otp-system
Note: If the configured repository does not exist, the Semantic Objects will try to create it unless
disabled by soml.storage.rdf4j.autoCreateRepository.
Also, note that the provided Helm charts include provisioning of the system repository with the
default name.
soml.storage.rdf4j.username
Description: Specifies the username to be used for authentication in GraphDB.
Default value: ${sparql.endpoint.username}
soml.storage.rdf4j.credentials
Description: Specifies the credentials to be used for authentication in GraphDB.
Default value: ${sparql.endpoint.credentials}
soml.storage.rdf4j.maxConcurrentConnections
Description: Specifies the maximum HTTP connections per route to a single GraphDB instance.
Default value: ${sparql.endpoint.maxConcurrentConnections:500}
soml.storage.rdf4j.connectionRequestTimeout
Description: Specifies the timeout (in milliseconds) used when requesting a connection from the
connection manager. A timeout value of 0 is interpreted as an infinite timeout.
Default value: ${sparql.endpoint.maxConcurrentConnections:10000}
soml.storage.rdf4j.connectTimeout
Description: Specifies the timeout (in milliseconds) until a connection is established. A timeout
value of 0 is interpreted as an infinite timeout.
Default value: ${sparql.endpoint.connectTimeout:10000}
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soml.storage.rdf4j.socketTimeout
Description: Specifies the socket timeout (in milliseconds), which is the timeout for waiting for
data.
This also controls how long to wait for a query to retrieve results from the database.
A timeout value of 0 is interpreted as an infinite timeout.
Default value: ${sparql.endpoint.socketTimeout:0}
soml.storage.rdf4j.retryHttpCodes
Description: Specifies on which HTTP codes to retry the request. Supports a list of HTTP codes
or ranges, comma- or semicolon-separated.
The code range can be defined in the form of 5xx (500-599) or 50x (500-509). Example: 404,
5xx.
Default value: ${sparql.endpoint.retryHttpCodes:503}
soml.storage.rdf4j.maxRetries
Description: Specifies the request retry number in case of service unavailability. Setting this to
0 will disable retries entirely.
Retrying will occur only if the HTTP response code matches the one defined in
retryHttpCodes.
Default value: ${sparql.endpoint.maxRetries:1}
soml.storage.rdf4j.retryInterval
Description: Specifies how long (in milliseconds) to wait before attempting another request in
case of service unavailability.
Default value: ${sparql.endpoint.retryInterval:2000}
soml.storage.rdf4j.healthCheckTimeout
Description: Allows overriding the connectionRequestTimeout, connectTimeout, and
socketTimeout configurations during the health check requests.
Default value: ${sparql.endpoint.healthCheckTimeout:5000}
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.unavailableReadTimeout
Description: Specifies how long (in milliseconds) to wait for a query to evaluate without errors
before failing it. In other words, this is the maximum time a request can take in case of
communication problems.
The configuration overrides the -Dtimeout.read.request parameter of the GraphDB Client
Failover Utility.
Default value: 60000
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.unavailableWriteTimeout
Description: Specifies how long (in milliseconds) to wait for an update to evaluate without errors
before failing it. In other words, this is the maximum time a request can take in case of
communication problems.
The configuration overrides the -Dtimeout.write.request of the parameter GraphDB Client
Failover Utility.
Default value: 60000
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.scanFailedInterval
Description: Specifies how often (in milliseconds) to check for the master’s availability.
The configuration overrides the -Dscan.failed.interval parameter of the GraphDB Client
Failover Utility.
Default value: 15000
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.retryOnHttp4xx
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Description: Specifies if requests should be retried on HTTP 4xx (e.g., 404: Not found in
case of missing repository)
The configuration overrides the -Dretry-on-4xx parameter of the GraphDB Client Failover
Utility.
Default value: true
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.retryOnHttp5xx
Description: Specifies if requests should be retried on HTTP 5xx (e.g., 503: Unavailable in
case the master cannot handle requests at the moment)
The configuration overrides the -Dretry-on-503 parameter of the GraphDB Client Failover
Utility.
Default value: true
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.forceClusterClient
Description: Enables the use of the GraphDB Client Failover Utility.
Default value: false
Note: Enabled by default if multiple addresses are defined in soml.storage.rdf4j.address.
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.forceConnection
Description: Specifies if a remote connection should be established even if the remote
repository does not exist. Consequent requests will be retried until a repository is present or
within the configured timeouts.
If disabled, the requests will fail immediately until the configured repository is created.
Default value: false
Note: Applicable only if the GraphDB Client Failover Utility is enabled.

Warning: If enabled, this will disable the automatic repository creation.
soml.storage.rdf4j.autoCreateRepository
Description: Enables or disables the automatic repository creation. If the configured repository
already exists, this configuration will not have any effect.
Default value: true
Note: The application will try the following steps in order to create a repository on the configured
endpoint address:
1. A repository with provided
repositoryConfig.

custom

configuration

via

soml.storage.rdf4j.

2. A GraphDB cluster worker repository (for GraphDB Standard and Enterprise deployments).
3. A GraphDB Free repository instance (for GraphDB Free deployment).
4. Generic Sail in-memory repository as a last option.

Note: Steps 2 to 4 are skipped if soml.storage.rdf4j.repositoryConfig is set. They
can be enabled by explicitly setting the soml.storage.rdf4j.disableDefault to false.
soml.storage.rdf4j.repositoryConfig
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Description: Allows а custom user-provided repository template from the local file system.
The repository name must match the one defined in soml.storage.rdf4j.repository, or
can be defined as "%id%" and will be automatically filled during the create process.
soml.storage.rdf4j.disableDefault
Description: Allows the disabling of the internal default templates. Will fail if the user-provided
template does not succeed.
Default value:
False if soml.storage.rdf4j.repositoryConfig is not provided.
True if soml.storage.rdf4j.repositoryConfig is provided.
Note: These defaults do not apply if this configuration has an explicitly set value.

Warning: In Ontotext Platform version 3.5 MongoDB is deprecated and will be removed in a future
version.
soml.storage.mongodb.endpoint
Description: Specifies the address of the MongoDB storage where the SOML documents are
stored.
Default value: mongodb://localhost:27017
soml.storage.mongodb.database
Description: Specifies the database name that should be used to store the SOML documents.
Default value: soaas
soml.storage.mongodb.collection
Description: Specifies the collection name that should be used to store the SOML documents.
MongoDB collections are analogous to tables in relational databases.
Default value: soml
soml.storage.mongodb.connectTimeout
Description: The time (in milliseconds) to attempt a connection before timing out.
Default value: 5000
soml.storage.mongodb.readTimeout
Description: The time (in milliseconds) to attempt to read for a connection before timing out.
Default value: 5000
soml.storage.mongodb.readConcern
Description: The Mongo client read concern configuration. For more information, see the
Mongo documentation on Read Isolation (Read Concern).
Default value: majority
Possible values: default (Mongo default), local, majority (Semantic Objects default),
linearizable, snapshot, available
soml.storage.mongodb.writeConcern
Description: The Mongo client write concern configuration. For more information, see the
Mongo documentation on Write Acknowledgement (Write Concern).
Default value: majority
Possible values: acknowledged (Mongo default), w1, w2, w3, unacknowledged,
journaled, majority (Semantic Objects default), tag-name or in the form
w=tag-name/server-number, [wtimeout=timeout]. Example: w=2, wtimeout=1000.
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soml.storage.mongodb.applicationName
Description: Assigns an application name that will be displayed in the Mongo logs.
Default value: soaas
soml.storage.mongodb.serverSelectionTimeout
Description: Specifies how much time (in milliseconds) to block for server selection before
throwing an exception.
Default value: 5000
soml.storage.mongodb.healthCheckTimeout
Description: Specifies (in milliseconds) the timeout limit for MongoDB health check requests.
Default value: 5000
soml.storage.mongodb.healthcheckSeverity
Description: Allows overriding of the failure severity for MongoDB storage health check.
Default value: MEDIUM
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH
soml.notifications.provider
Description: Specifies how SOML changes are propagated between multiple deployed service
instances.
Default value: default
Possible values:
default: Lets the application choose the best notification provider based on the
soml.storage.provider.
local-only: Local notifications only, does not communicate with other nodes. Can be
used with providers that have custom notifications implementation like MongoDB.
polling: Generic notification provider that relies on the store implementation to provide
time-based information about the changed entities.
soml.notifications.polling.interval
Description: Specifies the poll interval (in milliseconds) for the polling notification provider.
Default value: 5000
soml.notifications.polling.async
Description: Specifies if the polling notifications should be asynchronous or synchronous
relative to the polling process.
Default value: true
soml.healthcheckSeverity
Description: Allows overriding of the failure severity for the SOML schema health check.
Default value: MEDIUM
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH
soml.preload.schemaPath
Description: Allows the preloading and binding of a SOML schema file at startup. Only executes
when no other schema is already bound and no schema with the same id is stored.
soml.monitoring
Description: Allows changing the scope of the monitoring level reported by the
/soml/status/all and /soml/status/summary endpoints. The default behavior reports
only schema CRUD operations, while the full mode reports all operations related to the schema
management service. Disabling of the functionality may prevent the proper functioning of the
Semantic Objects Workbench.
Default value: MINIMAL
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Possible values: NONE, MINIMAL, or FULL
soml.storage.migration.enabled
Description: Enables the migration of the stored schemas from one schema provider to another.
Default value: false
soml.storage.migration.source
Description: Defines the origin of the data to copy from.
Default value: none
Possible values: mongodb or rdf4j
soml.storage.migration.destination
Description: Defines the destination of the migration.
Default value: ${soml.storage.provider}
Possible values: rdf4j or mongodb
soml.storage.migration.forceStoreUpdate
Description: Forces migration regardless of the destination state:
- If cleanBeforeMigration is set to true, the store contents will be removed entirely.
- If cleanBeforeMigration is set to false, any existing schema with the same ID will
be overridden.
Default value: false
soml.storage.migration.cleanBeforeMigration
Description: Performs clean migration by removing all data from the destination store.
- for rdf4j, it drops the named graph used to store the schemas
(http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object#store).
- for mongodb, it performs multi-document delete having a property with key @yaml.
Default value: false
soml.storage.migration.somlMigration
Description: Enables or disables SOML migration. If disabled, only the bound schema
will be migrated.
Default value: true
Note:
This configuration will only have an effect if soml.storage.migration.
forceStoreUpdate is set to true.
soml.storage.migration.cleanOnComplete
Description: Specifies if the originating store should be cleaned upon successful migration. This
means that all of the data is copied to the destination without errors.
Default value: false
soml.storage.migration.async
Description: Controls whether the migration happens asynchronously to the application boot
process.
Default value: false
Possible values:
true: Any errors during the migration will be reported in the log and the application will not
be stopped.
false: In case of errors during the migration the service will be stopped.
soml.storage.migration.retries
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Description: Specifies the number of times to try to perform the migration when encountering
errors.
Default value: 3
soml.storage.migration.delay
Description: Specifies how long to wait before retrying to perform the migration in case of an
error.
Default value: 10000
soml.validation.jobsPerValidation
Description: Specifies the number of allowed concurrent queries per validation job.
Default value: 4 *
* This is reduced to 1 if GraphDB Free is detected as target database, so the database is
not blocked by the validation.
Possible values:: 1 to 32
soml.validation.enableLogging
Description: Specifies if SOML data validation query logging is enabled or disabled.
If enabled the queries are logged in the main log in INFO log level
If disabled the queries will not be visible unless the log level is changed to DEBUG or TRACE.
Default value: false
soml.validation.maxActiveValidations
Description: Specifies the maximum number of allowed active validation jobs at a given time.
Default value: 2 *
* This is reduced to 1 if GraphDB Free is detected as target database, so the database is
not blocked by the validation.
Possible values:: 1 to 10
soml.validation.cache.enabled
Description: Specifies if SOML schema validation GET requests should use caching.
Not applicable if soml.storage.provider = in-memory
Default value: true
soml.validation.cache.timeoutInSeconds
Description: Specifies the cache duration, in seconds, of the SOML schema validation GET
requests.
Updates to the validation job will result in cache eviction.
Default value: 30
validation.shacl.enabled
Description: Enables static SHACL validation. For more information, see Static Validators.
Default value: false
Possible values: true or false
rbac.storage.mongodb.endpoint
Description: Specifies the address of the MongoDB storage where the SOML RBAC schema is
stored. This configuration can be the same as soml.storage.mongodb.endpoint as long as
the collection is different.
Default value: The value configured for soml.storage.mongodb.endpoint
rbac.storage.mongodb.database
Description: Specifies the database name that should be used to store the SOML RBAC
schema. By default, this schema is stored in the same database along with the SOML
documents in a separate collection.
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Default value: the value configured for soml.storage.mongodb.database
rbac.storage.mongodb.collection
Description: Specifies the collection name that should be used to store the SOML RBAC
schema. MongoDB collections are analogous to tables in relational databases.
Default value: soml-rbac
rbac.storage.mongodb.healthCheckTimeout
Description: Specifies the timeout limit (in milliseconds) for MongoDB heath check requests.
Default value: 5000
rbac.soml.healthcheckSeverity
Description: Allows overriding of the failure severity for the SOML RBAC schema health check.
Default value: MEDIUM
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH
rbac.soml.preload.schemaPath
Description: Allows provisioning of a custom SOML RBAC schema by loading it from the file
system.
storage.location
Description: Specifies the location where the documents will be stored when using the
in-memory option for SOML storage.
Default value: data
http.page.size.default
Description: Specifies the size of the page when retrieving all of the SOML documents via
/soml endpoint.
Default value: 20
logging.pattern.level
Description: Specifies the logging pattern that should be used for messages from the Semantic
Objects.
Default value: %5p %X{X-Request-ID}
task.default.retry.maxRetries
Description: Specifies the number of attempts the service should make to complete the startup
procedures.
This is valid only in case of network or dependency problems.
Default value: 60
task.default.retry.initialDelay
Description: Specifies the initial delay (in milliseconds) that the service should make before
retrying to execute the startup procedures.
This is valid only in case of network or dependency problems. If the value is less than or equal to
0, the component will not wait.
Default value: 0
task.default.retry.delay
Description: Specifies the delay (in milliseconds) that the service should make before retrying to
execute the startup procedures.
This is valid only in case of network or dependency problems. If the value is less than or equal to
0, the component will not wait between retries.
Default value: 10000
sparql.optimizations.optionalToUnion
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Description: Specifies whether SPARQL query optimization should be applied or not, and more
specifically, if OPTIONAL blocks in the SPARQL queries should be transformed into UNION
blocks.
Default value: true
sparql.optimizations.filterExistsToSelectDistinct
Description: Specifies whether the results from the SPARQL queries should be
distinct or not.
Default value: true
Note: This configuration is deprecated and will be removed in future versions.
sparql.optimizations.mutationMode
Description: Specifies the write mode to the underlying GraphDB repository.
Default value: DEFAULT
Possible values:
DEFAULT: Placeholder for the application default. The default value.
READ_WRITE: Modifications will affect the existing data in the repository. By default, all
data will be written to the default graph, but also allows writing in a custom graph passed in
the mutation request. Default behavior.
CHANGES: Modifications will affect the existing data in the repository. All data inserts will be
done in either per-entity graphs or custom graph passed in the mutation request.
READ_ONLY: Modifications will not be possible and will always fail.
sparql.endpoint.address
Description: Specifies the address of the GraphDB instance to be used by the Semantic
Objects. If a multi-master topology is used, multiple addresses can be configured to the
corresponding masters in the cluster deployment, comma- or semicolon-separated. We
recommend that the primary (read-write) master is first in the list of addresses.
See more information about the Semantic Objects configurations when deployed with
multi-master GraphDB installation here.
Default value: http://graphdb:7200
Note: The official Semantic Services Helm Charts are properly configured, so you do
not need to change anything.
sparql.endpoint.repository
Description: Specifies the name of the GraphDB repository to be used by the Semantic Objects.
Default value: soaas
sparql.endpoint.username
Description: Specifies the username to be used for authentication in GraphDB.
sparql.endpoint.credentials
Description: Specifies the credentials to be used for authentication in GraphDB.
sparql.endpoint.publicAddress
Description: Specifies the address of the GraphDB instance accessible by clients.
Used to allow some functionality to return links to the GraphDB server with predefined queries.
To disable the functionality leave the configuration without value.
Default value: first value of ${sparql.endpoint.address}
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sparql.endpoint.executionMode
Description: Defines how SPARQL queries are generated.
Default value: subquery
Possible values:
subquery: Generates a single SPARQL query with embedded sub-queries. GraphDB
9.1.x version is required to run this mode.
split: Generates a separate query run against the SPARQL endpoint for each node that
has any of the following arguments: LIMIT, OFFSET, ORDER BY. The generated queries
are executed in parallel against the SPARQL endpoint and the results are combined before
retrieval.
sparql.endpoint.maxConcurrentRequests
Description: Specifies the maximum concurrent query requests to a single GraphDB instance.
This defines the maximum size of the thread pool for concurrent connections.
Default value: 0 (no limit).
sparql.endpoint.maxConcurrentConnections
Description: Specifies the maximum HTTP connections per route to a single GraphDB instance.
Default value: 500
sparql.endpoint.connectionRequestTimeout
Description: Specifies the timeout (in milliseconds) used when requesting a connection from the
connection manager. A timeout value of 0 is interpreted as an infinite timeout.
Default value: 10000
sparql.endpoint.connectTimeout
Description: Specifies the timeout (in milliseconds) until a connection is established. A timeout
value of 0 is interpreted as an infinite timeout.
Default value: 10000
sparql.endpoint.socketTimeout
Description: Specifies the socket timeout (in milliseconds), which is the timeout for waiting for
data.
This also controls how long to wait for a query to retrieve results from the database.
A timeout value of 0 is interpreted as an infinite timeout.
Default value: 0
sparql.endpoint.retryHttpCodes
Description: Specifies on which HTTP codes to retry the request. Supports a list of HTTP codes
or ranges separated by (,) or (;).
The code range can be defined in the form of 5xx (500-599) or 50x (500-509). Example: 404,
5xx
Default value: 503
sparql.endpoint.maxRetries
Description: Specifies the number of request retries in case of service unavailability. Setting this
to 0 will disable retries entirely.
Retrying will occur only if the HTTP response code matches the one defined in
retryHttpCodes.
Default value: 1
sparql.endpoint.retryInterval
Description: Specifies how long (in milliseconds) to wait before attempting another request in
case of service unavailability.
Default value: 2000
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sparql.endpoint.maxTupleResults
Description: Specifies the maximum number of tuples that can be returned from GraphDB for
one request. If the limit is exceeded, an error will be thrown and the request terminated.
Default value: 5000000
Possible values: from 1000 to 50000000
sparql.endpoint.cartesianProductCheck
Description: Specifies whether the application should check if the model and the data received
during query processing are compatible. The query will fail if a single-valued property in the
model has multiple values.
Default value: false
Possible values: true, false
sparql.endpoint.healthcheckSeverity
Description: Allows overriding of the failure severity for the SPARQL endpoint health check.
This severity is returned if the endpoint is not configured or the Semantic Objects could not
establish a connection to the repository.
Default value: HIGH
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH
sparql.endpoint.healthCheckTimeout
Description: Allows overriding the connectionRequestTimeout, connectTimeout, and
socketTimeout configurations during the health check requests.
Default value: 5000
sparql.endpoint.enableStatistics
Description: Specifies whether Repository Statistics should be collected for the given endpoint.
These statistics are used for SPARQL optimizations. Can be disabled if for some reason the
statistics collection fails.
Default value: true
Possible values: true, false
sparql.endpoint.statisticsRefreshIntervalInHours
Description: Specifies how often (in hours) the Repository Statistics should be collected for the
given endpoint.
Default value: 1
sparql.endpoint.cluster.unavailableReadTimeout
Description: Specifies how long (in milliseconds) to wait for a query to evaluate without errors
before failing it. In other words, this is the maximum time a request can take in case of
communication problems.
The configuration overrides the -Dtimeout.read.request parameter of the GraphDB Client
Failover Utility.
Default value: 60000
sparql.endpoint.cluster.unavailableWriteTimeout
Description: Specifies how long (in milliseconds) to wait for an update to evaluate without errors
before failing it. In other words, this is the maximum time a request can take in case of
communication problems.
The configuration overrides the -Dtimeout.write.request parameter of the GraphDB Client
Failover Utility.
Default value: 60000
sparql.endpoint.cluster.scanFailedInterval
Description: Specifies how often (in milliseconds) to check for the master’s availability.
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The configuration overrides the -Dscan.failed.interval parameter of the GraphDB Client
Failover Utility.
Default value: 15000
sparql.endpoint.cluster.retryOnHttp4xx
Description: Specifies if requests should be retried on HTTP 4xx (e.g., 404: Not
found in case of missing repository)
The configuration overrides the -Dretry-on-4xx parameter of the GraphDB Client
Failover Utility.
Default value: true
Note: If validation.shacl.enabled is enabled, this configuration should be disabled as
SHACL validation errors are interpreted wrongly. This will be addressed in future releases.
sparql.endpoint.cluster.retryOnHttp5xx
Description: Specifies if requests should be retried on HTTP 5xx (e.g., 503: Unavailable in
case the master cannot handle requests at the moment)
The configuration overrides the -Dretry-on-503 parameter of the GraphDB Client Failover
Utility.
Default value: true
sparql.endpoint.cluster.forceClusterClient
Description: Enables the use of the GraphDB Client Failover Utility.
Default value: false
Note: Enabled by default if multiple addresses are defined in soml.storage.rdf4j.address.
sparql.endpoint.cluster.forceConnection
Description: Specifies if a remote connection should be established even if the remote
repository does not exist. Consequent requests will be retried until a repository is present or
within the configured timeouts.
If disabled, the requests will fail immediately until the configured repository is created.
Default value: false
Note: Applicable only if the GraphDB Client Failover Utility is enabled.
sparql.federated.services.<service_id>
Description: Declares a Federated SPARQL service.
Default value: none
Note:
Example: sparql.federated.services.wikidata=http://<remote_gdb>/
repositories/<repo>. Make sure that the federated service is accessible by the GraphDB
endpoint defined in sparql.endpoint.address.
graphql.enableOutputValidations
Description: Enables or disables output data validation. If set to false value conversion, it will
be less strict and will only fail on incompatible types.
Default value: true
graphql.healthcheckSeverity
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Description: Allows overriding of the failure severity for GraphQL query service health check.
The severity will be returned when the service is not responding, which in most cases is caused
by another issue like for example an unavailable or overloaded data store.
Default value: HIGH
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH
graphql.introspectionQueryCache.enabled
Description: Enables or disables introspection query caching. If set to true, introspection
queries will be cached until the schema is changed. The cache key building ignores the query
whitespace characters, as well as any comments.
Default value: true
Possible values: true, false
graphql.introspectionQueryCache.config
Description: Configures the cache behavior such as maximum size, eviction policy, and
concurrency. For all possible configurations, see the CacheBuilderSpec documentation.
Default value: concurrencyLevel=8,maximumSize=1000,initialCapacity=50,
weakValues,expireAfterAccess=10m
Possible values: See Guava Cache and CacheBuilderSpec.
graphql.introspectionQueryCache.location
Description: Configures the persistent location to store the cached values. All cached values
will be written as files. If a cache entry is evicted, it will then be restored from the cache location.
If a location configuration is not set, the cache will operate in in-memory mode. All cache values
will be removed on application restart.
Default value: ${storage.location}/introspection-cache
graphql.introspectionQueryCache.preload.enabled
Description: Enables or disables introspection query preloading. If enabled, a predefined
introspection query sent via popular GraphQL visualization tools will be preloaded for faster
access. This functionality can be enabled only if introspection caching is enabled. To preload
custom introspection queries, see
graphql.introspectionQueryCache.preload.location.
Default value: true
Possible values: true or false
graphql.introspectionQueryCache.preload.location
Description: Configures a directory with introspection queries to preload in the introspection
cache. The queries should be in separate files in JSON format equivalent to a GraphQL POST
request. The content must be a JSON dictionary with at least а query property and can have
optional operationName and variables properties. Sub-directories and files with
unsupported format will be ignored.
Example value: ${storage.location}/preload
graphql.mutation.enabled
Description: Enables or disables mutation functionality. If set to false, mutation operations will
not be generated or added to the GraphQL schema.
Default value: false
graphql.mutation.generation.enabled
Description: Enables or disables the generation functionality.
Default value: true
graphql.mutation.generation.options.TypeDataGenerator.enabled
Description: Enables or disables the auto-generation of types on create mutation.
Default value: true
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graphql.mutation.generation.options.ExpressionsDataGenerator.enabled
Description: Enables or disables the ID and property generation based on the model
configurations.
Default value: false
graphql.mutation.healthcheckSeverity
Description: Allows overriding of the failure severity for GraphQL mutation health check. This
severity is returned when there is a problem with the mutations execution.
Default value: HIGH
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH
graphql.validation.enabled
Description: Enables or disables the query validation functionality.
Default value: true
graphql.query.depthLimit
Description: Limits the maximum depth of a GraphQL query. Queries that have a depth greater
than its value will be rejected.
Default value: 15
graphql.query.maxObjectsReturned
Description: Limits the maximum number of expected objects (root-level and nested objects
combined) per query. Queries that are expected to exceed this limit will be rejected. To estimate
the number of objects the limits, filters and statistics for the repository are taken into account.
Default value: 100000
graphql.subscription.enabled
Description: Enables or disabled the subscription functionality.
Default value: true
graphql.response.json.nullArrays
Description: Controls how multi-valued properties without values are represented in the JSON
response. If set to true, a null will be returned instead of empty array []. The effect of this is
that properties defined as nonNullable: true (represented as [Type]! or [Type!]!)
would destroy the parent if no values are present or if the non-nullable property is null.
Default value: false
Possible values: true or false
management.metrics.export.statsd.enabled
Description: Specifies whether the metrics should be exported or not. The metrics are exported
via a Micrometer StatsD to Telegraf instance. It should be bound to
http://localhost:8125/ if the standard Docker Compose for the metrics is used.
Default value: false
health.checks.cache.enabled
Description: Specifies whether health check info caching should be used or not. Note that this
will not affect good-to-go caching.
Default value: true
health.checks.cache.clear.period
Description: Specifies (in seconds) the time period for cache clean. If the value is less than 0
(period < 0), the periodic clear of the cache will be disabled.
Default value: 30
security.enabled
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Description: Specifies whether the security part of the Semantic Objects should be enabled or
not. In production, this configuration should be provided as an environment variable. In
development mode, it is safe to be passed and used as an application property.
Default value: true
security.secret
Description: Specifies the public signing key that can be used to decode JSON Web Tokens
(JWT). Valid JWTs are required on all Semantic Objects requests when
security.enabled=true.
security.exposeInGraphQl
Description: Specifies whether the RBAC security information should be made available for
querying in the GraphQL endpoint via introspection requests. When enabled, the schema
elements will have directives describing the allowed roles that can access each element. This is
mainly useful if the client application needs a way to access the security information in order to
properly build a user interface. This is not enabled by default as the generated annotations have
a significant memory footprint and will almost double the memory requirements for the GraphQL
schema. This option is not applicable when security is disabled.
Default value: false
security.claims.username
Description: Specifies the JWT claim to read in order to determine the user name.
Default value: preferred_username
security.claims.roles
Description: Specifies the JWT claim to read in order to determine the user roles.
Default value: roles
platform.license.file
Description: Specifies the license file for the Semantic Objects.
search.maxNestingLevel
Description: Specifies the maximum allowed value defined in the
search.type.nestingLevel configuration in SOML objects and property definitions.
Default value: 5
Possible values: Positive integer values
As Semantic Objects are based on Spring Boot, there are many different ways to provide the configuration properties. The simplest of them are:
• by providing an external configuration file when starting up the docker container with the application. This can be done by adding the --spring.config.location property with the directory
in which the external configuration file is placed:
java -jar /app.jar --spring.config.location="C:/path/to/custom/config"

• by providing the specific configuration as command line argument, using the placeholder (key) of
the configuration with the desired value:
java -jar /app.jar --sparql.endpoint.repository="myNewRepo"

For the full list of the available options for providing custom configurations, see the Externalized Configurations section of the Spring documentation.
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5.5 Sizing and Hardware Requirements
The Semantic Objects can be run on any device which can run Docker containers.
The Semantic Objects are a stateless, lightweight service which should, ideally, not be a burden upon
your overall system resources. Most of the complicated processing would be carried out by other components of the Semantic Services. By default, the Semantic Objects are configured to take 70% of the
memory it has been provided with. So, for example, in a 32 GB Docker container, it would occupy up to
22 GB of RAM. However, it is counterproductive to dedicate so much resources.
“At rest”, the Semantic Objects occupy as little as 50 MB of heap. However, they take up to 200 MB
to initialize. This is the absolute minimum for running the service. However, at that heap size, no
meaningful GraphQL schema could be loaded.
The Semantic Objects hardware requirements scale with the size of the GraphQL schema and the
number of tuples returned.
GraphQL schema generation can be a demanding process. In particular, it takes up a lot of resources
when the schema has deep nesting and lots of data properties. However, once generation is handled,
this memory is no longer required by the system and can be freed for other operations.
Warning: Due to the expressive power of SOML, it is hard to pinpoint an exact number for its
requirements. The numbers presented here are merely a guideline.
GraphQL schema sizes depend on how many properties are used per object. For example, a schema
where each object uses and redefines properties would have a much higher footprint than a simpler one.
A good rule of thumb is that if you require roughly 2 GB of RAM for each 100 MB of GraphQL schema.
A typical operational schema size is close to the 11 MB entry. Deep nesting also has a profound effect
on schema sizes.
SOML
jects
0
3
6
7
7
18
11
44
47
63
65
758
513
1005

Ob-

SOML
ties
0
2
5
14
31
45
118
71
80
277
151
2305
7026
3404

Proper-

GraphQL
size
0
211 KB
268 KB
297 KB
351 KB
689 KB
497 KB
1.40 MB
1.62 MB
2.20 MB
2.20 MB
8.32 MB
11.31 MB
112.60 MB

schema

Memory usage during schema generation
200 MB
350 MB
350 MB
375 MB
400 MB
400 MB
430 MB
400 MB
500 MB
510 MB
510 MB
600 MB
760 MB
2 GB

There is a limitation on the number of tuples returned by any single request, controlled by sparql.
endpoint.maxTupleResults. This is set to 5,000,000 by default. This value is recommended as
your starting point when determining the maximum heap space of the Semantic Objects. Unlike schema
generation restrictions, this value scales relatively linearly.
Warning: Tuples can be of arbitrary length. The computations presented here assume averagesized tuples, of about 600 bytes per entry. Tuples of uncommon sizes could change this computation
significantly.
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For each 500,000 tuples you want to process simultaneously, you should allocate about 500 MB of RAM
per concurrent query. Therefore, at the default setting of sparql.endpoint.maxTupleResults, the
Semantic Objects should be allocated 5.5 GB of RAM.
Warning: The sparql.endpoint.maxTupleResults value is employed per-request. This
means that if you expect to process multiple large requests at the same time, you should budget
your memory accordingly.
If security is enabled, RBAC roles also have a small impact on RAM usage – approximately 500 MB for
a complex RBAC schema with a lot of data. However, at low data loads and small schemas, their impact
isn’t noticeable.
Given all those considerations, the memory requirements of the Semantic Objects can be computed
with this formula:
Heap = max ((``maxTupleResults`` *
,→if(RBAC_COMPLEX=true, 500, 0) MB

0.013, GraphQL schema size * 20, 200) +␣

So, for example, a high availability system that can process up to 1,000,000 tuples at a given time and
employs RBAC would take 13.5 GB. A complex schema that is 200 MB large would require 4 GB, and
if the data load is not expected to be high (300,000 tuples or less at a time), it might be sufficient to set
-Xmx4g.
GraphDB should be sized in accordance with the recommended specifications.
MongoDB is only used for SOML schema storage and, as such, can be deployed with minimal resources.
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CHAPTER

SIX

VALIDATIONS

What’s in this document?
• Dynamic Validators
• Static Validators
– Schema Management
– Shape Prefix
– Example SOML Schema
– Example Generated SHACL Schema
• Validation Process
The Semantic Object Modeling Language (SOML) is used to define business objects as well as their
constraints. The various constraints that can be employed on business objects are listed in the Properties
and Objects sections. However, by its nature, RDF, the underlying technology for the Semantic Objects,
does not perform validation. RDF is built on the open-world concept, according to which users are the
ones responsible for the quality of their data. This is not always desirable – on many instances, users
would prefer to have some degree of validation on their inputs.
Therefore, we have introduced two validation tools: our custom dynamic validators and static validators
based on SHACL, a language that describes and validates RDF graphs.

6.1 Dynamic Validators
Dynamic validators are meant to execute temporary checks on the database. Mutations may introduce
the need for a particular validation, which is no longer relevant once the mutation is executed. The
Semantic Objects supports three types of these validators:
• Reference validations: check that objects referenced within a mutation have the correct type.
• SO type validations: check that the objects affected by the mutation have a type that corresponds
to the mutation type.
• ID existence validations: check that an ID exists and is of a correct type for delete mutations. Also
check that an ID is not reused for create and update mutations.
Note: The Reference validator is set for deprecation and will be removed once the SHACL implementation is mature enough to support the same functionality.
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Warning: Dynamic validators are only triggered by mutations, meaning that RDF data can be edited
manually. We do not recommend this, as it may lead to a state where it can no longer be queried or
edited via mutations.
Those three validations produce the following errors:
• Validation of an object’s properties with object ranges. Raised when the reference is set to point
towards an object of an incorrect type, or towards a null object.
• Type errors - preventing an update of an incorrect object. Raised when the type of the object in
the database does not match the intended update target’s type.
• ID existence and type for delete mutations - validating that when trying to delete, the object both
exists and is of the correct type.
• ID existence for create mutations - validating that IDs are not reused when creating an object.
Reusing IDs may lead to conflicting data being inserted for an object.
In practical terms, those validations are performed by executing queries on the database prior to the
mutation execution.

6.2 Static Validators
Static validators are meant to always be present on the database. They include validations such as cardinality and datatype, and are implemented using SHACL. All static validations happen at the database
level. You can read more about the underlying mechanisms in GraphDB’s documentation.
Static validations are carried out for every change to the database, meaning they will be triggered by
each mutation. However, it is important to note that they are only carried out on the subset of data that
is relevant to the mutation. This ensures that validations are reasonably fast.
Note: Static validations are controlled by the validation.shacl.enabled configuration parameter.
The default value of this parameter is false, so if you like to turn Static validations on, you need to
explicitly set validation.shacl.enabled to true. Static validations also require specific GraphDB
repository configuration, when initializing GraphDB (as described in Initialize GraphDB) use the following
repo-SHACL.ttl instead of the standard repo.ttl described there.

Warning: Since static validations are performed on the database layer, manual modifications to the
data must be compliant. Preloaded data that is non-compliant will also trigger validation violations.

Warning: Static validations are performed on the database layer and, therefore, depend on the
underlying service’s execution plan. This means that in some cases, validation errors may be hidden
by an error which gets uncovered at an earlier step of the execution plan.
The Semantic Objects aim to reduce the need for understanding different specification languages and
semantics by using the SOML language. Therefore, it is not necessary to explicitly specify a SHACL
schema and bind it to the instance. Just like it does for GraphQL schemas, the Semantic Objects will
generate a schema from the input SOML. You can find a comparison between a sample SOML schema
and a sample generated SHACL in the next section.
Currently, the following validations are implemented:
• Cardinality checks - min and max - number of data items for a given property. Satisfied in SHACL
via sh:minCount and sh:maxCount.
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• Type checks - range - the datatype of a given property. For scalars, this is satisfied via sh:datatype.
For objects, the converter currently emits sh:node entries. However, the underlying implementation
does not cover this constraint yet.
• Pattern checks - pattern - defining a pattern that restricts the values of a given property. Expressed in SHACL via sh:pattern, together with sh:flags. Can be used at the shape or
property level. Represented in SOML as a simple string or an array of two strings. If in an array,
the second string is considered to correspond to the flags for the pattern.
• Min and max length - minLength and maxLength - for string-based properties. Expressed in
SHACL via sh:maxLength and sh:minLength, assuming inclusivity.
• Value range constraints - maxInclusive, minInclusive, maxExclusive, and minExclusive - for literal properties, such as numericals and dates. In SHACL, this can be expressed via
the same property names.
• Language configurations - defining that a value is defined in only one language. Expressed via
sh:uniqueLang in SHACL.
• List constraints - in and dash:hasValueIn - defining that a property’s values must be a member in
a list, either strictly or non-strictly. This is defined with the valuesIn and valuesListExclusive SOML
properties.
Warning: Due to a limitation in the underlying database implementation, we currently cannot perform SHACL validation for languages that use wildcards ~. The same applies to ALL language flags.
These are known issues and will be fixed in a future release.
In the meantime, refrain from using the wildcard languages in your language validation configurations
if you want to use SHACL for them. ALL language flags can be used without worrying that they will
lead to problems with your SHACL validation, but they will not function either.

6.2.1 Schema Management
SHACL validations are enabled via the validation.shacl.enabled parameter.
If the
validation.shacl.enabled parameter is set to true and the Semantic Objects detect that the underlying repository does not support SHACL, all attempts to bind a SOML will fail until that problem is
resolved.
When SHACL is enabled and the underlying repository can support it, two steps are added to the SOML
bind process:
• Upon deleting a schema, the SHACL schema will also be cleared.
• Upon binding a schema, the SHACL schema will be cleared and a new one will be inserted. Validation is performed on the diff between the old schema and the new schema.
The underlying database implementation only allows a single SHACL to be active at a given moment.
This prevents issues where different SHACL schemas overlap.
There are a few problems which may arise during SHACL schema binding:
• Read-only repository - SHACL validation configurations are independent of the mutation configuration. If turned on against a read-only repository, the SHACL schema cannot be bound and the
service will proceed to operate without SHACL enabled.
• Trying to update a cluster node directly - in a misconfigured installation, the SPARQL repository
address may point towards a worker repository. Worker repositories cannot be updated, except
through the cluster’s master. Under these conditions, the service will proceed to operate without
SHACL enabled.
• Trying to use SHACL on a repository that has been deleted - if the repository has been removed,
or has become unreachable, SHACL binding will fail, also causing the SOML bind process as a
whole to fail. The error code returned is 5000005.
6.2. Static Validators
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• Trying to use SHACL on a repository that has does not have SHACL enabled - if the
validations.shacl.enabled parameter is set to true, but the underlying repository is not
SHACL-enabled, SHACL binding will fail, also causing the SOML bind process as a whole to fail.
The error code returned is 5000011.
• Trying to fetch or delete a SHACL when none are available - if the validation.shacl.enabled
parameter is set to false, or if it has not been successfully generated. The error code returned
is 40400004.
• Service issues related to binding SHACL - reported with error code 5000010.
• Service issues related to clearing SHACL - reported with error code 5000014.
• Service issues related to parsing a SHACL validation report - reported with error code 5000015.
SHACL Schema Operations
You interact with the SHACL schema directly by sending requests to the soml/validation/shacl
endpoint.
Invoking the endpoint with a GET request will return the currently bound schema. Due to the fact that the
underlying RDF4J implementation supports only one SHACL schema at one given time, the Semantic
Objects also only store the SHACL derived from the currently bound SOML.
curl -X GET 'http://localhost:9995/soml/validation/shacl'

In addition to this, it is also possible to clear the currently bound SHACL without clearing the SOML
schema. This is useful when one wants to disable validation completely. This endpoint is only functional
when SHACL is enabled and the repository supports it.
curl -X DELETE 'http://localhost:9995/soml/validation/shacl'

If SHACL has been deleted, you can use the rebind endpoint to upload it back to the database. This
endpoint is only functional when SHACL is enabled and you have a bound SOML schema.
curl -X POST 'http://localhost:9995/soml/validation/shacl/rebind'

SHACL validation can be enabled or disabled by sending a PUT request to the endpoint. When SHACL
is disabled, no validation will be performed. The same endpoint can be used to re-enabled SHACL.
curl -X PUT 'http://localhost:9995/soml/validation/shacl?enable=true'

Warning: SHACL depends on the database repository. Enabling it on a non-SHACL repository will
not lead to validation.
Additionally, validation can be forced on the entire database by sending a POST request to the endpoint.
This is useful when the data hasn’t been validated, either because it has been preloaded, or because
the validation was disabled at any point.
The SHACL endpoint is protected in the same manner as SOML.
• Fetching the SHACL schema requries read or write permissions on the SOML.
• Deleting the SHACL schema requires delete permissions on the SOML.
• Enabling or disabling the SHACL schema requires write permissions on the SOML.
• Revalidation of the database data requires write permissions on the SOML.
• Rebinding the SHACL schema requires write permissions on the SOML.
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6.2.2 Shape Prefix
The Semantic Objects use a special SHACL prefix, which is used for all object reference triples in the
SHACL schema. It defaults to vocsh and can be set via shape_prefix. The corresponding IRI is
set by shape_iri. If one of shape_iri or shape_prefix is set, the other must also be set, either
via its special property, or as part of the prefixes section in the SOML. The default IRI is http://
example.org/shape/.

6.2.3 Example SOML Schema
This schema is based on the standard Star Wars schema, with some modifications that make it more
concise and better expose the validation features.
id:
label:

/soml/starWars
Star Wars

prefixes:
# common prefixes
rdf: "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
specialPrefixes:
base_iri:
vocab_iri:
vocab_prefix:
shape_prefix:
shape_iri:

https://starwars.org/resource/
https://starwars.org/vocabulary/
voc
vocsh
https://starwars.org/vocabulary/shacl

objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
name: voc:name
props:
voc:name: { min: 1, max: 3 }
descr: { label: "Description", maxLength: 300, pattern: [".*character.*", "i
,→"] }
friend: { descr: "Character's friend", max: inf, range: Character }
homeWorld: { label: "Home World", descr: "Characters home world (planet)",␣
,→range: Planet }
Droid:
regex: "^https://starwars.org/resource/droid/\\w+/"
regexFlags: "i"
inherits: Character
props:
primaryFunction: { label: "primary function", descr: "e.g translator, cargo",
,→ min: 1 }
droidHeight: {descr: "Height in metres", range: decimal}
Human:
inherits: Character
props:
height: { descr: "Height in metres", range: decimal }
mass: { descr: "Mass in kilograms", range: decimal }
Planet:
name: voc:name
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6.2.4 Example Generated SHACL Schema
This is the automatically generated SHACL schema that corresponds to the SOML above. You can obtain your SHACL schema via the soml/validation/shacl endpoint as described in SHACL Schema
Operations.
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

: <https://starwars.org/resource/> .
voc: <https://starwars.org/vocabulary/> .
vocsh: <https://starwars.org/vocabulary/shacl> .
sh: <http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#> .
dash: <http://datashapes.org/dash#> .
so: <http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/> .
affected: <http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/affected> .
res: <http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/result/> .
dct: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> .
gn: <http://www.geonames.org/ontology#> .
owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
puml: <http://plantuml.com/ontology#> .
rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> .
void: <http://rdfs.org/ns/void#> .
wgs84: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#> .
xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
voc: <https://starwars.org/vocabulary/> .

vocsh:_CharacterRef
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:target [ a dash:AllSubjectsTarget ] ;
sh:filterShape [
a sh:Shape ;
sh:and( [ sh:path rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Character ; ][ sh:or( [␣
,→sh:path rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Droid ; ][ sh:path rdf:type ; sh:hasValue␣
,→voc:Human ; ] )] ) ] .
vocsh:_Character
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:target [ a dash:AllSubjectsTarget ] ;
sh:filterShape [
a sh:Shape ;
sh:and( [ sh:path rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Character ; ][ sh:or( [␣
,→sh:path rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Droid ; ][ sh:path rdf:type ; sh:hasValue␣
,→voc:Human ; ] )] ) ] ;
sh:property [
sh:path voc:name ;
sh:minCount 1 ;
sh:maxCount 3 ;
sh:datatype xsd:string ;
] ;
sh:property [
sh:path voc:descr ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;
sh:datatype xsd:string ;
sh:maxLength 300 ;
sh:pattern ".*character.*" ;
sh:flags "i" ;
] ;
sh:property [
sh:path voc:friend ;
sh:node vocsh:_CharacterRef ;
] ;
sh:property [
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

sh:path voc:homeWorld ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;
sh:node vocsh:PlanetRef ;
] .
vocsh:DroidRef
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:target [ a dash:AllSubjectsTarget ] ;
sh:filterShape [
a sh:Shape ;
sh:and( [ sh:path rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Character ; ][ sh:path␣
,→rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Droid ; ] ) ] .
vocsh:Droid
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:target [ a dash:AllSubjectsTarget ] ;
sh:filterShape [
a sh:Shape ;
sh:and( [ sh:path rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Character ; ][ sh:path␣
,→rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Droid ; ] ) ] ;
sh:pattern "^https://starwars.org/resource/droid/\w+/" ;
sh:flags "i" ;
sh:property [
sh:path voc:primaryFunction ;
sh:minCount 1 ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;
sh:datatype xsd:string ;
] ;
sh:property [
sh:path voc:droidHeight ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;
sh:datatype xsd:decimal ;
] .
vocsh:HumanRef
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:target [ a dash:AllSubjectsTarget ] ;
sh:filterShape [
a sh:Shape ;
sh:and( [ sh:path rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Character ; ][ sh:path␣
,→rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Human ; ] ) ] .
vocsh:Human
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:target [ a dash:AllSubjectsTarget ] ;
sh:filterShape [
a sh:Shape ;
sh:and( [ sh:path rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Character ; ][ sh:path␣
,→rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Human ; ] ) ] ;
sh:property [
sh:path voc:height ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;
sh:datatype xsd:decimal ;
] ;
sh:property [
sh:path voc:mass ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;
sh:datatype xsd:decimal ;
] .
vocsh:PlanetRef
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:target [ a dash:AllSubjectsTarget ] ;
sh:filterShape [
a sh:Shape ;
sh:path rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Planet ;
vocsh:Planet
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:target [ a dash:AllSubjectsTarget ] ;
sh:filterShape [
a sh:Shape ;
sh:path rdf:type ; sh:hasValue voc:Planet ;
sh:property [
sh:path voc:name ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;
sh:minCount 1 ;
sh:datatype xsd:string ;
] .

] .

] ;

6.3 Validation Process
Upon performing a mutation on a SHACL-enabled repository, the complete workflow of the Semantic
Objects is as follows:
1. Perform semantic validation on the mutation at the service level - ensure all mandatory fields have
values, no cardinalities are violated within the mutation and scalar types are correct.
2. Perform dynamic validation on the mutation by running queries against the database - validate ID
existence and type correspondence.
3. Commit the transaction to the database.
4. Perform static validation on the mutation at the database level - validate cardinality, pattern, value
and range.
5. If the transaction fails with a validation error, roll it back and parse the issue.
6. Query the SHACL schema in the database to fetch expected values and constraints.
7. Convert the parsed validation report and emit it as GraphQL-formatted errors.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

WORKBENCH

What’s in this document?
• Quick Start
• Home Screen Widgets
– Active Schema Widget
– Schemas Widget
• Set Up License
• Schemas
– Schema Registry
– Manage Schema
– Generate Schema Wizard
– Create Schema
– Upload Schema Wizard
• Playground
• GraphQL
• Security
– Login
– Apply Security
• Monitoring
– Semantic Objects Health Status
• Administration
The Workbench is the web-based administration interface to the Ontotext Semantic Services. Its layout
consists of two main areas. The navigation area on the left-hand side of the screen contains a menu
with its main functionalities: Schemas, Playground, Monitoring, GraphQL, Search, and Documentation.
The work area shows the tasks associated with the selected functionality.
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7.1 Quick Start
This docker-compose.yaml can be used to start the Workbench application.
To deploy the docker-compose.yaml, execute the following shell command:
docker-compose up -d

After deploying, to access the Workbench application, open http://localhost:9993 in your
browser.
Note: Update SOAAS_ENDPOINT to point to your Semantic Objects address.

7.2 Home Screen Widgets
The home screen contains widgets with information about the active schema, a list of all available
schemas, as well as the Semantic Objects license details.

7.2.1 Active Schema Widget
This widget provides the following information about the currently active schema in the Semantic Objects:
• metadata: the schema ID, label, creator, date of creation, date of last update, and version information
• information: the schema objects, properties, and roles
• dataset statistics: the elements in the schema dataset
• data validation status (displayed only if the schema has been validated against the dataset):
status of the data validation report, its dates of creation/completion, and number of validation tasks
found
The Open button will open the schema in the Workbench Playground where you can edit it.
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7.2.2 Schemas Widget
Here, you can see all created schemas listed with their name, status (active or not), and the date of their
most recent update.
From the home screen, you can also execute the following actions:
• create a schema
• generate a schema
• upload a schema

7.3 Set Up License
The Ontotext Semantic Objects are available under a commercial time-based license, so you need to
first set one up. To purchase a license or obtain a copy for evaluation, please contact our sales or
marketing teams.
You can upload the .license file stored on your local machine via the respective buttons in the home
screen, as well as from any screen by using the button in the top right.

A dialog box will ask you to confirm the following license details:
• Licensed to
• Valid until
• Maintenance date
• License purpose
If you cancel the upload, you will remain in the home screen.

7.4 Schemas
7.4.1 Schema Registry
The Schemas tab in the main menu enables you to view and manage all schemas that are uploaded or
created in the Semantic Objects. They are listed in a table with the following information about each of
them:
• ID: the ID of the schema
• label: the schema label (if one exists)
• active: a flag that shows if the schema is activated
• updated: last update of the schema
• created: date of schema creation
• creator: creator of the schema
• objects: the number of objects defined in the schema
• properties: the number of properties defined in the schema

7.3. Set Up License
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• actions: a list of actions that can be executed directly from here:
– edit: opens the schema in the Playground
– upload: starts the Upload Schema Wizard
– download: downloads the schema in .yaml format
– delete: deletes the schema after prompting you to confirm the deletion
– activate: binds the schema to the service

If you want to view more details about a schema and manage it, click on the schema ID in the list. This
will open it in the Manage Schema view.
In this screen, you can also Create, Generate, or Upload a schema with the buttons below the list.

7.4.2 Manage Schema
As mentioned above, you can preview and manage a schema by clicking on its ID in the Schemas list.
You will be taken here:

In this view, you can:
• Open the schema: this will take you to the Playground where you can edit and update it
• Upload a new version of the schema: this will start the Upload Schema Wizard
• Download the schema: this will download a .yaml file of it
• Validate the schema against the data (described below)
• Activate the schema (if it is not active)
• Delete the schema: you can only delete an inactive schema, and will be asked to confirm the
action.
In the displayed widgets, you can view the following details about the schema:
• Schema metadata
– id
– label
– creator
– created
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– updated
– versionInfo
• Schema information
– the number of the defined objects grouped by:

* total number of objects
* concrete object types
* interfaces
– the number of the defined properties grouped by:

* total number of properties
* data properties
* object properties
If the schema is activated, you will also see a third widget displaying the schema statistics. It lists the
top object types in the schema with the most instances in descending order.
You can also validate the schema against the dataset that you are working with. Clicking Validate schema
against data will open a fourth widget containing information about the data validation status:
• Status of the validation report (can be Running, Done, Canceled, Failed)
• Created on (date)
• Completed on/Canceled on (date)
• The total number of tasks
• The number of info tasks (if found)
• The number of warning tasks (if found)
• The number of failed tasks (if found)

The validation process can be stopped while still in progress via the same button, which during validation
is displayed as Stop data validation. Once the validation has been completed, a View report button will
be visible at the bottom of the widget. Clicking it will open the schema in the Playground. Below the
schema editor, you will find a detailed data validation report with three possible error types found INFO, WARNING, and FAILED, where FAILED would mean that an error has occurred during the data
validation process.
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7.4.3 Generate Schema Wizard
The Semantic Objects Workbench enables you to generate a schema without the need for an external
tool, so that you can expose an existing RDF dataset as a GraphQL endpoint.
Another way to do that is with the OWL2SOML tool.
You can Generate a schema from the Workbench home page or Schemas page using the respective
button. This will start the Generate Schema workflow, the progress of which you can see in the progress
bar at the top of the screen.
Upload Ontology
You can upload an ontology from a local file. To do so:
1. In the home screen, click Generate Schema. This will start the Generate Schema Wizard that will
display the progress in the bar at the top of the page.
2. In the next screen, click Upload RDF files and select the file on your computer that you want to
use. Any RDF format is supported.

The Workbench will notify you if the ontology has been successfully uploaded, or there is an issue with
it. You can upload multiple ontologies, as well as delete them if you wish so.
You need to have at least one uploaded ontology in order to be able to Proceed to the next step.
If you want to navigate away from this screen, the Workbench will again ask you to confirm first, as this
would cause the Generate Schema Wizard progress to be lost.
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Generate Schema
After having uploaded your ontologies into the Semantic Objects, you can now proceed to the schema
generation.
Select the ontology/ies that you want to use from the list on the left side of the Select Ontologies section
and transfer them to the right. They can also be de-selected.

Note: The first ontology that you select from the list will be the “main” ontology, from which the schema
will obtain the voc prefix.
The right section of the screen shows the Parameters that can be configured for the schema being
generated. Hovering over the info icon next to each of them will show you a tooltip with the parameter’s
description. The parameters are as follows:
• Vocabulary prefix: specifies a vocPfx for the SOML. The namespace for this prefix needs to be
declared in one of the ontology files. If not specified explicitly, one will be extracted automatically.
Setting it to NONE will set a default namespace http://example.com/. Use this option if there
is no main ontology defined.
• Schema ID: specifies an ID for the SOML. Optional unless vocPfx is set to NONE.
• Label: specifies a label for the SOML. To be used only with the Schema ID parameter. Otherwise,
the label will be automatically extracted from the main ontology.
• String mode: controls the way of emitting string-related datatypes as follows:

Datatype
rdf:LangString
rdf:PlainLiteral, rdfs:Literal, schema:Text,
undefined
xsd:String

stringOrLangString
(default)
langString
stringOrLangString

langString string

string

string

langString string
langString string
string

• Default langString configurations: group contains parameters that generate default values for the
langString configuration used in the schema. It is optional and can be skipped, or the values can
also be added later in the config section of the schema. When the String mode is set to String,
configuration for this parameter is disabled.
Supported formats:
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– Set fetch/validate/implicit using key value format, e.g.: fetch: en~,de,ANY, validate: en~,de~,fr~, implicit: en-GB
Configurations meaning:
– Fetch: restricts the returned languages in the preferred order. Obtains the first value
according to the order, or all matching values.
– Validate: validates values during create/update (mutation) to restrict certain languages or ensure uniqueness per language.
– Implicit: allows to omit the language tag on mutation.
Once you are done with this configuration, you are ready to generate the schema that will be based on
it. (Note that if no ontology is selected, the Generate button will be inactive.)
From here, it is also possible to return to the previous step and upload new ontologies.
If you want to navigate away from this screen, the Workbench will again ask you to confirm first, as this
would cause the Generate Schema Wizard progress to be lost.
Save Schema
Once you are done with the configuration of the schema, press Generate to go to the next screen. The
progress will be shown in the bar at the top where the previous steps will be marked as done.
The newly generated schema will be opened in the Semantic Objects Playground. Here, you can edit its
content, as well as perform a syntax check in order to validate the schema. The Playground will execute
a dry run generation of a GraphQL schema, and display any errors and warnings that it detects in the
collapsible section below.
If the Ontotext Semantic Search is deployed and the endpoint is configured in the Workbench, then
SOML validation will be executed in the Semantic Objects and the Semantic Search. If there are validation errors or warnings in any of the services, they will be merged and displayed. You will be able to
validate the schema only if its syntax is correct.

If you want to re-generate the schema, you can do so by going back to the previous step.
Note: Keep in mind that this will cause the Generate Schema Wizard progress to be lost, so the
Workbench will ask you to confirm the action first. The same applies for navigating away from this
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screen in general.
After finalizing the editing and validation of the schema, you can now Save it and continue to the next
step.
If a schema with the same ID already exists on the server, the Workbench will prompt you to choose
whether to overwrite the current schema or cancel the save operation.
Activate Schema
In the progress bar, you can see that the schema has been generated and saved, and is now ready for
activation. You can preview its details, activate it, and proceed to the next step. It is also possible to
skip the activation and proceed nonetheless.

Note: You can also Edit the current saved schema. This will open it in the Playground, but you will be
asked to confirm first, as that would cause the Generate Schema Wizard progress to be lost.
This concludes the Generate Schema process.
Complete Generate Schema Wizard
After activating the schema, you will be taken to the final step of the wizard – the Schema Registry where
you can now see the newly generated schema, as well as all other available schemas in the Semantic
Objects.

As displayed in the progress bar, this completes our schema generation stage.
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7.4.4 Create Schema
You can also create a new schema from the Create button in the home screen, as well as from that in
the Schema Registry view. It will open a new schema template in the Playground.

Here, you can:
• add, edit, and delete values
• validate the new schema: errors and warnings will be displayed in the Errors field below
• paste a schema and replace the existing one
If you try to navigate away from the screen, a message will warn you that the changes you have made
will be lost.
After the editing, you can save the schema to the server. Saving also starts the validation process, and
the schema will only be saved if it has been validated successfully. If there is an issue with it, errors and
warnings will be displayed in the Errors field.
The Semantic Objects will also validate that a schema with the same ID does not exist. In case one
exists, a message will warn you that if you proceed, the schema will be updated.
Once you have saved your schema, you will be taken to the Manage Schema page where you can view
and manage it.

7.4.5 Upload Schema Wizard
Select Schema
Another way to generate a schema in the Workbench is to upload one that you already have.
This can be done in several ways:
• from the home page –> Upload Schema
• from Schema Registry � Upload Schema
• from the Schema Registry where in the Actions column, there is an Upload button for each schema
in the list
• from Manage Schema � Upload Schema
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As always, the progress of process will be shown in the bar at the top of the page.
Select the schema file you want to upload (as above, .yaml and .yml formats are supported). You will
be notified if the upload has been successful, or there is an issue with it.
If you try to upload a schema whose ID already exists on the server, the Workbench will notify you that
if you proceed, the upload will override that schema.
To Proceed to the next step, create/update the schema (depending on whether you are uploading a new
schema, or updating an already existing one).
You can also reject the upload, which will take you back to the starting screen of the process.
If you want to Delete the schema, you will be asked to replace it with a new one.
As always, if you want to navigate away from this screen, a message will warn you that leaving the page
will cause the Upload Schema Wizard progress will be lost.
Save Schema
You can also Edit the uploaded schema – pressing this button will open it in the Playground. There, you
can execute all of the already described actions supported by the Playground, such as syntax check,
validation, and error detection.
If you want to navigate away from the screen, a message will warn you that the changes you have made
will be lost.
Warning: If you want to go one step back in the wizard, all the changes that you have made in the
schema will be lost as well.
Once you are finished with the modifications of the schema, you can now save it. If you have uploaded
a new schema, the button for it will be Create, and if you have uploaded a new version of an already
existing schema, the button will be Update.
If a schema with the same ID is currently active, a notification message will ask you whether you want
to overwrite it or cancel the operation.
Activate Schema
Now that your schema has been saved, you can preview its details and proceed with the activation.
If the newly created/updated schema is not active, you can Activate it or Skip the activation and proceed
to the completion of the process.
If the schema is already active, you will be able to directly proceed to finalizing the process. (the activation button will be inactive)
You can also Edit the currently saved schema by pressing the button that will open it in the Playground.
Complete Upload Schema Wizard
Completing the activation step will take you to the Schema Registry where the newly created/updated
schema is now visible in the schema list.
As indicated in the progress bar, this completes our Schema Upload process.
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7.5 Playground
The Semantic Objects Playground is the web-based code editor enabling you to edit/update, validate,
and download your schema. You can open it from the main menu.

Select the schema you want to work with from the drop-down menu with all available schemas.
You can use the following shortcuts when editing the schema:
• Ctrl / Cmd+F: search the schema content
• Ctrl+Shift+F / Cmd+Option+F: replace
• Ctrl / Cmd+Z: undo
• Ctrl / Cmd+Y: redo
Besides editing, here you can also perform a syntax check of the schema in order to validate it. The
Playground will execute a dry run generation of a GraphQL schema, and display any errors and warnings
that it detects in the collapsible section below the editor. For example, if we misspell specialPrefixes
as specialprefixes, the Schema validation errors field will display the following:

You will be able to validate the schema only if its syntax is correct (otherwise the Validate button will be
inactive).
Warning: If you have made changes to the schema content and want to navigate away from this
screen, the Playground will ask you to confirm first, as this would cause the changes to be lost.
Once you have finished all edits and modifications to your schema, you can save it and proceed to the
next step (if this is a part of a create/generate schema workflow).
Warning: Proceed with caution when saving an active schema, as this will automatically update the
GraphQL endpoint. Depending on the changes, queries and mutations from applications may start
to malfunction.
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7.6 GraphQL
The Workbench integrates the GraphiQL in-browser tool for writing, validating, and testing GraphQL
queries. In it, you can:
• perform GraphQL queries and mutations for the SOML schema currently active in the Semantic
Objects or the Semantic Search
• switch between available GraphQL endpoints: Semantic Objects or Semantic Search if configured
• see the query response or errors
• see previously executed queries
• explore the active GraphQL SDL (schema definition language)
Type your query in the left side of the screen, and you will see intelligent typeaheads aware of the current
GraphQL type schema and live syntax and validation errors highlighted within the text.
The GraphiQL Explorer plugin, which is integrated in the tool, enables you to construct correct GraphQL
queries and mutations faster and more easily. Clicking the Explorer button will open a panel on the left
where you can explore and construct queries/mutations.
See more about it in the official GraphiQL Explorer documentation, as well as in this OneGraph blog
post on the subject.

RBAC permissions are as follows:
Permission
read
write
delete
no permissions
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Action
execute queries
execute mutations
execute delete mutations
only view the Documentation section in GraphiQL
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7.7 Security
7.7.1 Login
When the security of the Semantic Objects is ON, you will need to log in to the Workbench with your
username and password credentials.
If you attempt to log out and have unsaved work, the Workbench will notify you of it.

7.7.2 Apply Security
The functionalities of the Workbench can be accessed depending on the user role actions defined in
the soml-rbac schema.
If you log in as a user with no defined role in the soml-rbac schema (also called default role), a message
will inform you that you do not have sufficient rights to use the Workbench.
If you log in as a user with read-only rights (actions: ["/read"]), you will be able to view the content
of all sections of the Workbench, but will not be able to create/edit schemas (the respective buttons will
be inactive).
If you log in as a user with write-only rights (actions: ["/write"]), a message will inform you that your
access to the Workbench is limited due to the assigned roles.
In all three options, you can set up a license, and access the Documentation section.
All users with roles defined in the soml-rbac schema have access to the schemas based on their role’s
actions.
The possible actions are:
Action
"*/*"
"*/read"
"*/write"
"*/delete"
"*/bind"
“swapi*/read"

Description
Read/write/delete/bind access to all schemas
Read access to all schemas
Write access to all schemas
Delete access to all schemas
Activate all schemas
Read access to all schemas starting with SWAPI

Possible notActions are:
notAction
"*/*"
"*/read"
"*/write"
"*/delete"
"*/bind"
“swapi*/read"

Description
No read/write/delete/bind access to any schema
No read access to any schema
No write access to any schema
No delete access to any schema
No activate access to any schema
No read access to any schema starting with SWAPI

Warning: NotActions take precedence over Actions.
The various access options will allow you the following:
• If you are logged in as a user with a defined role in the soml-rbac schema but without read
permissions, you will have the same limited access as users with no defined role. The Workbench
will notify you of this.
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• If you are logged in as a user with read access only to specific schema(s) (e.g., “swapi*/
read"), only they will be visible in the Schema Registry list, in the home screen widgets, and the
drop-down menu with available schemas in the Playground.
• If you are logged in as a user with read access:
– You will be able to: see all schemas in the Schema Registry list, in the home screen widgets,
and the drop-down menu with available schemas in the Playground.
– You will not be able to: create/generate/edit/upload/delete/activate a schema. You can still
edit and validate a schema in the Playground, but will not be able to save it.
• If you are logged in as a user with write and/or bind and/or delete permissions, but without read
access, you will not be able to see the schema in the Schema Registry list, in the home screen
widgets, and the drop-down menu with available schemas in the Playground.
• If you are logged in as a user with read and write access, you will be able to execute all actions
except for activate and delete a schema.
• If you are logged in as a user with write access and try to create/upload a schema, a notification
message at the Save Schema step will inform you that you will not be able to see the schema due
to restricted permissions.
• If you are logged in as a user with filtered (“swapi*/*") permissions and try to create/generate/upload a schema with an ID different from the one to which you have access, a
notification message at the Save Schema step will inform you that you will not be able to see the
schema due to restricted permissions.
• If you are logged in as a user with read and bind access, you will be able to execute all read
actions and also activate the schema.
• If you are logged in as a user with read and delete access, you will be able to execute all read
actions and also delete the schema.

7.8 Monitoring
7.8.1 Semantic Objects Health Status
The Monitoring section of the Workbench menu provides an overview of the current health status of the
Semantic Objects. On top of it, you can see the overall health status with three possible states: OK,
WARNING, and ERROR. Displayed separately below are the default Semantic Objects health checks,
independently of the overall status:
• MongoDB checks
• SPARQL checks
• SOML checks
• SOML RBAC checks
• Query service
• Mutation service
• Elastic service
Each health check contains the following information:
• Name: name of the health check
• Status: OK, WARNING, ERROR
• Severity: LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH
• Impact: the health check’s impact on the system health
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• Message: short information message on the health check status
• ID: unique health check identifier
• Type: type of the health check
• Description: more details about the health check
• Troubleshooting: a link to a web page providing insight on the health check status

7.9 Administration
The Workbench application reads the following configurations from the environment:
• EXPRESS_PORT: port of the Express server that is serving the Workbench application. Default
value is 3001.
• SOAAS_ENDPOINT: URL to the Semantic Objects. Default value is http://localhost:9995.
• SEARCH_ENDPOINT: URL to the Search Service. This should be configured only if the service is
deployed. When the Semantic Search is configured, the Workbench will execute SOML validation
in that service too. Default value is undefined.
• GRAPHQL_ENDPOINT: URL to the /graphql endpoint to use for querying. Used when it differs from SOAAS_ENDPOINT, for example when the federation is enabled and requests should go
through Apollo Gateway. Default value is undefined.
• CONTEXT_PATH: Configures the Workbench to be accessible behind a sub-path, i.e., /
workbench. Used when deployed behind a reverse proxy. Default value is /, meaning it is
not behind a sub-path.
• SECURITY_ENABLED: Configures the Workbench to be secured. Default value is false.
• OAUTH_PUBLIC_ENDPOINT: public URL to an OAuth provider. Used when security is enabled.
Default value is http://localhost:9011/oauth2.
• OAUTH_ENDPOINT: URL to an OAuth provider services. Used when the authentication should
not go via public URLs. Used when security is enabled. Default value is the one configured by
OAUTH_PUBLIC_ENDPOINT.
• OAUTH_REDIRECT: URL to which the OAuth provider will redirect back to the Workbench application. This should be a URL accessible by the provider. Used when security is enabled. Default
value is http://localhost:3000/.
• CLIENT_ID: UUID of the OAuth application client. Used when security is enabled.
• CLIENT_SECRET: a secret used during OAuth authentication with refresh token grant. Used when
security is enabled.
• TENANT_ID: UUID of the OAuth application tenant. Used when security is enabled.
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CHAPTER

EIGHT

SEMANTIC OBJECT MODELING

What’s in this document?
• Introduction
• Overview
• YAML
• Influences
• Terminology
• Overall Structure

8.1 Preamble
What’s in this document?
• Schema Metadata
• Schema Configuration
• Special Prefixes
• Predefined Prefixes
• Own Prefixes
• Naming Convention and IRI Processing
• Reserved Words
• GraphQL descr Directive
This introductory SOML section provides information about the metadata, configuration, and prefixes of
a schema. It also describes some common concepts applicable throughout the schema, such as naming
convention, IRI processing, and reserved words.
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8.1.1 Schema Metadata
You can provide some info (metadata) about the schema.
id:
label:
created:
updated:
creator:
versionInfo:

/soml/some-domain
Some Domain schema
2019-04-15
2019-05-10
http://ontotext.com
1.0

Note: It is highly recommended to provide an id. If you do not do so, the Semantic Objects will
generate a random id when you post the schema to the Semantic Objects, but you should use this only
in testing and never in production.
All other fields are optional and have sensible defaults.
• id: used for SOML operations (create, update, delete) by the Semantic Objects. It should start
with /soml/.
• versionInfo: the version of the schema (SOML instance and corresponding ontology), not a
version of the SOML language.
The rest of the preamble defines prefixes (namespaces) that are used to map object and prop names
to IRIs as used in RDF.

8.1.2 Schema Configuration
You can provide configurations that are specific to the current schema.
id:
/soml/some-domain
label:
Some Domain schema
versionInfo: 1.0
config:
enable_mutations: true
lang: {fetch: "en", validate: "UNIQ", implicit: "en", defaultNameFetch: "ANY",␣
,→appendDefaultNameFetch: true} # or lang: "en"
queryPfx: ""
mutationPfx: ""
nullJsonArrays: false

All of the supported configurations are optional and have reasonable defaults.
The currently supported keys are:
• enable_mutations: with possible values true (default) / false. Controls whether
the generated GraphQL schema should include object mutations or not. To learn more
about GraphQL mutations, see the GraphQL Mutation Tutorial.
Note:
This option cannot override the service
graphql.mutation.enabled=false to forcefully enable mutations.

configuration

• lang: provides a schema level default for langString language handling.
– defaultNameFetch: specifies the default fetch spec to use or append to the name
fetch spec. Default value is ANY.
– appendDefaultNameFetch: specifies whether the default spec, if any, should be
appended or not to any user-defined name fetch spec. Default value is true.
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The configuration values above are for illustration purposes. For more information how
to configure the language handling, see the Language Configurations section. For more
information about name fetching, see the Interface Nameable section.
• queryPfx: allows setting a prefix that will be put in all queries in the GraphQL schema.
Does not have a default value.
Example:
If not configured, the query for the type Person will look like this:
type Query {
person(orderBy: Person_OrderBy, limit: PositiveInteger,␣
,→offset: PositiveInteger, ID: [ID!], where: Person_Where_
,→Multi, lang: String): [Person]!
}

But if changed to queryPfx: query_, for example, the query would look like this:
type Query {
query_person(orderBy: Person_OrderBy, limit:␣
,→PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, ID: [ID!], where:␣
,→Person_Where_Multi, lang: String): [Person]!
}

• mutationPfx: allows setting a prefix that will be put in all mutations in the GraphQL
schema. Does not have a default value.
Example:
If not configured, the mutation queries for the type Person will look like this:
type Mutation {
create_Person(objects: [Person_Create_Input!]): Person_Mutation_
,→Response
update_Person(objects: Person_Update_Input!, where: Person_Where_
,→Multi): Person_Mutation_Response
delete_Person(where: Person_Delete_Filter!): Person_Mutation_
,→Response
}

But if changed to mutationPfx: mutation_, for example, the mutations would look
like this:
type Mutation {
mutation_create_Person(objects: [Person_Create_Input!]): Person_
,→Mutation_Response
mutation_update_Person(objects: Person_Update_Input!, where: Person_
,→Where_Multi): Person_Mutation_Response
mutation_delete_Person(where: Person_Delete_Filter!): Person_
,→Mutation_Response
}

• nullJsonArrays: changes the default behavior on how to interpret missing data for
multi-valued properties. If set to true, multi-valued properties will be returned as null
instead of empty array []. The default value is false.
Example:
Given a property friends of type Person that has no values, the following behavior
can be observed:
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Array definition
[Person]
[Person]!
[Person!]
[Person!]!

nullJsonArrays: true
null
error, destroy parent
null
error, destroy parent

nullJsonArrays: false
[]
[]
[]
[]

For more information, see Property Nullability.

8.1.3 Special Prefixes
specialPrefixes:
base_iri:
http://example.org/resource/
vocab_iri:
http://example.org/vocabulary/
vocab_prefix: voc
ontology_iri: http://example.org/vocabulary
shape_iri:
http://example.org/shape/

The special prefixes (namespaces) include:
• base_iri: base IRI for data (resources), used in SOML characteristics such as type and prefix. We currently use full IRIs in GraphQL queries and responses, but in the future may shorten
them using the base (see Naming Convention and IRI Processing).
• vocab_iri: default namespace for vocabulary (ontology) terms, i.e. object and prop names.
SOML allows the use of multiple ontologies (see Own Prefixes) through underscore prefixes like
pfx_prop, and one of them is designated as default so it can be used without prefix.
• vocab_prefix: prefix corresponding to the vocab IRI. The vocabulary prefix is not materialized
in the GraphQL schema for ordinary properties. For example, if prop is defined as pfx:prop, it
will be visualized simply as prop. However, name (which is a reserved word) has to be defined
as pfx:name to avoid collision with the predefined property, and will be visualized as pfx_name.
The same applies to id and type, which are reserved words as well.
– It must be used in SOML for prop names that conflict with a reserved word (see Reserved
Words)
– It is also useful in languages that do not have such a concept (e.g., Turtle), as we do not like
to use an empty prefix.
The following IRIs may be used in the future:
• ontology_iri: an RDF Ontology IRI used to make statements about the ontology. Typically, it
is the same as the vocab IRI but without a trailing slash or hash.
• shapes_iri: RDF Shapes IRI: all generated shapes live under this IRI.

8.1.4 Predefined Prefixes
SOML predefines a few commonly used prefixes such as dct: gn: owl: rdf: xsd:, and some
more exotic prefixes:
• puml:: used by the rdfpuml diagramming tool.
• so:: in the future may transmit in JSON-LD built-in SOML properties like so:name and so:type.
• res:: in the future may transmit in JSON-LD dynamic properties calculated in queries.
prefixes:
# common prefixes
so:
http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/
(continues on next page)
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res:
dct:
gn:
owl:
puml:
rdf:
rdfs:
skos:
void:
wgs84:
xsd:

http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/result/
http://purl.org/dc/terms/
http://www.geonames.org/ontology#
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
http://plantuml.com/ontology#
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#
http://rdfs.org/ns/void#
http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#

The Special Prefixes shown in the previous section and those above are predefined and may be used
without having to define them (but can be overridden): This means that a valid SOML does not need to
define any prefixes.
• A plain name like Obj or prop is mapped using vocab_iri, which by using the predefined
prefixes maps to voc:Obj or voc:prop respectively, and thus to http://example.org/
vocabulary/ IRIs.
• Of course, in a real application you would want to define your own special prefixes.

8.1.5 Own Prefixes
You can also define your own prefixes for your domain, e.g.,:
prefixes:
# schema-specific prefixes
sw: https://swapi.co/vocabulary/
dbr: http://dbpedia.org/resource/
dbo: http://dbpedia.org/ontology/

Rules:
• Each prefix should conform to the Turtle grammar production PN_PREFIX.
• Prefixes should not mask defined IRI schemes such as http: https: mailto: ftp:
mailto: urn: geo:. (In some cases, you may want to break this guideline for convenience,
e.g., the schema.org JSON-LD context defines a prefix geo: that breaks it.)

8.1.6 Naming Convention and IRI Processing
Class and property names (the YAML key) play several important roles:
• They are used in SOML to describe objects, properties, and the connection between them.
• They (together with prefixes and vocab_iri) are used to derive RDF IRIs.
• They are used in GraphQL as type and field names. pfx:name is translated to pfx_name to
make it GraphQL and JSON friendly.
If a name includes : , the part before it must be a defined prefix (see Own Prefixes).
The local parts of property and class names (part after : if any) must comply with the following naming
conventions:
• Prop names must start with a lowercase Unicode letter, and are recommended to follow a lowerCamelCase convention.
• Class names must start with an uppercase Unicode letter, and are recommended to follow an
UpperCamelCase (also called PascalCase) convention.
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• Both must conform to the Turtle grammar production PN_PREFIX. Please note that this is stricter
than RDF and Turtle local name conventions.
• Cannot start with two underscores __, which is reserved for GraphQL introspection.
• If they include an underscore, they cannot start with pfx_ where pfx: is a defined prefix. Use
pfx:name if you mean that prefix, or voc:pfx_name if you mean the default vocab namespace
(see Special Prefixes)
• Cannot be a reserved word, see Reserved Words.
Names in SOML are converted to IRIs as follows:
• If the prop has characteristic rdfProp, use that instead of the name.
• If a name starts with a defined prefix pfx:, replace the prefix with the corresponding IRI.
• Otherwise, prepend vocab_iri.
Strings in the type and rdfProp characteristics are converted to IRIs as follows:
• If the string starts with a defined IRI scheme, use it directly (absolute IRI).
• Else if the string starts with a defined prefix pfx:, replace the prefix with the corresponding IRI
(prefixed IRI).
• Else if the string includes only Unicode alphanumerics and [-._], prepend vocab_iri (relative
ontology IRI).
• Else prepend base_iri (relative instance IRI). Typically, such a string will include / or # and is
used in the type characteristic to designate a “business type” not defined in an ontology, e.g., a
skos:ConceptScheme IRI.
GraphQL queries and JSON responses use absolute IRIs for iri fields. This includes:
• the id field of every object, which is its IRI.
• fields of type iri (e.g., websiteUrl of a company) that reference external resources.
• the type field, which is the datatype of Literals or rdf:type of objects (most of the time you will
not need to specify these explicitly).
We are planning to use Compact URIs (CURIEs) in the future to shorten GraphQL queries and JSON
responses (see CURIE in Wikipedia and the CURIE W3C TR) but it has not been done yet as it may
may cause confusion in some cases. If you would like to use CURIEs, please do send us your feedback
about it.

8.1.7 Reserved Words
The following reserved words cannot be used as prop names:
• id: the node IRI that is a mandatory field for every object (the GraphQL type ID! is used)
• type: the rdf:type of objects or the datatype of scalars
• lang: the language tag of a Literal or langString
• value: the value of a Literal
• name: a uniform preferred name for an object
The following reserved words cannot be used as object names:
• Literal: together with lang, type, and value, it is used to represent an RDF literal
• Object: an interface for common functionality: the presence of id and type
• Nameable: an interface used for the presence of name
To use such prop/object names in the vocab namespace, you need to spell them out in full, e.g.,
voc:type voc:name voc:Object.
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8.1.8 GraphQL descr Directive
Objects and properties have label and descr. These are emitted separately in GraphQL, so they can
be used more conveniently in a UI app.
• Label comes before the object/prop as a “string”: this is a standard GraphQL feature.
• Descr comes after the object/prop as a @descr directive.
For example, this SOML property:
prefName: {label: "Preferred name", min: 1, descr: "A single selected name"}

Is emitted in GraphQL as follows:
"Preferred name"
prefName: String @descr(_:"A single selected name") @constraints(minCount : 1,␣
,→maxCount : 1)

The directive is defined as follows:
directive @descr(_:String!) on FIELD_DEFINITION | OBJECT | INTERFACE

According to the GraphQL specification, directive values are not returned as part of GraphQL schema
introspection. This problem is discussed in issue graphql-spec#300: we have added @descr as a use
case, and return the directive value anyway.

8.2 Datatypes
What’s in this document?
• GraphQL Extension Datatypes
• Literals and Union Datatypes
• Lexical vs Value Space
• Timezones
• Enumeration Types
• Additional Resources
SOML predefines some common datatypes and their mappings to RDF (XML) and GraphQL. Their configuration file is located in meta-model/models. The mapping complies with TopQuadrant GraphQLSHACL mapping. The Semantic Objects implement a subset of the XML built-in datatypes, which are
also used in RDF. They are highlighted in red below:
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These types are mapped between SOML, RDF (XML), and GraphQL, as shown below. Currently, you
can only define your own enumerated datatypes. For more information, see Enumeration types.
types:
# GraphQL builtin types
int:
{rdf: 'xsd:int',
graphql: Int,
,→descr: "Signed 32‐bit integer"}
double:
{rdf: 'xsd:double',
graphql: Float,
,→descr: "Signed double-precision 64-bit floating point (IEEE 754-1985)"}
string:
{rdf: 'xsd:string',
graphql: String,
,→descr: "Unicode string, default RDF and SOML datatype"}
boolean:
{rdf: 'xsd:boolean',
graphql: Boolean,
,→descr: "True/false"}
iri:
{rdf: 'rdfs:Resource',
graphql: ID,
,→descr: "IRI of object or external resource (RFC 3987)"}
# GraphQL extension types
long:
{rdf: 'xsd:long',
,→descr: "Signed 64‐bit integer",
,→graphqlExtension: true}
short:
{rdf: 'xsd:short',
,→descr: "Signed 16‐bit integer",
,→graphqlExtension: true}
byte:
{rdf: 'xsd:byte',
,→descr: "Signed 8‐bit integer",
,→graphqlExtension: true}
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unsignedLong:
{rdf: 'xsd:unsignedLong',
graphql: UnsignedLong,
␣
,→descr: "Unsigned 64‐bit integer",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
unsignedInt:
{rdf: 'xsd:unsignedInt',
graphql: UnsignedInteger,
␣
,→descr: "Unsigned 32‐bit integer",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
unsignedShort:
{rdf: 'xsd:unsignedShort',
graphql: UnsignedShort,
␣
,→descr: "Unsigned 16‐bit integer",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
unsignedByte:
{rdf: 'xsd:unsignedByte',
graphql: UnsignedByte,
␣
,→descr: "Unsigned 8‐bit integer",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
decimal:
{rdf: 'xsd:decimal',
graphql: Decimal,
␣
,→descr: "Decimal, unlimited-precision number",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
integer:
{rdf: 'xsd:integer',
graphql: Integer,
␣
,→descr: "Integer, unlimited digits",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
positiveInteger:
{rdf: 'xsd:positiveInteger',
graphql: PositiveInteger,
␣
,→descr: "Positive integer (>0), unlimited digits",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
nonPositiveInteger: {rdf: 'xsd:nonPositiveInteger', graphql: NonPositiveInteger,␣
,→descr: "Non-positive integer (<=0), unlimited digits",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
negativeInteger:
{rdf: 'xsd:negativeInteger',
graphql: NegativeInteger,
␣
,→descr: "Negative integer (<0), unlimited digits",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
nonNegativeInteger: {rdf: 'xsd:nonNegativeInteger', graphql: NonNegativeInteger,␣
,→descr: "Non-negative integer (>=0), unlimited digits",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
negativeFloat:
{rdf: 'xsd:float',
graphql: NegativeFloat,
␣
,→descr: "An Float scalar that must be a negative value",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
nonNegativeFloat:
{rdf: 'xsd:float',
graphql: NonNegativeFloat, ␣
,→descr: "An Float scalar that must be greater than or equal to zero",␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
positiveFloat:
{rdf: 'xsd:float',
graphql: PositiveFloat,
␣
,→descr: "An Float scalar that must be a positive value",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
nonPositiveFloat:
{rdf: 'xsd:float',
graphql: NonPositiveFloat, ␣
,→descr: "An Float scalar that must be less than or equal to zero",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
dateTime:
{rdf: 'xsd:dateTime',
graphql: DateTime,
␣
,→descr: "Date and Time: yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss, no timezone",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
time:
{rdf: 'xsd:time',
graphql: Time,
␣
,→descr: "Time: hh:mm:ss, no timezone",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
date:
{rdf: 'xsd:date',
graphql: Date,
␣
,→descr: "Date: yyyy-mm-dd",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
year:
{rdf: 'xsd:gYear',
graphql: Year,
␣
,→descr: "Year: yyyy",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
yearMonth:
{rdf: 'xsd:gYearMonth',
graphql: YearMonth,
␣
,→descr: "Year & Month: yyyy-mm",
␣
,→graphqlExtension: true}
# Literal and union datatypes
literal:
{rdf: 'rdf:Literal',
,→"Any RDF literal"}

graphql: Literal, descr:
(continues on next page)
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langString:
{rdf: 'rdf:langString',
graphql: Literal, descr:
,→"Language-tagged string"}
stringOrLangString: {union: [string, langString],
graphql: Literal, descr:
,→"string or langString"}
dateOrYearOrMonth: {union: [date, year, yearMonth], graphql: Literal, descr:
,→"date or year or yearMonth"}

• iri is considered rdfs:Resource (an RDF object) rather than a literal with datatype
xsd:anyURI. Properties that link to internal resources are declared with a specific object type
and not the iri datatype. iri is mapped to the GraphQL built-in type ID. This type is validated
according to RFC 3987. We require all objects to have an IRI.
• double is an IEEE 754 double-precision number. It is mapped to GraphQL Float, which despite
its name is a Double number.
• In addition to the built-in 32-bit Int, we implement 8-bit Byte, 16-bit Short, and 64-bit Long, as
well as their unsigned variants.
• If you need an xsd:float (to be mapped to the GraphQL extension single), please send us
feedback.
• We implement unlimited-digits Integer and its variants Positive,
NonPositive, NonNegative.

Negative,

• We implement unlimited-precision Decimal. Note the difference between double (built-in but
limited) and decimal (infinite precision but more expensive).
Note: All custom GraphQL scalars extensions that are currently provided by the Semantic Objects
will return a string representation of the numbers. The main reason for taking this approach are the
differences in the support of the numbers for JavaScript, GraphQL, and Java. Returning the results as
a string gives you the freedom to decide how to process and to represent the number to the end user.

Note: Handling of numbers with leading zeros
GraphQL has issues when processing numbers with leading zeros, which should be solved with the
acceptance of the new version of the GraphQL specification. The specification is in pre-release state
and not yet applied in the graphql-java library used to process the queries in the Semantic Objects.
Once it is applied, the numbers with leading zeros will be invalid and should be reported as errors.

8.2.1 GraphQL Extension Datatypes
graphqlExtension datatypes are not GraphQL built-ins. They are declared as GraphQL scalar
and are implemented in a supporting library that provides parsing, serialization, and validation of values.
For example:
"Decimal infinite-precision number"
scalar Decimal
"Year: yyyy"
scalar Year
"Year & Month: yyyy-mm"
scalar YearMonth
"Date: yyyy-mm-dd"
scalar Date
(continues on next page)
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"Date and Time: yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:s"
scalar DateTime

8.2.2 Literals and Union Datatypes
RDF Literals consist of a string value, and a datatype IRI (e.g., ^^xsd:integer) or language tag (e.g.,
@en). Whenever the type is known and fixed, we use one of the simpler types (GraphQL built-in or
extension). There are, however, many situations where the type is not known in advance or can vary.
In such cases, the literal must carry its lang tag or datatype.
We declare a GraphQL object type Literal representing an RDF literal with fields value type lang.
(Note: TopQuadrant uses a similar approach for LangString, but our approach is more general):
"Literal value"
type Literal @descr(_:"Includes optional datatype and language-tag (but not both)
,→") {
"Value"
value: String!
"Datatype"
type: ID
"Language tag"
lang: String
}

Both type and lang are optional, allowing the flexibility to represent:
• Plain string: type is null (we do not use xsd:string, which is sort of redundant), and lang is
also null.
• Datatyped value: type is a datatype IRI, typically from the xsd: namespace.
• langString: type is null and lang is a valid, case-normalized according to BCP47, IANA language
tag (as used in XML and RDF).
We use Literal to represent:
• A generic literal (note: this is a future feature, send us feedback if you need it)
• A langString
• Union datatypes, which are useful in situations where data values for the same field come with
syntactic differences:
– Different “precision” (dateOrYearOrMonth)
– With or without lang tag (stringOrLangString)
– If you need more union datatypes (e.g., of Numeric types), please send us feedback.
Examples of such literals:
{
"createdOn": {
"type": "xsd:gYearMonth",
"value": "1990-03"
},
"prefName": {
"lang": "de",
"value": "Du hast Mich"
}
}

Querying such data in GraphQL is a bit less convenient, e.g.:
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{
company(ID:"...") {
prefName {value}
createdOn {value}
}

8.2.3 Lexical vs Value Space
RDF Datatypes have a lexical (string) space, a value (normalized) space, and a mapping between them.
For example:
• Both 1^^xsd:boolean and "true"^^xsd:boolean" (as well as the Turtle shortcut true) map
to the same value, the Boolean true.
• All lexical values "1"^^xsd:integer, "+1"^^xsd:integer, "+01"^^xsd:integer (as well
as the respective Turtle shortcuts 1, +1, +01) map to the same value, the integer 1.
• All lexical values "1"^^xsd:decimal, "+1.0"^^xsd:decimal, "+01.00"^^xsd:decimal
(as well as the respective Turtle shortcuts 1.0, +1.0, +01.00) map to the same value, the
decimal 1.
• Both "2019-12-01"^^xsd:date and "002019-12-01"^^xsd:date map to the same date.
If two literals have the same value but different lexical form, then:
• They compare same with =.
• They compare same with ... in (...).
• They compare different with sameTerm().
• You cannot find a direct triple with one of the literals, if it was recorded with the other literal.
You can check the first three bullets (e.g., for integers) using a SPARQL query like this:
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
select
("1"^^xsd:integer="+1"^^xsd:integer as ?b1)
("1"^^xsd:integer="+01"^^xsd:integer as ?b2)
("1"^^xsd:integer in ("+01"^^xsd:integer) as ?b3)
(sameTerm("1"^^xsd:integer,"+01"^^xsd:integer) as ?b4)
where {}

In our translation of GraphQL to SPARQL queries, we take care to eliminate the difference between
lexical space and value space. In other words, you can find a literal by any of its lexical forms, regardless
of how it was recorded in the database.
We do this by comparing literals for equality =. This is a bit slower than direct triple access, but the
GraphDB Literal Index makes it pretty fast.

8.2.4 Timezones
RDF defines three datatypes that can be used with or without timezone (xsd:date
xsd:dateTime), and one for which the timezone is required (xsd:dateTimeStamp).

xsd:time

According to OWL2 Time Instants, dates and times without timezone are only partially comparable because such a value could denote an absolute value that varies by +/-14 hours. (An OWL DateTime wiki
discussion from 2008 considers allowing only xsd:dateTimeStamp in OWL.)
GraphDB compares dateTime as if it had a Z timezone, but date and time without timezone are not
comparable to those with timezone. (Every date/time literal is equal to itself, regardless of whether it
has a timezone or not.)
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PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
select
("2019-12-01T04:00:00-05:00"^^xsd:dateTime ="2019-12-01T10:00:00+01:00"^^
,→xsd:dateTime as ?b1)
# true
("2019-12-01T10:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime
="2019-12-01T10:00:00+00:00"^^
,→xsd:dateTime as ?b2)
# true
("2019-12-01T10:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime
="2019-12-01T10:00:00-00:00"^^
,→xsd:dateTime as ?b3)
# true
("2019-12-01T10:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime
="2019-12-01T10:00:00Z"^^xsd:dateTime␣
,→
as ?b4) # true
("2019-12-01T10:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime
="2019-12-01T10:00:00+02:00"^^
,→xsd:dateTime as ?b5)
# false
("2019-12-01T10:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime
="2019-12-01T10:00:00-02:00"^^
,→xsd:dateTime as ?b6)
# false
("2019-12-01"^^xsd:date
="2019-12-01"^^xsd:date
␣
,→
as ?b7) # true
("2019-12-01"^^xsd:date
="2019-12-01+00:00"^^xsd:date
␣
,→
as ?b8) # false
("2019-12-01"^^xsd:date
="2019-12-01-00:00"^^xsd:date
␣
,→
as ?b9) # false
("2019-12-01"^^xsd:date
="2019-12-01+01:00"^^xsd:date
␣
,→
as ?b10) # false
("10:00:00"^^xsd:time
="10:00:00"^^xsd:time
␣
,→
as ?b11) # true
("10:00:00"^^xsd:time
="10:00:00+00:00"^^xsd:time
␣
,→
as ?b12) # false
("10:00:00"^^xsd:time
="10:00:00-00:00"^^xsd:time
␣
,→
as ?b13) # false
("10:00:00"^^xsd:time
="10:00:00+02:00"^^xsd:time
␣
,→
as ?b15) # false
("10:00:00"^^xsd:time
="10:00:00-02:00"^^xsd:time
␣
,→
as ?b16) # false
where {}

Warning: Given these complications, we strongly recommend not mixing date/time values with and
without timezone.

8.2.5 Enumeration Types
Semantic Objects version 3.8 introduce a means to define enumeration types with predefined values to
be returned in queries and used as a guidance when performing mutations.
Enumeration types are defined in the types section of the SOML schema. The minimum information
that needs to be provided is to define a name that will be referenced in the rest of the schema and the
possible values. The rest of the enumeration definition will be auto-filled with reasonable defaults.
types:
statusEnum: {values: [open, in_progress, completed]}
objects:
Task:
props:
label: {rdfProp: rdf:label}
status: {range: statusEnum}

The schema above will result in the following GraphQL schema fragment:
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type Task implements Object {
id: ID
label: String
status: StatusEnum
}
enum StatusEnum {
"Open"
OPEN
"In Progress"
IN_PROGRESS
"Completed"
COMPLETED
}

The full definition of the enumeration above is as follows:
types:
statusEnum:
graphql: StatusEnum
rdf: rdfs:Resource
values:
- {name: OPEN, value: voc:open, label: "Open"}
- {name: IN_PROGRESS, value: voc:in_progress, label: "In Progress"}
- {name: COMPLETED, value: voc:completed, label: "Completed"}

If any of the definition elements are missing, the following rules will be applied to fill in the missing parts
of the definition:
• The rdf characteristic defines the format in which the values will be stored in the database. If
empty, it will have one of the types xsd:string, xsd:int, or rdfs:Resource depending on
the value types. The following rules apply:
– If all values are string-based and can be converted to IRIs via the defined prefixes, the resulting type will be rdfs:Resource.
– If all values are integers, the resulting type will be xsd:int.
– If the values have different types or there are values not convertible to IRIs, the result will be
xsd:string.
• The graphql characteristic defines the name of the enum type in the GraphQL Schema. The default value is to capitalize the enumeration name. For the example above, the name statusEnum
will become StatusEnum.
• values defines the possible enumeration values and their GraphQL codes and labels. Each value
characteristic is generated based on the following rules:
– The name value characteristic defines the constant name in the GraphQL schema. It
is generated based on the given value or label by converting them to upper-case
string and replacing all non-word character sequences with a single underscore (_).
If the first character is a number, it will be prefixed by an underscore as well. Here
are some examples:

* value: 'http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int' becomes name:
'HTTP_WWW_W3_ORG_2001_XMLSCHEMA_INT'

* value: 1 becomes name: '_1'
* label: 'In progress' becomes name: 'IN_PROGRESS'
"2",
label:
'In
progress' becomes name:
* value:
'IN_PROGRESS' as label has higher priority for name generation

– The value characteristic defines what should be stored in the database during mutations and what value to match on queries. The effective values in a given values
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list cannot have duplicates. If the schema fails to conform to this rule, the schema
will be rejected. The effective value is computed based on the rdf type and/or the
name value as follows:

* If rdf: xsd:int, the value will be the zero-based index of the value in the
values list.

* If rdf: xsd:string, the value will be the effective name.
* If rdf: rdfs:Resource, the value will be an IRI with namespace vocab_iri
and the effective name as the IRI’s local name.

The label characteristic defines the enumeration value comment placed in the
GraphQL schema and can be used, for example, for displaying a human-readable label
in a UI drop-down component. The effective label is generated based on the effective
name value by replacing all underscores with a single white space and capitalizing all
words.

8.2.6 Additional Resources
As an addition to the implementation of the custom GraphQL scalars in the Semantic Objects, we also
provide and support implementation of the same set of scalars in JavaScript. The implementation can
be found in our public GitHub repository – ontotext-platform-custom-scalars. The library can be used
as standard NPM package with public npm. It will be regularly updated and published whenever any
changes to the scalars have been made in the Semantic Objects.

8.3 Properties
What’s in this document?
• Property Characteristics
• Characteristic Inheritance
• Name and IRI
• Domain and Range
• rangeCheck and typeCast
• Cardinality
• Nullability
• Immutability
• Inverses
• Inverses and rangeCheck
• Pattern and Prefix
• Language Configurations
• Custom GraphQL Directives
• Predefined Properties
• Property Examples
Properties are the ‘fields’ of semantic objects. They come in two varieties (see Domain and Range):
• Relations to other objects (object properties)
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• Attributes that hold scalars (datatype properties)
Props are defined in two ways:
• You can first define a section properties: with global property definitions.
• Each object has a section props: listing all its properties (props inherited from a super-class are
added to this list).
• Prop characteristics may be added to or overwritten (redefined) - you can see how to do it in
Characteristic Inheritance.
• If you do not need to redefine characteristics, you can list the prop without any characteristics. In
the example below, both prop1 and prop2 are reused without change:
properties:
prop1: {range: integer}
prop2: {range: Obj1}
objects:
Obj1:
props:
prop1:
# Doesn't list any characteristics
prop2: {} # Same but more verbose

• You can define new props in objects directly, i.e., the section properties: is optional and should
be utilized when a property is used several times.
properties:
prop1: {range: integer}
prop2: {range: Obj1}
objects:
Obj1:
props:
prop1:
# Doesn't list any characteristics
prop2: {} # Same but more verbose
prop3: {range: string}

8.3.1 Property Characteristics
Properties have the following characteristics:
Characteristic
name

Default
(mandatory)

Description/notes
lowerCamelCase symbol. The
YAML key
Human-readable name

label
name (example createdBy
-> Created By)
descr
range
rangeCheck

(optional)
string
false

typeCast

false

min

0

max

1
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Description or clarification
Datatype or SOML object type
Must check the type discriminator of the target object (boolean)
Cast data prop to its target
datatype (boolean)
Minimum number of values, integer (mutations)
Maximum number of values, integer. inf means unlimited
(mutations)
Continued on next page
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Characteristic
nonNullable
nonNullableElements
restrictive

inverseAlias
inverseOf
rdfProp

symmetric
regex
prefix
pattern
lang

maxInclusive

minInclusive

maxExclusive

minExclusive

maxLength

minLength

valuesIn

8.3. Properties

Table 1 – continued from previous page
Default
Description/notes
false
Controls the nullability value for
the query return types
false
Controls the nullability value for
the collection elements
false
Controls the SPARQL generation. Properties set as true
would not generate OPTIONAL
.
(none)
Virtual inverse of a property
(none)
Materialized inverse properties
(none)
RDF property name (if not allowed in GraphQL or hard to
read) or SPARQL Template
false
Self-inverse (boolean)
(none)
Unanchored regex pattern (can
use ^...$ to anchor it)
(none)
String (not a regex) that is anchored to the start
(none)
An array of a pattern and pattern flags, in that order
(none)
String or YAML dictionary containing the language configurations for langString and
stringOrLangString properties
(none)
Defines the max inclusive value
of a property with a numerical
range (date or number)
(none)
Defines the min inclusive value
of a property with a numerical
range (date or number)
(none)
Defines the max exclusive
value of a property with a numerical range (date or number)
(none)
Defines the min exclusive value
of a property with a numerical
range (date or number)
(none)
Defines the max length (inclusive) of a String or langString
property
(none)
Defines the min length (inclusive) of a String or langString
property
(none)
An array of permitted values for
a property. The values must be
comma separated and conform
to the property’s range
Continued on next page
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Characteristic
valuesListExclusive

search

scaleFactor

meta

Table 1 – continued from previous page
Default
Description/notes
true
Defines if mutations are
blocked from providing values
that are NOT part of the values
defined within valuesIn.
When
valuesListExclusive is false, at least one
of the values defined within
valuesIn must be provided,
but values outside of the valuesIn list will be accepted as
long as there is one value that
is within the valuesIn list.
(none)
Defines the search configuration for the property. It contains information about whether
the property is indexable or
not, what language analyzers
should be used, etc. The configuration is partially inheritable
for abstract shapes or global
schema configuration. More
information about default and
allowed values can be found
here.
1.0
Required when the property is
declared as searchable and
is of type Decimal. Accepts
double value and is used to
generate proper search mapping for Elastic.
(none)
Adds an additional meta directive in the GraphQL schema for
the given property. Should be a
valid YAML value. See Custom
GraphQL directives.

Furthermore, we are also considering adding the following characteristics. Please send us feedback
whether they would be useful to you.
Characteristic
subPropertyOf
kind
transitive
transitiveOver
inverseFunctional
required
external

Default
(none)
computed
range
false
(none)
false
false
false

from

Description/notes
Super-property (involves RDFS inference)
One of object literal mixed, see below
Transitively closed (chain p,p infers p)
Transitive over another prop q (chain p,q infers p)
A node can have only one incoming relation of this kind
(boolean)
An external required property used for a calculation @requires
An external property owned by another federated service
@external

And at a later stage also:
• display characteristics for using on UIs:
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– group (string): mapped to SHACL sh:group
– order (integer): mapped to SHACL sh:order

8.3.2 Characteristic Inheritance
Properties can be inherited using two mechanisms:
• An object’s props: list may refer to props predefined in the global list properties:. In that
case, the inherited characteristics can be overwritten freely.
• When an object Obj2 inherits Obj1 (see Inheritance), it inherits all its props with their characteristics. Because Obj2 must fulfill the promises (interface) of Obj1, only the following changes are
possible:
– Tighten the cardinality interval min..max (see Cardinality for more details).
– Change inverseAlias. This allows a specialized property to be used in a subclass.
– Change label and descr to describe the property more accurately.
– Define meta field, which will be combined with the parent’s one.
– Change rdfProp. This allows different predicates to be queried in a subclass. This will also
enforce domain filtering in order to use the proper predicate for different subtypes.
– All other changes are forbidden.
– Keep the same range.
Note:
Please be aware that we would like to allow changing the range to a covariant, but
this is currently not possible due to limitations of GraphQL. Even though it is supported for Object Type Validation (“field must return a type which is equal to or a
sub�type of (covariant) the return type of implementedField field’s return type”),
it is not supported for Input Objects: “That named argument on field must accept
the same type (invariant) as that named argument on implementedField”. This
means that if you used a covariant subclass, you would not be able to search for its
fields (see Where Filtering).
We have posted issue #629 against the GraphQL specification project.
If the same prop name is used in objects not related by inheritance, its characteristics can vary independently and without restriction. In other words, every prop is defined locally to its object class and can
vary between classes.
The following sections describe property characteristics in detail.

8.3.3 Name and IRI
Two characteristics control the prop name and IRI: “name” (the YAML key) and rdfProp.
• Name must comply with the Semantic Objects’ Naming Convention and IRI Processing.
Names are mapped to IRI as follows:
• If rdfProp is provided, it is used to form the IRI, otherwise “name” is used.
– A value like prop is mapped to the default vocab namespace.
– A value like pfx:prop is mapped using prefix pfx:.
– A value containing ?, $, { or } is considered a SPARQL Template and will be processed as
such.
8.3. Properties
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• “name” is always used as the field name in GraphQL.
– A value like pfx:name is represented as field pfx_name in GraphQL.
If rdfProp is overridden in a subclass, a domain filtering will be performed so that the correct predicate
will be used for the types with different predicates. This will be explained in the following example
schema.
objects:
Parent:
kind: abstract
props:
label: {rdfProp: "rdfs:label"}
Child1:
inherits: Parent
props:
label: {rdfProp: "skos:altLabel"}

# changes the predicate to skos:altLabel

Child2:
inherits: Parent
props:
label: {rdfProp: "?_subject skos:prefLabel|skos:altLabel ?_value"} # changes␣
,→the predicate to skos:prefLabel or skos:altLabel
Child3:
inherits: Parent
props:
label: {}

# rdfs:label - same as in the parent

Querying the label property with a query like this:
query {
parent {
label
}
}

Would generate the following SPARQL:
base <http://example.org/resource/>
prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
prefix skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>
prefix voc: <http://example.org/vocabulary/>
SELECT
?parent
?parent_label
?parent_so_type
WHERE {
{
?parent rdf:type ?parent_rdf_type__0 .
FILTER (?parent_rdf_type__0 = voc:Child1)
BIND ('Child1' as ?parent_so_type) .
} UNION {
?parent rdf:type ?parent_rdf_type__0 .
FILTER (?parent_rdf_type__0 = voc:Child2)
BIND ('Child2' as ?parent_so_type) .
} UNION {
?parent rdf:type ?parent_rdf_type__0 .
FILTER (?parent_rdf_type__0 = voc:Child3)
BIND ('Child3' as ?parent_so_type) .
(continues on next page)
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}
FILTER (BOUND(?parent_so_type))
{} UNION {
FILTER (?parent_so_type = 'Child2')
OPTIONAL {
?parent skos:prefLabel|skos:altLabel ?parent_label .
}
} UNION {
FILTER (?parent_so_type = 'Child3')
OPTIONAL {
?parent rdfs:label ?parent_label .
}
} UNION {
FILTER (?parent_so_type = 'Child1')
OPTIONAL {
?parent skos:altLabel ?parent_label .
}
}
}

Filtering over the same property would also consider the proper domain when matching the proper
predicate.
query {
parent(where: {label: {RE: "John"}}) {
id
}
}
base <http://example.org/resource/>
prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
prefix skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>
prefix voc: <http://example.org/vocabulary/>
SELECT
?parent
?parent_so_type
WHERE {
{
?parent rdf:type ?parent_rdf_type__0 .
FILTER (?parent_rdf_type__0 = voc:Child1)
BIND ('Child1' as ?parent_so_type) .
} UNION {
?parent rdf:type ?parent_rdf_type__0 .
FILTER (?parent_rdf_type__0 = voc:Child2)
BIND ('Child2' as ?parent_so_type) .
} UNION {
?parent rdf:type ?parent_rdf_type__0 .
FILTER (?parent_rdf_type__0 = voc:Child3)
BIND ('Child3' as ?parent_so_type) .
}
FILTER (BOUND(?parent_so_type))
FILTER (EXISTS {
?parent rdf:type ?parent_rdf_type__2 .
FILTER (?parent_rdf_type__2 = <http://example.org/vocabulary/Child2>)
?parent skos:prefLabel|skos:altLabel ?parent_label__2 .
FILTER (REGEX (?parent_label__2, "John"))
} || EXISTS {
?parent rdf:type ?parent_rdf_type__3 .
FILTER (?parent_rdf_type__3 = <http://example.org/vocabulary/Child1>)
(continues on next page)
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?parent skos:altLabel ?parent_label__3 .
FILTER (REGEX (?parent_label__3, "John"))
} || EXISTS {
?parent rdfs:label ?parent_label__4 .
FILTER (REGEX (?parent_label__4, "John"))
})
}

8.3.4 Domain and Range
The source and target of properties are determined by:
• domain: the domain (originating class) of a property is the object class where it appears.
• range: determines what values a prop can hold: object class, super-class (GraphQL interface),
or a scalar. Default is string (a simple scalar).
For increased flexibility, we do not restrict properties to a single domain and range: they may vary for
the same prop name.

8.3.5 rangeCheck and typeCast
The following characteristics determine how values are treated concerning the declared range while
querying, and can be used to “fix” some data quality problems:
• rangeCheck (boolean): whether to check the type discriminator of the target object, see Object
Typing. Applies only to object properties, and the default is false, except when the property has
inverseAlias characteristic. For more information see Inverses and rangeCheck. Use true
when the domain class uses the same prop to point to a variety of RDF types, and you want to
select only one of them.
For example, DBpedia’s dbo:parent property has many cases where the target is not dbo:Person,
which you can find using this query.
select * {
?x dbo:parent ?y
filter not exists {?y rdf:type dbo:Person}
}

One example case is Herman I, Margrave of Meissen who has the house of Billung listed as one of his
parents. The reason is that the corresponding Wikipedia page has this infobox:
{{ infobox nobility
| father = [[Eckard I, Margrave of Meissen]]
| mother = Suanhild of [[Billung]]

The father correctly links to a person, but the mother links only to a house, not a person. You can
eliminate such values while querying by using the following schema:
objects:
dbo:Person:
props:
dbo:parent: {range: dbo:Person, rangeCheck: true}

• typeCast (boolean): Must cast a data prop to its target datatype. Use “true” when the RDF
database has wrong/missing datatypes.
For example, the Geonames dump includes population, latitude, and longitude fields whose values are
mere strings (lack a datatype) - see the RDF for Bulgaria as an example:
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gn:population
wgs84:lat
wgs84:long

"7000039" ;
"42.66667" ;
"25.25" .

You can “fix” this with the following schema:
properties:
gn:population: {label: "Population", range: integer, typeCast: true}
wgs84:lat:
{label: "Latitude",
range: decimal, typeCast: true}
wgs84:long:
{label: "Longitude", range: decimal, typeCast: true}

8.3.6 Cardinality
The (outgoing) cardinality of a property in the context of mutations input is controlled by these characteristics:
• min (integer), default 0. min: 1 or greater means the field is required (mandatory).
• max (integer), default 1. max: inf or any value greater than 1 means the field is multi-valued.
SOML takes up the GraphQL default [0..1], thus properties are optional and single-valued
(functional) by default (see owl:FunctionalProperty in OWL2 Primer: Property Characteristics).
We validate the following constraints:
• 0<=min<=max
• max>=1
• When inheriting a property from a super-class:
– You can tighten the cardinality interval min..max (keep or increase min and keep or decrease max).
– You cannot change a multi-valued property (max>1) to single-valued (max=1) due to GraphQL
restrictions (section Objects states this compatibility condition: “If it is a List type and the
interface field type is also a List type” where “it” refers to the subclass, “interface” refers to
the superclass, and “List type” means a multi-valued property.)
In generated GraphQL type, min and max are represented by a constraint directive added to the field
used to validate the input data for the property when executing mutations. For example, the following
definition:
Droid:
props:
primaryFunction: {label: "primary function", min: 1, max: 1}

will produce GraphQL types like:
type Droid {
"primary function"
primaryFunction: String @constraints(minCount : 1, maxCount : 1)
}
input Droid_Create_Input {
primaryFunction: String!
}

where type Droid is the output type for all Droid objects, and Droid_Create_Input is the type
used in the mutations when creating Droid objects.
Please note that multi-valued properties generate significantly more expensive SPARQL queries (see
Queries). Each such property causes:
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• A new iterative sub-query, if accessed with limit, offset, or order.
• A new UNION clause, if accessed “unadorned”.
Therefore we recommend using single-valued properties whenever possible. However, if you misdeclare a property as single-valued while the data includes multiple values, this will cause the following
problems:
• The generated SPARQL will involve a Cartesian Product i.e., a combinatorial explosion of all value
combinations of the mis-declared fields.
• A limit on the parent object may return the wrong (fewer) number of objects.

8.3.7 Nullability
The characteristic that controls the nullability of a property is called nonNullable. It is used in the
generation of the GraphQL schema, more specifically that of the output types (query responses). The
main purpose is to provide information on how a specific property should be handled in situations where
it is requested but there is no value for it - see GraphQL Errors and Non-Nullability.
In order to ensure compliance with the specification for fields (properties), the default value for nonNullable is false. This means that null is acceptable when the property is requested but its value
is missing.
Following the GraphQL nullability specification, if a property is marked as non-nullable (nonNullable:
true) and there is no value for it, it will result in an error when requested. The error will be propagated
further into the selection chain until a nullable selection is found. All errors will be applied to the result
set.
Note: Keep in mind the difference between the nonNullable, min, and max characteristics. nonNullable affects the result when querying properties, while min and max affect
the property when it is inputted using mutation.
Multi-valued (max > 1) properties can have an additional characteristic nonNullableElements that
controls whether the elements of the returned collection can be null themselves. This can be combined
with the nonNullable characteristic to produce the following GraphQL schema and behavior:

nonNullable
false

nonNullableElements
false

GraphQL Description/notes
schema

true

false

false

true

true

true

[Character]!
[Character!]
[Character!]!

[Character]

The entire field can be null, but if it does return a value, it
will be an array. However, any member of the array may
also be null.
The field cannot return null, but any individual item in the
returned list can be null.
The entire field can be null, but if it does return a value, it
needs to be an array and no item in that array can be null.
The field cannot return null, must resolve to an array, and
none of the individual items inside that array can be null.

Note: From Ontotext Semantic Objects version 3.4.0 onwards, multi-valued properties are
no longer always generated as non-nullable arrays, and their nullability can be controlled by
the nonNullable and nonNullableElements characteristics.
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8.3.8 Immutability
This characteristic has been introduced with version 3.2.0 of the Ontotext Semantic Objects.
A property can be made immutable for the GraphQL endpoint if it has the characteristic readOnly set
to true. If set, the property will be excluded from the mutation input types for the particular type and its
subtypes.
The characteristic can be used to:
• Mark a property as externally managed.
• Allow defining materialized computed values into the database.
• Define a fixed alias of a predicate but with different configurations.
With the introduction of this characteristic, the name property of the Nameable interface is marked as
read-only, and as such is removed from all mutations. As this is a major change, any existing queries
must be updated to use the aliased property instead. Check the Migration guide on how to update any
existing queries.

8.3.9 Inverses
When creating a knowledge graph, it is important to allow navigation (connectivity) from each part of the
graph to each other part. RDF and SPARQL allow every property to be navigated in either direction:
given a node :y, you can find its incoming links :p using the triple pattern ?x :p :y, or the SPARQL
property path :y ^:p ?x. (This innate bidirectional connectivity has led the creators of the PROV-O
ontology to recommend not creating pairs of inverse properties so as to reduce duplication.)
But that is not the case in GraphQL, which can navigate only explicit relations (in the forward direction).
This is why we provide a property characteristic to introduce virtual inverses:
• inverseAlias (property): defines this as a virtual inverse of the indicated property, i.e., this is
only an alias that is not stored in the RDF repository.
– If p: {inverseAlias: q} then a GraphQL query for p will generate a SPARQL property
path ^q.
– You still need to define all characteristics of p, including range, min, max.
– The Semantic Objects make several consistency checks, e.g., that q is defined in the class
that is the range of p (or a super-class), and the range of q is the domain of p (or a superclass).
– If different object types can link to the current object using q, use rangeCheck to ensure that
p will select only one of them.
There are also some characteristics that declare real inverses, i.e., inverse triples stored in the repository:
• inverseOf (property): declares two props to be inverses of each other, i.e., with proper inference
each will be inferred from the other.
• symmetric (boolean): declares this prop to be symmetric, i.e., with proper inference each direction will be inferred from the other.
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8.3.10 Inverses and rangeCheck
There is a specific rule in place that will prevent creating a property with inverseAlias characteristic
in combination with rangeCheck: false. If the property is declaring inverseAlias, it is mandatory
for the rangeCheck to be true in order to prevent mixing of data about different types in cases when the
inverse property is used for multiple types or is inherited by a common abstract type. If the rangeCheck
is not set explicitly, it will be generated with default value true. This is an special case when both
characteristics are used. The below example demonstrates what exactly is happening, and the reason
for enforcing such behavior.
Having the following schema, data, and query:
objects:
Character:
props:
actors: {inverseAlias: character, max: inf, range: Actor, rangeCheck: false }
films: {inverseAlias: character, max: inf, range: Film, rangeCheck: false }
Actor:
props:
character: {range: Character, max: inf}
Film:
props:
character: {range: Character, max: inf}
<actor/MarkHammil> a voc:Actor;
voc:character <character/LukeSkywalker>.
<film/StartWarsIV> a voc:Film;
voc:character <character/LukeSkywalker>.
<character/LukeSkywalker> a voc:Character.
character {
id
films {
id
}
}

Will result in the following result:
{
"data":{
"character":[
{
"id":"/character/LukeSkywalker",
"films":[
{
"id":"/actor/MarkHammil"
},
{
"id":"/film/StartWarsIV"
}
]
}
]
}
}

As you can see, the section containing the films has an additional result for actor, which should not be
present. This behavior is caused because the filtering by range is not applied when the data is queried
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from the data store. When the rangeCheck characteristic is set to true, that filtering will be applied
and the retrieved result will be correct.
Note: The schema used in the example above will be detected as invalid as it violates the
rule for properties with inverseAlias and rangeCheck characteristics. It is used only for
the purpose of the example.

8.3.11 Pattern and Prefix
A couple of characteristics restrict the possible string values of a property:
• regex: unanchored regex pattern (can use ^...$ to anchor it). Deprecated in favour of pattern.
Will be removed in a later release. Information on the removal, including its exact time, will be
made public prior to removal.
• prefix: string (not a regex) that is anchored to the start, similar to ShEx “stem”. Will be deprecated in a later release.
• pattern: an array containing the unanchored regex pattern and any regex flags that should be
used with it. If a string is passed, it assumes that it is the regex string and no flags are set. Checked
via sh:pattern in SHACL.
These can be used for both data properties and IRIs.
• If the property has range iri, you can use an IRI relative to base_iri.
• If you want to check the IRI of an object property, use the same characteristics on the target object’s
class.

8.3.12 Language Configurations
The lang characteristic can be applied only to properties of range langString or stringOrLangString. It can be used for defining defaults for:
• Default language to use during fetching of the properties using the fetch sub-characteristic
• A validation language spec that will be used to restrict the values that are allowed to be written in
that property using the validate sub-characteristic
• A default language to apply to String literals during property value insert using the implicit
sub-characteristic
The characteristic can have two forms:
• Short form lang: en - allows setting only the fetch sub-characteristic. This is equivalent to
lang: {fetch: en}
• Full form - any of the sub-characteristics can be set
The characteristic also supports inheritance the following way: if the spec is not present in the subproperty, it is inherited as a whole, and if present, then it is merged characteristic by characteristic. The
same rule is applied to referenced fields defined in the properties section.
If the lang spec is not defined in a property and is not inherited from a parent, it will be initialized with a
value found in the config section of the current schema, where a global schema configuration can be
found for the lang configuration characteristics.
Here is an example of language configuration usage:
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config:
lang: {validate: UNIQ}
properties:
desc: {range: stringOrLangString, lang: en}
objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
props:
desc: {lang: {implicit: en}}
Human:
inherits: Character
props:
desc: {lang: {fetch: 'en,fr', validate: "en,fr;UNIQ"}}

Here, we have defined a property desc with range stringOrLangString to have a default fetch
characteristic to English using the short format. When we apply the inheritance rules, we will end up
with an effective schema as the one below:
config:
lang: {validate: UNIQ}
properties:
desc: {range: stringOrLangString, lang: {fetch: en, validate: UNIQ}}
objects:
Character:
props:
desc: {lang: {fetch: en, validate: UNIQ, implicit: en}}
Human:
inherits: Character
props:
desc: {lang: {fetch: 'en,fr', validate: "en,fr;UNIQ", implicit: en}}

From this example, we can see that Character.desc got the fetch: en characteristic as well as
the validate: UNIQ from the global configuration, and the Human.desc inherited the implicit
value from the Character while overriding the other two configurations.
If a subtype needs to remove any of the inherited characteristics, it can use the following format:
• lang: "" will remove the inherited fetch spec without affecting the other two
• lang: {validate: ""} will remove the inherited validate spec
• lang: {} will reset all three specs
For more information on how to use the different lang specs, see the tutorials:
• Language Fetching
• Language Filtering
• Creating Literal Properties
• Updating Literal Properties
• Literal Properties Validation
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8.3.13 Custom GraphQL Directives
Similarly to the custom GraphQL directives on object level, you can define them on property level as
well. They will be retrievable using introspection but will not in any way affect queries and mutations.
For example, we can add a directive that defines the display name of the FilmRole.character property:
FilmRole:
props:
character: {meta: {displayName: 'Film Role Character'}}

You can retrieve the directive with the following introspection query:
{
__type(name: "FilmRole") {
name
fields {
name
appliedDirectives (name: "meta" ) {
name
args {
value
}
}
}
}
}

which will return the following data:
{
"data": {
"__type": {
"name": "FilmRole",
"fields": [
{
"name": "id",
"appliedDirectives": []
},
{
"name": "type",
"appliedDirectives": []
},
{
"name": "character",
"appliedDirectives": [
{
"name": "meta",
"args": [
{
"value": "{displayName : \"Film Role Character\"}"
}
]
}
]
}
]
}
}
}
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8.3.14 Predefined Properties
There are some built-in (predefined) props that you can use in GraphQL and should not redefine in
SOML instances.
"Semantic object (GraphQL) type. Determined by object discriminators (typeProp,␣
,→type). Mandatory, single-value"
__typename: String!
"Objects: rdf:type, literals: datatype", range: iri, max: inf, descr: "Most but␣
,→not all nodes have some. Optional, multi-value"
type:
[ID]!
"Pref name of an object to represent it. This abstracts from the specific RDF prop␣
,→used as a label, e.g. x:prefName, skos:prefLabel, rdfs:label. Optional in␣
,→interface Nameable, single-value"
name: String

See Interface Object and Interface Nameable for details.

8.3.15 Property Examples
In the following example from a family relations domain, we highlight the use of inverseAlias:
properties:
objects:
Person:
props:
parent:
{range:
mother:
{range:
father:
{range:
child:
{range:
daughter: {range:
son:
{range:
sibling: {range:
sister:
{range:
brother: {range:
Male:
inherits: Person
Female:
inherits: Person

Person}
Female,
Male,
Person,
Female,
Male,
Person,
Female,
Male,

rangeCheck: true}
rangeCheck: true}
inverseAlias: parent, max: inf}
inverseAlias: parent, rangeCheck: true, max: inf}
inverseAlias: parent, rangeCheck: true, max: inf}
symmetric: true, max: inf}
rangeCheck: true, max: inf}
rangeCheck: true, max: inf}

• parent, sibling are present in the underlying data.
• child is defined as an inverseAlias, so it can be accessed without being present in the data.
• sibling is declared symmetric (both triples of the pair should be present or inferred in the
repository).
• The gender-dependent variants mother, father, daughter, son, sister, brother
are declared with rangeCheck so they should sub-set the respective super-property (parent,
child, sibling) to comply with the indicated range.
Below are some example props from the Company Graph domain. Remember that string is the
default range, so it does not need to be specified. We start with some simple characteristics like name
and description (string), industry/technology (classifications), founded/closed (date).
prefName:
,→selected name"}
altName:
,→Trade names"}
description:
industry:

{label: "Preferred name",

min: 1,

descr: "A single␣

{label: "Alternative name", max: inf, descr: "Former or␣
{label: "Description"}
{label: "Industry",
range: Industry,

max: inf}
(continues on next page)
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technology:
foundedOn:
closedOn:

{label: "Technology", range: Technology, max: inf}
{label: "Founded on", range: date}
{label: "Closed on", range: date}

Let’s define some IRIs that point to a company profile on an external site:
• We define prefix patterns so the IRIs can be validated.
• To a define a pattern, you often need to use \ (e.g., to escape . or use a special construct like
\w), so it is best to use single quotes in YAML.
crunchbaseUrl:
{label: "CrunchBase URL",
,→www\.crunchbase\.com/organization/'}
dbpediaUrl:
{label: "DBPedia URL",
,→dbpedia.org/resource/"}
facebookUrl:
{label: "Facebook URL",
,→facebook.com/"}
linkedinUrl:
{label: "LinkedIn URL",
,→www\.linkedin\.com/company-beta'}
twitterUrl:
{label: "Twitter",
,→twitter.com/"}
wikidataUrl:
{label: "Wikidata",
,→wikidata.org/entity/Q\d+', 'i'] }
{label: "Website",
websiteUrl:

range: iri, pattern: '^https?://
range: iri, prefix: "http://
range: iri, prefix: "https://www.
range: iri, pattern: '^https?://
range: iri, prefix: "http://
range: iri, pattern: ['http://www.
range: iri}

Now let’s define some lookup lists (nomenclatures) following the SKOS ontology. level and order
are extra custom properties.
skos:inScheme:
{label: "In scheme", min: 1, range: ConceptScheme}
skos:notation:
{label: "Notation", descr: "Code of a Concept"}
skos:prefLabel:
{label: "Preferred label", min: 1}
skos:broader:
{label: "Broader",
max: inf, range: Concept, descr:
,→"Broader concept in same ConceptScheme"}
skos:broaderMatch:
{label: "Broader match", max: inf, range: Concept, descr:
,→"Broader concept in different ConceptScheme"}
skos:narrower:
{label: "Narrower",
max: inf, range: Concept, descr:
,→"Narrower concept in same ConceptScheme",
inverseOf: skos:broader}
skos:narrowerMatch:
{label: "Narrower match", max: inf, range: Concept, descr:
,→"Narrower concept in different ConceptScheme", inverseOf: skos:broaderMatch}
level:
{label: "Level", range: integer, descr: "Concept level in␣
,→its ConceptScheme hierarchy"}
order:
{label: "Order", range: integer, descr: "Tree order of the␣
,→concept"}

We can represent geographic information using GeoNames. It contains plenty of data, but in SOML we
capture only a few props:
• featureCode is a list of over 650 place types such as A.PCLI “independent political entity” (i.e.,
country) or A.ADM1 “first-order administrative division” (e.g., US state). Later we will use this to
capture three main object types of interest: Country, Region, City.
• featureCode is a super-type, such as A “Administrative Boundary Features (country, state, region,…)”.
• a primary name and multiple alternateName in various languages.
• ancestor links to the level of region (parentADM1), country (parentCountry), and any levels
(parentFeature). These are mandatory only within the object class they are applied to (e.g.,
City has parentADM1 but State and Country do not).
• countryCode which is present in all administrative places but not natural features such as oceans
and mountains.
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• population, lat, long are represented as mere strings in the data, so we cast them to
appropriate datatypes.
gn:name:
{label: "Name", range: string, min: 1}
gn:alternateName:
{label: "Alt name", range: langString, max: inf}
gn:featureClass:
{label: "Feature class", range: iri, min: 1}
gn:featureCode:
{label: "Feature code", range: iri, min: 1}
range: Geoname, min: 1}
gn:parentADM1:
{label: "Parent state",
gn:parentCountry:
{label: "Parent country", range: Geoname, min: 1}
gn:parentFeature:
{label: "Ancestor place", range: Geoname, min: 1, max: inf,␣
,→descr: "Includes all ancestors"}
gn:countryCode:
{label: "Country code", range: string}
gn:population:
{label: "Population", range: integer, typeCast: true}
wgs84:lat:
{label: "Latitude",
range: decimal, typeCast: true}
wgs84:long:
{label: "Longitude", range: decimal, typeCast: true}

8.4 SPARQL Templates
What’s in this document?
• SPARQL Templates in Model Properties
– Template Validation
– Template Restrictions
• Template Arguments
– Template Argument Types
• Examples
– Create New Values
– Select Value in Preference Order
– Load Data via SPARQL Federation
– Query GraphDB Connectors
The Semantic Object Modeling Language (SOML) used by the Ontotext Semantic Objects describes a
fixed ontology model. Once this model is accepted by the Semantic Objects, it is converted to several
dependent static models:
• GraphQL schema model
• SHACL validation model, if enabled
• SPARQL query model based on the input GraphQL query
The generated SPARQL queries are dynamic as well, but their behavior is fixed at the moment of the
model deployment. To eliminate this restriction, we need a way to augment the model at query time.
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8.4.1 SPARQL Templates in Model Properties
Defining a property in SOML is done as follows:
objects:
Location:
props:
rdfs:label: {}
label: {rdfProp: "rdfs:label"}

When this property is requested via a GraphQL query, the SPARQL transpiler will generate the following
triple pattern:
# for 'rdfs:label'
?location rdfs:label ?rdfs_label.
# for 'label'
?location rdfs:label ?label.

Both patterns will fetch the same data.
The simple SPARQL template has the form of the patterns above. They should be written as follows:
objects:
Location:
props:
label: {rdfProp: "?_subject rdfs:label ?_value."}

In the above SRARQL template:
• the ?_subject is a special variable that will be replaced with the current subject binding.
• the ?_value is a special variable that will be replaced with a proper output variable name that
matches the currently selected property.
Consider the following addition to the SOML schema above:
objects:
Person:
props:
birthPlace: {range: Location}

And the GraphQL query:
query {
person {
id
birthPlace { label }
}
}

Selecting the label property should result in the following SPARQL to be added to the query:
SELECT
?person
?person_label
?person_so_type
?person_birthPlace
?person_birthPlace_label
WHERE {
?person rdf:type ?person_rdf_type__0 .
FILTER (?person_rdf_type__0 = voc:Person)
BIND ('Person' as ?person_so_type) .
OPTIONAL {
(continues on next page)
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?person rdfs:label ?person_label.
}
OPTIONAL {
?person voc:birthPlace ?person_birthPlace .
OPTIONAL {
?person_birthPlace rdfs:label ?person_birthPlace_label.
}
}
}

Template Validation
Each SPARQL template will be tested for valid SPARQL syntax when placed inside a SELECT query. If
the template contains arguments, they will be replaced with random values based on the defined types.
Multiple properties in the same type can have SPARQL fragments that use the same variables without
interference between the fragments.
objects:
Person:
props:
firstName:
rdfProp: |
?_subject voc:firstName ?name.
BIND(str(?name) as ?_value).
lastName:
rdfProp: |
?_subject voc:lastName ?name.
BIND(str(?name) as ?_value).

Any prefixes mentioned in the template must be defined in the prefixes section of the SOML schema.
A template cannot define or use any prefix or base IRI that is not previously defined.
Relative IRIs are supported only if the specialPrefixes.base_iri is populated in the SOML
schema.
Each schema has access to the following predefined prefixes:
prefixes:
# internal system prefixes
so:
http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/
affected: http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/affected
res:
http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/result/
ec:
http://www.ontotext.com/connectors/entity-change#
ecinst: http://www.ontotext.com/connectors/entity-change/instance#
# common prefixes
dct:
http://purl.org/dc/terms/
gn:
http://www.geonames.org/ontology#
owl:
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
puml: http://plantuml.com/ontology#
rdf:
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
rdfs: http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
skos: http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#
void: http://rdfs.org/ns/void#
wgs84: http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#
xsd:
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#
sh:
http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#
dash: http://datashapes.org/dash#
rsx:
http://rdf4j.org/shacl-extensions#
(continues on next page)
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specialPrefixes:
base_iri:
http://example.org/resource/
ontology_iri: http://example.org/vocabulary
vocab_iri:
http://example.org/vocabulary/
vocab_prefix: voc
shape_iri:
http://example.org/shape/
shape_prefix: vocsh

Note:
A prefix defined as elastic-index:
http://www.ontotext.com/connectors/
elasticsearch/instance# should be used as elastic_index:my_index.

Template Restrictions
The following operations are not possible for the SPARQL template properties:
• Mutation
– Properties defined with SPARQL templates will be excluded from Mutation inputs. This also
includes SHACL validation.
– Types with typeProp referring to a property with a SPARQL template would be entirely excluded from the mutation.
• It is not possible to index the properties via the Elasticsearch connectors and to use them in the
Search Service as this is a limitation in the GraphDB connectors API.
– Properties defined with SPARQL templates will not be eligible for indexing via GraphDB connectors.
– Types with typeProp referring to a property with a SPARQL template would be entirely excluded from indexing and no connector/index will be created for them.
• Is not advisable to define properties as inverseAlias of properties that:
– Use filters
– Use some form of subselects
• It is not possible to filter or order a parent entity by property that uses subselects.

8.4.2 Template Arguments
SPARQL templates can have arguments that are passed from the GraphQL query. The template processing is done by Mustache.java.
The template engine allows defining variables that are dynamically replaced based on the arguments
provided by the user. Any found variable will appear as arguments to the respective property in the
GraphQL model.
The implementation supports:
• Simple literal variables in the form of {{variable_name}}.
• Block variables defined as {{#variable_name}}body{{/variable_name}}. They are generated as lists with a name matching the variable name. The block body will be outputted as many
times as the number of elements in the input collection. If the collection is empty, nothing will be
outputted.
• A negated block variable will output its contents when the variable is an empty list:
{{^variable_name}}body{{/variable_name}}.
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• Nested variables in the form of: - {{parent.child}} where the argument will have the form
of {parent: {child: "value"}}. - {{#variable_name}} {{inner_variable}}
{{/variable_name}} where the input structure would look like {variable_name: [{inner_variable: "value"}]}.
• Change the delimiter with {{=newOpenDel newCloseDel=}}. An example of how to change
the delimiters to <% and %>: {{=<% %>=}}.
All of the above is described in detail in the Mustache.js manual.
The Ontotext Semantic Objects also support the following extensions:
• Literal list joining: {{#join}}variable_name{{/join}}. This will concatenate literal values with a comma-delimiter (,).
• Literal list joining with custom delimiter:
{{#join
delimiter='--'}}variable_name{{/join delimiter='---'}}. This will concatenate a
list of literal values using the delimiter ---.
Note: It is not allowed to use template arguments for properties used as typeProp or name
in a SOML type. This restriction comes from the GraphQL inheritance limitations that subtypes cannot change the field arguments. Also, __typename selection is a system property
for the GraphQL server and cannot be modified.

Note:
Properties with arguments are excluded from filter input objects and orderBy selections in the GraphQL schema. This means that it is not allowed to filter or sort
by properties using template arguments in GraphQL queries.
For example, the following type definition is invalid as name and typeProp point to a property
with an argument. Removing the argument definition would make it valid.
objects:
Person:
typeProp: customType
name: customType
props:
customType:
min: 1
rdfProp: |
?_subject rdf:type ?_value.
{{sparql:sparql}}

Template Argument Types
By default, all single-value template variables are defined as GraphQL type String! and the iterable
variables as [String!]!.
A template can override the generated variable type by using the following format:
{{variable_name:type}}

Where the type is one of the supported SOML scalar types: iri, string, integer, int, long, short,
byte, boolean, double, decimal, float, unsignedLong, unsignedInt, unsignedShort, unsignedByte, positiveInteger, nonPositiveInteger, negativeInteger, nonNegativeInteger, negativeFloat, nonNegativeFloat, positiveFloat, nonPositiveFloat, year,
yearMonth, date, time, dateTime.
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Note: langString and stringOrLangString are currently not supported, but will be in future
versions.
In addition to the default types, the sparql type is added to allow direct SPARQL injection. The values
of such parameters are not escaped and allow SPARQL code to be passed from the GraphQL query.
All value types except for sparql are converted to RDF literal values and escaped to match the defined
types.
Consider the following SOML fragment defining three templates with various arguments:
objects:
Person:
name: rdfs:label
props:
desc:
max: inf
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: |
?_subject voc:desc ?_value.
{{sparql:sparql}}
hairColor:
max: inf
rdfProp: |
?_subject voc:hairColor ?_value.
filter(?_value in ({{#join}}values{{/join}}))
height:
range: int
rdfProp: |
?_subject voc:height ?_value.
filter({{from:int}} < ?_value && ?_value < {{to:int}})

This will produce the following GraphQL fragment:
type Person {
desc(args: Person_desc_Template_Input): [Literal]
hairColor(args: Person_hairColor_Template_Input!): [String]
height(args: Person_height_Template_Input!): Int
# other properties
}
input Person_desc_Template_Input {
sparql: String
}
input Person_hairColor_Template_Input {
values: [String!]!
}
input Person_height_Template_Input {
from: Int!
to: Int!
}

Notice that the args argument of the desc property and its filter parameter are not required. This
is because arguments of type sparql are expected to not break the query if not passed, thus they
are generated as nullable. If not present, all other arguments can make the query invalid, so they are
generated as non-nullable.
The following query can be used for the above schema:
8.4. SPARQL Templates
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query {
person {
id
desc(args: {sparql: "FILTER (langMatches(lang(?_value), '*'))."})
# desc(lang: "ALL:~") # same as as the filter above
{value lang}
hairColor(args: {values: ["brown", "blond"]})
height(args: {from: 150, to: 185})
}
}

It will return all Person entities and requested properties that match the given restrictions.
The generated SPARQL query will have the following fragments:
?person voc:desc ?person_desc.
FILTER (langMatches(lang(?_value), '*')).
?person voc:hairColor ?person_hairColor.
filter(?person_hairColor in ("brown", "blond"))
?person voc:height ?person_height.
filter("150"^^xsd:decimal < ?person_height && ?person_height < "185"^^xsd:decimal)

8.4.3 Examples
Create New Values
The SPARQL templates can be used to create new computed values based on the data in the repository
using SPARQL functions. Here is an example fragment that creates a new property from two separate
predicate values:
objects:
Person:
props:
firstName:
lastName:
fullName:
rdfProp: |
OPTIONAL {?_subject voc:firstName ?firstName.}
OPTIONAL {?_subject voc:lastName ?lastName.}
BIND(
CONCAT(
IF(BOUND(?firstName), ?firstName, ""),
" ",
IF(BOUND(?lastName), ?lastName, "")
) as ?_value
).
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Select Value in Preference Order
Multiple values can be selected and returned in a single value.
objects:
Vehicle:
props:
desc:
max: inf
rdfProp: |
{
?_subject rdfs:label ?_value.
} UNION {
?_subject skos:prefLabel ?_value.
} UNION {
?_subject skos:altLabel ?_value.
}

Load Data via SPARQL Federation
The following example loads the property value from a different repository using Internal SPARQL Federation.
objects:
Book:
props:
label: {rdfProp: "rdfs:label"}
Author:
props:
authorName:
rdfProp: |
SERVICE <repository:authors> {
?_subject rdfs:label ?_value.
}

Query GraphDB Connectors
The following example filters the parent type based on an input query after querying an already existing
Lucene GraphDB Connector.
id: /soml/connectors-lucene
prefixes:
luc:
http://www.ontotext.com/connectors/lucene#
luc-index: http://www.ontotext.com/connectors/lucene/instance#
wine:
http://www.ontotext.com/example/wine#
specialPrefixes:
vocab_prefix: wine
vocab_iri:
http://www.ontotext.com/example/wine#
objects:
Wine:
props:
label: {rdfProp: "rdfs:label"}
grape: {max: inf, rdfProp: "wine:madeFromGrape", range: Grape}
sugar: {rdfProp: "wine:hasSugar"}
year: {range: int, rdfProp: "wine:hasYear"}
searchScore: {rdfProp: "luc:score", range: decimal, restrictive: true}
(continues on next page)
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search:
restrictive: true
rdfProp: |
BIND('''{{query:sparql}}''' as ?_value).
?search a luc_index:my_index ;
luc:query '''{{query:sparql}}''' ;
luc:entities ?_subject.
Grape:
name: rdfs:label

Note: A prefix defined as luc-index: http://www.ontotext.com/connectors/lucene/
instance# should be used as luc_index:wines.
In the type definition above, an important part of model is the characteristic restrictive: true as it
instructs the SPARQL transpiler that the given property must restrict its subject and should not generate
an OPTIONAL block around the property.
And here is an example query to fetch all wines from the year 2012 using the Lucene index.
{
wine {
id
year
sugar
grape {name}
search(args: {query: "year:2012"})
}
}

The same approach can be applied for other connectors such as the Elasticsearch GraphDB connector.

8.5 Objects
What’s in this document?
• Object Characteristics
• Object Defaults
• ID (IRI) Generation
– ID Generation Using Prefixes
– ID Generation Using Other Properties and Literals
– ID Generation Using Integrated Functions
– ID Generation Validations
• Object Typing
• Inheritance
• Interface Object
• Interface Nameable
– Name Example
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• SPARQL Federated Objects
– Configuration
– Limitations
• Custom GraphQL Directives
Some of the main characteristics of semantic objects include:
• Having some common props like name, type, __typename.
• Having a business (GraphQL) type determined through some discriminator (triple pattern).
• Using props from the properties: list and add or override their characteristics, or define properties directly in props: (see Properties).
• Using inheritance.

8.5.1 Object Characteristics
Object classes have the following characteristics:
Characteristic
name
label

Description

Default value

UpperCamelCase (“PascalCase”) symbol. The YAML key.
Human-readable name

descr
typeProp
type
regex
prefix

Description or clarification
Property that determines the business type
Array of type value IRIs (prefixed, relative, or absolute)
IRI: Unanchored regex pattern (^...$ can be used to anchor it)
IRI: String (not a regex) anchored to the start. A relative IRI can be
used.
Class to inherit from (currently, single inheritance is supported)
abstract is an abstract superclass
Object extends external object. Generates @extend directives
within the GraphQL schema. Allows Semantic Objects to resolve
requests to extend external objects entity resolution.
Configuration that shows if the object is searchable. Provides different options, which are translated and used to build the search
index. See more about it here.
The ID of a SPARQL Federation Service. See SPARQL Federated
Objects.

(none)
name (example
createdBy ->
Created By)
(optional)
rdf:type
name
(none)
(none)

inherits
kind
extend

search

sparqlFederatedService
meta

8.5. Objects

Adds an additional meta directive in the GraphQL schema for the
given object. Should be a valid YAML value. See Custom GraphQL
Directives.

(none)
object
false

(none)

(none)

(none)
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8.5.2 Object Defaults
Object characteristics are validated as described below. All of them have sensible defaults, so you only
need to specify “name”. For further details, see the following sections.
• Name (the YAML key): see Naming Convention and IRI Processing.
• label should be as short as the name. “name” is the default, so you need to give the label
explicitly only when you want to provide a more human-readable version.
• descr is a longer description (optional).
• typeProp: which RDF property determines the business type, the default is rdf:type (see
Object Typing).
• type: array of type value IRIs to check (prefixed, relative, or absolute). Leaf-level classes have
a default: singleton array consisting of the object name, resolved against prefixes and vocab_iri.
Example of using default type discriminators:
objects:
Obj1:
voc:Obj2:

This has the same result as these explicit type specifications:
objects:
voc:Obj1: {type: [voc:Obj1], typeProp: rdf:type}
voc:Obj2: {type: [voc:Obj2], typeProp: rdf:type}

• name: RDF property designating a single preferred name. The idea is to have a uniform GraphQL
prop to access object names regardless of the specific property used for storing.
• kind: a leaf-level class has kind object, superclasses have kind abstract.

8.5.3 ID (IRI) Generation
The ID of every object is a special value that must be unique. It is also special because it can be
generated using regex patterns and a few special functions. There are several options when defining
the pattern for the ID in the schema, although the pattern is optional. If a pattern is not defined
for some object type in the schema, then the ID for objects of this type will be generated following the
default format.
The default ID format is <base_iri>[prefix]<uuid>, where prefix is optional. For example, let’s
look at the following schema part:
specialPrefixes:
base_iri: http://example.com/data/
objects:
Human:
prefix: "human/"
props: ....
Droid:
props: ....

In this case, the generated ID would look as follows:
• for created Human:
b6ba653085a6

http://example.com/data/human/e4cbb674-3da6-4314-92e0-

• for
created
Droid:
ade8ed874f5a
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Note that we have the base IRI for both types, but the Human ID also has the prefix for the Human
object.
ID Generation Using Prefixes
By using a pattern in the schema for a particular object type, you can define a custom prefix to be
used in the generated ID. A custom prefix can be defined as a literal in the pattern, or an already
defined prefix/special prefix can be used.
Note: The evaluation of the written pattern must result in an ID starting with http, https, mailto,
urn, geo and it must conform to the rules applied for URIs.
Let’s illustrate this with a few examples.
Example 1: Using a predefined prefix
prefixes:
myPrefix:
http://myprefix.com/
specialPrefixes:
base_iri: http://example.com/data/
objects:
Human:
pattern: "myPrefix:${uuid()}"
props:
gender: {range: string}

Here we are using the custom prefix myPrefix. The generated ID during object creation would look
like this: http://myprefix.com/e4cbb674-3da6-4314-92e0-b6ba653085a6.
Example 2: Using a special prefix
specialPrefixes:
vocab_iri: https://starwars.org/vocabulary/
vocab_prefix: voc
objects:
Human:
pattern: "voc:${uuid()}"
props:
gender: {range: string}

In this example, we are using the vocabulary prefix. The generated ID during object creation would look
like this: https://starwars.org/vocabulary/e4cbb674-3da6-4314-92e0-b6ba653085a6.
Note that there is no : symbol between the prefix and the uuid.
Example 3: Using a leading literal text in the pattern
specialPrefixes:
base_iri: http://example.com/data/
objects:
Human:
pattern: "http://myLiteralPrefix.com/${uuid()}"
props:
gender: {range: string}

Here we are using a literal text as a prefix. The generated ID during object creation would look like
this: http://myLiteralPrefix.com/e4cbb674-3da6-4314-92e0-b6ba653085a6. Like in our
previous example, note that there is no : symbol between the prefix and the uuid.
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ID Generation Using Other Properties and Literals
The pattern for the ID of created objects allows usage of other properties. Other properties can be
referenced inside the pattern like this: ${name}. Other properties can be referenced anywhere in the
pattern, and it can contain literals anywhere in it. The only rule is that the final generated ID must be a
valid IRI.
Example 1: Using properties inside the pattern
prefixes:
myPrefix:
http://myprefix.com/
specialPrefixes:
base_iri: http://example.com/data/
objects:
Human:
pattern: "myPrefix:human/${firstname}/${lastname}/${personalIdentifier}"
props:
gender: {range: string}
personalIdentifier: {range: integer}
firstname: {range: string}
lastname: {range: string}

In this case, if a Human is created with personalIdentifier: 121, firstname: "Lando", lastname: "Calrissian", the generated ID would look like this: http://myprefix.com/human/
Lando/Calrissian/121. Note that in this pattern, we have mixed a prefix, the literal human, as well
as three properties.
Example 2: Using the ID of another object in the middle or in the end of a pattern (with a prefix)
prefixes:
myPrefix:
http://myprefix.com/
specialPrefixes:
base_iri: http://example.com/data/
objects:
Human:
pattern: "myPrefix:human/${friend}/${personalIdentifier}"
props:
personalIdentifier: {range: integer}
friend: {range: Human}

In this case, if we assume that we have a Human with ID="http://example.com/data/human/1"
and we want to create another Human adding this one as a friend like this:
mutation create_human {
create_Human(objects: {
friend: {
ids: "http://example.com/data/human/1"
}
personalIdentifier: 2
}) {
human {
id
}
}
}

Then the second Human will have a generated ID=http://myprefix.com/human/human/1/2 as
the ID of its friend is used in the pattern.
Note that the prefix here is http://myprefix.com/ and not http://example.com/data. This
happens because the referenced object is in the middle of the pattern and the prefix of the referenced
object is stripped, so only human/1 remains of its ID.
Example 3: Using the ID of another object in the beginning of a pattern
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prefixes:
myPrefix:
http://myprefix.com/
specialPrefixes:
base_iri: http://example.com/data/
objects:
Human:
pattern: "${friend}/${personalIdentifier}"
props:
personalIdentifier: {range: integer}
friend: {range: Human}

In this case, if we assume that we have a Human with ID="http://example.com/data/human/1"
and we want to create another Human adding this one as a friend like this:
mutation create_human {
create_Human(objects: {
friend: {
ids: "http://example.com/data/human/1"
}
personalIdentifier: 2
}) {
human {
id
}
}
}

Then the second Human will have a generated ID=http://example.com/data/human/1/2 as the
ID of its friend is used in the pattern.
Note that the prefix here is http://example.com/data/. This happens because the referenced
object is in the beginning of the pattern and the prefix of the referenced object is not stripped.
ID Generation Using Integrated Functions
There are several integrated functions that can be used in the patterns for ID generation.
• upperCase() - converts the given text value to upper case.
• lowerCase() - converts the given text value to lower case.
• escape() - escapes characters that are not allowed in an ID, such as spaces, quotation marks,
and other special symbols. This function is applied by default to all used properties.
• escape('separator') - escapes special characters using a special given separator. The default separator is -, but can be replaced by something else using this function.
Patterns using these functions may look like this:
pattern: "myPrefix:human/${firstname.upperCase()}/${lastname.escape("_")}
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ID Generation Validations
ID generation using patterns provides a lot of flexibility. However, this also means that there is a high
chance of the generation of incorrect values that do not conform to the URI format. Two types of errors
are possible here:
• Errors during schema validation - when a schema is created, all patterns inside are evaluated. If
there are syntax errors in the pattern, or the pattern evaluation would result in an ID that would
not be a valid URI, or it results in a static/constant ID, a validation error is thrown.
• Errors during objects creation - it is possible that all patterns are valid, so an ID generated by
the patterns would also be valid. In some situations, however, a user-entered data may lead to a
generated ID that is not a valid URI. In this case, an error during object creation may be thrown.

8.5.4 Object Typing
Semantic object types (business types) correspond to RDF shapes and GraphQL __typename but not
RDF types. One restriction of GraphQL is that each object must have exactly one concrete leaf-level
type, even though it could implement multiple interfaces. But RDF resources can and very often have
multiple rdf:type.
There are many examples where rdf:type does not match the desired business type one-to-one:
• All Wikidata entities have rdf:type wikibase:Item. You distinguish between them using the
prop wdt:P31 “instance of”, e.g., wdt:P31 wd:Q5 indicates “Human”.
• A typical DBpedia resource has between 10 and 100 rdf:type, but usually one of them is leading
or “most significant”.
For example, the resource for Tim Berners-Lee has 77 types, amongst which the ones listed below.
Most of the time, however, you would treat dbo:Person as leading.
dbo:Agent
dbo:Person
dbo:Scientist
schema:Person
dul:Agent
dul:NaturalPerson
owl:Thing
foaf:Person
wikidata:Q5
...
yago:Medalist110304914
...
yago:WikicatBritishComputerProgrammers
...
yago:WikicatFellowsOfTheRoyalSociety
...
yago:WikicatMacArthurFellows
...
yago:WikicatRoyalMedalWinners
...

• All kinds of thesaurus concepts (lookup values) use rdf:type skos:Concept, and you would
usually want to map them to different semantic classes (e.g., Type, Status, Technology,
Industry), distinguished by skos:inScheme (thesaurus).
• All GeoNames resources have rdf:type gn:Feature. The prop gn:featureCode is a 2-level
list of over 650 place types such as A.PCLI “independent political entity” (i.e., country) or A.ADM1
“first-order administrative division” (e.g., US state). If want like to capture Country, Region,
City as three main geographic object types of interest in a business setting, then you need to
map lists of matching featureCode to these business types.
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So we decided to use two class characteristics to map RDF values of a node to a business type (semantic
object class).
• typeProp: which RDF property determines the business type, the default is rdf:type.
• type: array of type value IRIs (prefixed, relative, or absolute) to check. We use an array because
sometimes several type IRIs map to the same business type.
typeProp and type together constitute a “type discriminator” to check. They are subject to the following
rules:
• The type lists of objects with the same typeProp should be disjoint to make type discrimination easier. The following counter-example is forbidden because there is a conflict on
schema:Person:
objects:
NotablePerson: {type: [dbo:Person, schema:Person]}
SocialPerson: {type: [foaf:Person, schema:Person]}

• type values are checked as a disjunction (OR). In the following example, the business type Person gathers instances that have a similarly named rdf:type from three ontologies:
objects:
Person: {type: [dbo:Person, foaf:Person, schema:Person]}

• A subclass should satisfy all type discriminators along the inheritance chain, including its own
discriminator.
In the following example, we define two lookups as distinct business classes and distinguish by
skos:inScheme (i.e., thesaurus). Two conditions will be checked for each lookup value: rdf:type
(inherited from Concept) and skos:inScheme (specified in each subclass):
objects:
ConceptScheme: {type: [skos:ConceptScheme]}
Concept:
{type: [skos:Concept], props: {skos:inScheme: {range:␣
,→ConceptScheme}}}
Industry:
{inherits: Concept, type: [industry/],
typeProp: skos:inScheme}
Technology:
{inherits: Concept, type: [technology/], typeProp: skos:inScheme}

In the following example, we map GeoNames and three main geographic business types Country,
Region, City through lists of gn:featureCode:
objects:
Geoname:
regex: '^http://sws\.geonames\.org/\d+/$'
type: [gn:Feature]
Country:
inherits: Geoname
typeProp: gn:featureCode
type: [gn:A.PCLI, gn:A.PCLD, gn:A.PCLIX, gn:A.PCLS, gn:A.PCL, gn:A.TERR, gn:A.
,→PCLF]
Region:
inherits: Geoname
typeProp: gn:featureCode
type: [gn:A.ADM1]
City:
inherits: Geoname
typeProp: gn:featureCode
type: [gn:P.PPL, gn:P.PPLC, gn:P.PPLA, gn:P.PPLA2, gn:P.PPLA3, gn:P.PPLA4,␣
,→gn:S.RSTN, gn:S.INSM, gn:L.AREA]

• If a subclass uses the same typeProp as one of its ancestors, the child discriminator overrides
the ancestor discriminator. With the following class definitions, a person that has both rdf:types
(e.g., see Tim Berners-Lee above) will be typed with the more specific type Scientist.
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objects:
Person:
{type: [dbo:Person]}
Scientist: {type: [dbo:Scientist], inherits: Person}

• A superclass does not have a default type characteristic. It may but does not need to have such
a value. For example, the schema.org ontology does not have a common parent class of Person
and Organization: see issue schemaorg#700: “The recommended path for those wishing to reflect
an Agent in their data would be to identify it as a type schema:Thing. Any further qualification
should be with terms from other vocabularies such a foaf:Agent dct:Agent etc in addition to
schema:Thing”.) Nevertheless, if we need such superclass in our SOML model, we can have it.
objects:
Actor:
{kind: abstract}
Person:
{type: [schema:Person],
inherits: Actor}
Organization: {type: [schema:Organization], inherits: Actor}

If we want to collect FOAF and schema.org classes into unified “business classes”, we can do it as
follows (note: the FOAF ontology has foaf:Agent, but due to discriminator overriding SOML will not
check it on instance data):
objects:
Actor:
{kind: abstract,
type: [foaf:Actor]}
Person:
{type: [schema:Person,
foaf:Person,
], inherits: Actor}
Organization: {type: [schema:Organization, foaf:Organization], inherits: Actor}

8.5.5 Inheritance
We use inheritance to structure the class hierarchy so that:
• Property ranges can use common superclasses. For example, the Actor superclass above can
be used as range of props such as author, creator, contributor, organizer, etc.
• We reduce the need of repeating properties in similar objects. (Another mechanism is the common
list properties.)
Rules:
• Currently, we support single inheritance (mono-hierarchy), i.e., inherits designates a single
superclass.
• A subclass inherits all properties of its superclass but not characteristics, with two exceptions:
– Type discriminators are accumulated, see above.
– The name characteristic is inherited and cannot be changed.
• Properties in a subclass must fulfill all expectations about the superclass. Therefore there are
certain restrictions as to what inherited characteristics you can change (see Characteristic Inheritance)
You can select all instances of a superclass (see Queries). For such query, the Semantic Objects collect
all subclass discriminators and checks them in a disjunction.
GraphQL schemas do not have inheritance per se, so we implement it as follows:
• Each superclass is mapped to an interface and SOML inherits is mapped to GraphQL implements.
• Since one interface cannot inherit another, we expand all inherited interfaces.
• Since GraphQL types cannot reuse fragments (unlike queries), we expand all inherited fields.
You do not need to bother with these details as the Semantic Objects take care of them in the generated
GraphQL schema. However, you need to consider the following limitations:
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• Each GraphQL instance must have a single concrete (leaf-level) type (the __typename).
• GraphQL interfaces cannot have instances.
• GraphQL does not allow an interface and a type to have the same name.
We have a characteristic kind that is computed automatically and reflects these limitations:
• object designates a concrete (leaf-level) class.
• abstract designates an abstract superclass (GraphQL interface).
If you need to use a concrete superclass, make another superclass and use a naming convention (e.g.,
by adding suffix Base, Common or Interface) for the abstract superclass. For example, consider
modeling Companies and StockExchanges. As you can see, Company inherits CompanyCommon and
does not add any props: the sole purpose is to make it a concrete (leaf-level) class.
objects:
CompanyCommon:
# kind: abstract # automatically assigned
props:
legalName: {min: 1}
listedOn: {range: StockExchange}
ticker: {}
marketCapitalization: {range: decimal}
Company:
inherits: CompanyCommon
# kind: object # automatically assigned
StockExchange:
inherits: CompanyCommon
# kind: object # automatically assigned
props:
totalMarketCapitalization: {range: decimal, descr: "Sum of the market cap of␣
,→all listed companies"}

(For simplicity, we assume that a company can be listed on only one exchange.) In this model, StockExchanges are also Companies and may be listed as well, on themselves or another exchange (listedOn
has domain CompanyCommon). Other interpretations argue that StockExchanges are owned and operated by companies but are not themselves companies.
Concrete superclasses (with kind supertype) may be allowed in the future, by implementing such
naming convention automatically.
Note: The direct inheritance of internal types or interfaces is prohibited. The restriction was added in
order to prevent compatibility issues, because the internal types may evolve alongside the system. This
may cause problems if the client schema is not compatible with the changes done in the new version,
and may potentially require its complete rework.
The following are considered internal: Nameable, Object, HealthCheck, MutationResponse, Literal, AffectedCount, AffectedObjects, and _Service.
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8.5.6 Interface Object
Object instances have some common fields, defined in a GraphQL interface Object:
• id: each RDF node has exactly one IRI. In the future we may decide to support blank nodes that
do not have an IRI, but using such nodes is not a good practice. See Naming Convention and IRI
Processing for details.
• type: the value(s) of rdf:type, zero or more IRIs.
• __typename: business type, a GraphQL introspection field.
– It is a string - GraphQL types have no namespaces.
– It is computed by type discriminators, see Object Typing.
– It returns only one leaf-level concrete type, not multiple inherited interface types.
This is expressed in GraphQL as follows:
"Common Object interface: provides id, type (rdf:type), __typename"
interface Object {
"IRI: Each object has exactly one IRI"
id: ID
"rdf:type. Most but not all objects have some"
type: [ID]!
}

The Object interface is the virtual root of the class hierarchy, as all classes are declared to implement
it.

8.5.7 Interface Nameable
It is very useful to be able to get a single preferred name of an object. The idea is to have a uniform
GraphQL field to access object names, regardless of the specific property used for storing the name.
So we use the class characteristic name to map various RDF props to the same GraphQL field name:
• This characteristic is optional and there is no default (some objects lack a reasonable name).
• If used, the RDF property is designated as mandatory single-valued string in that class.
• So you do not need to define that property explicitly, as it will be generated using the above defaults.
If you declare it, make sure it is mandatory and:
– single-valued string typed. Example: rdfs:label:
and max: "1" could be omitted as they are defaults)

{min:

1}. (range:

string

– multi-valued with range langString or stringOrLangString (no restrictions on max).
Example: rdfs:label: {min: 1, range: langString}.
• By default, the generated property is marked as nonNullable: false. This can be changed
by setting this characteristic to the aliased property itself like in the example below. For more
information, see Nullability.
objects:
Person:
name: fullName
props:
fullName: {rdfProp: "rdfs:label", min: 1, nonNullable: true,␣
,→label: "Name"}

• For simplicity, name always returns a plain string (not a Literal).
• name takes an optional lang: String parameter. For more information, see Language Fetching:
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– It is ignored for datatype string.
– It cannot use the ALL mode because name should return a single value.
– If the lang.fetch spec of the designated property, or the effective lang.fetch option in
the query:

* Includes ALL: this mode is ignored.
* Has a non-empty string value: it will be used to reduce the returned value to a single one

based on that. The same value will be used as parent object filter if such is not already
defined.

* Has no value or an empty one: lang: ANY will be used to ensure that the property has
a value.

* The described behavior can be changed by using the schema level configuration like this
below:

config:
lang: {defaultNameFetch: "ANY", appendDefaultNameFetch: true}

· defaultNameFetch: can be used to change the default pattern used for name loading from the default ANY to something more suitable like en~,NONE,~ (any English
“dialect”, plain string, or any lang). The pattern will be used differently based on the
appendDefaultNameFetch configuration value. Note that this value can be disabled by setting null or empty string, but as a failsafe ANY will be used for the name
loading, as otherwise all values will be loaded from the database.
Warning: If you are planning to execute queries with high depth (more than 6-7
levels of nesting) and the mapped name property has many values in different
languages (more than 30), you may experience performance degradation if the
used filters are very complicated.

Warning: Do not use NONE if you do not expect the mapped name property to
have values without a language as it will cause slow query times.
· appendDefaultNameFetch: specifies how the defaultNameFetch should be
used. If true, the pattern will be appended to any user-defined patterns to ensure
a value would be returned for the name property. If false, the pattern will be used
only if the user does not specify schema, query, and property lang fetch spec. In this
case, if the dataset does not contain a value matching the user criteria, a null will
be returned for the name.
• The name property is marked as read-only. This means that it is excluded from all mutations. If
the value needs to be updated, it should be done via the original assigned property. For more
information about read-only properties, see Immutability.
Warning: This functionality is introduced with version 3.2.0 of the Ontotext Semantic Objects.
Applications using earlier versions need to be updated so that all queries that mutate the name
property directly mutate the referenced property instead.
The following examples show the changes that need to be done in order to migrate any existing
queries that mutate the name property:
– For single-valued string properties like the example below, the changes for the create and
update mutations are as follows:
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objects:
Person:
name: fullName
props:
fullName: {rdfProp: "rdfs:label", min: 1, label: "Name"}

* Create mutation:
mutation {
create_Person(objects:[{
name: "John Doe"
}]) {
person {
id
name
}
}
}

should be changed to
mutation {
create_Person(objects:[{
fullName: "John Doe"
}]) {
person {
id
name
}
}
}

* Update mutation:
mutation {
update_Person(where: {name: {EQ: "John Doe"}}, objects: {
name: "John Richards"
}) {
person {
id
name
}
}
}

should be changed to
mutation {
update_Person(where: {name: {EQ: "John Doe"}}, objects: {
fullName: "John Richards"
}) {
person {
id
name
}
}
}

– For multi-valued langString or stringOrLangString properties like the example below,
the changes for the create and update mutations are as follows:
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objects:
Country:
name: rdfs:label
props:
rdfs:label: {range: langString, min: 1, max: inf, label: "Name",␣
,→lang: { implicit: "en"} }

* Create mutation:
mutation {
create_Country(objects:[{
name: "Bulgaria"
}]) {
country {
id
name
}
}
}

should be changed to
mutation {
create_Country(objects:[{
id: "https://www.geonames.org/732800"
rdfs_label: [
{value: "Bulgaria"}, # default lang is "en"
{value: "Bilgari", lang: "ht"}
]
}]) {
country {
id
name
}
}
}

* Update mutation:
mutation {
update_Country(where: {ID: ["https://www.geonames.org/732800"]}
,→, objects: {
name: "Bulgarien"
}) {
country {
id
name
}
}
}

should be changed to
mutation {
update_Country(where: {ID: ["https://www.geonames.org/732800"]}
,→, objects: {
rdfs_label: [
{
value: [{
{value: "Bulgarien", lang: "de"}
}]
}
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

]
}) {
country {
id
name
}
}
}

If a class uses the name characteristic, it is declared to implement the Nameable interface. This is
expressed in GraphQL as follows:
"Nameable interface: provides name"
interface Nameable {
"Single pref name of an object to represent it. This abstracts from the specific␣
,→RDF prop used as a label, eg x:prefName, skos:prefLabel, rdfs:label"
name(lang: String = "NONE,en~,~"): String @constraints(minCount : 1, maxCount :␣
,→1)
}

Name Example
Consider the following SOML schema:
config: {lang: "BROWSER,ANY"} # first Accept-Header preference, and then any value
objects:
skos:Concept:
name: skos:prefLabel
props:
skos:prefLabel: {max: inf, range: stringOrLangString, min: 1, lang:
,→{validate: "UNIQ"}}
skos:definition: {max: inf, range: stringOrLangString}

Let’s assume the BROWSER Accept-Language is set to "fr, fr-CA".
This will effectively set the schema lang.fetch spec to "fr-CA~,fr~,ANY" because AcceptLanguage uses prefix matching semantics, and the more specific language is sorted first.
Assume data like this:
<https://nomenclature.info/nom/5313>
a skos:Concept;
skos:prefLabel
"Two-Handed Crosscut Saw"@en,
"Godendard"@fr-CA,
"Passe-partout"@fr;
skos:definition
"A tool consisting of a stationary, wide, heavy, serrated blade..."@en,
"Outil composé d'une longue lame dentelée à dos convexe..."@fr.

You can use a query like this to fetch a concept with its single name according to schema preferences,
and all of its available labels and descriptions in any language.
query name_allLabels_allDescr {
skos_Concept(ID:"https://nomenclature.info/nom/5313") {
name
skos_prefLabel (lang:"ALL") {value lang}
skos_definition(lang:"ALL") {value lang}
}
}
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Then the following response is returned. Please note that only one value of name is returned, and it
is a plain string (not array of literals), but all available values of prefLabel (which feeds name) and
definition are returned.
{
"data": [{
"skos_Concept": {
"name": "Godendard",
"skos_prefLabel": [
{"value": "Two-Handed Crosscut Saw", "lang": "en"},
{"value": "Godendard",
"lang": "fr-CA"},
{"value": "Passe-partout",
"lang": "fr"}
],
"skos_definition": [
{"value": "A tool consisting of a stationary, wide, heavy, serrated blade..
,→.", "lang": "en"},
{"value": "Outil composé d'une longue lame dentelée à dos convexe...",
␣
,→
"lang": "fr"}
]
}
}]
}

You can also request name in a specific language:
query frName {
skos_Concept(ID:"https://nomenclature.info/nom/5313") {
name(lang:"fr")
}
}

This is the response:
{
"data": [{
"skos_Concept": {
"name": "Passe-partout"
}
}]
}

Finally, if you request name in a non-existent language, the fallback is used:
You can also request name in a specific language:
query fallbackName {
skos_Concept(ID: "https://nomenclature.info/nom/5313") {
name(lang:"bg")
}
}

This is the response:
{
"data": [{
"skos_Concept": {
"name": "Two-Handed Crosscut Saw"
}
}]
}
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As we display a single value for the name but allow it to point to multiple triples in the database, sometimes slightly confusing results might be returned. For example:
• Filtering by name value, but not getting the same value in the response:
query conceptName {
skos_Concept(where: {name: {IRE: "Two-Handed Crosscut Saw"}}) {
name
}
}

Will result in a response like the one below as the default language is Canadian French:
{
"data": [{
"skos_Concept": {
"name": "Godendard"
}
}]
}

• Filtering by absolute value may not work as expected. The example below will not perform the
filtering via the literal index but rather use string equality:
query conceptName {
skos_Concept(where: {name: {EQ: "Two-Handed Crosscut Saw"}}) {
name
}
}

If new values need to be added to the skos:Concept name property, it should be done via the mapped
skos:prefLabel as follows:
mutation updateConcept {
update_skos_Concept(where: {ID: {EQ: "https://nomenclature.info/nom/5313
,→"}},
objects:{
skos_prefLabel: {
value: {
{value: "Бичкия", lang: "bg"}
}
}
}) {
skos_concept {
name
}
}
}
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8.5.8 SPARQL Federated Objects
SPARQL Federated Objects are a lightweight way of linking the data from multiple SPARQL repositories
using SPARQL Federation in a single SOML schema.
Configuration
If an object has sparqlFederatedService configured, it will be treated as an external one and retrieved over the SPARQL Federation protocol. For example:
FilmRole:
sparqlFederatedService: wikidata

This means that when you query FilmRole, the data will be retrieved from the wikidata service.
Warning: Before using a federated service, you should first declare it.
Federated and non-federated objects can be mixed together. For example:
Character:
props:
role: {range: FilmRole}
FilmRole:
sparqlFederatedService: wikidata
props:
character: {range: Character}

Here, Character is a non-federated object, while FilmRole is a federated one. Notice how both
objects have properties with ranges outside of their own service. Each object can have properties with
ranges local object, federated objects in the same service or federated objects in a different service.
In the query below, the data about character is collected from the local repository, while the data for
role is collected from the federated wikidata service:
query character {
character {
id
role {
id
roleType
}
}
}

Note that the triple linking character and role is expected to be in the character object - therefore
in the local repository.
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Limitations
The SPARQL Federated Objects have some limitations:
• The Federated Objects are read-only. No mutations will be exposed over them.
• Unlike Apollo Federation, in order to use SPARQL Federated Objects, all datasources should be
SPARQL-based.
• SPARQL Federation can have a huge performance impact on the queries. A single GraphQL query
(especially if it has deeper hierarchy and used limits and order) could be split internally into multiple
SPARQL queries. If these queries are federated, then GraphQL will have to perform multiple calls
to the external services.
• It is not allowed to configure an inverseAlias property on a Federated Object whose range is
a Non-Federated Object.
See this tutorial for more details on how to configure and use the Federated SPARQL Objects.

8.5.9 Custom GraphQL Directives
Directives in the GraphQL schema can be used to pass information to the GraphQL consumer without affecting the actual GraphQL behavior. They are completely ignored when performing queries and
mutation, but can be accessed via introspection.
For example, let’s say we have a UI that consumes the GraphQL schema and displays the objects defined in the SOML schema. As we know, the object IDs cannot contain spaces, so an object representing
a film role would be named FilmRole. However, in the UI we would like this object be named Film
Role. So what we can do is:
FilmRole:
meta: {displayName: "Film Role"}

This additional directive does not affect queries and mutations over the FilmRole object. However, it
can be retrieved using introspection:
query {
__type (name: "FilmRole") {
name
appliedDirectives (name: "meta") {
name
args {
name
value
}
}
}
}

This query will return:
{
"data": {
"__type": {
"name": "FilmRole",
"appliedDirectives": [
{
"name": "meta",
"args": [
{
"name": "_",
"value": "\"{\\\"displayName\\\": \\\"Film Role\\\"}\""
(continues on next page)
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}
]
}
]
}
}
}

Note: The appliedDirectives field on the __Type and __Field GraphQL types is not part of the
GraphQL spec. However, it is added as a feature in graphql-java and further extended to support the
name argument.
The meta characteristic of a class is calculated as a union of its own meta characteristic and those of
its parents. For example, in the following hierarchy:
Parent:
kind: abstract
meta: {parentMeta: true}
Child:
inherits: Parent
meta: {childMeta: true}
Child2:
inherits: Parent
meta: {parentMeta: false}

In the GraphQL schema, for the Child object, both parentMeta and childMeta will be present in
the meta directive. At the same time Child2 will overwrite the parentMeta property from the Parent
object and will end up with {parentMeta: false}.
Custom directives can be configured on Property level as well.

8.6 Queries
What’s in this document?
• Example Schema
• Limit and Offset
– Performance Considerations
• OrderBy
– OrderBy Inputs
– Scalar Ordering
• ID Filtering
• Where Filtering
– Comparison Operators
– Logical Connectives
– Where Inputs
– Where Examples: Persons and Articles
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– Where Examples: Star Wars
– Where Examples: Companies
– Scalar Comparisons
• Language Preference for langString Properties
Given a SOML schema, the Semantic Objects generate a powerful query language in the form of
GraphQL Input Objects. These objects can be used as Field Arguments to filter, order, and limit field
queries:
<field> (ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger,
orderBy: <fieldType>_OrderBy, where: <fieldType>_Where_Multi):
[<FieldType>]!

Such arguments are generated for:
• Each SOML object type, as a root query that allows you to find one or more objects of that type.
• Each multi-valued field of every object.
More precisely, the generated arguments depend slightly on the type of field (scalar or object):
<scalarField> (limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger,
orderBy:
_OrderBy, where: <scalarType>_Where_Multi):
[<scalarType>]!
<objectField> (limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, ID: [ID!],
orderBy: <Object>_OrderBy, where: <ObjectType>_Where_Multi):
[<ObjectType>]!

• All scalar fields share the same enum _OrderBy.
• Object fields can be filtered by ID.

8.6.1 Example Schema
Assume the following simple SOML schema:
Film:
name: rdfs:label
props:
director: {max: inf}
episodeId: {range: integer}
desc:
kind: literal
label: Description
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: voc:desc
planet: {descr: "Planets which appear in the Film", max: inf, range: Planet}
Planet:
name: rdfs:label
props:
desc:
kind: literal
label: Description
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: voc:desc
climate:
diameter: {label: "Diameter in Km", range: integer}
film: {descr: "Films which the planet appeared in", max: inf, range: Film}
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The following GraphQL schema is generated:
# business objects
type Film implements Nameable & Object {
id: ID
type(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy: _
,→OrderBy, where: ID_Where_Multi): [ID]!
name: String
episodeId: Integer
desc(value: String_Where, lang: String): Literal
director(limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy: _OrderBy,␣
,→where: String_Where_Multi, lang: String): [String]!
planet(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Planet_OrderBy, where: Planet_Where_Multi, lang: String): [Planet]!
}
type Planet implements Nameable & Object {
id: ID
type(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy: _
,→OrderBy, where: ID_Where_Multi): [ID]!
name: String
desc(value: String_Where, lang: String): Literal
climate: String
diameter: Integer
film(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy: Film_
,→OrderBy, where: Film_Where_Multi, lang: String): [Film]!
}
# root queries
type Query {
object(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Object_OrderBy, where: Object_Where_Multi, lang: String): [Object!]
film (ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy: Film_
,→OrderBy,
where: Film_Where_Multi, lang: String):
[Film!]
planet(ID: [ID!], limit: PositiveInteger, offset: PositiveInteger, orderBy:␣
,→Planet_OrderBy, where: Planet_Where_Multi, lang: String): [Planet!]
}

The
generated
input
objects
for
order
(<fieldType>_OrderBy)
(<fieldType>_Where_Multi) are described in further sections.

and

filter

8.6.2 Limit and Offset
The limit and offset arguments allow you to take a slice of the total results for a root query or multivalue field and implement pagination. (There is no way to find the total number of results without getting
the last one.)
Performance Considerations
Important performance considerations to keep in mind:
• limit and where are optional, so you can request all objects of a certain type, all values of a
multi-value field, or even all object in the system.
• This is potentially very expensive, so you should always provide where filters and/or limits.
• orderBy on a large result set is always expensive (even with limit) because GraphDB needs
to find all results and then sort them in memory.
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• Deeply nested GraphQL queries can also be very expensive, even if you provide reasonable limits
on every level. You should ensure that the number of results per level does not grow in a geometric
progression.
• The Semantic Objects include some Denial of Service safeguards that refuse overly complex
queries (over 15 levels), limit the number of results (total 100k triples), and timeout queries that
are too slow.

8.6.3 OrderBy
Ordering features (what you can order by):
• You can use any single-value field to order its parent (multi-valued) object.
• You can order by several fields by putting them into a dictionary. The dictionary order determines
the majority of ordering. (Note: this slightly contravenes the GraphQL spec that uses ordered dicts
for busness Objects but not for input dicts: “Input object should be […] an unordered map supplied
by a variable. […] The result of coercion is an unordered map.”)
• You can order by a chain of nested fields, as soon as each one is single-valued.
• You can order a scalar array by its values.
The following example illustrates all these points (assuming altName is a string multi-valued field):
query companiesByCountryCodeThenName {
company(orderBy: {country: {gn_countryCode: ASC}, name: ASC}) {
id name
country {
id name
altName(orderBy: ASC)
gn_countryCode
}
}
}

OrderBy Inputs
A specifies ordering by using order field specifications, which are nested Input Objects. To implement
the features described above, we generate the following ordering arguments (Input Object types):
• All scalars are ordered the same way, so they share enum _OrderBy that specifies the ordering
direction (ASC/DESC).
• Every single-value field of an object gets an ordering argument corresponding to its type.
– Only single-value fields are orderable, as we cannot be sure which value to use for a multivalue field.
– All objects are orderable because they have at least one orderable field: id.
– We use _typename with one underscore because two underscores are reserved for
GraphQL Introspection:
“The input field must not have a name which begins with the characters “__” (two
underscores)”.
• name gets the same _OrderBy. The field used as name (e.g., for Film and Planet below that
is rdfs:label) does not get such an argument because it would be redundant.
• The built-in types Interface Object and Literal also get respective ordering Input types.
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"Ordering of scalars"
enum _OrderBy {ASC DESC}
"Order fields of Object"
input Object_OrderBy {
id:
_OrderBy
_typename: _OrderBy
}
"Order fields of Literal"
input Literal_OrderBy {
value:
_OrderBy
type:
_OrderBy
lang:
_OrderBy
}
"Order fields of Film"
input Film_OrderBy {
id:
_OrderBy
_typename: _OrderBy
name:
_OrderBy
episodeId: _OrderBy
}
"Order fields of Planet"
input Planet_OrderBy {
id:
_OrderBy
_typename: _OrderBy
name:
_OrderBy
climate:
_OrderBy
diameter:
_OrderBy
}

You could get all objects in the system ordered by _typename then id with a query like this. (But that
would be a very bad idea, see Performance Considerations.)
query AllObjects(orderBy: {_typename: ASC, id: DESC}) {
id
__typename
}

Scalar Ordering
Here are some details about how scalars are ordered. These details come from the GraphDB SPARQL
query processor and you can check them with a query like the following (try also to change the direction
to DESC()):
prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
prefix my: <http://example.org/>
base <http://example.org/>
select * {
values ?x {
"0001-01-01T00:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime "0001-01-01"^^xsd:date
"z" "1" "2"
"z"@en "z"@en-GB "z"@fr "1"@en "1"@en-GB "1"@fr
undef
002 2 002.000 2.0 "002.000"^^xsd:double "2.0"^^xsd:double
001 1 001.000 1.0 "001.000"^^xsd:double "1.0"^^xsd:double
"1"^^my:foo "1"^^my:bar "2"^^my:baz
<foo> <http://example.org/bar> my:baz <mailto:foo@example.org> <geo:42.68,23.
,→21> <urn:uuid:1234> <urn:isbn:4567>
(continues on next page)
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}
} order by ASC(?x)

Values are grouped by kind. The ordering of these groups is as follows in the ASC (ascending) direction:
• Null (undef): when the ordering field is null for some objects. Check the Null Handling section
below for more information.
• IRIs, ordered alphabetically (prefixed and relative IRIs are expanded), e.g.,:
geo:42.68,23.21 http://example.org/bar http://example.org/baz http://example.
,→org/foo mailto:foo@example.org urn:isbn:4567 urn:uuid:1234

• Numeric values ordered numerically: see Lexical vs Value Space for details.
(Note:
the Turtle/SPARQL shortcuts 002 and 002.000 mean "002"^^xsd:integer and "002.
000"^^xsd:decimal, respectively):
"001"^^xsd:integer "1"^^xsd:integer "001.000"^^xsd:decimal "1.0"^^xsd:decimal
,→"001.000"^^xsd:double "1.0"^^xsd:double
"002"^^xsd:integer "2"^^xsd:integer "002.000"^^xsd:decimal "2.0"^^xsd:decimal
,→"002.000"^^xsd:double "2.0"^^xsd:double

• Dates ordered chronologically:
"000001-01-01"^^xsd:date "0001-01-01"^^xsd:date "0001-01-02"^^xsd:date

• dateTimes ordered chronologically (please note these are not comparable to dates):
"0001-01-01T00:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime "000001-01-01T00:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime

• Datatyped literals (other than numbers, dates, and dateTimes), ordered first by datatype then by
value:
"1"^^my:bar "2"^^my:baz "1"^^my:foo

• langStrings are ordered only by value and ignore the language. Note the order is not guaranteed if multiple triples have the same value in multiple languages:
"1"@en "1"@en-GB "1"@fr "z"@en "z"@en-GB "z"@fr

or:
"1"@fr "1"@en "1"@en-GB "z"@en-GB "z"@fr "z"@en

• Plain strings:
"1"^^xsd:string "2"^^xsd:string "z"^^xsd:string

The order is stable, i.e., equal values of the same kind are emitted in the same order as encountered.
If you use DESC (descending), the order is reversed, so for example nulls come last. See Null Handling
for more information. However, stability is preserved, which means that ASC and DESC are not complete
inverses of each other.
Other SPARQL implementations may use different ordering between the groups. GitHub issue sparql12#88 may lead to standardization of ordering in SPARQL 1.2.
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Null Handling
While in SPARQL undefined values (undef) are placed in the results based on the ordering directions,
the Semantic Objects always emit them at the end. This ensures that the relevant results are always
retrieved first, helping to build UI components that would never have an empty first result page.
Note: The Semantic Objects alway emits the NULL values at the end, regardless of the sorting direction.

8.6.4 ID Filtering
To find objects or subobjects by IRI, you can use the argument ID. It is a convenient shortcut, as ID:
... means the same as id: {IN: ...}. It takes single or multiple IRIs as argument, represented
as strings. (You can omit the brackets around a singleton array value.)
Some examples (for brevity, we will use values like "foo" "bar" that are not really valid IRIs):
• Object by fixed IRI(s)
{object (ID:"foo") {id name}}
{object (ID:["foo","bar"]) {id name}}

• Object by IRI and then accessing its subobject by IRI(s):
{object(ID:"foo") {id name
subobject(ID:"bar") {id name}}}
{object(ID:"foo") {id name
subobject(ID:["bar","baz"]) {id name}}}

• Object by fixed IRI(s) of a sub-object. Please note that this query is different from the previous
one: it finds objects that have a sub-object with a given IRI.
{object (where: {subobject: {ID:"foo"}})
{id name}}
{object (where: {subobject: {ID:["foo","bar"]}}) {id name}}

• Object by fixed external IRI(s). These are scalar fields of type iri, so you need to use the comparison operators described in the following sections.
{object (where: {websiteUrl: {IN:"foo"}})
{id name}}
{object (where: {websiteUrl: {IN:["foo","bar"]}}) {id name}}

8.6.5 Where Filtering
For top-level queries and multi-valued fields, you can use the where argument that expresses a
search/filter condition in a structured way (an Input Object similar to a JSON dictionary), using field
names (including nested fields), comparison operators (e.g., LT) and Boolean operators (e.g., OR). This
takes care of 80% of the simple cases (comparing a field to a constant, checking for existence, and
combinations thereof), and offers query writing assistance and validation.
Our where syntax is inspired by Hasura, a GraphQL implementation over PostgreSQL. See Hasura’s
query manual and query API reference for more details.
Each where field represents a filter clause.
• Each clause must be satisfied for the filter to match (implicit AND).
• It is enough to find one instance of matching fields or nested fields (implicit EXISTS).
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We first illustrate each comparison operator and logical connective with an example, then describe the
Where Input objects (formal grammar), and finally give more extensive examples.
For our demonstration purposes here, we give many examples in one or two lines in order to fit in more;
normally you would place each field and closing bracket on a separate line (this is what GraphiQL’s
Prettify button does).
Comparison Operators
Clauses can reference an object field followed by a comparison operator or nested field access.
• Comparison operators come in pairs:
– EQ:NEQ: equality/inequality.
– IN:NIN: inside/outside of an array of values (put them in square brackets). Brackets around
a single value are optional, so all the queries below do the same. However, for clarity you
should use IN for multiple values, and EQ for single values:
{object (where: {field: {EQ:3}})
{name}}
{object (where: {field: {IN:[3]}}) {name}}
{object (where: {field: {IN:3}})
{name}}

– LT:GTE and LTE:GT: comparison of numbers, strings or dates (less-than, greater-than-orequal, less-than-or-equal, greater-than)
– RE:NRE and IRE:NIRE: regular expression match or mismatch (N) for strings or IRIs. The I
variants make case-insensitive comparisons, using Unicode alphabet collation.
Warning:
Regex comparison is slow, so you should only use it on small result sets.
• Please note that SPARQL logic is 3-valued: true, false and undef (in case the input field is
missing), so it is possible for both of these to be unsatisfied:
{object (where: {field: {EQ:3}}) {id name}}
{object (where: {field: {NEQ:3}}) {id name}}
,→from 3

# looks for a value equal to 3
# looks for a value different␣

• To access nested fields, nest them in further input objects:
query BulgarianCompanies {
company (where: {country: {gn_countryCode: {EQ: "BG"}}}) {
id name
country {id name gn_countryCode}
}
}

The following table shows which comparisons are applicable to which scalar types:
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Datatypes
iri
string

unsignedByte unsignedShort unsignedLong unsignedInt integer positiveInteger nonPositiveInteger negativeInteger nonNegativeInteger positiveFloat nonPositiveFloat negativeFloat nonNegativeFloat double decimal
date time dateTime year yearMonth
boolean

Comparisons
EQ NEQ IN NIN
RE NRE IRE NIRE
EQ NEQ IN NIN LT
GT LTE GTE RE
NRE IRE NIRE
EQ NEQ IN NIN LT
GT LTE GTE
EQ NEQ IN NIN LT
GT LTE GTE
EQ NEQ IN NIN LT
GT LTE GTE

To compare literals and union datatypes (literal, langString, stringOrLangString, dateOrYearOrMonth) you need to access their value subfield. You can then use all comparison operators.
Note: When filtering by dateTime, the following formats will be accepted:
(where: {dateTimeRegular: {GT: "2016-06-23T09:07:20"}})
(where: {dateTimeRegular: {GT: "2016-06-23T09:07:20Z"}})

The following would not be accepted:
(where:dateTimeRegular:{GT: "2016-06-23T09:07:20.000"}})

Logical Connectives
You can use the following logical connectives:
• AND (conjunction) is implicit between clauses in the same input object
– To compare two fields of the same object, just put them together in the same dict. E.g., search
for people by birth date and name (Note: commas are optional in GraphQL):
{person (where: {birthDate: {EQ:"2010-01-01"}, name: {IRE:"smith"}})
,→{name}}

– To apply two comparisons to one field (e.g., a range check), just put them together in the same
dict. E.g., search for people born between 2010 and 2015 (exclusive). Note: this compares
birthDate directly, so it assumes a declaration like birthDate: {range: date} (and
not a literal):
{person (where: {birthDate: {GTE:"2010-01-01", LT:"2015-01-01"}}) {name}}

– AND is an explicit conjunction. You will need to use it in two cases:
1. To check two different instances of the same field. For example, look for people who
have siblings born on two different dates:
{person (where: {AND: [{sibling: {birthDate: {EQ:"2010-01-01"}}},
{sibling: {birthDate: {EQ:"2015-01-01"}}}]}) {
name
sibling {name birthDate}}}

* You cannot write this query using IN because that would look for one sibling born on
any of the dates:
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{person (where: {sibling: {birthDate: {IN: ["2010-01-01","2015-01-01
,→"}}}]) {
name
sibling {name birthDate}}}

* However, if the sibling field being checked has multiple values or can match several

times, such a check could still match a single node. The example query below will
match a person with a single sibling named “John-Jane”:
{person (where: {AND: [{sibling: {name: {IRE: "john"}}},
{sibling: {name: {IRE: "jane"}}}]}) {
name
sibling {name}}}

2. To make two comparisons on one field using the same operator. (Note: this is only
needed for the string operators RE IRE NRE NIRE.)

* Imagine you need to check for two words, “cheese” and “ham”, in any order. If you
use AND at the outer level, there is no guarantee the same “title” value will be used:
{article: (where: {AND: [{title: {IRE: "cheese"}},
{title: {IRE: "ham"}}]}) {
title}}

* So it is better to make the conjunction at the operator level:
{article: (where: {title: {AND: [{IRE: "cheese"},
{IRE: "ham"}]}}) {
title}}

* You could also do it with a single more expensive regex:
{article: (where: {title: {IRE: "cheese.*ham|ham.*cheese"}}) {
title}}

• OR takes an array of clauses and applies a disjunction.
– For example, look for people named “john” (first name) or “smith” (last name):
{person (where: {OR: [{firstName: {IRE: "john"}},
{lastName: {IRE: "smith"}}]}) {
firstName lastName}}

– If you need to check for one of several values in the same field, it is easier to use RE with |
(for text comparison) or IN (for fixed values). For example, look for “smith” or “jones” in last
name:
{person (where: {lastName: {IRE: "smith|jones"}}) {
lastName}}

– Look for a person born on one of two dates:
{person (where: {birthDate: {IN: ["2010-01-01","2015-01-01"]}}) {
name birthDate}}}

– You can use OR at the operator level if you need a disjunction of two comparisons on the
same field. This query looks for articles with rating (a decimal number) outside the range
1..3:
{article (where: {rating: {OR: [{LT:1} {GT:3}]}}) {
title rating}}
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• NOT negates a clause. Most of the time you will not need it because you can use negation at the
operator level. But you may need it for some complicated tests.
• EXISTS is implicit when checking fields and sub-fields (one value is enough to satisfy the condition).
• ALL is applicable to multi-valued fields and checks that all values satisfy the condition. For example, find people all of whose siblings are young babies (as of 2019):
{person (where: {ALL: {sibling: {birthDate: {GTE: "2019-01-01"}}}}) {
name
sibling {name birthDate}}}

• Note that a person without any siblings will also be returned by the above query (a vacuous truth),
so you may want to add an existence check:
{person (where: {ALL: {sibling: {birthDate: {GTE: "2019-01-01"}}}
sibling: {birthDate: {GTE: "2019-01-01"}}}) {
name
sibling {name birthDate}}}

• For such cases you can use the ALL_EXISTS shortcut. It is applicable to multi-valued fields and
checks both ALL and EXISTS. The example query below finds people who have young baby
siblings, and only such siblings:
{person (where: {ALL_EXISTS: {sibling: {birthDate: {GTE: "2019-01-01"}}}}) {
name
sibling {name birthDate}}}

Please note that ALL is expensive since it involves a SPARQL condition FILTER NOT EXISTS. We
have implemented query optimizations that use the GraphDB cardinality statistics (similar to what is
printed in the Explain Plan) to convert such clause to DISTINCT or MINUS in appropriate cases.
ALL_EXISTS is even more expensive since it combines a FILTER NOT EXISTS with FILTER EXISTS
Where Inputs
The definition of the where “formal grammar” is in the form of Input Objects added to the generated GraphQL schema. By using these definitions, your query development environment (GraphiQL,
GraphQL Playground or similar) should provide efficient assistance for writing where queries.
Here is an example from Ontotext’s Star Wars API demo service:

The GraphiQL UI guides you with autocompletion to easily enter a query like this one:
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{
starship(where: {cargoCapacity: {LT:100}}) {
id
name
cargoCapacity
}
}

For every GraphQL object type (including Literal) we generate two input objects.
• <Type>_Where is used in contexts where the type appears in a single-value field.
• <Type>_Where_Multi is used in contexts where the type appears in a mutli-value field. The
difference is that this one has the connectives ALL and ALL_EXISTS.
• You can use logical connectives AND OR NOT to make compound comparisons using the same
inputs. (The first two take an array of comparisons.)
• Both inputs enumerate all object fields, both scalar and object.
• The prop mapped to the name characteristic (if any) is skipped since you can filter by field name.
"<Type> comparisons, single-value fields"
input <Type>_Where {
"Check by id"
ID:
[ID!]
"Conjunction of <Type> comparisons" AND:
[<Type>_Where!]
"Disjunction of <Type> comparisons" OR:
[<Type>_Where!]
"Negation of <Type> comparison"
NOT:
<Type>_Where
# for each single-value field (scalar except "name", or object):
"<single_field> comparisons"
single_field: <single_field_Type>_Where
# for each multi-value field (scalar, or object):
"<multi_field> comparisons"
multi_field: <multi_field_Type>_Where_Multi
}
"<Type> comparisons, multi-value fields"
input <Type>_Where_Multi {
"Check by id"
ID:
[ID!]
"Conjunction of <Type> comparisons" AND:
[<Type>_Where_Multi!]
"Disjunction of <Type> comparisons" OR:
[<Type>_Where_Multi!]
"Negation of <Type> comparison"
NOT:
<Type>_Where_Multi
"ForAll for <Type>"
ALL:
<Type>_Where_Multi
"ForAll and Exists for <Type>"
ALL_EXISTS:
<Type>_Where_Multi
# for each single-value field (scalar except "name", or object):
"<single_field> comparisons"
single_field: <single_field_Type>_Where
# for each multi-value field (scalar or object):
"<multi_field> comparisons"
multi_field: <multi_field_Type>_Where_Multi
}

For every scalar type we also generate two input objects.
• Similarly to the above, one is for single-value fields, the other for multi-value fields.
• They also add the appropriate logical connectives.
• NOT is excluded at this level because you can use negation at the operator level (e.g., NIN is the
negation of IN).
• They enumerate the appropriate comparison operators for that scalar. For example, Int and Date
have the following comparisons:
"Int comparisons, single-value fields"
input Int_Where {
"Equal to Int"
EQ:
"Not equal to Int"
NEQ:
"In list of Int"
IN:

Int
Int
[Int!]
(continues on next page)
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"Not in list of Int"
"Less than Int"
"Less or equal to Int"
"Greater than Int"
"Greater or equal to Int"
"Conjunction of Int comparisons"
"Disjunction of Int comparisons"

NIN:
LT:
LTE:
GT:
GTE:
AND:
OR:

[Int!]
Int
Int
Int
Int
[Int_Where!]
[Int_Where!]

EQ:
NEQ:
IN:
NIN:
LT:
LTE:
GT:
GTE:
AND:
OR:
ALL:
ALL_EXISTS:

Int
Int
[Int!]
[Int!]
Int
Int
Int
Int
[Int_Where_Multi!]
[Int_Where_Multi!]
Int_Where_Multi
Int_Where_Multi

}
"Int comparisons, multi-value fields"
input Int_Where_Multi {
"Equal to Int"
"Not equal to Int"
"In list of Int"
"Not in list of Int"
"Less than Int"
"Less or equal to Int"
"Greater than Int"
"Greater or equal to Int"
"Conjunction of Int comparisons"
"Disjunction of Int comparisons"
"ForAll for Int"
"All and Exists for Int"
}

• Finally, String and ID have the additional comparison operators RE IRE NRE NIRE:
"String comparisons, single-value fields"
input String_Where {
"Equal to String"
EQ:
"Not equal to String"
NEQ:
"In list of String"
IN:
"Not in list of String"
NIN:
"Less than String"
LT:
"Less or equal to String"
LTE:
"Greater than String"
GT:
"Greater or equal to String"
GTE:
"Regex match"
RE:
"Case-insensitive regex match"
IRE:
"Regex mismatch"
NRE:
"Case-insensitive regex mismatch"
NIRE:
"Conjunction of String comparisons" AND:
"Disjunction of String comparisons" OR:
}
"String comparisons, single-value fields"
input String_Where_Multi {
"Equal to String"
EQ:
"Not equal to String"
NEQ:
"In list of String"
IN:
"Not in list of String"
NIN:
"Less than String"
LT:
"Less or equal to String"
LTE:
"Greater than String"
GT:
"Greater or equal to String"
GTE:
"Regex match"
RE:
"Case-insensitive regex match"
IRE:
"Regex mismatch"
NRE:
"Case-insensitive regex mismatch"
NIRE:
"Conjunction of String comparisons" AND:
"Disjunction of String comparisons" OR:

String
String
[String!]
[String!]
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
[String_Where!]
[String_Where!]

String
String
[String!]
[String!]
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
[String_Where_Multi!]
[String_Where_Multi!]
(continues on next page)
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"ForAll for String"
"All and Exists for String"

ALL:
String_Where_Multi
ALL_EXISTS: String_Where_Multi

}

Where Examples: Persons and Articles
Now that you are familiar with the grammar of where queries, let’s look at more complex examples. We
start with some examples about articles and persons.
• persons with some article with rating>=4, ordered by name
{person (where: {article: {rating: {GTE:4}}} orderBy: {name:ASC}) {
name}}

• same, but also return those articles, ordered by title
{person (where: {article: {rating: {GTE:4}}} orderBy: {name:ASC}) {
id name
article (where: {rating: {GTE:4}} orderBy: {title:ASC}) {
id title}}}

• person by name, and his articles
{person (where: {name: {EQ: "A.U.Thor"}}) {
id
article {id name}}}

• persons named “smith” (case insensitive)
{person (where: {name: {IRE:"smith"}}) {
id name}}

• articles whose titles start with Pizza (case-sensitive)
{article (where: {title: {RE:"^Pizza"}}) {
id title}}

• persons named “smith” who wrote any article with “pizza” in the title (case-insensitive)
{person (where: {name: {IRE:"smith"}
article: {title: {IRE:"pizza"}}}) {
name
article {title}}}

Where Examples: Star Wars
Below are some examples that you can try on Ontotext’s Star Wars API demo service. See the blog
post A New Hope: The Rise of the Knowledge Graph (Navigating through the Star Wars universe with
knowledge graphs, SPARQL and GraphQL) for an explanation of the data model.
You can compare these to similar queries at the GraphCool SWAPI.
• find ships with cargo capacity between 110 and 150 tons:
{starship (where: {cargoCapacity: {GTE:110, LTE:150}}) {
name cargoCapacity}}

• find ships that have only tall pilots (over 180cm), have at least one such pilot, and return all their
pilots:
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{starship (where: {ALL_EXISTS: {pilot: {height: {GT:180}}}}) {
name
pilot {name height}}}

• we can express this in a more verbose manner through double negation (for ALL) and repeating
the clause (for EXISTS). In the above case the Platform optimizes in the second clause: it looks
for EXISTS pilot but does not expand the condition further ({height: {GT:180}}). This
optimization is not possible if you write out the second clause in full.
{starship (where: {NOT: {pilot: {NOT: {height: {GT:180}}}}
pilot: {height: {GT:180}}}) {
name
pilot {name height}}}

• find ships that have pilots that also drive a vehicle whose name contains “a”, and return all those
ships, pilots and vehicles. Unfortunately we need to repeat the same sub-condition in the ship,
pilot and vehicle filters (unlike field fragments, there are no “filter fragments” to let us reuse filters):
{starship (where: {pilot: {vehicle: {name: {IRE: "a"}}}}) {name
pilot (where: {vehicle: {name: {IRE: "a"}}}) {name
vehicle (where: {name: {IRE: "a"}}) {name}}}}

• find ships that do not have tall pilots driving a vehicle whose name contains “a”, and return the
ships, pilots and vehicles.
{starship (where: {NOT: {pilot: {height: {GT:180}
vehicle: {name: {IRE: "a"}}}}})
{name
pilot {name height
vehicle {name}}}}

Note that the last query returns:
• starships without any pilot (e.g., “Calamari Cruiser”)
• pilots that do not drive a vehicle (e.g., “Darth Vader” of “TIE Advanced x1”)
• pilots without any height (e.g., “Arvel Crynyd” of “A-wing”)
• tall pilots that drive a vehicle but it has no “a” in the name (e.g., “Obi-Wan Kenobi” who drives
“Tribubble bongo”)
Where Examples: Companies
Query examples about companies:
• Bulgarian companies with any funding transaction. The empty dict funding: {} just checks for
existence
{country (ID:"http://sws.geonames.org/732800/") {
company (where: {funding: {}}) {
id name}}}

• companies with a funding transaction of over $1M, and their three largest fundings
{company (where: {funding: {amount: {GT:1.0}}}) {
id name
funding (where: {amount: {GT:1.0}, orderBy: {amount:DESC}, limit:3}) {
date amount}}}

• companies founded between 2015 and 2019 (exclusive)
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{company (limit: 100, where: {foundedOn: {GTE:"2015-01-01", LT:"2019-01-01"}}) {
id name foundedOn}}

• companies located in cities within a geo bounding box (between Pazardzhik and Veliko Tarnovo in
Bulgaria)
{company (where: {city: {wgs_lat: {GTE:42.384992, LTE:43.009443},
wgs_long: {GTE:24.353453, LTE:25.613992}}}) {
id name
city {name}}}

• companies of two given Bulgarian legal types, limited to 100
{company (limit: 100,
where: {cg_type: {skos_notation: {IN: ["BG:EAD", "BG:AD"]}}}) {
id name
type {name skos_notation}}}

The following queries find funding transactions targeting a Bulgarian company (in our model each transaction has only one target company):
• starting from the country
{country (ID: "http://sws.geonames.org/732800/") {
company (where: {funding: {}}) {
name
funding {amount date}}}}

• starting from the company
{company (where: {funding: {}
country: {ID: "http://sws.geonames.org/732800/"}}) {
name
funding {amount date}}}

• starting from the funding
{transaction (where: {company: {country: {ID: "http://sws.geonames.org/732800/"}}}
,→) {
amount date
company {name}}}

Scalar Comparisons
Scalars are compared according to their value (and not their lexical string), using the same logic illustrated in Scalar Ordering. For example, "2"^^xsd:integer = "002.000"^^xsd:double.
To ensure this, we implement EQ using SPARQL IN (...) rather than a direct value pattern. IN or =
is a bit slower than a direct value pattern, but the GraphDB literal index makes it fast enough.
We also normalize scalar values on output, so "002.000"^^xsd:double stored in GraphDB will be
returned as "2"^^xsd:double. While numerical values are comparable across datatypes, the normalization never changes the datatype.
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8.6.6 Language Preference for langString Properties
The lang argument can be used to pass the preferred language(s) to be fetched when selecting
langString or stringOrLangString properties. The argument is applied to each generated query
and on each complex property selection. This allows changing the default languages at each query level
if needed.
The following example illustrates this:
query films {
film(lang: "en,fr") {
id
name
desc {
value lang
}
planet(lang: "ALL") {
id
name
desc {
value lang
}
}
}
}

For this query, we have defined that we want to retrieve the only English or French language value
from the multi-language properties, and at planet property level we want all values for the multi-valued
sub-properties.
For more details on the lang argument format and how to use it, check the Filtering Literal Values
tutorial.

8.7 Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
What’s in this document?
• Role Definitions (Objects and Schema)
• Semantic Objects Role Definitions
– Default Role Overwrite
• Actions
• NotActions
• Action and NotAction Precedence
• RBAC Filters
– Filters in Mutations
– Combining Filters
• Schema Management RBAC
When a GraphQL query or mutation is invoked from a client, the Semantic Objects control which information is returned, as well as which data can be modified in the case of a mutation.
This is achieved by using declarative role based access control (RBAC). Declarative RBACs access
to GraphQL Queries, Mutations, Objects, Nested Objects, and Object properties. It also provides fine-
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grained access management of Semantic Objects. Using RBAC, you can segregate duties within a team
and grant users the precise level or amount of access that they need to perform their jobs.
You can follow the RBAC tutorial that applies security constraints to a Star Wars (SWAPI) schema.

8.7.1 Role Definitions (Objects and Schema)
A role definition is a collection of triplets called actions with the format <object>/<property>/
<operation>. It lists the object/property that can be read, written (create/update), or deleted.
Roles can be defined as high-level, e.g., owner/admin, or specific, such as a user with access to a
particular property of a particular object.
If the user does not have an assigned role, a default one will be assigned. Requests with missing role
claims (no role has been included) or roles that are not defined within the RBAC declaration will fall back
to the Default role. It will restrict all access by default, but it can be redefined.
In such a case, it is a best practice to declare roles within the Semantic Objects schema, which can be
registered to users with the lowest level of access to get their job done.
Role definitions are declared in two places:
• Semantic Object Schema: RBAC controls across the query/mutation of the objects/properties contained within a particular schema.
Note: Role based access controls that control the Semantic Objects can also be
exposed and accessible via GraphQL introspection queries when the security.
exposeInGraphQl is set to true.
• Schema Management: RBAC controls for Schema Management endpoints (Create/Update/Delete
and Bind Schema).
Note: Role based access controls that control Schema Management are declared in a
distinct and separate schema.
The Semantic Objects schema is to be augmented with role definitions.
Note: Use the same Role IDs/names that are declared in FusionAuth.
More information about FusionAuth can be found in the Authentication and Identity section.

8.7.2 Semantic Objects Role Definitions
The following schema is a sub-set of schema.yaml and describes a Star Wars Character object with
its child objects Human and Droid.
The RBACs for these object definitions are declared within the rbac: section of the schema.
id: /soml/swapi
label:
Star Wars API
creator: http://ontotext.com
created: 2019-06-15
updated: 2019-06-16
versionInfo: 0.1
specialPrefixes:
base_iri:

https://swapi.co/resource/
(continues on next page)
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vocab_iri:
vocab_prefix:

https://swapi.co/vocabulary/
voc

objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
descr: "A character in a star wars film"
name: rdfs:label
props:
eyeColor: {descr: "Characters eye color"}
hairColor: {descr: "Characters hair color"}
homeworld: {label: "Characters homeworld(planet)", range: Planet}
Human:
prefix: "human/"
descr: "Modern humans (Homo sapiens, primarily ssp. Homo sapiens sapiens)...."
inherits: Character
props:
uniqueHumanProperty: {label: "Unique Human Property"}
Droid:
prefix: "droid/"
descr: "Artificial sentient beings"
inherits: Character
props:
uniqueDroidProperty: {label: "Unique Droid Property"}
Film:
descr: "Star Wars is an American epic space-opera media franchise created by␣
,→George Lucas. The franchise began with the eponymous 1977 film and quickly␣
,→became a worldwide pop-culture phenomenon, with many more films."
type: ["voc:Film"]
typeProp: "rdf:type"
name: "rdfs:label"
props:
character: {descr: "characters in the film", max: inf, range: Character}
desc: {label: "Description"}
director: {descr: "Film Director"}
episodeId: {range: integer}
openingCrawl: {descr: "Opening Crawl or intro"}
planet: {descr: "Planets which in appear in the Film", max: inf, range:␣
,→Planet}
releaseDate: {descr: "Film release date", range: date}
Planet:
descr: "The fictional universe of the Star Wars franchise features multiple␣
,→planets and moons"
type: ["voc:Planet"]
typeProp: "rdf:type"
name: "rdfs:label"
props:
desc: {label: "Description"}
diameter: {label: "Diameter in Km", range: integer}
gravity: {label: "Gravitational pressure m/s squared"}
orbitalPeriod: {label: "Orbital period in days", range: integer}
population: {range: integer}
rotationPeriod: {label: "Rotation period in hours", range: integer}
surfaceWater: {label: "Surface water in m cubed", range: integer}
terrain: {label: "Planets terrain"}
film: {descr: "Films which the planet appeared in", max: inf, range: Film}
resident: {descr: "Characters which are resident on the planet", range:␣
,→Character, max: inf}
(continues on next page)
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climate: {label: "Planets climate"}
rbac:
roles:
# Default role which does not need to be configured or declared. Included for␣
,→completeness.
Default:
description: "Default role, which does not need to be declared restricts all␣
,→access read, write and delete"
notActions: [
"*/*/*"
]
# Example role definitions which needs to be declared by the user:
Admin:
description: "Administrator role, can read, write and delete objects"
actions: [
"*/*/*"
]
ReadOnly:
description: "User which can read all Objects and properties"
actions: [
"*/*/read"
]
NoDroidReader:
description: "Role which can read everything except Droid Objects and␣
,→properties"
actions: [
"*/*/read"
]
notActions: [
"Droid/*/read"
]
DroidMgr:
description: "Role which can write any property of a Droid, but nothing else"
actions: [
"Droid/*/write"
]
DroidPropertyMgr:
description: "Role which can read and write the id, type and name properties␣
,→of a droid"
actions: [
"Droid/id/read",
"Droid/type/read",
"Droid/name*/read",
"Droid/id/write",
"Droid/type/write",
"Droid/name*/write",
]
HumanImporter:
description: "Role that can write & delete Human properties but cannot read␣
,→them. Used for importing humans."
actions: [
"Human/*/write",
"Human/*/delete"
]
CharacterRead:
description: "Role which can read all Character properties"
actions: [
"Character/*/read"
]
HumanRead:
(continues on next page)
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description: "Role which can read all Human properties"
actions: [
"Human/*/read"
]

As we see here, multiple roles are defined in the rbac section defining different access to objects and
properties.
Default Role Overwrite
To redefine the Default role, simply add it to the schema:
Example:
rbac:
roles:
Default:
description: "Overwriting the Default role, which will allow read access to␣
,→all users without a role"
actions: [
"*/*/read"
]

Here, we have overwritten the Default role to give read access to all users that do not have a role
specified.

8.7.3 Actions
Action permissions specify the data operations that the role is allowed to perform on Semantic Objects
or Semantic Object properties.
• If a role has read access to a Semantic Object, then that user/role can perform a root level query
and query/read these object types within nested queries.
• If a role has write access to a Semantic Object, then that user/role can perform a root level create
or update mutation operation and update these object types within nested queries.
• If a role has delete access to a Semantic Object, then that user/role can perform a root level delete
mutation operation and delete these object types within nested queries.
The action grammar for Semantic Objects is as follows:
{Object Regular Expression}/{Property Regular Expression}/read|write|delete|
Currently, only * is allowed for {Object Regular Expression} and {Property Regular Expression}.
Action
"*/*/*"
"*/*/read"
"*/*/write"
"*/*/delete"
"Human/*/write"
"*/id/*"
"Dro*/name*/read"
"Human/*/delete"

Description/notes
Read/Write/Delete access to all objects and all properties
Read (Query) access to all objects and all properties
Write (Create) access to all objects and all properties
Delete mutation operation access to all object and all properties
Write access to all Human object properties
Read/Write/Delete access to the id property of all Objects
Read access to all properties named “name*” for objects named “Dro*”
Delete access to all Human object properties
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8.7.4 NotActions
notActions section in the role definition specify the data operations that are excluded from the allowed
Actions.
Use notActions if the set of operations that you want to allow is more easily defined by excluding
restricted operations.
The access granted by a role (effective permissions) is computed by subtracting the notActions operations from the Actions operations.
The notAction grammar for Semantic Objects is as follows:
{Object
Regular
read|write|delete|*

Expression}/{Property

Regular

Expression}/

notActions defined for an abstract class are overridden by the child class.

8.7.5 Action and NotAction Precedence
Warning: NotActions take precedence over Actions.
For example, the following role definition would allow DroidMgr to read/write/delete all Droid properties, but with one exception - the DroidMgr roles would not be allowed to read the Droid.name
property:
DroidMgr:
description: "Role that accesses every property of Droid except name"
actions: [
"Droid/*/*"
]
notActions: [
"Droid/name/read"
]

8.7.6 RBAC Filters
If you need to fine-tune the role access, you can use filters with the RBAC actions. The Semantic Objects
have implemented RBAC filters to use the same syntax as GraphQL filters.
To add a filter, simply add a fourth section to the action containing the filter you wish to apply. The
grammar is as follows:
{Object
Regular
Expression}/{Property
read|write|delete|*/(where:{Filter expression})

Regular

Expression}/

Let’s say you want to allow the role to read Human but only if their name does not contain “Solo”. We
will extend the role HumanRead with a filter to accomplish this.
HumanRead:
description: "Role which can read all Human properties"
actions: [
'Human/*/read/(where:{name:{NIRE:"solo"}})'
]

Now the role we have defined will filter the results and return only Humans that do not contain “Solo”
in their name. Of course, we can use any property we have available in the schema just like we are
filtering via GraphQL queries. For example, we may want to show only Humans that have homeworld
named “Tatooine”:
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HumanRead:
description: "Role which can read all Human properties"
actions: [
'Human/*/read/(where:{homeworld:{name:{EQ: "Tatooine"}}})'
]

Now the role will return only Humans which have homeworld named “Tatooine”, all other Humans will
be skipped.
Filters are also applicable for notAction, and we can limit the restriction to the specific objects we
want.
In the role NoDroidReader, we have explicitly forbidden the reading of Droid:
NoDroidReader:
description: "Role which can read everything except Droid Objects and properties"
actions: [
"*/*/read"
]
notActions: [
"Droid/*/read"
]

But we want to specify the objects to which the restriction will be applied, for example: do not show any
droids that have appeared in “The Empire Strikes Back” to users with this role.
There are several ways to achieve this as we know the name and ID of the movie, so you can choose
which of the different filters to use. Here is an example of how the role should look if we restrict by name:
NoDroidReader:
description: "Role which can read everything except Droid Objects and properties"
actions: [
"*/*/read"
]
notActions: [
'Droid/*/read/(where:{film:{name:{EQ: "The Empire Strikes Back"})'
]

This role will allow the user to read everything including Droid that was not in the film “The Empire
Strikes Back”.
If you want to filter by an abstract class, e.g., Character, then you can use _ifType. For example:
FilterAbstractClass:
description: "Role which can read everything if Droid and Human have␣
,→uniqueDroidProperty or uniqueHumanProperty"
actions: [
'Character/*/read/(where:{_ifDroid:{eyeColor:{EQ: "yellow"}}_ifHuman:
,→{hairColor:{EQ: "gray"}}})'
]

This role will check all Characters, and return only Droids with eyeColor with value “red” and only
Humans with hairColor with value “gray”.
When such a filter is in place, the following warning will be returned in the GraphQL response:
{
"errors": [{
"message": "WARN: The Authorization JWT Token has `roles` claims␣
,→:[ROLES] which limits the result."
}
],
"data": {
(continues on next page)
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"filtered": "data"
}
}

Filters in Mutations
Filters can be used in all types of actions - read, write, and delete.
So let’s take a look at the following role:
HumanFromTatooineAdmin:
description: "Can do everything with Tatooine and its residents."
actions: [
'Human/*/*/(where:{homeworld:{name:{EQ: "Tatooine"}}})',
'Planet/*/*/(where:{name: {EQ: "Tatooine"}})'
]

It gives the following permissions:
• Delete human-s from Tatooine
• Update human-s from Tatooine
• Create human-s from Tatooine
• Create/Update/Delete over Tatooine planet itself
So the following mutations are valid:
Delete and Update, because https://swapi.co/resource/human/4 (Darth Vader) is from
Tatooine:
mutation {
delete_Human (where: {ID: "https://swapi.co/resource/human/4"}) {
human {
id
}
}
}
mutation {
update_Human (
objects: {
desc: "From tatooine"
},
where: {ID: "https://swapi.co/resource/human/4"}) {
human {
id
}
}
}

Create, because https://swapi.co/resource/planet/1 is actually Tatooine:
mutation {
create_Human(
objects: {
rdfs_label: "Padme",
desc: "Luke's mother",
homeworld: {ids: "https://swapi.co/resource/planet/1"}}
) {
(continues on next page)
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human {
id
}
}
}

The following nested create is valid as well, if you have enabled nested creates:
mutation {
create_Human(
objects: {
rdfs_label: "Padme",
desc: "Luke's mother",
homeworld: {
planet: {
rdfs_label: "Tatooine"
}
}
}) {
human {
id
}
}
}

However, you would not be allowed to create Padme without a howeworld or with a homeworld with
a different name.
You would also not be allowed to update human-s that are not from Tatooine. So the following:
mutation {
update_Human(
objects: {
desc: "Person from Tatooine"
}
where: {id: {}}
) {
human {
id
}
}
}

Will produce an error like:
{
"message": "ERROR: The UPDATE has been prevented as the selected objects of type
'Human' failed to match the constraints '(where: [{homeworld: [{name: [{EQ: \
,→"Tatooine\"}]}]}])'",
"locations": [
{
"line": 3,
"column": 17
}
]
}
,→

The reason is that the applied filter (where: {id: {}}) will effectively select all human-s from the
database, and not all of them are from Tatooine. So instead of updating only the human-s for which
you have access, the whole mutation gets blocked and nothing gets updated.
You can also assign filters to property actions. Example:

8.7. Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
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SithWriter:
description: "Write Siths."
actions: [
'Human/id/write',
'Human/type/write',
'Human/name/write',
'Human/desc/write',
'Human/height/write/(where:{desc: {IRE: "Sith"}})'
]

This role will allow you to create Human-s but will require the desc of the human to contain Sith only if
you are trying to write the height property.
So the following mutation is valid:
mutation {
create_Human(
objects: {
rdfs_label: "Yoda",
desc: "Jedi",
}) {
human {
id
}
}
}

But the next one will fail:
mutation {
create_Human(
objects: {
rdfs_label: "Yoda",
desc: "Jedi",
height: 130
}) {
human {
id
}
}
}

You should be cautious regarding the permissions you are giving because actions like the ones below
will effectively block you from creating Human-s:
Role1:
description: "Not-Sith character writer."
actions: [
'Character/*/write/(where:{desc: {NIRE: "Sith"}})',
]
Role2:
description: "Sith writer"
actions: [
'Human/type/write/(where:{desc: {IRE: "Sith"}})'
]

If a user has such roles, any attempt to create/update/delete a Human will fail with the following:
"message": "ERROR: The CREATE/UPDATE/DELETE has been roll-backed as the objects of␣
,→type 'Human' failed to match the constraints '[(where: [{desc: [{IRE: \"Sith\"}]}
,→]), (where: [{desc: [{NIRE: \"Sith\"}]}])]'"
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Combining Filters
Filters coming from different actions are combined as follows:
• action filters are combined using OR
• notAction filters are combined using AND
So if a user has the following set of actions (regardless of whether they come from one or multiple roles):
actions: [
'Human/*/*/(where:{homeworld:{name:{EQ: "Tatooine"}}})'
'Human/*/*/(where:{homeworld:{name:{EQ: "Eriadu"}}})'
]
notActions: [
'Human/*/*/(where:{starship:{name:{EQ: "Naboo star skiff"}}})'
'Human/*/*/(where:{starship:{name:{EQ: "Trade Federation cruiser"}}})'
]

This means that they will have access to all human-s who:
• Have homeworld Tatooine OR Eriadu
• Do not have a starship Naboo star skiff AND do not have a starship Trade Federation cruiser.

8.7.7 Schema Management RBAC
Role based access control across the Semantic Object schemas are declared using a separate /
soml-rbac endpoint. Only users with role SchemaRBACAdmin are able to modify the schema RBAC
(read/write). A default schema is created during the Semantic Objects bootstrap process. Validation of
the schema is performed on creation and update operation. The schema ID cannot be changed, and
the default admin user cannot be removed.
The same rules for combining roles, actions, and notActions apply for the RBAC schema as well.
A user can have multiple roles assigned, and their actions and notActions are applied. Actions
defined in the notActions have precedence over actions.
The RBAC schema is similar to SOML and has the following simple format:
id:
label:
creator:
created:
updated:
versionInfo:

/soml-rbac
Schema Management Role Based Access Control
http://ontotext.com
2019-06-15
2019-06-16
0.1

rbac:
roles:
# Default role which does not need to be configured or declared. Included for␣
,→completeness.
Default:
description: "Default role, which does not need to be declared restricts all␣
,→schema management access read, write and delete"
notActions: [
"*/*"
]
# Example role definitions which need to be declared by the SOML user:
SchemaRBACAdmin:
description: "Administrator role, can read, write and delete objects and schema
,→"
actions: [
"*/*"
(continues on next page)
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]
ReadOnlyUser:
description: "User which can read all schema"
actions: [
"*/read"
]
SwapiSchemaManager:
description: "User which has admin access (read, write and delete on the swapi␣
,→schema only"
actions: [
"swapi/*"
]

The Semantic Objects expose the following endpoints schema RBAC management:
• Read GET /soml-rbac the schema RBAC’s (only accessible for users/role SchemaRBACAdmin)
Request Headers: Accept (optional): text/yaml (default)
X-Request-ID (optional): Correlation/Transaction-Id
Authorization: JWT Token (With schema-rbac-admin role) otherwise unauthorized
Request Body: None/Ignored
Response Headers: Access-Control-Allow-Credentials: true // Expose to Js in Browser
Access-Control-Allow-Origin: * // Allow any origin
Content-Type: text/yaml
X-Request-ID: Correlation/Transaction-Id see spec
Success Response Body: Status Code: 200
{
"@context": {
"@vocab": "https://data.ontotext.com/resource/error/",
"@base": "https://data.ontotext.com/resource/status/",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
},
"@type": "SOMLRBAC",
"@id": "/soml-rbac",
"rbac": "{RBAC-YAML}"
}

• Update PUT /soml-rbac the schema RBAC (only accessible for users/role SchemaRBACAdmin)
Request Headers: X-Request-ID (optional): Correlation/Transaction-Id
Authorization: JWT Token (With schema-rbac-admin role) otherwise unauthorized
Request Body: RBAC YAML see example above
Response Headers: Access-Control-Allow-Credentials: true // Expose to Js in Browser
Access-Control-Allow-Origin: * // Allow any origin
Content-Type: application/ld+json
X-Request-ID: Correlation/Transaction-Id see spec
Success Response Body: Status Code: 200 E.g (Echo bac rbac schema updated)
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{
"@context": {
"@vocab": "https://data.ontotext.com/resource/error/",
"@base": "https://data.ontotext.com/resource/status/",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
},
"@type": "SOMLRBAC",
"@id": "/soml-rbac",
"rbac": "{RBAC-YAML}"
}

• Schema restrictions violation example
Error Response Body: Status Code: 400
{
"@context": {
"@vocab": "http://ontotext.com/ontology/status/",
"@base": "https://data.ontotext.com/resource/status/",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra": "http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type": "hydra:Collection",
"hydra:member": [
{
"@type": "Error",
"code": "4000001",
"message": "ERROR: Could not find 'SchemaRBACAdmin' role. RBAC schema should␣
,→always include schema RBAC admin.",
"@id": "8ac60a8e-8398-11e9-bc42-526af7764f64"
}
]
}

RBACs authorize the schema endpoints:
• GET /soml/{schema-id}: Retrieve a particular schema
• GET /soml: Retrieve all schemas
• POST /soml: Create a particular schema
• PUT /soml/{schema-id}: Update a particular schema
• PUT /soml/{schema-id}/soaas: Bind a particular schema to the Semantic Objects
• DELETE /soml/{schema-id}: Delete a particular schema
and the schema management endpoints:
• GET /soml-rbac: Retrieve the rbac schema
• PUT /soml-rbac: Update the rbac schema

8.7. Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
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8.8 OWL2SOML
What’s in this document?
• Generate and Upload a Schema
• Generate and Update a Schema
• Example
• Differences
• Limitations

Note: This feature is still experimental and in active development. Your feedback is highly appreciated!
SOML and OWL are two completely different languages that have a similar purpose - to provide a way
of describing and modeling data. As a lot of Semantic Objects users already have OWL ontologies
describing their data, the need for a conversion from OWL to SOML is obvious.
The Semantic Objects support this conversion using a feature called OWL2SOML. We first prototyped
it in Perl as the OWL2SOML tool, then implemented it in Java as part of the Semantic Objects. The
results from the OWL2SOML tool may differ slightly from the results of the Semantic Objects, although in
general, they are similar. The tool is still under development, so there might be some delay implementing
its latest features in the Semantic Objects. See section Differences for details.
All of the below actions and examples can also be executed from the Semantic Objects’ web-based
administration interface, the Workbench.

8.8.1 Generate and Upload a Schema
To generate and upload a schema from the Workbench, follow the steps described here.
To generate and upload a schema, the regular endpoint should be used but with a different Content-Type
- multipart/form-data.
curl --location --request POST '{SOAAS_ADDRESS}/soml/' \
--header 'Content-Type: multipart/form-data' \
--form 'files=@{ONTOLOGY_FILE}' \

This endpoint supports the following parameters used especially for the OWL2SOML conversion:
files
Description: Ontology files. Any RDF format is supported. An automatic attempt to extract the
main ontology_iri and the vocab_prefix will be performed only from the first (main)
ontology.
Required: true
Default value: none
vocPfx
Description: Specifies a vocab_prefix for the schema. The namespace for this prefix should
be declared in one of the ontology files. If not specified explicitly, one will be extracted
automatically. Setting it to NONE will set a default namespace http://example.com/. Use this
option if there is no main ontology to be used.
Required: false
Default value: none
id
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Description: Specifies an id for the schema.
Required: false, unless vocPfx is set to NONE. In that case there is no other way to determine
the schema id as no main ontology will be used.
Default value: none
label
Description: Specifies a label for the schema. This is to be used only with the id parameter.
Otherwise the label will be extracted from the main ontology automatically.
Required: false
Default value: none
lang
Description: Specifies the schema-level lang spec to control how language strings are
handled. The supported format is either a string with no spaces (which sets fetch), or key1:
val1, key2: val2, ... where the keys are fetch, validate, and implicit, and the
values include no spaces. For example: lang=fetch: en~,de,ANY, validate:
en~,de~,fr~, implicit: en-GB. For more information about the lang configuration, see
Language configurations.
Required: false
Default value: none
stringMode
Description: Provides means for controlling the way of emitting string-related datatypes.
Possible values are stringOrLangString, langString, and string. For details on the
output that each datatype produces, check the table below.
Required: false
Default value: stringOrLangString

Datatype
rdf:langString
rdf:PlainLiteral, rdfs:Literal, schema:Text,
undefined
xsd:string

stringOrLangString(default)
langString
stringOrLangString

langString string

string

string

langString string
langString string
string

dryrun
Description: Performs a schema transformation without actually uploading the SOML schema.
Useful for testing purposes. Applicable only for generate (POST) requests.
Required: false
Default value: false

8.8.2 Generate and Update a Schema
To update a schema from the Workbench, follow the schema generation steps described here.
Similarly to the upload, the regular update endpoint is used with multipart/form-data ContentType:
curl --location --request PUT '{SOAAS_ADDRESS}/soml/{SOML_SCHEMA_ID}' \
--header 'Content-Type: multipart/form-data' \
--form 'files=@{ONTOLOGY_FILE}'

This endpoint supports all of the upload endpoint parameters except id and `dryrun. dryrun is not
supported for update (PUT), use upload (POST) instead. id is taken from the Path parameter of the
endpoint.
8.8. OWL2SOML
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8.8.3 Example
In this section, we will take a look at a simple example of how to convert an OWL ontology to SOML using
the Semantic Objects. For more details on how exactly the conversion works, refer to the OWL2SOML
documentation.
We will generate a SOML schema from the SKOS ontology.
First, download the skos.rdf ontology.
Second, download the skos-fix.ttl. This file contains RDF that will help us build a richer schema.
For this example, both files must be uploaded to the Semantic Objects at once using any preferred
approach. In the examples to follow, we use cURL to execute a POST multipart/form-data request
to perform the files upload:
curl --location --request POST 'localhost:9995/soml/' \
--header 'Content-Type: multipart/form-data' \
--header 'Authorization: Bearer JWT_TOKEN' \
--form 'files=@/home/user/data/skos.rdf' \
--form 'files=@/home/user/data/skos-fix.ttl' \

The endpoint accepts multiple RDF file formats and will parse the files depending on their extensions.
We will try to extract the main owl:Ontology from the first RDF file provided, so it is important to upload
the skos.rdf file first. Also depending on the main owl:Ontology, we will determine the vocab_iri
and vocab_prefix of the schema. If you want to specify an explicit vocab_prefix, you could just
add the following optional vocPfx parameter:
curl --location --request POST 'localhost:9995/soml/' \
--header 'Content-Type: multipart/form-data' \
--header 'Authorization: Bearer JWT_TOKEN' \
--form 'files=@/home/user/data/skos.rdf' \
--form 'files=@/home/user/data/skos-fix.ttl' \
--form 'vocPfx=skos' \

In this case, the vocab_iri will be determined by the namespaces defined in the RDF files. However,
for our case this is not necessary as the main ontology and the vocab data are extracted automatically:
specialPrefixes:
ontology_iri: http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core
vocab_iri: http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#
vocab_prefix: skos

If you want to only test what SOML schema will be generated, you can use the following dryrun optional
parameter:
curl --location --request POST 'localhost:9995/soml/' \
--header 'Content-Type: multipart/form-data' \
--header 'Authorization: Bearer JWT_TOKEN' \
--form 'files=@/home/user/data/skos.rdf' \
--form 'files=@/home/user/data/skos-fix.ttl' \
--form 'vocPfx=skos' \
--form 'dryrun=true'

This way, you can test how your ontologies get converted without storing them in the database.
This will generate a result like the following schema:
id: /soml/skos
label: SKOS Vocabulary
creator: Alistair Miles, Sean Bechhofer
prefixes:
(continues on next page)
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dct: http://purl.org/dc/terms/
owl: http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
rdf: http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
rdfs: http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
schema: http://schema.org/
skos: http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#
specialPrefixes:
vocab_prefix: skos
ontology_iri: http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core
vocab_iri: http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#
properties:
altLabel:
descr: An alternative lexical label for a resource. The range of skos:altLabel
is the class of RDF plain literals. skos:prefLabel, skos:altLabel and␣
,→skos:hiddenLabel
are pairwise disjoint properties
kind: literal
label: alternative label
max: inf
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: skos:altLabel
broadMatch:
descr: skos:broadMatch is used to state a hierarchical mapping link between two
conceptual resources in different concept schemes
inverseOf: narrowMatch
kind: object
label: has broader match
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:broadMatch
broader:
descr: Broader concepts are typically rendered as parents in a concept␣
,→hierarchy
(tree). By convention, skos:broader is only used to assert an immediate (i.e.
direct) hierarchical link between two conceptual resources. Relates a concept
to a concept that is more general in meaning
inverseOf: narrower
kind: object
label: has broader
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:broader
broaderTransitive:
descr: By convention, skos:broaderTransitive is not used to make assertions.␣
,→Rather,
the properties can be used to draw inferences about the transitive closure of
the hierarchical relation, which is useful e.g. when implementing a simple␣
,→query
expansion algorithm in a search application. skos:broaderTransitive is a␣
,→transitive
superproperty of skos:broader
inverseOf: narrowerTransitive
kind: object
label: has broader transitive
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:broaderTransitive
changeNote:
descr: A note about a modification to a concept
kind: literal
label: change note
(continues on next page)
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max: inf
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: skos:changeNote
closeMatch:
descr: skos:closeMatch is used to link two concepts that are sufficiently␣
,→similar
that they can be used interchangeably in some information retrieval␣
,→applications.
In order to avoid the possibility of "compound errors" when combining␣
,→mappings
across more than two concept schemes, skos:closeMatch is not declared to be
a transitive property
kind: object
label: has close match
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:closeMatch
symmetric: true
definition:
descr: A statement or formal explanation of the meaning of a concept
kind: literal
label: definition
max: inf
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: skos:definition
editorialNote:
descr: A note for an editor, translator or maintainer of the vocabulary
kind: literal
label: editorial note
max: inf
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: skos:editorialNote
exactMatch:
descr: skos:exactMatch is disjoint with each of the properties skos:broadMatch
and skos:relatedMatch. skos:exactMatch is used to link two concepts,␣
,→indicating
a high degree of confidence that the concepts can be used interchangeably␣
,→across
a wide range of information retrieval applications. skos:exactMatch is a␣
,→transitive
property, and is a sub-property of skos:closeMatch
kind: object
label: has exact match
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:exactMatch
symmetric: true
example:
descr: An example of the use of a concept
kind: literal
label: example
max: inf
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: skos:example
hasTopConcept:
descr: Relates, by convention, a concept scheme to a concept which is topmost
in the broader/narrower concept hierarchies for that scheme, providing an␣
,→entry
point to these hierarchies
inverseOf: topConceptOf
kind: object
(continues on next page)
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label: has top concept
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:hasTopConcept
hiddenLabel:
descr: A lexical label for a resource that should be hidden when generating␣
,→visual
displays of the resource, but should still be accessible to free text search
operations. The range of skos:hiddenLabel is the class of RDF plain literals.
skos:prefLabel, skos:altLabel and skos:hiddenLabel are pairwise disjoint␣
,→properties
kind: literal
label: hidden label
max: inf
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: skos:hiddenLabel
historyNote:
descr: A note about the past state/use/meaning of a concept
kind: literal
label: history note
max: inf
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: skos:historyNote
inScheme:
descr: A concept may be a member of more than one concept scheme. Relates a␣
,→resource
(for example a concept) to a concept scheme in which it is included
kind: object
label: is in scheme
max: inf
range: ConceptScheme
rdfProp: skos:inScheme
mappingRelation:
descr: Relates two concepts coming, by convention, from different schemes, and
that have comparable meanings. These concept mapping relations mirror␣
,→semantic
relations, and the data model defined below is similar (with the exception of
skos:exactMatch) to the data model defined for semantic relations. A distinct
vocabulary is provided for concept mapping relations, to provide a convenient
way to differentiate links within a concept scheme from links between concept
schemes. However, this pattern of usage is not a formal requirement of the␣
,→SKOS
data model, and relies on informal definitions of best practice
kind: object
label: is in mapping relation with
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:mappingRelation
member:
descr: Relates a collection to one of its members
kind: object
label: has member
max: inf
range: CollectionInterface
rdfProp: skos:member
memberList:
descr: |For any resource, every item in the list given as the value of the
skos:memberList property is also a value of the skos:member property.␣
,→Relates an ordered collection to the RDF list containing its members
kind: object
(continues on next page)
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label: has member list
range: rdf:List
rdfProp: skos:memberList
narrowMatch:
descr: skos:narrowMatch is used to state a hierarchical mapping link between␣
,→two
conceptual resources in different concept schemes
inverseOf: broadMatch
kind: object
label: has narrower match
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:narrowMatch
narrower:
descr: By convention, skos:broader is only used to assert an immediate (i.e.␣
,→direct)
hierarchical link between two conceptual resources. Narrower concepts are␣
,→typically
rendered as children in a concept hierarchy (tree). Relates a concept to a␣
,→concept
that is more specific in meaning
inverseOf: broader
kind: object
label: has narrower
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:narrower
narrowerTransitive:
descr: By convention, skos:narrowerTransitive is not used to make assertions.
Rather, the properties can be used to draw inferences about the transitive␣
,→closure
of the hierarchical relation, which is useful e.g. when implementing a simple
query expansion algorithm in a search application. skos:narrowerTransitive is
a transitive superproperty of skos:narrower
inverseOf: broaderTransitive
kind: object
label: has narrower transitive
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:narrowerTransitive
notation:
descr: A notation, also known as classification code, is a string of characters
such as "T58.5" or "303.4833" used to uniquely identify a concept within the
scope of a given concept scheme. By convention, skos:notation is used with a
typed literal in the object position of the triple
kind: literal
label: notation
max: inf
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: skos:notation
note:
descr: A general note, for any purpose. This property may be used directly, or
as a super-property for more specific note types
kind: literal
label: note
max: inf
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: skos:note
prefLabel:
descr: |A resource has no more than one value of skos:prefLabel per language tag,␣
,→and no more than one value of skos:prefLabel without language tag. The preferred␣
(continues on next page)
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disjoint properties
kind: literal
label: preferred label
max: inf
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: skos:prefLabel
related:
descr: Relates a concept to a concept with which there is an associative␣
,→semantic
relationship. skos:related is disjoint with skos:broaderTransitive
kind: object
label: has related
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:related
symmetric: true
relatedMatch:
descr: skos:relatedMatch is used to state an associative mapping link between
two conceptual resources in different concept schemes
kind: object
label: has related match
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:relatedMatch
symmetric: true
scopeNote:
descr: A note that helps to clarify the meaning and/or the use of a concept
kind: literal
label: scope note
max: inf
range: stringOrLangString
rdfProp: skos:scopeNote
semanticRelation:
descr: Links a concept to a concept related by meaning. This property should␣
,→not
be used directly, but as a super-property for all properties denoting a␣
,→relationship
of meaning between concepts
kind: object
label: is in semantic relation with
max: inf
range: Concept
rdfProp: skos:semanticRelation
topConceptOf:
descr: Relates a concept to the concept scheme that it is a top level concept
of
inverseOf: hasTopConcept
kind: object
label: is top concept in scheme
max: inf
range: ConceptScheme
rdfProp: skos:topConceptOf
objects:
Collection:
descr: A meaningful collection of concepts. Labelled collections can be used␣
,→where
you would like a set of concepts to be displayed under a 'node label' in the
hierarchy
inherits: CollectionInterface
label: Collection
type: skos:Collection
(continues on next page)
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CollectionInterface:
descr: Abstract superclass of Collection
kind: abstract
props:
member: {}
Concept:
descr: An idea or notion; a unit of thought
label: Concept
props:
altLabel: {}
broadMatch: {}
broader: {}
broaderTransitive: {}
changeNote: {}
closeMatch: {}
definition: {}
editorialNote: {}
exactMatch: {}
example: {}
hiddenLabel: {}
historyNote: {}
inScheme: {}
mappingRelation: {}
narrowMatch: {}
narrower: {}
narrowerTransitive: {}
notation: {}
note: {}
prefLabel: {}
related: {}
relatedMatch: {}
scopeNote: {}
semanticRelation: {}
topConceptOf: {}
type: skos:Concept
ConceptScheme:
descr: A concept scheme may be defined to include concepts from different␣
,→sources.
A set of concepts, optionally including statements about semantic␣
,→relationships
between those concepts
label: Concept Scheme
props:
hasTopConcept: {}
prefLabel: {}
type: skos:ConceptScheme
OrderedCollection:
descr: An ordered collection of concepts, where both the grouping and the␣
,→ordering
are meaningful. Ordered collections can be used where you would like a set of
concepts to be displayed in a specific order, and optionally under a 'node␣
,→label'
inherits: CollectionInterface
label: Ordered Collection
props:
memberList: {}
type: skos:OrderedCollection
rdf:List:
type: rdf:List

The /soml/ endpoint will also return any warnings that have been raised during the conversion.
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If you want to set up the language preference support of the conversion as well, you can use the lang
parameter like this:
curl --location --request POST 'localhost:9995/soml' \
--header 'Content-Type: multipart/form-data' \
--header 'Authorization: Bearer JWT_TOKEN' \
--form 'files=@/home/user/data/skos.rdf' \
--form 'files=@/home/user/data/skos-fix.ttl' \
--form 'vocPfx=skos' \
--form 'dryrun=true' \
--form 'lang=fetch: en~,de,ANY, validate: en~,de~,fr~, implicit: en-GB'

This will result in adding the following to the config section of the yaml schema (For more information
about the lang configuration, see Language configurations):
config:
lang:
fetch: en~,de,ANY
validate: en~,de~,fr~
implicit: en-GB

For more examples of ontology conversions, see the OWL2SOML example section.

8.8.4 Differences
The Semantic Objects differ from the OWL2SOML tool as follows:
The Semantic Objects use HTTP parameters, whereas the tool is command-line and uses different
options:
Semantic Objects
files
dryrun
vocPfx
id
label
lang
stringMode
always generates
faces
not supported

inter-

OWL2SOML tool
input files are listed after all options
prints warnings/errors on STDERR, generated SOML on STDOUT
-voc
-id
-label
-lang
-string 0,1,2: same functionality, but the values are integers
-super 0,1: generate or do not generate interfaces for superclasses
-name prop1,prop2: designate props as class “name” characteristics

• If a property has multiple range-s, the Semantic Objects will try to find such a range that is already
defined as an object. The OWL2SOML tool picks the first range encountered, and may declare
a new object class if it is used as range but not declared.
• Semantic Objects assign properties to classes based on owl:allValuesFrom and
owl:someValuesFrom. This is described as a restriction in the OWL2SOML tool.
• Semantic Objects handle :propA owl:qualifiedCardinality X. by setting :propA:
{min: X, max: X}.

8.8. OWL2SOML
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8.8.5 Limitations
SKOS is a simple example, and the conversion is relatively straightforward. However, for more complex
examples there are multiple challenges that are yet to be addressed. For a full list of the currently known
transformation limitations, please visit the limitations section of the OWL2SOML tool.

8.9 Schema Validation
What’s in this document?
• Overview
• Property Range Validation
• Property Cardinality Validation
• Object Type Validation
• Validation API
– Start Validation
– Query Validation Status
– Stop Active Validation
– Get Validation Query
• Validation API Security

Note: This feature is still experimental and in active development. Your feedback is highly appreciated!
All of the below actions and examples can also be executed from the Semantic Objects’ web-based
administration interface, the Workbench.
The information on this page is intended for anyone who wants to write a schema from scratch or to
improve a schema generated from an ontology using the OWL2SOML tool.

8.9.1 Overview
Ontotext Semantic Objects 3.6 introduces an extension to the existing schema validation that allows
validation of the SOML schema against RDF data.
The following validation checks are supported by the Semantic Objects:
• Check the configured property range
• Check the property cardinality restrictions
• Check entities for object type collisions
The functionality is not intended for validating the data against a particular schema, but rather the other
way round. Thus, it does not guarantee data consistency. For this purpose, use the SHACL validation
support instead.
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8.9.2 Property Range Validation
The validation will check for any discrepancies in the data compared to the one defined in the model.
The result of the validation is a report that will list the number of values that have data types different
from the accepted ones.
Here is an example of such discrepancies for literal properties.
Consider the following schema snippet:
id: /soml/swapi-validations
specialPrefixes:
base_iri: https://swapi.co/resource/
vocab_iri: https://swapi.co/vocabulary/
objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
name: rdfs:label
props:
birthYear: {range: int}
Human:
inherits: Character

And the database containing the following data:
@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix voc:
<https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
<human/67> a
rdfs:label
voc:birthYear

voc:Human , voc:Character ;
"Dooku" ;
"102BBY" .

<human/68> a
rdfs:label
voc:birthYear

voc:Character , voc:Human ;
"Bail Prestor Organa" ;
"67BBY" .

<human/69> a
rdfs:label
voc:birthYear

voc:Human , voc:Character ;
"Jango Fett"@en ;
"66BBY" .

<human/62> a
rdfs:label
voc:birthYear

voc:Human , voc:Character ;
"Cliegg Lars" ;
"4082"^^xsd:gYear .

The following warning will be returned:
• “The property ‘Human.birthYear’ is defined as ‘range: int’, but found 3 instances of values with
types: ‘string’ and 1 instance of ‘xsd:gYear’”
And here is an example of discrepancies for object properties.
Consider the following schema:
id: /soml/swapi-validations
specialPrefixes:
base_iri: https://swapi.co/resource/
vocab_iri: https://swapi.co/vocabulary/
objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
(continues on next page)
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name: rdfs:label
Human:
inherits: Character
props:
homeworld: {range: Planet}
Planet:
name: rdfs:label

And the database with the following data:
@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix voc:
<https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
<human/67> a
rdfs:label
voc:homeworld

voc:Human , voc:Character ;
"Dooku" ;
<planet/52> .

<human/68> a
rdfs:label
voc:homeworld

voc:Character , voc:Human ;
"Bail Prestor Organa" ;
<planet/2> .

<human/69> a
rdfs:label
voc:homeworld

voc:Human , voc:Character ;
"Jango Fett"@en ;
"Concord Dawn" .

<human/62> a
rdfs:label
voc:homeworld

voc:Human , voc:Character ;
"Cliegg Lars" ;
<planet/Tatooine> .

<planet/52> a
rdfs:label

voc:Planet ;
"Serenno" .

<planet/2> a
rdfs:label

voc:Planet ;
"Alderaan" .

This would produce the following warning:
• “The property ‘Human.rdfs:label’ is defined as ‘range: string’, but found 1 instance of values with
types: ‘rdf:langString’”
• “The property ‘Human.homeworld’ is defined as ‘range: Character’, but found 1 instance of values
with types: ‘iri’, 1 instance of ‘xsd:string’ and 2 instances of ‘voc:Planet’”
The first warning can be resolved by defining the rdfs:label explicitly and setting a proper range for
it and the second by setting the range as Planet:
Character:
kind: abstract
name: rdfs:label
props:
rdfs:label: {range: stringOrLangString, min: 1, max: inf, lang: "en"}
Human:
inherits: Character
props:
homeworld: {range: Planet}
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8.9.3 Property Cardinality Validation
The validation will check if the defined cardinality constraints are already violated according to the data
found in the linked database.
The following checks are performed:
• Properties defined as single-valued (max: 1) will be checked if they are objects with more than
one value.
• Types with required properties that affect the GraphQL query response. A property is considered defined as required when it is either defined as min: 1 or non nullable single valued
(nonNullable: true, max: "1"). The matching entities will be reported if they do not
have value for any of the required properties.
• Types with multivalued properties (max: 2, max: 3, …, max: inf) will be checked if all of the
entity values are single-valued and if so it will issue an information message suggesting to make
them single-valued by setting max: 1.
Consider the following schema:
id: /soml/swapi-validations
specialPrefixes:
base_iri: https://swapi.co/resource/
vocab_iri: https://swapi.co/vocabulary/
objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
name: rdfs:label
props:
rdfs:label: {range: stringOrLangString, min: 1, lang: "en"}
Human:
inherits: Character
props:
homeworld: {range: Planet, max: 2}
Planet:
name: rdfs:label
props:
habitable: {range: boolean, nonNullable: true, max: 1}

Run against the following data:
@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix voc:
<https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
<human/67> a
rdfs:label
voc:homeworld

voc:Human , voc:Character ;
"Dooku" ;
<planet/52> .

<human/68> a
voc:homeworld

voc:Character , voc:Human ;
<planet/2> .

<human/69> a
rdfs:label

voc:Human , voc:Character ;
"Jango Fett"@en , "Джанго Фет"@bg , "

<planet/52> a
rdfs:label
voc:habitable

voc:Planet ;
"Serenno" ;
"true"^^xsd:boolean .

"@jp .

(continues on next page)
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<planet/2> a
rdfs:label

voc:Planet ;
"Alderaan" .

After running the validation of the schema against the given data, we get the following information and
warning messages:
• “The property ‘Human.rdfs:label’ is defined as ‘max: inf’, but could not find an object with multiple
values”
• “The property ‘Human.homeworld’ is defined as ‘max: 2’, but could not find an object with multiple
values”
• “The property ‘Human.rdfs:label’ is defined as ‘max: 1’, but found multiple values for one or more
objects”
• “The property ‘Human.rdfs:label’ is defined as ‘max: inf’, but could not find an object with multiple
values”
• “The property ‘Human.homeworld’ is defined as ‘max: 2’, but could not find an object with multiple
values”
• “The property ‘Planet.habitable’ is defined as ‘max: inf’, but could not find an object with multiple
values”
• “The property ‘Human.name’ is defined as ‘min: 1’, but some objects do not have any value for
this property”
• “The property ‘Human.rdfs:label’ is defined as ‘min: 1’, but some objects do not have any value for
this property”
• “The property ‘Planet.habitable’ is defined as ‘nonNullable: true’, but some objects do not have
any value for this property”

8.9.4 Object Type Validation
The validation will check if a particular entity matches more than one type defined in the current model.
Let’s look at this example of discrepancies for object types.
Consider the following schema:
id: /soml/swapi-validations
specialPrefixes:
base_iri: https://swapi.co/resource/
vocab_iri: https://swapi.co/vocabulary/
objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
name: rdfs:label
Human:
inherits: Character
Pilot:
name: rdfs:label
Rebel:
name: rdfs:label

Run against the following data:
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@base <https://swapi.co/resource/> .
@prefix voc:
<https://swapi.co/vocabulary/> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
<human/67> a
rdfs:label

voc:Human , voc:Character ;
"Dooku" .

<human/68> a
rdfs:label

voc:Character , voc:Human ;
"Bail Prestor Organa" .

<human/69> a
rdfs:label

voc:Human , voc:Character , voc:Pilot ;
"Jango Fett" .

<human/62> a
rdfs:label

voc:Human , voc:Character , voc:Pilot , voc:Rebel;
"Cliegg Lars" .

After running the validation for the provided data and schema snippet, the result will be this:
• “Found object with multiple concrete types: Rebel, Human, Pilot”
• “Found object with multiple concrete types: Human, Pilot”

8.9.5 Validation API
Only managed schemas can be validated. This results in the fact that the validation would not report
any schema errors as these must be fixed before the actual schema is persisted.
See more about schema management in the Schema Administration section.
Start Validation
POST /soml/{id}/validate
POST /soml/{id}/validate?type=[SO type]

Currently, the API supports full schema validation or validation of a single type only.
If there is a validation in progress for the given schema, it will be cancelled and started again.
If there is a completed validation for the given schema, it will be removed and a new one will be started.
For example:
curl -X POST "http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi-validations/validate"

The response of the request will look like this:
{
"@context": {
"@vocab": "http://ontotext.com/ontology/validation/",
"@base": "http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra": "http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type": "ValidationReport",
"schemaId": "/soml/swapi-validations",
"createdOn": "2021-09-08T17:51:46.060+03:00",
"totalTasks": 12,
"remainingTasks": 12,
"infoTasks": 0,
"warningTasks": 0,
"failedTasks": 0,
(continues on next page)
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"done": false,
"id": "3ed31fd6-a740-4bd3-9572-86ba2e415bf0",
"tasks": [
{
"id": "8791a2fb-604e-4140-8dd8-b11bd1a8ec52",
"validatorName": "typeValidation",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": true
},
{
"id": "2415dc08-4057-4973-8bea-91317b24472c",
"validatorName": "scalarPropertyMismatch",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "type",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": true
},
{
"id": "570d37cd-5262-4546-baa8-b8dc2ab20a05",
"validatorName": "propertyMinCardinality",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "name",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": false
},
{
"id": "08cc5eb8-cf3b-41cd-a11f-4ede52d78d5d",
"validatorName": "propertyMinCardinality",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": false
},
{
"id": "d7523760-38aa-495b-abfc-63f95289c736",
"validatorName": "maxCardinalityAdvice",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": false
},
{
"id": "e7922d7d-e8de-40e9-9d17-6ec264e5fa9f",
"validatorName": "propertyMaxCardinality",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "homeworld",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": false
},
{
"id": "46140d74-a8f6-41eb-a8bf-cb2cf34836ab",
"validatorName": "objectPropertyRangeMismatch",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "homeworld",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": true
},
{
"id": "e2664435-43b2-421d-9c63-77f0c5dc398a",
"validatorName": "scalarPropertyMismatch",
"objectType": "Planet",
(continues on next page)
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"propertyName": "type",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": true
},
{
"id": "cc862808-199a-405f-8247-04b3fff06358",
"validatorName": "propertyMinCardinality",
"objectType": "Planet",
"propertyName": "name",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": false
},
{
"id": "4a2a79f5-3755-4124-9aaa-3d58da7fc490",
"validatorName": "propertyMaxCardinality",
"objectType": "Planet",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": false
},
{
"id": "b010696d-39e6-48d2-bef9-a52ca483b66c",
"validatorName": "propertyMinCardinality",
"objectType": "Planet",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": false
},
{
"id": "53166e54-ba26-49ef-9ae5-da729d449652",
"validatorName": "scalarPropertyMismatch",
"objectType": "Planet",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": true
}
]
}

Here are a single type validation request and response:
Request:
curl -X POST "http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi-validations/validate?type=Human"

Response:
{
"@context": {
"@vocab": "http://ontotext.com/ontology/validation/",
"@base": "http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra": "http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type": "ValidationReport",
"schemaId": "/soml/swapi-validations",
"createdOn": "2021-09-09T10:40:45.749+03:00",
"totalTasks": 7,
"remainingTasks": 7,
"infoTasks": 0,
"warningTasks": 0,
(continues on next page)
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"failedTasks": 0,
"done": false,
"id": "ccb04540-7f20-45db-b5f3-87c827c6fcf0",
"tasks": [
{
"id": "8980945e-30cd-4ce5-b15d-10cdab09c3e1",
"validatorName": "typeValidation",
"objectType": "Human",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": true
},
{
"id": "e42aa77f-8d6f-40e2-9448-b98d406d08d8",
"validatorName": "scalarPropertyMismatch",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "type",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": true
},
{
"id": "77354f8b-62ea-45fb-bf15-1d84e4b0b2b9",
"validatorName": "propertyMinCardinality",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "name",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": false
},
{
"id": "48ae5ca7-15d0-4fb5-aeb6-e66dfc2c0eaf",
"validatorName": "propertyMinCardinality",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": false
},
{
"id": "00c9e31b-edbb-4ed5-90d6-ed495283ff45",
"validatorName": "maxCardinalityAdvice",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": false
},
{
"id": "5d512cf2-1b39-48ec-a03b-a9eb8a036e68",
"validatorName": "propertyMaxCardinality",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "homeworld",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": false
},
{
"id": "5d1bdef8-73b3-4087-b6c2-23ede93ab194",
"validatorName": "objectPropertyRangeMismatch",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "homeworld",
"status": "NOT_RUN",
"queryable": true
}
]
}
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Query Validation Status
GET /soml/{id}/validate
GET /soml/{id}/validate?all=[true | false | failed]

Example:
To fetch only the validation summary, send the following request:
curl "http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi-validations/validate"

The response will be:
{
"@context": {
"@vocab": "http://ontotext.com/ontology/validation/",
"@base": "http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra": "http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type": ":Validation",
"schemaId": "/soml/swapi-validations",
"createdOn": "2021-09-08T20:51:46.060+03:00",
"completedOn": "2021-09-08T20:51:46.372+03:00",
"totalTasks": 12,
"remainingTasks": 0,
"infoTasks": 1,
"warningTasks": 1,
"failedTasks": 0,
"done": true,
"id": "3ed31fd6-a740-4bd3-9572-86ba2e415bf0"
}

The optional argument all=true queries the individual tasks groups:
curl "http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi-validations/validate?all=true"

And the response would be:
{
"@context": {
"@vocab": "http://ontotext.com/ontology/validation/",
"@base": "http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra": "http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type": "ValidationReport",
"schemaId": "/soml/swapi-validations",
"createdOn": "2021-09-08T20:51:46.060+03:00",
"completedOn": "2021-09-08T20:51:46.372+03:00",
"totalTasks": 12,
"remainingTasks": 0,
"infoTasks": 1,
"warningTasks": 1,
"failedTasks": 0,
"done": true,
"id": "3ed31fd6-a740-4bd3-9572-86ba2e415bf0",
"tasks": [
{
"id": "8791a2fb-604e-4140-8dd8-b11bd1a8ec52",
"validatorName": "typeValidation",
"status": "SUCCESS",
(continues on next page)
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"queryable": true,
"durationInMs": 7
},
{
"id": "2415dc08-4057-4973-8bea-91317b24472c",
"validatorName": "scalarPropertyMismatch",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "type",
"status": "SUCCESS",
"queryable": true,
"durationInMs": 7
},
{
"id": "570d37cd-5262-4546-baa8-b8dc2ab20a05",
"validatorName": "propertyMinCardinality",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "name",
"status": "SUCCESS",
"queryable": false,
"durationInMs": 7
},
{
"id": "08cc5eb8-cf3b-41cd-a11f-4ede52d78d5d",
"validatorName": "propertyMinCardinality",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "SUCCESS",
"queryable": false,
"durationInMs": 7
},
{
"id": "d7523760-38aa-495b-abfc-63f95289c736",
"validatorName": "maxCardinalityAdvice",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "INFO",
"queryable": false,
"durationInMs": 5,
"result": [
"The property 'Human.rdfs:label' is defined as 'max: inf', but could not␣
,→find an object with multiple values"
]
},
{
"id": "e7922d7d-e8de-40e9-9d17-6ec264e5fa9f",
"validatorName": "propertyMaxCardinality",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "homeworld",
"status": "SUCCESS",
"queryable": false,
"durationInMs": 6
},
{
"id": "46140d74-a8f6-41eb-a8bf-cb2cf34836ab",
"validatorName": "objectPropertyRangeMismatch",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "homeworld",
"status": "WARN",
"queryable": true,
"durationInMs": 13,
"result": [
(continues on next page)
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"The property 'Human.homeworld' is defined as 'range: Planet', but found 1␣
,→instance of values with types: 'iri' and 1 instance of 'xsd:string'"
]
},
{
"id": "e2664435-43b2-421d-9c63-77f0c5dc398a",
"validatorName": "scalarPropertyMismatch",
"objectType": "Planet",
"propertyName": "type",
"status": "SUCCESS",
"queryable": true,
"durationInMs": 6
},
{
"id": "cc862808-199a-405f-8247-04b3fff06358",
"validatorName": "propertyMinCardinality",
"objectType": "Planet",
"propertyName": "name",
"status": "SUCCESS",
"queryable": false,
"durationInMs": 5
},
{
"id": "4a2a79f5-3755-4124-9aaa-3d58da7fc490",
"validatorName": "propertyMaxCardinality",
"objectType": "Planet",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "SUCCESS",
"queryable": false,
"durationInMs": 5
},
{
"id": "b010696d-39e6-48d2-bef9-a52ca483b66c",
"validatorName": "propertyMinCardinality",
"objectType": "Planet",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "SUCCESS",
"queryable": false,
"durationInMs": 5
},
{
"id": "53166e54-ba26-49ef-9ae5-da729d449652",
"validatorName": "scalarPropertyMismatch",
"objectType": "Planet",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "SUCCESS",
"queryable": true,
"durationInMs": 5
}
]
}

And if set to all=failed:
curl "http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi-validations/validate?all=failed"

It will result in:
{
"@context": {
"@vocab": "http://ontotext.com/ontology/validation/",
(continues on next page)
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"@base": "http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra": "http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type": "ValidationReport",
"schemaId": "/soml/swapi-validations",
"createdOn": "2021-09-08T20:51:46.060+03:00",
"completedOn": "2021-09-08T20:51:46.372+03:00",
"totalTasks": 12,
"remainingTasks": 0,
"infoTasks": 1,
"warningTasks": 1,
"failedTasks": 0,
"done": true,
"id": "3ed31fd6-a740-4bd3-9572-86ba2e415bf0",
"tasks": [
{
"id": "d7523760-38aa-495b-abfc-63f95289c736",
"validatorName": "maxCardinalityAdvice",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "rdfs:label",
"status": "INFO",
"queryable": false,
"durationInMs": 5,
"result": [
"The property 'Human.rdfs:label' is defined as 'max: inf', but could not␣
,→find an object with multiple values"
]
},
{
"id": "46140d74-a8f6-41eb-a8bf-cb2cf34836ab",
"validatorName": "objectPropertyRangeMismatch",
"objectType": "Human",
"propertyName": "homeworld",
"status": "WARN",
"queryable": true,
"durationInMs": 13,
"result": [
"The property 'Human.homeworld' is defined as 'range: Planet', but found 1␣
,→instance of values with types: 'iri' and 1 instance of 'xsd:string'"
]
}
]
}

Stop Active Validation
POST /soml/{id}/validate?cancel=true

Example:
curl -X POST "http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi-validations/validate?cancel=true"

The request will stop the running validation for the given schema and will do nothing if the validation is
already completed.
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Get Validation Query
GET /soml/{id}/validate/{taskId}

Some of the validations allow visualizing the conflicting data in the GraphDB Workbench. The response
of this request is a link that can be opened in a browser and will load the GraphDB Workbench with a
query that can be executed to visualize the conflicting data.
The taskId argument is the id key for the particular task.
Example:
curl "http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi-validations/validate/46140d74-a8f6-41eb,→a8bf-cb2cf34836ab"

Here is an example response:
http://localhost:9998/sparql?name=Human+homeworld+%287%29&infer=true&sameAs=true&
,→query=base+%3Chttps%3A%2F%2Fswapi.co%2Fresource%2F%3E%0
Aprefix+rdf%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.w3.org%2F1999%2F02%2F22-rdf-syntax-ns%23%3E
,→%0Aprefix+voc%3A+%3Chttps%3A%2F%2Fswapi.co%2Fvocabulary%2F
%3E%0A%0ASELECT%0A++++%3Fsubject%0A++++%3Fvalue%0A++++%3Ftypename%0AWHERE+%7B
,→%0A++++%3Fsubject+rdf%3Atype+%3Fsubject_rdf_type__0+.%0A+++
+FILTER+%28%3Fsubject_rdf_type__0+%3D+voc%3AHuman%29%0A++++%3Fsubject+voc
,→%3Ahomeworld+%3Fvalue+.%0A++++%7B%0A++++++++FILTER+%28isIri%28%
3Fvalue%29%29%0A++++++++FILTER+%28%21EXISTS+%7B%0A++++++++++++%7B
,→%0A++++++++++++++++%7B%0A++++++++++++++++++++%3Fvalue+rdf%3Atype+%3Fval
ue_rdf_type__0+.%0A++++++++++++++++++++FILTER+%28%3Fvalue_rdf_type__0+%3D+voc
,→%3APlanet%29%0A++++++++++++++++++++BIND+%28%27Planet%27+as+
%3Fvalue_otherType__1%29+.%0A++++++++++++++++%7D+UNION+%7B%0A++++++++++++++++++++
,→%3Fvalue+rdf%3Atype+%3Fvalue_rdf_type__0+.%0A++++++++++
++++++++++FILTER+%28%3Fvalue_rdf_type__0+%3D+voc%3AHuman%29
,→%0A++++++++++++++++++++BIND+%28%27Human%27+as+%3Fvalue_otherType__1%29+.%0A++
++++++++++++++%7D%0A++++++++++++++++FILTER+%28BOUND%28%3Fvalue_otherType__1%29%29
,→%0A++++++++++++%7D%0A++++++++%7D%29%0A++++++++BIND+%28%
27iri%27+as+%3Ftypename%29+.%0A++++%7D+UNION+%7B%0A++++++++FILTER+%28isLiteral%28
,→%3Fvalue%29%29%0A++++++++BIND+%28datatype%28%3Fvalue%29
+as+%3Ftypename%29+.%0A++++%7D+UNION+%7B%0A++++++++FILTER+%28isBlank%28%3Fvalue%29
,→%29%0A++++++++BIND+%28%27blank%27+as+%3Ftypename%29+.%
0A++++%7D+UNION+%7B%0A++++++++%3Fvalue+rdf%3Atype+%3Fvalue_rdf_type__0+.
,→%0A++++++++FILTER+%28%3Fvalue_rdf_type__0+%3D+voc%3AHuman%29%0A+
+++++++BIND+%28%27Human%27+as+%3Fvalue_soType__1%29+.%0A++++++++BIND+%28%3Fvalue_
,→soType__1+as+%3Ftypename%29+.%0A++++%7D%0A%7D%0ALIMIT+100%0A

After opening it in a browser, it should have the query pre-populated:

8.9. Schema Validation
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8.9.6 Validation API Security
If the Semantic Objects security is enabled, only authenticated users will be able to access the Validation
API.
The only requirement is that the authenticated user must have read access to the schema being validated in the Schema Management API.

8.10 Sanitizing
What’s in this document?
• Overview
• Examples and Results
• Restrictions

8.10.1 Overview
The Ontotext Semantic Objects process and work with a lot of different datasets and ontologies, so it is a
common requirement for such a system to support specific formatting and various naming conventions
used to describe the data model. Although the base language for the SOML is YAML (see SOML
Introduction), which allows almost every character to be used within the key names, GraphQL is a bit
more strict about it in that it does not allow the usage of hyphens - or dots . in the names of types and
properties.
To avoid this limitation and allow for diversity of the naming convention choices in the schemas that will
be used, the Semantic Objects introduce an additional stage to the process that handles the upload
of the SOML to the schema store. Its purpose is to sanitize all non-allowed punctuation characters
contained in names, i.e., replace them with something that is allowed and recommended for usage. In
this case, we replace a hyphen or a dot with the underscore _ character.

8.10.2 Examples and Results
To see what happens when we upload a SOML schema using hyphens and/or dots in the names of
the objects, properties, or prefixes, let’s have a look at the following example illustrating the schema
transformation and the way the names should be used afterwards.
Suppose we have built the following SOML schema (or have produced it with a tool like OWL2SOML):
id: "/soml/simple-schema"
created: 2020-05-12
updated: 2020-05-14
creator: http://ontotext.com
versionInfo: 1.0

prefixes:
ont: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/"
character: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/character/"
human: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/human/"
droid: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/droid/"
my.prefix-ns: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/sanitizable.prefix-ns/"
object-name.prefix: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/object-name.prefix/"
properties.name.prefix: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/properties.name.prefix/"
(continues on next page)
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specialPrefixes:
vocabUrl: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/"

properties:
height: {inverseAlias: "alias"}
my.prefix-ns:name: {rdfProp: "prop"}
properties.name.prefix:weight: {descr: "weight-property", max: 1}

objects:
Character:
type: "ont:Character"
descr: "A character in a film"
props:
height: {rdfProp: "characterProp"}
name: {inverseAlias: "characterAlias"}
my.prefix-ns:prop: {rdfProp: "characterProp"}
object-name.prefix:Droid:
type: ["ont:Droid"]
descr: "A droid that will take over the world"
name: my.prefix-ns:name
props:
my.prefix-ns:prop-weight: {label: "My weight-property", inverseOf:
,→"properties.name.prefix:weight", min: 1}
rdf_property: {rdfProp: "my.prefix-ns:prop"}

rbac:
roles:
Default:
description: Overriden default role that can read anything but not write or␣
,→delete
actions: [
"*/*/read",
object-name.prefix:Droid/*/*
]
notActions: [
"*/*/write",
"*/*/delete",
object-name.prefix:Droid/my.prefix-ns:prop-weight/*
]

After sanitizing, the schema will look like this:
id: "/soml/simple-schema"
created: 2020-05-12
updated: 2020-05-14
creator: http://ontotext.com
versionInfo: 1.0

prefixes:
ont: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/"
character: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/character/"
human: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/human/"
droid: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/droid/"
(continues on next page)
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my_prefix_ns: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/sanitizable.prefix-ns/"
object_name_prefix: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/object-name.prefix/"
properties_name_prefix: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/properties.name.prefix/"

specialPrefixes:
vocabUrl: "http://ontotext.com/ontology/"

properties:
height: {inverseAlias: "alias"}
my_prefix_ns:name: {rdfProp: "prop"}
properties_name_prefix:weight: {descr: "weight-property", max: 1}

objects:
Character:
type: "ont:Character"
descr: "A character in a film"
props:
height: {rdfProp: "characterProp"}
name: {inverseAlias: "characterAlias"}
my_prefix_ns:prop: {rdfProp: "characterProp"}
object_name_prefix:Droid:
type: ["ont:Droid"]
descr: "A droid that will take over the world"
name: my_prefix_ns:name
props:
my_prefix_ns:prop_weight: {label: "My weight-property", inverseOf:
,→"properties_name_prefix:weight", min: 1}
rdf_property: {rdfProp: "my_prefix_ns:prop"}

rbac:
roles:
Default:
description: Overriden default role that can read anything but not write or␣
,→delete
actions: [
"*/*/read",
object-name.prefix:Droid/*/*
]
notActions: [
"*/*/write",
"*/*/delete",
object_name_prefix:Droid/my_prefix_ns:prop_weight/*
]

As you can see, the names of the prefixes, properties, and objects are transformed into a proper,
GraphQL standards acceptable format. Furthermore, all the places where the names are referred are
also updated in order to preserve the consistency of the provided schema.
For example, querying of Droid weight using the schema above should now look like this:
object_name_prefix_Droid {
my_prefix_ns_prop_weight
}
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8.10.3 Restrictions
Although the sanitizing process allows the usage of punctuation characters by replacing all of them with
underscore, it may sometimes lead to ambiguity. This is why we have introduced several restrictions in
the SOML validation process. They will detect such ambiguous cases, reject the schema, and report
the issue, so that you can fix it and retry the upload.
The following examples will cause conflicts of the mapped GraphQL names, and are not allowed:
• prefix namespaces like: pre-fix, pre_fix, pre.fix
• property names like: pfx:some-prop, pfx:some_prop, pfx:some.prop
• object names like: pfx:Object.name, pfx:Object-name, pfx:Object_name
• or their combinations, e.g.,: pre-fix:Object.name, pre.fix:Object-name, pfx:someprop, pfx_some:prop, pfx:some_prop, pfx:some.prop, some-more:prop, some:moreprop, etc.

8.11 Administration
What’s in this document?
• Operations
– Create
– Update
– Read
– Bind
– Delete
This section will show you how to upload your own SOML schema into the Semantic Objects and perform
operations such as activate/deactivate, update, or read it.

8.11.1 Operations
Below you will find information about the available SOML endpoints, as well as the functionalities each
of them provides, the parameters they accept, and what the expected common responses are. For
consistency, the endpoint addresses are bound to the localhost, and they should be the same as in
the Quick Start guide.
Create
The creating of a SOML schema is done via POST request to the /soml endpoint:
curl "http://localhost:9995/soml" -X POST -H "Content-Type: text/yaml" -T "/path/
,→to/schema.yaml"

If the request is successful and the provided schema is valid, the response will have status 201 Created
and look like this:
{"@context":{
"@vocab":"http://ontotext.com/ontology/status/",
"@base":"http://data.ontotext.com/",
(continues on next page)
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"xsd":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra":"http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type":"SOML",
"@id":"/soml/simpleStarWars",
"input":"id:
/soml/simpleStarWars\r\nlabel:
Star Wars\r\
,→ncreator:
http://ontotext.com\r\ncreated:
2019-06-15\r\nupdated:
␣
,→2019-06-16\r\nversionInfo: 0.1\r\n\r\nprefixes:\r\n
rdf: \"http://www.w3.org/
,→1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#\"\r\n
rdfs: \"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#\"\
,→r\n
xsd: \"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#\"\r\n\r\nspecialPrefixes:\r\n ␣
,→base_iri:
https://starwars.org/resource/\r\n vocab_iri:
https:/
voc\r\n\r\nobjects:\r\n\r\n ␣
,→/starwars.org/vocabulary/\r\n
vocab_prefix:
,→Character:\r\n
kind: abstract\r\n
descr: \"A character in a film\"\r\n
␣
,→typeProp: \"rdf:type\"\r\n
props:\r\n
voc:name: {label: \"Name\"}\r\n
␣
,→
descr: {label: \"Description\"}\r\n
friend: {descr: \"Character's friend\
,→", max: inf, range: Character}\r\n
homeWorld: {label: \"Home World\",␣
,→descr: \"Characters home world (planet)\", max: 1, range: Planet}\r\n
\r\n ␣
,→Human:\r\n
prefix: \"human/\"\r\n
descr: \"A Homo Sapiens\"\r\n
␣
,→inherits: Character\r\n
props:\r\n
height: {descr: \"Height in meters\",␣
,→range: decimal}\r\n
mass: {descr: \"Mass in kilograms\", range: decimal}\r\
,→n\r\n
Planet:\r\n
prefix: \"planet/\"\r\n
# type voc:Planet default\r\n ␣
,→ descr: \"A planet\"\r\n
name: voc:name\r\n
props:\r\n
descr: {label:␣
,→\"Description\"}\r\n\r\nrbac:\r\n
roles:\r\n
Admin:\r\n
description: \
,→"Administrator role, can read, write and delete objects and schema\"\r\n
␣
,→actions: [\r\n
\"*/*/*\",\r\n
]\r\n"}

The produced response is in JSON-LD format, and contains the type of the schema, the id, and the
inputted schema.
Note: If the schema does not provide its own id, the service will generate and assign one. The id is
important, because it is used for all other operations.
If a schema with the same id already exists, the response will be:
{"@context":{
"@vocab":"http://ontotext.com/ontology/status/",
"@base":"https://data.ontotext.com/resource/status/",
"xsd":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
},
"@type":"Error",
"code":"4090001",
"message":"SOML id already exists!",
"@id":"fe136c54-0316-53d1-b3ca-d0183be7b955"}

Notice that every error response contains a code property, which is unique for the different types of
errors that the service may return.
Another common type of error responses that might be produced when creating or updating SOML are
validation errors. Their code is 4000001, and they contain detailed information about the encountered
error and its type, i.e., whether it is a validation or a syntax error.
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Update
The update operation allows you to modify any aspect of an existing SOML schema except for its id.
Also, there is no need to re-bind the schema if the updated one is the currently bound schema, as it will
be automatically replaced with the new one. Update requests looks like this:
curl "http://localhost:9995/soml/{id}" -X PUT -H "Content-Type: text/yaml" -T "/
,→path/to/schema.yaml"

If the request is successful and the schema is valid, the response will look like shown below, and the
returned status will again be 201 Created:
{"@context":{
"@vocab":"http://ontotext.com/ontology/status/",
"@base":"http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra":"http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type":"SOML",
"@id":"/soml/simpleStarWars",
"input":"id:
/soml/simpleStarWars\r\nlabel:
Star Wars\r\ncreator: ␣
,→
http://ontotext.com\r\ncreated:
2019-06-15\r\nupdated:
2019-06-16\r\
,→nversionInfo: 0.2\r\n\r\nprefixes:\r\n
# common prefixes\r\n so: \"http://www.
,→ontotext.com/semantic-object/\"\r\n
dct: \"http://purl.org/dc/terms/\"\r\n gn:␣
,→\"http://www.geonames.org/ontology#\"\r\n
owl: \"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#\
,→"\r\n
puml: \"http://plantuml.com/ontology#\"\r\n rdf: \"http://www.w3.org/
,→1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#\"\r\n
rdfs: \"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#\"\
,→r\n
skos: \"http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#\"\r\n void: \"http://rdfs.org/
,→ns/void#\"\r\n
wgs84: \"http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#\"\r\n xsd: \
,→"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#\"\r\n\r\nspecialPrefixes:\r\n
base_iri:
␣
,→
https://starwars.org/resource/\r\n vocab_iri:
https://starwars.org/
,→vocabulary/\r\n
vocab_prefix:
voc\r\n\r\nobjects:\r\n\r\n Character:\r\n ␣
,→
kind: abstract\r\n
descr: \"A character in a film\"\r\n
# type:␣
,→voc:Character default\r\n
typeProp: \"rdf:type\"\r\n
props:\r\n
␣
,→voc:name: {label: \"Name\"}\r\n
descr: {label: \"Description\"}\r\n
␣
,→friend: {descr: \"Character's friend\", max: inf, range: Character}\r\n
␣
,→homeWorld: {label: \"Home World\", descr: \"Characters home world (planet)\",␣
,→max: 1, range: Planet}\r\n\r\n
Droid:\r\n
prefix: \"droid/\"\r\n
# type␣
,→voc:Droid: default\r\n
descr: \"A droid/robot with Artificial Intelligence\"\
,→r\n
inherits: Character\r\n
regex: \"^https://starwars.org/resource/\\\\w+/
,→\"\r\n
props:\r\n
primaryFunction: {label: \"primary function\", descr: \
,→"e.g translator, cargo\"}\r\n
droidHeight: {descr: \"Height in meters\",␣
,→range: decimal}\r\n\r\n
Human:\r\n
prefix: \"human/\"\r\n
# type␣
,→voc:Human: default\r\n
descr: \"A Homo Sapiens\"\r\n
inherits: Character\r\
,→n
props:\r\n
height: {descr: \"Height in meters\", range: decimal}\r\n ␣
,→
mass: {descr: \"Mass in kilograms\", range: decimal}\r\n
enemies:
,→{descr: \"The enemy of humanity\", range: Droid, max: 3}\r\n\r\n
Planet:\r\n
␣
,→prefix: \"planet/\"\r\n
# type voc:Planet default\r\n
descr: \"A planet\"\
,→r\n
name: voc:name\r\n
props:\r\n
descr: {label: \"Description\"}\r\n␣
,→
\r\n Pilot:\r\n
prefix: \"pilot/\"\r\n
descr: \"A pilot\"\r\n
␣
,→inherits: Character\r\n
props:\r\n
descr: {label: \"The driver\"}\r\n\r\
,→nrbac:\r\n
roles:\r\n
Admin:\r\n
description: \"Administrator role, can␣
,→read, write and delete objects and schema\"\r\n
actions: [\r\n
\"*/*/
,→*\",\r\n
]\r\n
ROLE_Admin:\r\n
# An Admin role used in some unit␣
,→tests where the spring security prepends the ROLE prefix when role is set␣
,→through a mock user annotation.\r\n
description: \"Administrator role, can␣
,→read, write and delete objects and schema\"\r\n
actions: [\r\n
\"*/*/
,→*\",\r\n
]\r\n"}

Possible errors that may occur here are:
• Schema not found - when attempting to update schema that does not exist. The returned error
code is 4040001.
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• Schema id mismatch - when the {id} path parameter does not match the one in the actual
schema definition. The returned error code will be 4000007.
• Validation errors - when there are syntax or other types of errors in the schema definition that are
invalid.
Read
There are two endpoints for reading SOML information. The first one retrieves the data of a single
schema as follows:
curl "http://localhost:9995/soml/{id}" -X GET

If a schema with id simpleStarWars is available, it will be returned as a response in YAML format.
id:
label:
creator:
created:
updated:
versionInfo:

/soml/simpleStarWars
Star Wars
http://ontotext.com
2019-06-15
2019-06-16
0.1

prefixes:
rdf: "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
rdfs: "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xsd: "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
specialPrefixes:
base_iri:
vocab_iri:
vocab_prefix:

https://starwars.org/resource/
https://starwars.org/vocabulary/
voc

objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
descr: "A character in a film"
typeProp: "rdf:type"
props:
voc:name: {label: "Name"}
descr: {label: "Description"}
friend: {descr: "Character's friend", max: inf, range: Character}
homeWorld: {label: "Home World", descr: "Characters home world (planet)",␣
,→max: 1, range: Planet}
Human:
prefix: "human/"
descr: "A Homo Sapiens"
inherits: Character
props:
height: {descr: "Height in meters", range: decimal}
mass: {descr: "Mass in kilograms", range: decimal}
Planet:
prefix: "planet/"
descr: "A planet"
name: voc:name
props:
descr: {label: "Description"}
rbac:
(continues on next page)
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roles:
Admin:
description: "Administrator role, can read, write and delete objects and␣
,→schema"
actions: [
"*/*/*",
]

Note: If the requested schema does not exist, the response will be a code 4040001 error.
The second request that can be made to retrieve information about the available SOML schemas is:
curl "http://localhost:9995/soml" -X GET

It will retrieve all currently available SOML schemas. The response will look like this:
{"@context":{
"@vocab":"http://ontotext.com/ontology/status/",
"@base":"http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra":"http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type":"hydra:Collection",
"@id":"http://localhost:8080/soml?page=0&size=1",
"hydra:member":[
{
"@type":"SOML",
"@id":"/soml/simpleStarWars",
"input":"id:
/soml/simpleStarWars\r\nlabel:
Star Wars\r\
,→ncreator:
http://ontotext.com\r\ncreated:
2019-06-15\r\nupdated:
␣
,→2019-06-16\r\nversionInfo: 0.1\r\n\r\nprefixes:\r\n
rdf: \"http://www.w3.org/
,→1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#\"\r\n
rdfs: \"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#\"\
,→r\n
xsd: \"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#\"\r\n\r\nspecialPrefixes:\r\n ␣
,→base_iri:
https://starwars.org/resource/\r\n vocab_iri:
https:/
,→/starwars.org/vocabulary/\r\n
vocab_prefix:
voc\r\n\r\nobjects:\r\n\r\n ␣
,→Character:\r\n
kind: abstract\r\n
descr: \"A character in a film\"\r\n
␣
,→typeProp: \"rdf:type\"\r\n
props:\r\n
voc:name: {label: \"Name\"}\r\n
␣
,→
descr: {label: \"Description\"}\r\n
friend: {descr: \"Character's friend\
,→", max: inf, range: Character}\r\n
homeWorld: {label: \"Home World\",␣
,→descr: \"Characters home world (planet)\", max: 1, range: Planet}\r\n
\r\n ␣
,→Human:\r\n
prefix: \"human/\"\r\n
descr: \"A Homo Sapiens\"\r\n
␣
,→inherits: Character\r\n
props:\r\n
height: {descr: \"Height in meters\",␣
,→range: decimal}\r\n
mass: {descr: \"Mass in kilograms\", range: decimal}\r\
,→n\r\n
Planet:\r\n
prefix: \"planet/\"\r\n
# type voc:Planet default\r\n ␣
,→ descr: \"A planet\"\r\n
name: voc:name\r\n
props:\r\n
descr: {label:␣
,→\"Description\"}\r\n\r\nrbac:\r\n
roles:\r\n
Admin:\r\n
description: \
,→"Administrator role, can read, write and delete objects and schema\"\r\n
␣
,→actions: [\r\n
\"*/*/*\",\r\n
]\r\n"
}
],
"hydra:totalItems":1,
"hydra:view":{
"@type":"hydra:PartialCollectionView",
"hydra:first":"http://localhost:8080/soml?page=0&size=1",
"hydra:last":"http://localhost:8080/soml?page=0&size=1"
}}

Tip: The endpoint supports pagination. This is useful when using the service over a longer time period,
as without proper limitations, you might end up with a lot of schemas. This could potentially result in the
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transferring of large amount of data over HTTP.

Bind
Bind requests are used to activate a given SOML schema for the service. As the service may contain
multiple schemas at a time, it is important to have a way to tell it which schema to use while executing
queries. You can bind a specific schema by executing:
curl "http://localhost:9995/soml/{id}/soaas" -X PUT

This will produce the response below, meaning that the schema is successfully bound and ready for use:
{"@context":{
"@vocab":"http://ontotext.com/ontology/status/",
"@base":"http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra":"http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type":"SOML",
"@id":"/soml/simpleStarWars",
"input":"id:
/soml/simpleStarWars\r\nlabel:
Star Wars\r\ncreator: ␣
,→
http://ontotext.com\r\ncreated:
2019-06-15\r\nupdated:
2019-06-16\r\
,→nversionInfo: 0.1\r\n\r\nprefixes:\r\n
rdf: \"http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf,→syntax-ns#\"\r\n
rdfs: \"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#\"\r\n xsd: \
,→"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#\"\r\n\r\nspecialPrefixes:\r\n
base_iri:
␣
,→
https://starwars.org/resource/\r\n vocab_iri:
https://starwars.org/
,→vocabulary/\r\n
vocab_prefix:
voc\r\n\r\nobjects:\r\n\r\n Character:\r\n ␣
,→
kind: abstract\r\n
descr: \"A character in a film\"\r\n
typeProp: \
,→"rdf:type\"\r\n
props:\r\n
voc:name: {label: \"Name\"}\r\n
descr:
,→{label: \"Description\"}\r\n
friend: {descr: \"Character's friend\", max:␣
,→inf, range: Character}\r\n
homeWorld: {label: \"Home World\", descr: \
,→"Characters home world (planet)\", max: 1, range: Planet}\r\n
\r\n Human:\
,→r\n
prefix: \"human/\"\r\n
descr: \"A Homo Sapiens\"\r\n
inherits:␣
,→Character\r\n
props:\r\n
height: {descr: \"Height in meters\", range:␣
,→decimal}\r\n
mass: {descr: \"Mass in kilograms\", range: decimal}\r\n\r\n ␣
,→Planet:\r\n
prefix: \"planet/\"\r\n
# type voc:Planet default\r\n
␣
,→descr: \"A planet\"\r\n
name: voc:name\r\n
props:\r\n
descr: {label: \
,→"Description\"}\r\n\r\nrbac:\r\n
roles:\r\n
Admin:\r\n
description: \
,→"Administrator role, can read, write and delete objects and schema\"\r\n
␣
,→actions: [\r\n
\"*/*/*\",\r\n
]\r\n"}

Delete
The delete operation removes a SOML schema from the store and unbinds it, i.e., deactivates it. If
the removed schema is the currently bound one, this request should be followed by a bind request for
another schema, otherwise the service will be left in a state in which it cannot be used due to the absence
of a schema.
The request and the response should look as follows:
curl "http://localhost:9995/soml/{id}" -X DELETE
{"@context":{
"@vocab":"http://ontotext.com/ontology/status/",
"@base":"http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra":"http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
(continues on next page)
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"@type":"SOML",
"@id":"/soml/simple-StarWars",
"input":"id:
/soml/simpleStarWars\r\nlabel:
Star Wars\r\ncreator: ␣
,→
http://ontotext.com\r\ncreated:
2019-06-15\r\nupdated:
2019-06-16\r\
,→nversionInfo: 0.1\r\n\r\nprefixes:\r\n
# common prefixes\r\n so: \"http://www.
,→ontotext.com/semantic-object/\"\r\n
dct: \"http://purl.org/dc/terms/\"\r\n gn:␣
,→\"http://www.geonames.org/ontology#\"\r\n
owl: \"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#\
,→"\r\n
puml: \"http://plantuml.com/ontology#\"\r\n rdf: \"http://www.w3.org/
,→1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#\"\r\n
rdfs: \"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#\"\
,→r\n
skos: \"http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#\"\r\n void: \"http://rdfs.org/
,→ns/void#\"\r\n
wgs84: \"http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#\"\r\n xsd: \
,→"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#\"\r\n\r\nspecialPrefixes:\r\n
base_iri:
␣
,→
https://starwars.org/resource/\r\n vocab_iri:
https://starwars.org/
,→vocabulary/\r\n
vocab_prefix:
voc\r\n\r\nobjects:\r\n\r\n Character:\r\n ␣
,→
kind: abstract\r\n
descr: \"A character in a film\"\r\n
# type:␣
,→voc:Character default\r\n
typeProp: \"rdf:type\"\r\n
props:\r\n
␣
,→voc:name: {label: \"Name\"}\r\n
descr: {label: \"Description\"}\r\n
␣
,→friend: {descr: \"Character's friend\", max: inf, range: Character}\r\n
␣
,→homeWorld: {label: \"Home World\", descr: \"Characters home world (planet)\",␣
,→max: 1, range: Planet}\r\n\r\n
Droid:\r\n
prefix: \"droid/\"\r\n
# type␣
,→voc:Droid: default\r\n
descr: \"A droid/robot with Artificial Intelligence\"\
,→r\n
inherits: Character\r\n
regex: \"^https://starwars.org/resource/\\\\w+/
,→\"\r\n
props:\r\n
primaryFunction: {label: \"primary function\", descr: \
,→"e.g translator, cargo\"}\r\n
droidHeight: {descr: \"Height in meters\",␣
,→range: decimal}\r\n\r\n
Human:\r\n
prefix: \"human/\"\r\n
# type␣
,→voc:Human: default\r\n
descr: \"A Homo Sapiens\"\r\n
inherits: Character\r\
,→n
props:\r\n
height: {descr: \"Height in meters\", range: decimal}\r\n ␣
,→
mass: {descr: \"Mass in kilograms\", range: decimal}\r\n
enemies:
,→{descr: \"The enemy of humanity\", range: Droid, max: 3}\r\n\r\n
Planet:\r\n
␣
,→prefix: \"planet/\"\r\n
# type voc:Planet default\r\n
descr: \"A planet\"\
,→r\n
name: voc:name\r\n
props:\r\n
descr: {label: \"Description\"}\r\n␣
,→
\r\n Pilot:\r\n
prefix: \"pilot/\"\r\n
descr: \"A pilot\"\r\n
␣
,→inherits: Character\r\n
props:\r\n
descr: {label: \"The driver\"}\r\n\r\
,→nrbac:\r\n
roles:\r\n
Admin:\r\n
description: \"Administrator role, can␣
,→read, write and delete objects and schema\"\r\n
actions: [\r\n
\"*/*/
,→*\",\r\n
]\r\n
ROLE_Admin:\r\n
# An Admin role used in some unit␣
,→tests where the spring security prepends the ROLE prefix when role is set␣
,→through a mock user annotation.\r\n
description: \"Administrator role, can␣
,→read, write and delete objects and schema\"\r\n
actions: [\r\n
\"*/*/
,→*\",\r\n
]\r\n"}

Note: A code 4040001 error may occur if you try to delete a schema that does not exist.

8.12 Introduction
The Semantic Objects Modeling Language (SOML) is a simple language for describing business objects
(also called business entities, or domain objects in Domain-Driven Design), which are handled using
semantic technologies and GraphQL. SOML is the language of the Semantic Objects.
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8.13 Overview
Semantic Objects are:
• Queried with GraphQL, through a translation (transpiling) to SPARQL.
• Stored in the GraphDB RDF repository
• Exchanged using JSON
SOML is based on YAML (see below). We decided to design our own language that can target various
technologies, so we can innovate more freely: see Influences for similar examples.
Ultimately, SOML will target:
• Objects and properties (props) with inheritance
• Mapping of objects and props to RDF
• GraphQL: schema (objects and props), queries (select), mutations (updates)
• SPARQL: queries (select), updates (using SPARQL Graph Protocol), SPARQL expressions for
computing fields, filtering, ordering
• Ontology generation based on RDFS and schema.org
• JSONLD: Context and Frame
• Data validation through RDF Shapes (SHACL and/or ShEx) or GraphQL validation extensions
• Multiple storages, including Elasticsearch, Solr and MongoDB allowing distribution of data to various stores through GraphDB Connectors or GraphQL Federation

8.14 YAML
SOML uses YAML (YAML Ain’t Markup Language) as its basis, which is a simple human-friendly notation
for nested data. Originally designed as a data serialization standard, it is also used for expressing data
structures and models. The YAML spec (starting in sec 2.1. Collections) is full of examples so you can
learn by example. Some of its advantages are:
• YAML is very readable because in most cases you can omit quotes and delimiters.
• Instead, you specify the nesting of objects by using line indentation, and dashed items to express
arrays.
• Nevertheless, you can place dictionaries and arrays on the same line by using delimiters: {...}
for dictionaries and [...] for arrays (called “flow styles”).
• Most values do not need quotes. You can also use apostrophes (single quotes), double quotes,
triple apostrophes, or triple quotes to minimize the need to escape quotes.
• Optionally, you can use blank lines for readability.
• Therefore, YAML subsumes JSON, as it is both simpler and more powerful.
You can use the Workbench to validate your SOML schemas.
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8.15 Influences
SOML is influenced by the following schema languages that are also based on YAML and can render
business-level object models to a variety of technologies:
• BioLink modeling language. Models are authored in YAML. A variety of artefacts can be generated,
including ShEx, JSON-Schema, OWL, Python dataclasses, UML diagrams, Markdown pages for
deployment in a GitHub pages site, etc.
• HL7 FHIR, which has renditions in UML, XML, JSON, Turtle, ShEx shapes.
• a.ml: Anything Modeling Language (see documentation, vocabularies, dialects), which targets
mapping of YAML schemas to ontologies and SHACL shapes, and YAML documents to RDF
graphs.
• Cloud Information Model (CIM), which targets AML Vocabulary (conceptual model), AML Dialect
(data shapes), RDFS (entities and relationships), SHACL (data shapes and constraints), SQL DDL
(relational database schema), R2RML (mapping from relational schema to RDF), RAML (REST
API datatypes), JSON Schema (data shapes).
SOML is also influenced by the TopQuadrant GraphQL to SHACL mapping.
We decided to design our own language that can target various technologies, so we can innovate more
freely. Ultimately SOML will target:
• Objects and properties (props) with inheritance
• Mapping of objects and props to RDF
• GraphQL: schema (objects and props), queries (select), mutations (updates)
• SPARQL: queries (select), updates (using SPARQL Graph Protocol)
• Generate Ontology based on RDFS and schema.org
• JSONLD: Context and Frame
• Data validation through RDF Shapes (SHACL and/or ShEx) or GraphQL validation extensions
• Multiple storages, including Elasticsearch and Solr, allowing distribution of data to various stores
through GraphDB Connectors or GraphQL Federation

8.16 Terminology
Object classes and properties are defined through various characteristics. Typical property characteristics include kind (object vs data), range or datatype, cardinality, RDF prop name, etc.
Examples in this document are based on several example datasets.
The basic semantic object concepts differ significantly between the different technologies we address,
so we provide some explanation:
SOML
object
inherit
property
prop at
object
range
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RDF
sometimes
rdf:type
not
rdfs:subClassOf
property

GraphQL
type, __typename

JSONLD
type, __typename

interface,
implements, copy fields
field

n/a
property

schema:domainIncludes
field inside object

impedance mismatch

schema:rangeIncludes
field type

type: id or type:
<datatype>

Shapes
node
shape
n/a
property
shape

shape at
property
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• Semantic object types (SOML classes) are the basic mechanism for structuring of information.
– Sometimes classes are mapped to rdf:type (RDF classes), but the correspondence is not
1-1. The same node may carry several rdf:type or not have any, and a different prop may
be used to distinguish (discriminate) its semantic type. See Object Typing for more details.

– GraphQL has a standard prop __typename that carries the semantic type (type name introspection). We also expose rdf:type (possibly multiple IRIs) as GraphQL prop type.

– Semantic types are mapped to RDF node shapes to facilitate validation
• SOML supports inheritance as a basic mechanism for sharing common fields. For now we support
single inheritance, but multiple inheritance is planned.
– It is possible to map class inheritance to RDF rdfs:subClassOf, but not mandatory. If the
type discriminator of an object is not rdf:type, then that is not sufficient either.
– GraphQL does not have inheritance proper, but it can be implemented through the notion of
interface. When a type implements an interface, it must instantiate (copy) all its fields, so it is
very useful that the Semantic Objects do all this copying during GraphQL schema generation.
If there is an inheritance hierarchy, the type must implement multiple interfaces (going all the
way to the root), even in the absence of multiple inheritance.
• SOML props can be defined first in a common list (properties:) and are then instantiated at
objects (props:) where their characteristics can be changed.
– All props are mapped to RDF props using a default vocabulary namespace and prefixes.
• The same mapping applies to JSONLD
• GraphQL props are local to the containing object (“field inside object”). The same prop name
may have completely different characteristics (kind: object vs data, range or datatype, cardinality)
across objects.
– In contrast, an RDF prop is supposed to mean the same regardless of its subject (originating
node).
– In particular, a JSONLD context maps prop name (“term”) to IRI, kind, and datatype in a global
way (JSONLD 1.1 allows per-class definitions but we decided not to use this version because
we want to be compatible with JSONLD 1.0 clients).
– We call this “JSONLD impedance mismatch”. Because of it and other differences between
GraphQL JSON and JSONLD, we do not yet support JSONLD response of GraphQL queries
One way to resolve it is by using prefixes in RDF prop names, e.g., Object__prop (RDF
properties are normally distinguished by namespace, but GraphQL does not have namespaces).
• The same prop can be used at multiple objects (domain), and can target different objects or scalars
(range or datatype).
– We generate an RDF ontology in which we use schema:domainIncludes and
schema:rangeIncludes which are polymorphic (allow multiple values), rather than
rdfs:domain and rdfs:range which are monomorphic (demand single value).
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8.17 Overall Structure
The overall structure of a SOML file (schema) is shown below. Later sections describe each characteristic (feature) in detail.
# comment
id:
/soml/<identifier>
label:
some name
created:
yyyy-mm-dd
updated:
yyyy-mm-dd
creator:
name and/or URL
versionInfo: version
config:
enable_mutations:
lang: {fetch: "", validate: "", implicit: "", defaultNameFetch: "ANY",␣
,→appendDefaultNameFetch: true}
queryPfx:
mutationPfx:
# comment
specialPrefixes:
base_iri:
<base>
vocab_iri:
<vocab>
vocab_prefix: <voc>
ontology_iri: <ontology>
shape_iri:
<shape>
prefixes:
<pfx>:
<namespace>
# datatypes
types:
<type>:
{rdf: <xsd-type>,
graphql: <GQL-type>, descr: "...",␣
,→graphqlExtension: <boolean>}
<union-type>: {union: [<type>...], graphql: <GQL-type>, descr: "..."}
# common property definitions
properties:
<prop>: {label: "...", descr: "...", range: <datatype|Obj>, rangeCheck:
,→<boolean>, typeCast: <boolean>,
kind: (object|literal|mixed), min: <default 0>, max: <default 1>,
inverseAlias: <prop>, inverse: <prop>, rdfProp: pfx:prop, symmetric:
,→<boolean>, regex: '<regex>', prefix: "<string>"}
# object class definitions
objects:
<Obj>: {label: "...", descr: "...", regex: '<regex>', prefix: "<string>",
typeProp: <prop>, type: [<iri>...], name: <prop>, inherits: <Obj>,␣
,→kind: (abstract|supertype)}
props:
<prop>: ...

Notes:
• All characteristics are optional and have reasonable defaults.
• Objects can reuse common property definitions by simply referring to property names in props:.
In that case, a prop does not have to carry any characteristics (i.e., the ... can be empty).
• Objects can also change prop characteristics, or define their own props that are not mentioned in
properties:.
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NINE

GRAPHQL FEDERATION

What’s in this document?
• Introduction
• Quick Start
• Tutorial
– Extend Semantic Objects with External Services
– Extend External Objects
• Limitations
– Schema Changes
• Administration
– Monitoring
– Configuration

9.1 Introduction
Apollo Federation provides a mechanism to combine multiple GraphQL endpoints and schema into a
single aggregate endpoint and composite schema. The basic principles of GraphQL federation are as
follows:
1. Collects the schemas from multiple endpoints.
2. Combines the schemas into a single composite schema.
3. Serves the single composite schema to the user completely hiding the inner dependencies.
4. When a query is performed, the Federation Gateway calls each of the endpoints in a specific order
and combines their responses.
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9.2 Quick Start
Download this docker-compose.yaml that manages all the required services for an aggregate federated SWAPI GraphQL endpoint that joins Semantic Objects and a simple example Apollo Server:
• Federation Gateway
• Semantic Objects (loaded with SWAPI data and Schema)
• Example Extended SWAPI Service
• GraphDB (loaded with SWAPI data)
• GraphDB or MongoDB (for storing and managing the schema)
Once you have downloaded the compose file, follow the Semantic Objects Quick Start guide using this
file instead of the one defined in the guide. (Skip the download operation in the Docker Compose section
of the guide.)
Use this environment file .env to configure the location of the Ontotext Semantic Objects and GraphDB
licenses.
Following the Quick Start guide, create a simple bash script setup.sh for starting everything and loading the SWAPI data and schema.
Download the GraphDB repository configuration, SWAPI data, and SOML schema and place them in
the same directory as the setup script. You should have the following files in the directory: data.ttl,
repo.ttl, and schema.yaml.
Run the setup script. To start the services, load the data, and build a federated aggregate GraphQL
endpoint, use the following shell command:
chmod +x ./setup.sh && ./setup.sh

Note: The setup script and the .env file should be in the same directory as the docker-compose.
yaml file.
Try out a GraphQL query against the federated aggregate schema using this cURL command:
curl 'http://localhost:9000/graphql' \
-H 'Accept: application/json' \
-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \
--data-binary '{"query":"query { planet(where: {ID: \"https://swapi.co/
,→resource/planet/25\"}) { name diameter gravity } }"}' \
--compressed

That returns the Planet Dantooine with the extended calculated gravity property.
{
"data": {
"planet": [
{
"name": "Dantooine",
"diameter": 9830,
"gravity": "1 standard"
}
]
}
}
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Tip: You can also open the Workbench on http://localhost:9993. It is configured to send queries
against the Apollo Gateway.

9.3 Tutorial
The following sections provide examples of implementing GraphQL Federation using the Semantic Objects.
The examples are based on the Star Wars dataset.

9.3.1 Extend Semantic Objects with External Services
We will first give an example on how to extend an object defined in SOML by an external GraphQL
service.
SOML
For this part, no change in the SOML is required. We have already defined the following type:
Planet:
...
props:
...
diameter: {label: "Diameter in Km", range: integer}
...

This SOML will generate the following GraphQL type:
type Planet implements Object & Nameable @key(fields : "id") { ... }

The @key directive is used by the Apollo Federation to show how to link the Planet extensions from
the different endpoints.
This GraphQL schema will be exposed by the Semantic Objects for federation by the gateway.
Example Apollo GraphQL Extension Service
Now let’s take a look at a small JS application which extents the Planet type:
const { ApolloServer, gql } = require("apollo-server-express");
const { buildFederatedSchema } = require("@apollo/federation");
const express = require('express');
const path = '/graphql';
const app = express();
const typeDefs = gql`
scalar Integer
extend type Query {
extend_swapi_health: Health
}
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

extend type Planet @key(fields: "id") {
id: ID! @external
diameter: Integer @external
mass: Int
calculatedGravity: Integer @requires(fields: "diameter")
}
type Health {
status: String
}
input Integer_Where {
AND: [Integer_Where!]
OR: [Integer_Where!]
EQ: Integer
NEQ: Integer
LT: Integer
LTE: Integer
GT: Integer
GTE: Integer
IN: [Integer!]
NIN: [Integer!]
}
`
const resolvers = {
Planet: {
__resolveReference(reference) {
return {
...reference,
...planetList.find(planet => planet.id === reference.id)
};
},
calculatedGravity(reference) {
console.log('Planet @key/id [' + reference.id + '] diameter [' + reference.
,→diameter + ']');
let planet = planetList.find(planet => planet.id === reference.id);
console.log('Found planet its mass is [' + planet.mass + ']');
// Clearly the wrong calc, its just to show calculated extension
let gravity = reference.diameter * planet.mass * 100;
console.log('Calculated gravity [' + this.gravity + ']');
return gravity
}
},
Query: {
extend_swapi_health() {
return { status: "OK"}
}
}
};
// Dummy Good to go always returns OK
app.get('/__gtg', function (req, res){
res.setHeader('Content-Type', 'application/json');
res.end(JSON.stringify({ gtg: "OK", message: "Mock SOaaS operating as expected" }
,→));
});
// Dummy Health Check always returns OK, no dependencies/healthChecks
app.get('/__health', function (req, res){
(continues on next page)
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res.setHeader('Content-Type', 'application/json');
res.end(JSON.stringify({
status: "OK",
id: `http://localhost:4006${server.graphqlPath}`,
name: 'SOaaS Extended HealthCheck',
type: 'graphql',
healthChecks: []
})
)
});
const server = new ApolloServer({
schema: buildFederatedSchema([
{
typeDefs,
resolvers
}
]),
context: params => () => {
console.log(params.req.body.query);
console.log(params.req.body.variables);
console.log(params.req.headers);
}
});
server.applyMiddleware({app: app, path: path});
app.listen({ port: 4006 }, () => {
console.log(`Server ready at http://localhost:4006${server.graphqlPath}`);
});
const planetList = [
{
id: "https://swapi.co/resource/planet/25",
mass: 120
},
{
id: "https://swapi.co/resource/planet/13",
mass: 130
}
];

This application does the following:
• Adds mass property, which is retrieved from an external data source.
• Adds calculatedGravity property, which uses a diameter field from the Semantic Objects
endpoint and mass in order to get calculated.
• Adds a new type Health.
• Adds extend_swapi_health query, which returns type Health.
Since diameter is of type Integer (which is a non-standard GraphQL type), we have to define the
Integer scalar in the schema explicitly. Because of this, we need to define the Integer_Where type as
well, although we are not using it in the current schema. It is directly copied from the Semantic Objects
GraphQL schema, and is needed by the Apollo Gateway in order to merge the two schemas.
The extension GraphQL schema is now also available for federation.
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Aggregate Schema
The federation gateway will combine both the Semantic Objects GraphQL schema and the extended
service GraphQL schema to produce a composite schema that joins both the Semantic Objects and the
Extended Apollo JS service.
So running the following introspection query against the Apollo gateway:
query test {
__type(name: "Planet") {
name
fields {
name
}
}
}

Will return:
{
"data": {
"__type": {
"name": "Planet",
"fields": [
{
"name": "id"
},
{
"name": "mass"
},
{
"name": "calculatedGravity"
}
]
}
}
}

We can see that the new fields (mass and calculatedGravity) are included.
Federated Query
Once everything is set, we can run a sample query to the Apollo Gateway:
query planet {
planet (ID: "https://swapi.co/resource/planet/25") {
id
diameter
mass
calculatedGravity
}
}

Which will return the following result:
{
"data": {
"planet": [
{
"id": "https://swapi.co/resource/planet/25",
"diameter": 9830,
(continues on next page)
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"mass": 120,
"calculatedGravity": 117960000
}
]
}
}

9.3.2 Extend External Objects
For the second example, we will extend an object defined in an external GraphQL service.
External Service
This is an example of a small GraphQL application:
const { ApolloServer, gql } = require("apollo-server-express");
const { buildFederatedSchema } = require("@apollo/federation");
const express = require('express');
const path = '/graphql';
const app = express();
const typeDefs = gql`
extend type Query {
organization_health: Health
}
type Organization @key(fields: "id") {
id: ID!
desc: String
dateFounded: String
}
type Health {
status: String
}
`;
const resolvers = {
Organization: {
__resolveReference(reference) {
return orgList.find(org => org.id === reference.id);
}
},
Query: {
organization(_, args) {
if (args.id) {
return orgList.filter(org => org.id === args.id);
} else {
return orgList;
}
},
organization_health() {
return { status: "OK"}
}
}
};
(continues on next page)
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// Dummy Good to go always returns OK
app.get('/__gtg', function (req, res){
res.setHeader('Content-Type', 'application/json');
res.end(JSON.stringify({ gtg: "OK", message: "Mock SOaaS operating as expected" }
,→));
});
// Dummy Health Check always returns OK, no dependencies/healthChecks
app.get('/__health', function (req, res){
res.setHeader('Content-Type', 'application/json');
res.end(JSON.stringify({
status: "OK",
id: `http://localhost:4007${server.graphqlPath}`,
name: 'Organization GraphQL HealthCheck',
type: 'graphql',
healthChecks: []
}))
});;
const server = new ApolloServer({
schema: buildFederatedSchema([
{
typeDefs,
resolvers
}
]),
context: params => () => {
console.log(params.req.body.query);
console.log(params.req.body.variables);
console.log(params.req.headers);
}
});
server.applyMiddleware({app: app, path: path});
app.listen({ port: 4007 }, () => {
console.log(`Server ready at http://localhost:4007${server.graphqlPath}`);
});
const orgList = [
{
id: "https://swapi.co/resource/organization/1",
desc: "The Resistance, also known as the Rebellion, was a private military␣
,→force founded by General Leia Organa during the cold war between the New␣
,→Republic and the First Order",
dateFounded: "28 ABY"
},
{
id: "https://swapi.co/resource/organization/2",
desc: "The Galactic Empire (19 BBY–5 ABY), also known as the First Galactic␣
,→Empire, the New Order, or simply the Empire, was the fascist galactic government␣
,→that replaced the Galactic Republic in the aftermath of the Clone Wars",
dateFounded: "19 BBY"
}
];

This application defines the type Organization and has two Organization instances.
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SOML
As the Organization object is not present in the Star Wars SOML, we will have to add it. So add the
following to the SOML:
objects:
Organization:
descr: "Extended organization object coming from federation service"
type: ["voc:Organization"]
extend: true
props:
film: {label: "Film in which the Organization appeared in", range: Film,␣
,→max: inf}

The important part here is the extend flag. It is false by default. Setting it to true will generate an
extend type Organization in the GraphQL schema.
Apart from that flag, the rest is like a normal Object. We can add properties with range other Objects in
the SOML, as well as use it as range for other props.
Queries
If we leave the SOML as it is, this will lead to a conflict in the aggregated schema. This is because in
the Federation, you cannot have the same query defined in multiple endpoints. It would leave us with
the following query defined in both the Semantic Objects and the external service:
type Query {
organization(...): [Organization!]
}

To avoid this, we can use the queryPfx and mutationPfx config parameters. Add the following to
the SOML:
config:
queryPfx: "soaas_"

The Semantic Objects will end up serving the following GraphQL query:
type Query {
soaas_organization(...): [Organization!]
}

This way, the conflict will be avoided.
Mutations
Apollo Federation does not support federated mutations. However, mutations of the extend objects
are still supported as in any other Object. So let’s add some data in the Semantic Objects using the
following mutation:
mutation createOrganization {
create_Organization (
objects: [
{id: "https://swapi.co/resource/organization/1",
film: [
{
ids: ["https://swapi.co/resource/film/1"]
}
]},
(continues on next page)
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{id: "https://swapi.co/resource/organization/2",
film: [
{
ids: ["https://swapi.co/resource/film/2"]
}
]}
]
)
{
organization {
id
}
}
}

Federated Query
Now that we have a service that defines Organization, Semantic Objects that extend Organization
with field film, and data and both services, we can start an Apollo Federation and run the following
query against the Gateway:
query organization {
organization {
id
desc
dateFounded
film {
id
name
}
}
}

The result is the following:
{
"data": {
"organization": [
{
"id": "https://swapi.co/resource/organization/1",
"desc": "The Resistance, also known as the Rebellion, was a private␣
,→military force founded by General Leia Organa during the cold war between the␣
,→New Republic and the First Order",
"dateFounded": "28 ABY",
"film": [
{
"id": "https://swapi.co/resource/film/1",
"name": "A New Hope"
}
]
},
{
"id": "https://swapi.co/resource/organization/2",
"desc": "The Galactic Empire (19 BBY–5 ABY), also known as the First␣
,→Galactic Empire, the New Order, or simply the Empire, was the fascist galactic␣
,→government that replaced the Galactic Republic in the aftermath of the Clone Wars
,→",
"dateFounded": "19 BBY",
"film": [
(continues on next page)
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{
"id": "https://swapi.co/resource/film/2",
"name": "The Empire Strikes Back"
}
]
}
]
}
}

We can see the data from both the JS service and the Semantic Objects combined in the response.

9.4 Limitations
• The @key directive for all types is set to their ID, although the Apollo Federation server supports
each field to be used as key.
• The current Apollo Gateway implementation (ontotext/apollo-federation-gateway) will
not update the aggregated schema if an endpoint’s schema changes. So changing the schema of
a federated endpoint requires a Gateway restart.

9.4.1 Schema Changes
When a schema change occurs in the Semantic Objects or other external services used by the Apollo
gateway, they must be restarted in order to get the combined schema rebuilt. In case the Apollo gateway
does not start properly, please check its logs for more information about what might be wrong with the
combined schema.

9.5 Administration
9.5.1 Monitoring
Health Check
The Apollo Federation Gateway has an aggregate health check that checks all configured federated
services for health status.
The __health endpoint can be accessed at http://{federationhost}:{federation_port}/
__health.
An example response is as follows, and you can see the Semantic Objects health response aggregated
with the extended service:
{
"status": "OK",
"id": "apollo-federation-gateway",
"healthChecks": [
{
"status": "OK",
"healthChecks": [
{
"status": "OK",
"id": "1200",
"name": "SPARQL checks",
(continues on next page)
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"type": "sparql",
"impact": "SPARQL Endpoint operating normally, writable and populated␣
,→with data.",
"troubleshooting": "http://semantic-objects:8080/__trouble",
"description": "SPARQL Endpoint checks.",
"message": "SPARQL Endpoint operating normally, writable and populated␣
,→with data."
},
{
"status": "OK",
"id": "1300",
"name": "SOML Checks",
"type": "soml",
"impact": "SOML bound, service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting": "http://semantic-objects:8080/__trouble",
"description": "SOML checks.",
"message": "SOML bound, service operating normally."
},
{
"status": "OK",
"id": "1350",
"type": "soml-rbac",
"impact": "Security is disabled. SOML RBAC healthcheck is inactive.",
"troubleshooting": "http://semantic-objects:8080/__trouble",
"description": "SOML RBAC checks.",
"message": "Security is disabled. SOML RBAC healthcheck is inactive."
},
{
"status": "OK",
"id": "1400",
"name": "Query service",
"type": "queryService",
"impact": "Query service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting": "http://semantic-objects:8080/__trouble",
"description": "Query service checks.",
"message": "Query service operating normally."
},
{
"status": "OK",
"id": "1500",
"name": "Mutations Service",
"type": "mutationService",
"impact": "Mutation Service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting": "http://semantic-objects:8080/__trouble",
"description": "Mutation Service checks.",
"message": "Mutation Service operating normally."
}
]
},
{
"status": "OK",
"id": "example/1",
"name": "Example Health Check",
"type": "graphql",
"healthChecks": []
}
]
}
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Good to Go
The Apollo Federation Gateway has an aggregate good to go check that checks all configured federated
services for good to go status.
The __gtg endpoint can be accessed at http://{federationhost}:{federation_port}/
__gtg.
An example response is as follows:
{
"gtg": "OK",
"message": "Federation Gateway operating as expected"
}

9.5.2 Configuration
Federation Gateway
The Federation Gateway is provided as a Docker container. The following Docker Compose YAML
describes the various ENV variables that control the Gateway:
• GRAPHQL_SERVICE_N: GraphQL endpoint URL address to include within the aggregate schema
• GRAPHQL_SERVICE_N_GTG: GraphQL endpoint good to go endpoint
• GRAPHQL_SERVICE_N_HEALTH: GraphQL endpoint health endpoint
• CACHE_MAX_AGE: cache header max age
• ENGINE_API_KEY: in case you want to register the federation services with an Apollo Graph
Manager
• SERVICE_DWELL: dwell time between federated GraphQL endpoint health checks
You can download and use this example docker-compose.yaml configuration.
Federation Gateway Authorization
If the Semantic Objects have security enabled, the Federation Gateway must authenticate and retrieve
an Authorization JWT token.
This token is used by the Gateway to make authorized requests to federated services to retrieve each
GraphQL _service.sdl schema.
After that, the Gateway builds the aggregate schema and discards the token.
Subsequent GraphQL query and mutation requests will use the client’s Authorization header.
The following ENV variables control the Gateway schema aggregation authorization:
• SECURITY_ENABLED: true - schema building uses FusionAuth supplied authorization tokens, otherwise no authorization
• FUSION_APPLICATION_ID: The FusionAuth Application UUID for the Semantic Objects, e.g.,
“0afceebe-cfc6-4ddf-81b9-a7fd658b30d4”
• FUSION_PROTOCOL: The protocol to use when connecting to the FusionAuth REST API “http” |
“https”
• FUSION_HOST: The server host to use when connecting to the FusionAuth REST API, e.g., “localhost”
• FUSION_PORT: The TCP/IP port to use when connecting to the FusionAuth REST API, e.g., “9011”
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• FUSION_USERNAME: The FusionAuth username to use when authenticating, e.g., “federation”
• FUSION_PASSWORD: The FusionAuth password to use when authentication, e.g., “federation”
• FORWARD_HEADERS: The HTTP headers the Gateway should forward to federated GraphQL endpoints “X-Request-ID, Authorization”
• FUSION_LOGIN_RETRIES: The number of authentication re-tries before giving up. Default “10”
• FUSION_LOGIN_RETRY_DELAY: The number of milliseconds between each authentication retry.
Default “2000”
As mentioned above, in order for the Federation Gateway to retrieve the SDL, it needs a user with
sufficient rights to do so. So first, add the following role to the SOML (it provides gives read permissions
to the SDL):
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

rbac:
roles:
Federation:
description: "Federation service role"
actions: [
"_Service/sdl/read"
]

The next step is to add the user in FusionAuth. The user should have role Federation and username
and password matching the ones defined in FUSION_USERNAME and FUSION_PASSWORD environment
variables.
If you are using the OPCTL tool to provision the security, add the following to the configuration yaml:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

security:
roles:
- name: Federation
superRole: false
default: false
users:
- username: federation
email: federation@example.com
password: federation
roles:
- Federation

Once you have a configured user and role, the Federation Gateway will be able to operate properly.
Federation Correlation
The Federation Gateway will generate X-Request-ID correlation ids if none are present on requests.
X-Request-ID is always logged and forwarded to federated GraphQL endpoints.
This ensures that a GraphQL query or mutation can be traced and correlated across the Gateway,
Federated GraphQL services and indeed GraphDB.
By default, the Docker file should include the following headers for forwarding:
• FORWARD_HEADERS: “X-Request-ID, Authorization”
X-Request-ID is the Semantic Objects default correlation id HTTP header.
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Semantic Objects
Semantic Objects support the Apollo Federation protocol and can be a part of an Apollo Federation (with
some known limitations).
To make the Semantic Objects endpoint federation-ready, you need to enable the following property:
graphql.federation.enabled=true

This will make all necessary additions to the GraphQL schema.
Dynamic Schema Introspection
The Semantic Objects define a custom _Service type that can be used with GraphQL federation. It
has two fields:
• sdl - used by the Apollo federation gateway to fetch the schema with included specific directives needed for the gateway. This field has a value only when Apollo federation is enabled with
graphql.federation.enabled=true.
• full_sdl - can be used to get a full GraphQL schema including all custom directives.
You can use the _service.full_sdl to obtain the schema and develop solutions based on the specific information available there. For example, you can get class and property labels by reading the
@descr directives and render them in a web application. You can also create dynamic behavior based
on RBAC roles that can be obtained from the @hasRole directives generated in the GraphQL schema.
To fetch a full GraphQL schema including all custom directives like @hasRole and @descr, execute an
introspection query like this:
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10.1 Overview
By default, the Ontotext Semantic Services (Semantic Objects and Semantic Search) do not use authentication, authorization, or RBACs.
To secure them, consider the following configuration and set-up steps:
• Configure and enable the services’ Authentication and identity service (FusionAuth)
• Configure and enable the services’ API gateway (Kong)
• Configure and enable Semantic Objects Role-Based Access Controls
• Configure and enable data layer authorization (GraphDB)

10.2 Quick Start
The Semantic Services provide a CLI tool that quickly and simply provisions:
• FusionAuth: JWT signing keys, tenants, applications, users, and roles
Note: The tool will create the following default FusionAuth administration account:
admin:
email: system@example.com
password: 123456789
firstName: System
lastName: Admin

The OPCTL CLI tool (short for Ontotext Platform Control) reads a configuration YAML file that describes
the components necessary to provision the Semantic Services FusionAuth (identity and authentication)
service. The address should be resolvable by the CLI, otherwise it will not be able to provision FusionAuth and any other configured components.
Once you have a configured YAML, you can initiate the provisioning process by invoking:
docker run -it -v $(pwd)/config/:/etc/opctl/ ontotext/opctl provision security -c /
,→etc/opctl/opctl.yaml

Where $(pwd) is the current directory containing a config folder with the opctl configuration YAML
named opctl.yaml.
In this case, the opctl.yaml should be configured with addresses that are reachable outside of
Docker’s network.
If the Semantic Services are not exposed, you can attach to an existing Docker network where the
services are reachable. For example, if the network is called platform_network, you can run the CLI
as follows:
docker run -it -v $(pwd)/config/:/etc/opctl/ --network=platform_network ontotext/
,→opctl provision security -c /etc/opctl/config.yaml

See the official Docker CLI documentation for more information.
A successful provision will produce output such as:
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10.2.1 OPCTL Installation
Docker Pull OPCTL
Get the latest OPCTL Docker image:
docker pull ontotext/opctl

To test if OPCTL is working correctly and see the available commands and options, use:
docker run -it ontotext/opctl --help

Hint: See the OPCTL documentation for more information about command line arguments, CLI configuration, and what services can be provisioned.

10.2.2 OPCTL Configuration
This is a minimal opctl.yaml configuration example for provisioning Ontotext Semantic Services FusionAuth (identity and authentication).
Provisioning of users and roles can also be achieved by including them in the YAML configuration:
1
2
3
4
5
6

platform:
fusion:
address: 'http://fusionauth:9011'
provision: true
kong:
provision: false
(continues on next page)
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

security:
# JSON web tokens (HMAC only)
jwt:
secret: 78zabV4MFtspweovcC5D1dirQ5rnju67GJlSqGyuTAI=
# In seconds (Default: 5 minutes)
token-ttl: 1200
# Fusion Auth specific options
fusion:
tenant:
uuid: 340ba0db-90f5-4a7e-9cb5-7e26670f1717
# The platform application
application:
# This is an UUID that can be provided to authentication requests to the␣
,→login API
uuid: 0afceebe-cfc6-4ddf-81b9-a7fd658b30d4
oauth:
clientSecret: Q0xyxiI1fN1w-Q1yj6nbLpaa-uzWFTxDXapGKGEIKB4
redirect_urls:
# OTP Workbench
- 'http://localhost:8000/workbench/'
roles:
- name: ReadOnly
superRole: false
default: false
- name: WriteOnly
superRole: false
default: false
- name: DeleteOnly
superRole: false
default: false
users:
- username: ReadOnlyUser
email: ReadOnlyUser@example.com
password: 1234567890
roles:
- ReadOnly
- username: WriteOnlyUser
email: WriteOnlyUser@example.com
password: 1234567890
roles:
- WriteOnly
- username: DeleteOnlyUser
email: DeleteOnlyUser@example.com
password: 1234567890
roles:
- DeleteOnly

Hint: It is not mandatory for all configurations to be given in the configuration file. The tool has a default
YAML with sensible defaults. For a complete set of configuration options, see the default.yaml in
the tool source.

Note: Make sure the services addresses are correctly specified in the YAML configuration, otherwise
the OPCTL CLI will not be able to provision them.
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Limitations
Currently, OPCTL can only provision clean installations of FusionAuth and GraphDB. It does not support
modifications of existing applications, users, or roles.

10.3 Authentication and Identity
FusionAuth provides several ways to authenticate.
This document analyses two options:
• FusionAuth REST API
• OAuth and login pages

10.3.1 Login API
FusionAuth exposes a REST endpoint /api/login that produces JWT access and refresh tokens
when the login data in the request body is correct.
Example request body:
{
"loginId": "admin@example.com",
"password": "admin123",
"applicationId": "10000000-0000-0002-0000-000000000001"
}

A request header X-FusionAuth-TenantId is also expected during the login request.
This type of login is suitable for use by other applications and services or by custom login forms.
Warning: Not providing the X-FusionAuth-TenantId header will cause FusionAuth to reject the
request.

Note: Not providing applicationId in the request body is accepted. However, it will not trigger the
JWT lambda, thus no application roles will be assigned in the JWT token.
See FusionAuth Login API for more information.

10.3.2 OAuth and Login Forms
This type of login is suitable when securing existing applications without having to implement custom
logging forms. The implementation requirement is to handle the session, keep it in a cookie or in the
local storage, and redirect to FusionAuth’s login when needed.
Example implicit flow:
1. Upon loading, the application checks the presence of an access token in the URL or in the local
storage.
2. If present, it uses it as Authorization header.
3. If not present, it performs a redirection to FusionAuth’s logging form.
4. If the user credentials are correct, FusionAuth redirects back to the application with an access
token in the URL.
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Example redirect URL to FusionAuth:
http://example.com:9011/oauth2/authorize?client_id=<client-id>&redirect_uri=
,→<redirect-uri>&response_type=token&tenantId=<tenant-id>

Where:
• tenantId is the tenant ID
• client_id is the application ID in which we are logging
• redirect_url is the URL to which FusionAuth will redirect upon successful authentication
Note: The redirect_url should be one of the configured in the application’s OAuth settings. Otherwise, FusionAuth will reject the request.

Hint: The client_id corresponds to the application ID.
See FusionAuth OAuth for more information about OAuth in FusionAuth.
See FusionAuth login authentication workflows for more details on the different kinds of authentication
flows.

10.4 Authorization
10.4.1 Semantic Services Gateway
The Ontotext Semantic Services Kong API gateway must only authorize HTTP requests that include a
valid JWT token. When security is enabled, only those requests that include a valid Authorization:
Bearer {JWT} token header (signed with the configured signing key) are granted access. All other
requests will be unauthorized.
See the Semantic Services Gateway documentation for more information about configuring and deploying Kong.
Consumer JWT Token Authorization
To enable security, the API GW must authorize all HTTP requests by using the JWT plugin.
The Semantic Services consumer should be set to use the JWT plugin with the same signing key used
by the authentication/identity server FusionAuth. This is defined in the following section of Kong’s
declarative configuration:
consumers:
- username: ontotext-platform-consumer
custom_id: ontotext-platform-consumer
jwt_secrets:
- consumer: ontotext-platform-consumer
key: "localhost"
secret: "XXXXXXXXX"
algorithm: HS256

Where:
• jwt_secrets[0].key is the issuer, i.e., the domain. It will be validated for each JWT iss claim,
and it should match the issuer in FusionAuth.
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• jwt_secrets[0].secret is the token key that is configured in FusionAuth and is used to sign
and validate JWTs.
See Kong Create a JWT credential for more information.
Service JWT Token Authorization
After adding services and paths for the Ontotext Semantic Services, some of them need to be secured.
For example, to secure all Semantic Objects routes, you can active the JWT plugin like:
plugins:
- name: jwt
service: semantic-objects
config:
claims_to_verify: ["exp"]
key_claim_name: iss
services:
- name: semantic-objects

Where:
• plugins[0].service corresponds to services[0].name.
• plugins[0].config.key_claim_name configures the plugin to validate each JWT iss
against jwt_secrets[0].key.
Note: FusionAuth is not issuing the nbf claim, so only exp is verified.
See Kong’s documentation for Enabling the plugin on a Service for more information.

10.4.2 Semantic Objects RBAC
Schema RBAC
The Semantic Objects manage a collection of Semantic Object schemas. It also manages access to
these schemas using Role-Based Access Controls.
This section of the documentation does not discuss the SOML language and syntax, rather the RoleBased Access Controls that constrain access to the schemas.
RBACs are applied to the collection of schemas. The controls ensure those roles that can (Create/Update/Delete or Bind a particular Schema). RBACs are managed by using the Semantics Objects
/soml-rbac REST API.
The Schema Storage & Management documentation explains the RBAC schema model and the REST
API used to apply the RBACs.
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Semantic Objects Schema with RBAC
The SOML RBAC documentation describes how you can declare Semantic Object and property RoleBased Access Controls.
Once the RBAC is declared and bound to the security-enabled Semantic Objects, GraphQL queries and
mutation requests are authorized based on the request’s Authorization JWT token role claims.
Those requests that do not satisfy the RBAC are returned as unauthorized.
Tutorial
You can find more details how to use Semantic Objects RBAC in the RBAC Tutorial.
Managing Schemas
You can find more details on how to create/read/update/delete & bind schemas that contain RBACs in
the Schema Storage & Management documentation.

10.4.3 Semantic Objects
RBACs can be enabled and disabled.
One configuration property controls if RBACs are turned on or off:
• security.enabled to true or false
Another sets the JWT signing key that will be used to decode ‘Authorization: Bearer {JWT TOKEN}’
HTTP headers into role and username claims.
• security.secret to the Semantic Services JWT signing key (FusionAuth and Kong)
Configuration can be applied by updating the Semantic Objects application.properties file. It
can be provided to the Semantic Objects by using an environment variable.
Once the Semantic Objects are running with security enabled, all requests must include an Authorization HTTP header that includes a JWT token provided by the authentication flow.
The header should look like this:
"Authorization": "Bearer token"

10.4.4 Ontotext Semantic Services Workbench
The Semantic Services Workbench is secured using an authorization code grant flow with JWTs and
refresh tokens.
It manages JWT access and refresh tokens in the local storage under the workbench_access_token
and workbench_refresh_token keys.
Note: When configuring the /oauth2 endpoint, make sure to not miss the “2” in the URL.

Note: See the Workbench documentation for more information about configurations and deploying.
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10.4.5 GraphDB
GraphDB is secured separately from the rest of the Ontotext Semantic Services.
You can find instructions for securing GraphDB in its user documentation.
GraphDB repositories that are secured with a username and password can be easily accessed by the
service. This is done by setting two configuration parameters. The combination of username and password will then be sent to the SPARQL endpoint as part of an authentication header.
sparql.endpoint.username: "username"
sparql.endpoint.credentials: "password"

This approach has been tested to work with RDF4J endpoints.

10.5 Administration
10.5.1 Docker Containers
This docker-compose.yaml configuration starts FusionAuth and Kong to enable authentication, authorization, and RBACs.
This .env file customizes the container environment.
And this Kong declarative configuration specifies services, routes, and JWT validation.
Note: Before deploying, check if the Kong configuration matches your services addresses.

Note: Notice the mounting of ./config/kong.yaml in the Kong service. This file should be present
in that location, or the Docker Compose file have to be updated with the correct location of Kong’s
declarative configuration.
To deploy the Docker Compose, use:
docker-compose up -d

Within about a minute, FusionAuth will be up and running behind the Kong API Gateway. You can access
it on http://localhost:8000/admin.
You can also deploy the OPTCL CLI together with the security components to automate the provisioning
instead of doing it manually.
Here are the minimal example opctl.yaml configuration and the example docker-compose-cli.
yaml.
Note: Notice the mounting of the ./config/ folder. It should exist and contain the CLI configuration
YAML, in this example named config.yaml, or the Docker Compose file have to be updated with the
actual directory location.
You can deploy the two compose files together by using the following shell command:
docker-compose -f docker-compose.yaml -f docker-compose-cli.yaml up -d

To stop and remove all services, use:
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# Without removing persisted data
docker-compose down
# With removing persisted data
docker-compose down --volumes
# In case the provisioning was deployed as well
docker-compose -f docker-compose.yaml -f docker-compose-cli.yaml down --volumes

Note: For installing and deploying the full Ontotext Semantic Services, including security and monitoring, see the Installation section for available deployment scenarios.

10.5.2 Fusion Auth
Note: To configure FusionAuth automatically, follow the steps above. The steps described below cover
the manual setup and configuration.
FusionAuth is an authentication and authorization provider. In the Ontotext Semantic Services, it is used
for user management, OAuth authentication, and JWT token issuer.
You can find the official installation requirements and tutorial here.
Setup wizard
After installing FusionAuth, you are redirected to a setup wizard page where a system administrator for
FusionAuth is created. This system administrator will be able to configure tenants, applications, roles,
and users.

See the official documentation for a complete tutorial.
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JWT Key Management
After completing the set-up wizard and having a system administrator, a JWT secret key should be
generated (or imported) along with a JWT lambda for populating custom fields in the issued token.
Configuring a JWT Signing Key
1. Go to System � Key master.
2. Generate new HMAC with the required level of encryption OR import the existing one.
3. Get the secret text and save it for later.
This key will be used later for the tenant and application configuration, and the secret text to verify JWT
tokens in the API gateway and in the Semantic Objects.
Configuring JWT Lambda
FusionAuth lambdas are a technique to modify JWT tokens before issuing them. The Semantic Objects
expect to find a role claim in the JWT token.
1. Go to System � Lambdas.
2. Create new JWT Populate lambda with the following content.
function populate(jwt, user, registration) {
jwt.roles = registration.roles || [];
}

This lambda will be used when creating an application in FusionAuth.
Note: Lambdas are invoked only when application ID is provided during authentication. If skipped,
they do not trigger.
See the FusionAuth documentation for more details on JWT populate lambda.
Tenant and application management
This is the main step in configuring security with FusionAuth.
Tenants are organizational units in which applications reside. FusionAuth by default has its own tenant
and application after completing the setup wizard. However, for the purposes of the Ontotext Semantic
Services, you need to create a new tenant and application.
Creating a Tenant
1. Go to System � Tenants � Create new tenant.
2. Insert the tenant name. The ID can also be specified but it should be a UUID.
3. In the General tab, select the issuer. This should be the domain where the Semantic Services are
deployed.
4. In the JWT tab:
• Specify the access and refresh token durations. Normally, the access token should be shortlived, e.g., 300 seconds.
• For signing keys, select the key that was created earlier.
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Examples:
• JWT tab

Creating an Application
1. Go to Applications and start creating a new one.
2. Enter the application name and select the tenant to which the application will belong. The ID can
also be specified but it should be a UUID.
3. In the Roles tab, you can specify a default set of roles:
• Create an admin super role
• Create a user default role
4. In the OAuth tab:
• Configure the authorized redirect URLs. This is mandatory, and only requests with the specified values will be allowed to log in.
• Configure the enabled grants: Authorization Code, Implicit, and Refresh Token.
5. In the JWT tab:
• Specify the access and refresh token durations. Normally, the access token should be shortlived, e.g., 300 seconds.
• For signing keys, select the key that was created earlier.
• Select the lambda that was created earlier to enable token decoration.
6. In the Security tab:
• Deselect API key unless you plan to provide an API key with each request for authentication.
• Allow refresh tokens.
Examples:
• Roles
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• OAuth

• JWT
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• Security

Information about creating an application can be found in the FusionAuth documentation.
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User and Role management
After configuring a tenant and application for the Ontotext Semantic Services, it is time to create roles,
users, and registrations.
Application Roles
If default roles have not already been configured during application creation, you can still create them
through the Manage roles button on the specific application dashboard.
Creating Users
Users are created per tenant.
1. Go to Users � Add user.
2. Select the tenant. This should be the previously created tenant for the Ontotext Semantic Services.
3. Enter user data: username, email, and password. Save it.
You can create as many users as needed.
Creating User Registrations (Roles)
After users have been created, each one of them must be registered in a specific application:
1. Go to Manage � Registrations � Add registration.
2. Select the username for the registration. It can be the same username.
3. Choose the application for which this registration will be performed (the Ontotext Semantic Services application).
4. Select the user’s roles for the application.
After completing this, the users can authenticate and the JWT lambda will be able to decorate tokens
with application roles.
Theme management
1. Go to System � Themes � Create new theme.
2. Override the required FTL templates.
3. Go to Applications � Ontotext Platform.
4. In the General tab, select the newly created theme.
The new theme will now be visible after loading the login screen for the application.
See the FusionAuth documentation for more information.
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10.6 Monitoring
10.6.1 Health Checks
The Ontotext Semantic Services have an aggregate health check that checks all deployed services for
their health status.
The __health endpoint can be accessed at http://{soaas_host}:{soaas_port}/__health.
An example response is as follows:
{
"status": "OK",
"healthChecks": [
{
"status": "OK",
"id": "1200",
"name": "SPARQL checks",
"type": "sparql",
"impact": "SPARQL Endpoint operating normally, writable and populated with␣
,→data.",
"troubleshooting": "http://localhost:9995/__trouble",
"description": "SPARQL Endpoint checks.",
"message": "SPARQL Endpoint operating normally, writable and populated with␣
,→data."
},
{
"status": "OK",
"id": "1300",
"name": "SOML Checks",
"type": "soml",
"impact": "SOML bound, service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting": "http://localhost:9995/__trouble",
"description": "SOML checks.",
"message": "SOML bound, service operating normally."
},
{
"status": "OK",
"id": "1350",
"type": "soml-rbac",
"impact": "Security is disabled. SOML RBAC healthcheck is inactive.",
"troubleshooting": "http://localhost:9995/__trouble",
"description": "SOML RBAC checks.",
"message": "Security is disabled. SOML RBAC healthcheck is inactive."
},
{
"status": "OK",
"id": "1400",
"name": "Query service",
"type": "queryService",
"impact": "Query service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting": "http://localhost:9995/__trouble",
"description": "Query service checks.",
"message": "Query service operating normally."
},
{
"status": "OK",
"id": "1500",
"name": "Mutations Service",
"type": "mutationService",
"impact": "Mutation Service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting": "http://localhost:9995/__trouble",
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

"description": "Mutation Service checks.",
"message": "Mutation Service operating normally."
}
]
}

10.6.2 Good to Go
The Ontotext Semantic Services have an aggregate good to go check that checks all configured services
for good to go status.
The __gtg endpoint can be accessed at http://{soaashost}:{soaas_port}/__gtg.
An example response is as follows:
{
"gtg": "OK"
}

10.6.3 Troubleshooting
FusionAuth Search Virtual Memory
Due to limitations in different Linux distributions, you might get the following error message when trying
to run FusionAuth:
"max virtual memory areas vm.max_map_count [65530] is too low"
See how to resolve the issue here.
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CHAPTER

ELEVEN

SEMANTIC SERVICES GATEWAY

What’s in this document?
• Administration
– Declarative Configuration
– Deployment
• Monitoring
– Health checks
• Troubleshooting
– The upstream server is timing out
The Ontotext Semantic Services use Kong as an API gateway. It performs service routing, JWT token
validation, throttling, and more.
The goal is to place all Semantic Services and applications behind an API gateway.

11.1 Administration
Kong exposes an administrative REST API on the 8001 port (default).
Alternately, instead of manually executing REST requests, you can use Konga, which is an open-source
solution for managing multiple Kong instances through a web page.
Note: This port should not be exposed to the outside world.

11.1.1 Declarative Configuration
Kong can be deployed in two modes - with and without a database. The Ontotext Semantic Services
use the latter with Kong’s declarative configuration.
This declarative configuration kong.yaml enables proxying of the Semantic Services components
along with JWT validation on the Semantic Objects.
The configuration registers the following upstream services:
• Semantic Objects on http://semantic-objects:8080
• GraphDB on http://graphdb:7200
• Workbench on http://workbench:3000
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• FusionAuth on http://fusionauth:9011
• Grafana on http://grafana:3000
This configuration also manages the generation of correlation IDs on all requests made to Kong. This
ensures traceability across all Semantic Services.
Before deploying Kong, make sure to update the following fields:
• jwt_secrets[0].key: the consumer ISS claim that will be validated for each JWT. Ideally, this
should be the domain on which the Semantic Services are deployed and should match FusionAuth’s issuer.
• jwt_secrets[0].secret: the secret key used to sign and validate JWTs.
• Make sure each services[].url is accessible by Kong’s container network. Update if needed.
Avoid using localhost as this will loop back to Kong’s container.
Note: See Kong’s documentation for DB-less mode with declarative configuration.

11.1.2 Deployment
This docker-compose.yaml can be used as an example on how to deploy Kong.
Note: Make sure there is a config folder with the kong.yaml configuration inside next to the Docker
Compose YAML so it can be mounted in Kong’s container or update the Docker Compose file with the
correct configuration file location.
To deploy Kong’s Docker Compose, execute the following shell command:
docker-compose up -d

Warning: This example, however, does not connect to any services. Kong should be deployed
together with the Semantic Services in a Docker network where they can be reached. Another way
to do that is to expose and make the services accessible outside Docker.

Note: For installing and deploying the full Ontotext Semantic Services, including security and monitoring, see the Installation section for available deployment scenarios.

11.2 Monitoring
11.2.1 Health checks
Kong provides a node status endpoint.
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11.3 Troubleshooting
11.3.1 The upstream server is timing out
If you get an error message saying that Kong timeouts before the request finishes, timeout needs to be
increased (60 seconds by default). To resolve this error, timeout values should be increased.
For example, to update the Semantic Objects timeouts to 300 seconds, modify kong.yaml like this:
services:
- name: semantic-objects
url: http://semantic-objects:8080
connect_timeout: 300000
read_timeout: 300000
write_timeout: 300000

11.3. Troubleshooting
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CHAPTER

TWELVE

INSTALLATION

This section describes how to install, deploy, and manage the Ontotext Semantic Objects.

12.1 Docker Compose
What’s in this document?
• Prerequisites
• Environment
• Deployment
• API Gateway
• Provisioning
• Preloading
• Apollo Gateway Federation
The Ontotext Platform is shipped as a Docker image and can be deployed with Docker Compose along
with all dependent components and services. This page contains an example deployment with Docker
Compose that will deploy the Platform with security, monitoring, and example data provisioning.

12.1.1 Prerequisites
• Install Docker.
• Install Docker Compose.
• Configure vm max map count for Elasticsearch.

12.1.2 Environment
This environment file is used to define service configurations. It is interpolated by Docker Compose
when deploying the Platform. Use it to customize the deployment.
Note: Ensure the file is named .env (note the dot), otherwise Docker Compose will not pick it.
It contains several file path properties that refer to the ~/.platform/ folder. You should either place
these files there, or update the properties:
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Note: We recommend using absolute paths, especially when running Docker in Windows. The ~/.
platform/ path will resolve to C:Users<USER>.platform folder when running Docker on Windows.
• KONG_DECLARATIVE_CONFIG_PATH: Path to a configuration file for Kong’s declarative configuration. You can tune this file according to your needs, but by default it exposes most services. See
the example kong.yaml.
• PLATFORM_LICENSE_PATH: Path to a license file that will be used by the Semantic Objects. This
license will be provided to you by our sales team.
• GDB_LICENSE_PATH: Path to a license file that will be used by the GraphDB service, to be obtained from our sales team also.
• TELEGRAF_CONFIG_PATH: Path to a Telegraf configuration file defining input and output plugins.
Tune according to your monitoring needs. See the example telegraf.conf.
The following file paths are required only if you use the provisioning compose:
• GDB_REPO_TTL_PATH: Path to a repo configuration TTL. Used when provisioning GraphDB. See
the example repo-config.ttl.
• SOML_SCHEMA_PATH: Path to a SOML schema to be uploaded and bound in the Semantic Objects. See the example schema.yaml .
• OCPTL_CONFIG_PATH: Path to an opctl CLI configuration that configures the security provisioning.
See the example opctl.yaml.

12.1.3 Deployment
After the environment is prepared, use this docker-compose-all.yaml configured to deploy the
Platform with security and monitoring.
To deploy the Platform, execute the following shell command while in the directory with the Docker
Compose file:
docker-compose -f docker-compose-all.yaml up -d

Note: It may take a while for the services to become available.
To stop and remove all Platform services, use:
docker-compose -f docker-compose-all.yaml down

To remove all persisted data as well, use:
docker-compose -f docker-compose-all.yaml down --volumes

12.1.4 API Gateway
When deployed, you can access Ontotext Platform services from the API gateway. By default, it deploys
on http://localhost:8000.
• GraphQL endpoint: http://localhost:8000/graphql
• GraphDB Workbench: http://localhost:8000/graphdb
• OTP Workbench: http://localhost:8000/workbench
• FusionAuth: http://localhost:8000/admin
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• Grafana: http://localhost:8000/grafana
Note: By default, Kong listens on http://localhost:8000 and http://localhost:8443. If
necessary, you can update those in the compose file but make sure to update the .env file, as well as
opctl.yaml and kong.yaml.

12.1.5 Provisioning
After deploying the Platform, you can either manually configure the security and upload SOML schemas
or deploy it along with the provisioning Docker Compose.
You can provision the following:
• GraphDB default repository
• Semantic Objects SOML schema
• Platform security and GraphDB security
Note: See the OPCTL documentation on preparing an OPCTL CLI configuration file or modifying the
example configuration from this page.
This docker-compose-provision.yaml specifies the provisioning services. Once they complete,
they will exit and will not restart.
To deploy the Platform with the provisioning services, use the following shell command:
docker-compose -f docker-compose-all.yaml -f docker-compose-provision.yaml up -d

Note: The provisioning will not run on consecutive deployments in order to protect the data.
To stop and remove all Platform services, use:
docker-compose -f docker-compose-all.yaml -f docker-compose-provision.yaml down

Hint: The provisioning Docker Compose does not support uploading data into GraphDB. Follow Star
Wars RDF Data to download example data and upload it.
To remove all persisted data as well, use:
docker-compose -f docker-compose-all.yaml -f docker-compose-provision.yaml down -,→volumes

12.1.6 Preloading
The Platform has a preload mechanism for schemas. This is an alternative to the provision-soaassoml described above. It is possible to specify a SOML schema and have it load and bind during startup.
The schema will be preloaded if:
• There are no other schemas already bound.
• The schema is valid.
• No other schemas with the same ID already exist.

12.1. Docker Compose
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This mechanism makes first-time loading of the Platform more straightforward. Once you have the
schema preloaded, you can drop the line from the configuration, but it is not necessary – the preload file
will not overwrite previously stored schemas.
You can use preloading by adding a new variable to the environment of the Semantic Objects.
semantic-objects:
...
environment:
...
soml.preload.schemaPath=/etc/soml/schema.yaml
...
volumes:
- ${SOML_SCHEMA_PATH}:/etc/soml/schema.yaml
...

Then, if you want to also use the provisioning mechanism described above for the GraphDB and security
components, you will need to drop the provision-soaas-soml service.

12.1.7 Apollo Gateway Federation
Ontotext Platform provides GraphQL federation with Apollo Federation Gateway. See the GraphQL
Federation documentation for more information.
To deploy the Platform with federation, you can download and use the following example configurations:
• Download docker-compose-federation.yaml. It contains the Apollo gateway as well as an
example federated service.
• Download kong-federation.yaml. It is configured to proxy Apollo behind the /federation
path.
• Download opctl-federation.yaml. It contains another user federation needed by the
Apollo gateway.
• Download telegraf-federation.conf. It is updated with metrics collection from the Apollo
gateway health endpoints.
Then update the .env file to point to the updated configurations. For example, if you place the files in
~/.platform/, update it like so:
KONG_DECLARATIVE_CONFIG_PATH=~/.platform/kong-federation.yaml
TELEGRAF_CONFIG_PATH=~/.platform/telegraf-federation.conf
OCPTL_CONFIG_PATH=~/.platform/opctl-federation.yaml

Note: We recommend using absolute paths, especially when running Docker in Windows. The ~/.
platform/ path will resolve to C:Users<USER>.platform folder when running Docker on Windows.
After preparing the configurations, execute the following shell command to deploy Ontotext Platform with
federation:
docker-compose -f docker-compose-federation.yaml up -d

You can also deploy the provisioning, use:
docker-compose -f docker-compose-federation.yaml -f docker-compose-provision.yaml␣
,→up -d

You can now access the OTP Workbench on the same address http://localhost:8000/
workbench and all GraphQL queries will be against the Apollo gateway.
To stop and remove all components, use:
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docker-compose -f docker-compose-federation.yaml -f docker-compose-provision.yaml␣
,→down

To remove the persisted data as well, use
docker-compose -f docker-compose-federation.yaml -f docker-compose-provision.yaml␣
,→down --volumes

12.2 Schema Storage & Management
What’s in this document?
• Overview
• Quick Start
– SOML Schema Creation
– SOML Schema Validation
– SOML Schema List
– SOML Schema Retrieval
– SOML Schema Updates
– SOML Schema Binding
– SOML Schema Deletion
– SOML Schema Statistics
• Administration
– Schema Management API
– Schema Management RBAC
– Schema Storage

12.2.1 Overview
The Semantic Objects manage a collection of Semantic Object schemas. It also manages access to
these schemas using Role-Based Access Controls.
This section of the documentation does not discuss the SOML language and syntax, but rather the management of these schemas and the Role-Based Access Controls that constrain access to the schemas.
A collection of SOML schemas is shared amongst instances of the Semantic Objects Service. A Semantic Objects instance can bind any one of these Semantic Object schemas to generate a GraphQL
endpoint. Thus allowing client applications to perform GraphQL queries and mutations.
The Semantic Objects manage and stores schemas within a configured schema storage. See more
about the supported stores in the Schema Storage section.
Schema management is achieved by using the Semantics Objects /soml REST API.
RBACs are applied to the collection of schemas. These controls ensure those roles that can create/update/delete or bind a particular schema. RBACs are managed by using the Semantics Objects
/soml-rbac REST API.
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12.2.2 Quick Start
Hint: You can perform all of the below actions from the Ontotext Semantic Services web-based administration interface, the Workbench.
A docker-compose.yaml file is required to ensure all mandatory components are started correctly
before you can manage SOML schemas.
This docker-compose.yaml configuration will download and start the important containers on a single
machine.
Once you have downloaded the compose file, follow the Quick Start guide using this file instead of the
one defined in the guide. (Skip the download operation in the Docker Compose section of the guide.)
SOML Schema Creation
To create a schema from the Workbench, follow the steps described here (generate a schema from an
existing ontology file) and here (create a new schema).
To create the SWAPI schema within Semantic Objects as service with the identifier /soml/swapi, first
download the Semantic Object schema.yaml definition.
You can invoke the following cURL request:
curl --location -X POST 'http://localhost:9995/soml' \
-H 'Content-Type: text/yaml' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id' \
-H 'Accept: application/ld+json' \
-T schema.yaml

SOML Schema Validation
To validate a SOML schema from the Workbench as part of the schema generation workflow without
creating it, follow the steps described here.
To validate a SOML schema via cURL without creating it, you can use the following cURL request:
curl --location -X POST 'http://localhost:9995/soml/validate' \
-H 'Content-Type: text/yaml' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id' \
-H 'Accept: application/ld+json' \
-T schema.yaml

The validation consists of two phases:
• SOML schema validation: the same check performed during SOML schema creation or update
• SOML schema binding: checks if the SOML schema can be transformed to a GraphQL schema,
and, optionally (if SHACL is enabled), to SHACL shapes
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SOML Schema List
To view all currently existing SOML schemas managed within the Semantic Objects (and MongoDB)
from the Workbench, follow the instructions here.
To retrieve a list of all the SOML schemas managed within the Semantic Objects (and MongoDB), invoke
the following cURL request:
curl --location --request GET 'http://localhost:9995/soml' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id' \
-H 'Accept: application/ld+json'

SOML Schema Retrieval
To open a particular SOML schema managed within the Semantic Objects (and MongoDB) from the
Workbench, follow the instructions here.
To retrieve a particular SOML schema (in this case the SWAPI schema) managed within the Semantic
Objects (and MongoDB), invoke the following cURL request:
curl --location -X GET 'http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id' \
-H 'Accept: text/yaml'

You can also request a response in application/ld+json format:
curl --location -X GET 'http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id' \
-H 'Accept: application/ld+json'

SOML Schema Updates
To update a SOML schema from the Workbench, follow the instructions here.
To update the SWAPI schema within the Semantic Objects with the identifier /soml/swapi, invoke the
following cURL request:
curl --location -X PUT 'http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi' \
-H 'Content-Type: text/yaml' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id' \
-H 'Accept: application/ld+json' \
-T schema.yaml

SOML Schema Binding
To bind (i.e., activate) a SOML schema to the Semantic Objects from the Workbench, follow the instructions here.
To bind the SWAPI schema to the Semantic Objects, and generate the GraphQL endpoint/schema from
it, invoke the following cURL request:
curl --location -X PUT 'http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi/soaas' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id'

12.2. Schema Storage & Management
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SOML Schema Deletion
You can delete a SOML schema from the Workbench only if it is not bound (i.e., activated). This can be
done from the Schema Registry and the Manage Schema views.
To delete the schema and unbind one from the Semantic Objects (if it is bound), invoke the following
cURL request:
curl --location -X DELETE 'http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id' \

Note: The above examples are with security ON, meaning that -H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuidcorrelation-id' should be removed if the Semantic Objects are started without security.

SOML Schema Statistics
You can see schema statistics from the Workbench by clicking on the schema ID in the Schema Registry
list. The Workbench home screen will display statistics only for the currently active schema.
To retrieve SOML schema statistics, use the following cURL request:
curl --location -X GET 'http://localhost:9995/soml/swapi/stats?limit=10' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id' \
-H 'Accept: application/ld+json'

This will return the top 10 shapes in the SOML schema.
Note: SOML schema statistics are available only for the active schema.

12.2.3 Administration
Schema Management API
See the Quick Start cURL examples for create, read, update, delete, and bind operation examples.
Schema Management RBAC
Only users with a role claim schema-rbac-admin are able to modify the schema rbac (read/write/delete).
RBACs authorize access to schema endpoints:
• GET /soml: Retrieve all schemas
• GET /soml/{schema-id}: Retrieve a particular schema
• POST /soml/{schema-id}: Create a particular schema
• PUT /soml/{schema-id}: Update a particular schema
• DELETE /soml/{schema-id}: Delete a particular schema
• PUT /soml/{schema-id}/soaas: Bind a particular schema to the Semantic Objects
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Schema RBAC Endpoints
The Semantic Objects provide the following endpoints to manage the schema RBAC:
• Read: GET /soml-rbac the schema RBACs (only accessible for users/role SchemaRBACAdmin)
• Update: PUT /soml-rbac update the schema RBACs (only accessible for users/role SchemaRBACAdmin)
An example schema RBAC is as follows:
id:
label:
creator:
created:
updated:
versionInfo:

/soml-rbac
Schema Management Role-Based Access Control
http://ontotext.com
2019-06-15
2019-06-16
0.1

rbac:
roles:
# Default role which does not need to be configured or declared. Included␣
,→for completeness.
Default:
description: "Default role, which does not need to be declared restricts␣
,→all schema management access read, write and delete"
notActions: ["*/*"]
# Example role definitions which need to be declared by the SOML user:
SchemaRBACAdmin:
description: "Administrator role, can read, write and delete objects and␣
,→schema"
actions: ["*/*"]
ReadOnlyUser:
description: "User which can read all schema"
actions: ["*/read"]
SwapiSchemaManager:
description: "User which has admin access (read, write and delete on the␣
,→swapi schema only"
actions: ["swapi/*"]

Reading the Schema RBACs
The following cURL request (with a valid JWT token containing a role claim == SchemaRBACAdmin)
will retrieve the schema RBAC:
curl --location -X GET 'http://localhost:9995/soml-rbac' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id' \
-H 'Accept: text/yaml'
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Updating the Schema RBACs
The following cURL request (with a valid JWT token containing a role claim == SchemaRBACAdmin)
will update the schema RBAC with the contents of the rbac.yaml file:
curl --location -X PUT 'http://localhost:9995/soml-rbac' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id' \
-H 'Content-Type: text/yaml' \
-H 'Accept: application/ld+json' \
-T rbac.yaml

Getting Schema RBAC roles
The following cURL request will return the RBAC roles for the currently authenticated user.
curl --location -X GET 'http://localhost:9995/soml-rbac/roles' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id' \
-H 'Accept: application/ld+json'

Schema Storage
Semantic Objects can store created SOML schemas in:
• RDF4J-compatible repository
• MongoDB
• In-memory
The storage provider is controlled by the soml.storage.provider configuration property. To activate a
specific provider, the required properties for that storage must be added as well.
With version 3.5 of the Ontotext Semantic Objects, the default storage option is an RDF4J repository
replacing the previously used MongoDB one. To ease this transition, we have developed a schema
storage migration. See how to enable it here.
RDF4J-compatible Repository
This storage option is enabled by setting soml.storage.provider: rdf4j.
The Semantic Objects can use any RDF4J-compatible repository provider to store the managed
schemas. This storage option was developed to replace MongoDB, which was the previous default
storage option until version 3.5 of the Semantic Objects. The benefit compared to MongoDB are the
reduced deployment dependencies and complexity as this option does not require local persistence and
the deployment of an additional database for the service to operate.
The only requirement is an access to a writable SPARQL endpoint with an existing repository or rights
to create a new one.
In order to not interfere with user data, by default the schemas are stored in a separate repository
named otp-system. This repository can be created automatically by the Semantic Objects or created
and provided externally. If you prefer to not create a separate repository, then any compatible existing
repository can be used. The schemas are stored in a separate named graph and all operations are
executed in that context.
Note: The service requires this repository to not be read-only, at least until all required schemas are
created and bound.
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The automatic repository creation will try the following steps to create a repository on the configured
endpoint address:
1. A repository with
repositoryConfig.

provided

custom

configuration

via

soml.storage.rdf4j.

2. A GraphDB cluster worker repository (for GraphDB Standard and Enterprise deployments).
3. A GraphDB Free repository instance (for GraphDB Free deployment).
4. Generic Sail in-memory repository.
Note: For cluster deployments with one or more masters and multiple workers, it is not advisable to
rely on the automatic repository creation as the repository will be created on the first configured master
and will not have resilience in case of master failure.
Ontotext Semantic Services’ official Helm charts provide automatic repository creation on the configured
workers in the deployed topology.
All related configurations for the current store are prefixed by soml.storage.rdf4j.
If no specific configuration is provided, the default value for it will be taken from the main SPARQL
endpoint configuration with the same name, prefixed with sparql.endpoint. This excludes the repository
name.
If a specific configuration should not be inherited, it should be explicitly set to its default value. All
possible configurations can be found here.
If this store is enabled, the configuration application.name is required. it specifies the service name
and must be unique among the deployed Semantic Services. If two or more service instances have
the same name (horizontal scaling), they will use the same bound schema. If not defined, the value of
spring.application.name will be used if defined.
The health status of this repository is reported by the SOML health check and does not have a separate
health check report.
MongoDB

Warning: In Ontotext Semantic Objects version 3.5, MongoDB has been deprecated and will be
removed in a future version.
This storage option is enabled by setting soml.storage.provider: mongodb.
The related configurations for the current store are prefixed by soml.storage.mongodb. All available
options can be found here.
The option requires an available local file storage with write permissions.
The Semantic Objects MongoDB Docker container can be accessed at http://localhost:9997.
For more information on how to administer a MongoDB instance, see the Mongo Administration page.
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MongoDB Compass
There is no GUI included within the MongoDB container, but it is possible to use one of the popular
clients such as MongoDB Compass.
In-memory
This storage option is enabled by setting the soml.storage.provider: in-memory or leaving it
empty.
The option does not actually provide schema persistence, as the schemas are stored in the operating
memory, so after service restart they are lost.
The option, combined with an initialization script, is perfect for small installations with no complex schema
management requirements and additional resources.
The initialization can be one of the following:
• Using the official CLI tool to upload and bind a schema.
• Using the configuration soml.preload.schemaPath to provide a schema to automatically load and
bind on startup.
• Using a custom script to initialize the service in case of service restart.
The main drawback of this provider is the inability to communicate and synchronize with other instances
of the deployed service. It also prevents the use of the Semantic Search as it cannot manage schemas
on its own.
Storage Migration
The Ontotext Semantic Objects provide a means to copy the contents of one schema store to another.
This functionality is available for version 3.5 and onward, and is provided to enable existing deployments
to switch from the deprecated mongodb provider to the new rdf4j one.
To enable the functionality, set soml.storage.migration.enabled: true. You must also set
soml.storage.migration.source to the source store to copy from. If not explicitly set, the destination is inferred to the current storage provider.
Note: This functionality is not applicable if the source or the destination is resolved to in-memory.
The migration process is performed on service start and will be skipped if:
• the source is empty. This is the first thing the migration checks and if true, exits and nothing else
is done.
• the destination contains any schema.
To override the destination contents, use soml.storage.migration.forceStoreUpdate. If set to
true, the migration process will clear the destination store and upload all the schemas from the source.
If the source is empty, then it would do nothing.
If combined with soml.storage.migration.cleanBeforeMigration set to true, it can be used
to perform clean migration, otherwise an update is made. The update process will override any already
existing schema and will not affect the rest.
The following example shows the minimal configuration set to enable the migration:
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soml.storage.provider: rdf4j
application.name: soaas-swapi
,→is 'rdf4j'

# required when provider␣

# MongoDB must be configured, otherwise the migration will be skipped
soml.storage.mongodb.endpoint: mongodb://mongodb:27017
soml.storage.mongodb.database: soaas
soml.storage.mongodb.collection: soml
rbac.storage.mongodb.collection: soml-rbac
,→enabled

# required, if security is␣

storage.location: data
,→schema will not be set

# if not set, the bound␣
# and will require␣

manually to set the schema

,→

soml.storage.migration.enabled: true
soml.storage.migration.source: mongodb
soml.storage.migration.source: rdf4j
,→soml.storage.provider

# optional, inferred from␣

All possible configurations can be found here.

12.3 Helm Charts
What’s in this document?
• Prerequisites
– Helm Chart Download
– Local Deployment
– Binaries
– Kubernetes Environment
• Deploying the Helm Chart
– Secrets
• Quick Start
• Provisioning
• Persistence
• Usage of Existing PVs
– Cloud Deployment
• API Gateway
• Customizing
– values.yaml
– Deployment
– Resources
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– Assigning Pods to Nodes
– GraphDB Configuration
– GraphDB Repository
– GraphDB Cluster Mode
– Search Service
– SOML and RBAC Schema
– Security
– GraphDB Security
– Apollo Federation Gateway
– Monitoring
• Uninstall
• Troubleshooting
– Helm Install Hangs
– Connection Issues
The Helm chart allows you to deploy the Ontotext Semantic Services in Kubernetes with data provisioning, security, and monitoring. It is recommended to use Kubernetes version 1.19 or higher.
In this page, you will find the most important information about how this Helm chart works and how to
use it properly.
The Ontotext Semantic Services Helm chart is split into multiple sub-charts that are combined into an
umbrella chart. Some external Helm charts are used as sub-charts as well, such as InfluxDB, Grafana,
Elasticsearch, Kibana, GraphDB, and PostgreSQL.
For detailed information on how to configure the external sub-charts, please refer to their values.yaml
and README files.

12.3.1 Prerequisites
Helm Chart Download
You can download the Ontotext Semantic Services Helm chart, including all sub-charts managed by
Ontotext, from the Helm repository.
If you do not have access to the Ontotext Helm repository, please contact us at sales@ontotext.com to
obtain the charts.
To add Ontotext’s Helm repository to your setup, execute:
helm repo add ontotext http://maven.ontotext.com/repository/helm-public/

See more information on how to use the external sub-charts:
• GraphDB Helm chart
• PostgreSQL HA Helm chart
• Grafana Helm chart
• InfluxDB Helm chart
• Elasticsearch Helm chart
• Kibana Helm chart
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Local Deployment
If this is your first time installing a Helm chart, make sure to read the following introductions before
continuing:
• Docker
• Kubernetes concepts
• Minikube
• Helm
Binaries
• Install Helm.
• Install kubectl.
• Install Minikube.
Note: sudo may be required.

Kubernetes Environment

Note: It is recommended to use Kubernetes version 1.19 or above.

Minikube
Follow the install documentation for Minikube.
Driver
Carefully choose the suitable Minikube driver for your system.
Warning: Some of the drivers are compatible but have known issues. For example, the docker
driver does not support the ingress add-on that is required, and the none driver goes into DNS resolve
loop in some Linux distributions.
Resources
It is important to define resource limitations for the Minikube environment. Otherwise it will default to
limits that may not be sufficient to deploy all of the Ontotext Semantic Services.
The default resource limitations require around 12 gigabytes of RAM. This is configurable per service in
the values.yaml file and should be tuned for every deployment.
When starting Minikube, it is preferable to allocate a bit more than the required amount. For example,
to create a Minikube environment in VirtualBox with 8 CPUs and 16 gigabytes of memory, use:
minikube start --vm-driver=virtualbox --cpus=8 --memory=16000

Add-ons
Minikube has built-in services as part of its add-on system. By default, some of the required plugins are
disabled and have to be enabled.
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To expose services, enable Minikube’s ingress with:
minikube addons enable ingress

To collect metrics, enable Minikube’s metrics server with:
minikube addons enable metrics-server

DNS Resolving
The Semantic Services are deployed with a Kubernetes ingress service that is configured to listen for
requests on a specific hostname. Any other requests are not handled.
This hostname is specified in values.yaml under deployment.host. By default, it is configured for
localhost, which is suitable for the none Minikube driver. In every other case, you need to reconfigure
it to a hostname that is DNS resolvable.
Some of the options are:
• Configure or update an existing DNS server - recommended for production deployment
• Update your hosts file - suitable for local development
To find out the IP address of the Minikube environment, use:
minikube ip

If you wish to access the Ontotext Semantic Services locally on http://platform.local/ and the
IP address of the Minikube environment is 192.168.99.102, modify your hosts file with:
192.168.99.102

platform.local

See this how-to on modifying the hosts file in different OS.

12.3.2 Deploying the Helm Chart
Once you have set up your Kubernetes cluster and the necessary binaries (kubectl and Helm), you can
start with the Helm chart deployment.
Secrets
First, you need to create some secrets with the Ontotext Semantic Services and GraphDB licenses that
will be used by the Helm chart later.
1. Create a secret for the Semantic Services license.
The Semantic Services require a license in order to operate, which will be provided to
you by our sales team. After obtaining it, create a secret with the platform.license
parameter:
kubectl create secret generic platform-license --from-file platform.
,→license

2. Create a secret for the GraphDB license.
The Semantic Services use GraphDB to query and store Semantic Objects. It is a
mandatory component that requires a license. After obtaining one from our sales team,
create a secret with the graphdb.license parameter:
kubectl create secret generic graphdb-license --from-file graphdb.
,→license

3. (Optional) Create a secret for pulling Docker images.
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All Semantic Services-related Docker images are published in Docker Hub by default.
This is required only if you will be pulling images from a secured Docker registry.
kubectl create secret docker-registry $DOCKER_REGISTRY \
--docker-server=$DOCKER_REGISTRY_SERVER \
--docker-username=$DOCKER_USER \
--docker-password=$DOCKER_PASSWORD \
--docker-email=$DOCKER_EMAIL

Replace the variables with the given credentials or export them in your environment
before running the command. Then define or update the global.imagePullSecrets
map in the values.yaml file.
Note: Secret names can differ from the given samples but their configurations should be updated to
refer to the correct ones. See values.yaml.

12.3.3 Quick Start
The Helm chart includes an example SOML schema and example security configurations. You can
install the Semantic Services with them.
However, they are only samples and it is not recommended to start and use them in a production deployment. See Customizing on how to override them.
To install the Semantic Services on http://platform.local, run:
helm install --set global.ingressHost=platform.local ontotext-platform ontotext/
,→ontotext-platform

After a minute or two, Helm will print out the result from installing the Semantic Services and the URLs
that can be accessed.
You should see the following output:
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------,→--------___
_
_
_
____ _
_
__
/ _ \ _ __ | |_ ___ | |_ _____ _| |_
| _ \| | __ _| |_ / _| ___ _ __ _ __␣
,→___
| | | | '_ \| __/ _ \| __/ _ \ \/ / __|
| |_) | |/ _` | __| |_ / _ \| '__| '_␣
,→` _ \
| |_| | | | | || (_) | || __/> <| |_
| __/| | (_| | |_| _| (_) | | | | |␣
,→| | |
\___/|_| |_|\__\___/ \__\___/_/\_\\__|
|_|
|_|\__,_|\__|_| \___/|_| |_| |_
,→| |_|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------,→--------version: 3.7.0 | security: true | monitoring: true | federation: false | search:␣
,→true
GDB cluster: false | GDB security: true
** Please be patient while the chart is being deployed and services are available␣
,→**
You can check their status with kubectl get pods
Web applications:
* OTP workbench UI: http://platform.local/workbench
* GraphDB workbench UI: http://platform.local/graphdb
* FusionAuth UI: http://platform.local/admin
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

* Grafana UI: http://platform.local/grafana
* Kibana UI: http://platform.local/kibana
GraphQL endpoints:
* Semantic objects service GraphQL endpoint: http://platform.local/soaas/graphql
* Semantic search service GraphQL endpoint: http://platform.local/semantic-search/
,→graphql

12.3.4 Provisioning
The Kubernetes configurations are agnostic to data provisioning.
Initial provisioning of the SOML schema and RBAC schema is realized with additional configmaps. See
templates/platform/platform-soml-schemas-configmap.yaml.
Additionally, GraphDB repositories and settings are provisioned using configmaps containing the needed
configuration files. See the configmaps in templates/graphdb folder.
If the Ontotext Semantic Services are deployed with security, there is additional security provisioning for
FusionAuth done by using the FusionAuth kickstart. You can find the default provisioning configmaps in
templates/security and the provisioning files in files/fusionauth.
If the monitoring services are started, there is additional provisioning for Grafana, providing some default
dashboards and the necessary InfluxDB datasource. Some default Telegraf configurations are made as
well – for more information, see templates/monitoring and files/grafana.
This achieves separation of data and infrastructure provisioning.
Once run, the data provisioning will not execute again. The only exception is Grafana’s provisioning
that detects certain annotations and can provision additional datasources and dashboards at any time
(check their Helm chart docs for more info).
Note: The first install of the Semantic Services will be slower because the provisioning has to finish
before Helm completes the install phase.

12.3.5 Persistence
By default, the Helm chart creates persistent volumes dynamically using volumeClaimTemplate. This
means that on the first launch, the deployment will create PVCs and PVs that will not be destroyed if the
Helm chart is uninstalled. On the next install, the same PVCs/PVs will be reused. If you want to make
a clean installation, the old ones must be deleted manually.

12.3.6 Usage of Existing PVs
By default, deploying the Helm chart will create PVCs and PVs dynamically. However, you can use
your existing PVs for the deployed components. Unfortunately, there is no easy way to see what the
PVs names and their claimRef should be. The easiest way to see this info, so you can rename your
existing PVs and add the necessary claimRef info, is to:
1. Deploy the Helm chart once.
2. See the created PVCs names.
3. Uninstall the chart.
4. Delete the created PVCs and PVs.
5. Change the names of your existing PVs according to the gathered info, put in the right claimRef.
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6. Install the chart.
After installing the chart with the changes on your PVs, the dynamically created PVCs should match
their requirements to your PVs and claim them. Also, make sure that your PVs are in the correct state.
For more info, see Reserving a persistent volume.
Cloud Deployment
For cloud deployment, you have to prepare persistent disks, a storage class (or classes), and finally persistent volumes manifests. Once this is done, every component must be reconfigured in values.yaml
to point to the new persistent volume and not the default one. Each component has a persistence
section that has to be updated.
Note: Avoid deploying PostgreSQL using Azure File for storage, as PostgreSQL needs to be able to
create hard links that are not supported by Azure File.
Additionally, PostgreSQL requires specific permissions for its data directory. Since Azure File does not
support changing the permissions after it is mounted, special care should be taken when configuring the
Azure File storage. See here for more details.

12.3.7 API Gateway
The Ontotext Semantic Services are proxied using the Kong API Gateway. By default, it is configured
to route:
• Semantic Objects
• GraphDB Workbench: configurable with platform.graphdb.expose from values.yaml
• FusionAuth (if security is enabled)
• Grafana (if monitoring is enabled): configurable with monitoring.grafana.expose from
values.yaml
• Ontotext’s Search Service (if deployed)
• Kibana (used to manage Elasticsearch) configurable with kibana.expose
See the Kong default declarative configuration files/kong.dbless.yaml to understand what and
how is being proxied.
To learn more about the declarative syntax, see the Kong documentation.

12.3.8 Customizing
Each component is configured with sensible defaults, some of which are applied from the values.yaml
file. Make sure to read it thoroughly and to understand each property and the impact of changing any
one of them.
Some default values of the sub-charts are overridden, but there are default values in the sub-charts
values.yaml files as well, so make sure to read them as well before customizing any of the underlying
services.
Most of the components allow the overriding of their configuration maps and secrets from values.yaml.
The default configuration overrides are separated by service in the templates folder. Each service has
overridden configmaps and/or secrets. Some of those overrides use additional configuration files located
in the files directory.
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Note: If you are familiar with Kubernetes, you could modify the components configuration templates
directly.

values.yaml
Helm allows you to override values from values.yaml in several ways:
• Preparing another values.yaml:
helm install -f overrides.yaml ontotext-platform ontotext/ontotext,→platform

• Overriding specific values:
helm install --set monitoring.enabled=false --set security.
,→enabled=false ontotext-platform ontotext/ontotext-platform

For more information, see the Helm values files documentation.
Deployment
Some of the important properties to update according to your deployment are: ingress.tls.*,
graphdb.graphdb.protocol, and global.ingressHost. Configure the Ingress controller and
some of components on which they are accessible. The global.ingressHost must be a resolvable
hostname and not an IP address.
Resources
Each component is defined with default resource limits that are sufficient to deploy the Semantic Services
and use them with small sets of data. However, for production deployments it is obligatory to revise
these resource limits and tune them for your environment. You should consider common requirements
like amount of data, users, or expected traffic.
Look for <component>.resources blocks in values.yaml. During Helm’s template rendering,
these YAML blocks are inserted in the Kubernetes pod configurations as pod resource limits. Most
resource configuration blocks are referring to official documentations.
See the Kubernetes documentation on defining resource limits.
Assigning Pods to Nodes
Each component in the Helm chart supports specifying nodeSelector, affinity, and tolerations
in values.yaml. This allows you to schedule pods across a multi-node cluster with different roles and
resources.
Additionally, most components also support topologySpreadConstraints, which can be used to
spread pods across failure domains in the cluster.
By default, no node restrictions are applied.
For more details, see the Kubernetes Assigning Pods to Nodes, Taints and Tolerations, and Pod Topology Spread Constraints documentation pages.
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GraphDB Configuration
The Helm chart uses GraphDB’s Helm chart as a sub-chart and allows the usage of all options provided
by the sub-chart. This includes:
• Different cluster topologies
• Security and properties provisioning
• Automated backups
• Repository consistency scans
• Extended master/worker nodes configurations
GraphDB Repository
By default, the provisioning creates a default repository in GraphDB. This repo is provided by graphdbmaster-repo-configmap or graphdb-worker-repo-configmap (depending on whether or not
a cluster is used) that reads it from the examples/graphdb/master.default.ttl or examples/
graphdb/worker.default.ttl file.
To change the default TTL file, you can prepare another configuration map containing a config.ttl
file entry:
kubectl create configmap graphdb-worker-repo-configmap --from-file=worker-config.
,→ttl
kubectl create configmap graphdb-master-repo-configmap --from-file=master-config.
,→ttl

After that, update the property graphdb.graphdb.masters.repositoryConfigmap graphdb.
graphdb.workers.repositoryConfigmap from values.yaml to refer to the new configuration
maps.
GraphDB Cluster Mode
The GraphDB Helm chart allows you to deploy GraphDB in cluster mode. By default, this is disabled
and only a single master node is deployed.
To deploy in a cluster, enable graphdb.graphdb.topology in the values.yaml file to
1m_3w/2m3w_rw_ro/2m3w_muted and configure graphdb.graphdb.clusterConfig to match the
desired topology.
See GraphDB cluster topologies and the GraphDB documentation on Setting up cluster with a single
master.
Search Service
The Ontotext Semantic Services Helm chart allows you to deploy the Ontotext Search Service as a
sub-chart. The Search Service needs Elasticsearch and Kibana Helm charts in order to work properly.
Those are added in Chart.yaml as dependencies.
To enable the deployment of the Search Service, search.enabled must be set to true in the values.
yaml file. A few sub-sections in the values.yaml for platform-search, elasticsearch, and
kibana must be filled as well.
When the Search Service is enabled and the Helm chart is deployed, the SOML schema will be provisioned to the Search Service as well as the Semantic Objects.
By default, the Search Service is enabled (see the values.yaml for details).
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Important: Make sure to configure the necessary persistent volumes for the Search Service and
Elasticsearch.

SOML and RBAC Schema
By default, the provisioning uses an example SOML schema and an RBAC schema. Both are
loaded from templates/platform/platform-soml-schemas-configmap.yaml that reads the
schemas from files/soml/schema.yaml and files/soml/rbac-schema.yaml files.
You can change the schemas by preparing another configuration map with the desired schema(s) inside.
For example, if you want to override the SOML schema, the config map should contain a schema.yaml
file entry:
kubectl create configmap soaas-soml-configmap --from-file=schema.yaml

After that, edit the semantic-objects.soml.schema.configmap property from values.yaml to
point to the new configuration map.
The same applies for the RBAC schema. The property for it is semantic-objects.soml.rbac.
configmap.
Security
Security is enabled by default and can be turned on and off with the security.enabled boolean
property. However, due to some sub-chart configuration limitations, the deployment of FusionAuth
and its database (PostgreSQL) must be turned off separately with the fusionauth.enabled and
fusionauth_postgresql.enabled properties.
By default, the provisioning uses FusionAuth’s Kickstart with configuration files from files/
fusionauth/*. It contains example users, JWT settings, FusionAuth tenant, and application settings.
To change the default users/roles or other provisioning settings, see the properties under security.*,
such as security.roles and security.users.
PostgreSQL (used by FusionAuth) is deployed in HA mode with Pgpool. By default, only one replica is
deployed, but this can be changed in the values.yaml file.
GraphDB Security
GraphDB can be secured separately without enabling the whole security stack. If security.enabled
is false and graphdb.graphdb.security.enabled is true (the default), then the security provisioning will secure GraphDB automatically. By default, only basic security will be enabled. This is done
through the settings.js, where you can set users and roles. More security-related options can be
configured by providing a graphdb.properties file.
For more information, see the GraphDB Helm chart and the GraphDB Security documentation.
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Apollo Federation Gateway
The Semantic Services Helm chart allows you to include another /graphql endpoint and federate it
under the Apollo federation gateway.
By default, the Apollo gateway is disabled and no federation is applied behind the /graphql endpoint.
To change that, set apollo.enabled to true and supply another configuration map that configures
Apollo to federate all required /graphql endpoints. Then update the apollo.services property to
include the new configuration map.
By enabling Apollo, the API gateway will configure a /federation route through Apollo gateway.
The Helm chart provides some default configurations for the Apollo gateway located in templates/
platform/platform-apollo-*.
Note: See the GraphQL Federation documentation for Apollo configurations. After deploying with
Apollo enabled, you must create the federation user in FusionAuth and assign the proper roles.

Monitoring
Monitoring is enabled by default. This can be changed by setting monitoring.enabled to false.
By turning it off, Helm will not deploy any of the monitoring configurations and components.
The Ontotext Semantic Services Helm chart deploys Grafana and InfluxDB using their official Helm
charts as sub-charts.
Telegraf is deployed with a custom sub-chart managed by Ontotext.
Grafana Dashboards
By default, the Ontotext Semantic Services Helm chart deploys Grafana with a few preconfigured dashboards using the sidecar loading. See Sidecar for dashboards.
You can see the default dashboards JSON files in files/grafana/dashboards and the configmap
used to provision them in templates/monitoring/platform-grafana-dashboards.yaml.
Grafana Datasources
By default, Grafana is preconfigured with a datasource matching the deployed InfluxDB. However, if
necessary, the datasource(s) can be changed to an external InfluxDB instance or another database.
This is done again by the Sidecar method of provisioning.
You can see the default datasource configuration file in files/grafana/datasources and the configmap used to provision it in templates/monitoring/platform-grafana-datasources.yaml.
Grafana Notifications
By default, there are no configured notifiers, but you can use the sidecar provisioning if necessary. See
Sidecar for notifiers.
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12.3.9 Uninstall
To remove the deployed Semantic Services, use:
helm uninstall ontotext-platform

Note: Keep in mind that this will not remove any data, so the next time the Ontotext Semantic Services
are installed, the data will be loaded by its components.
Provisioning will be skipped.

12.3.10 Troubleshooting
Helm Install Hangs
If there is no output after helm install, it is likely that a hook cannot execute. Check the logs with
kubectl logs.
Connection Issues
If connections time out or the pods cannot resolve each other, it is likely that the Kubernetes DNS
is broken. This is a common issue with Minikube between system restarts or when an incompatible
Minikube driver is used. See the Kubernetes documentation on debugging DNS resolution.

12.4 Ontotext Platform CLI
What’s in this document?
• Prerequisites
• Usage
– Configuration
– Wait for Services
– SOML Provisioning
– Security Provisioning
– Skip Consecutive Provisioning
• CLI Configuration
– Services
– Default Configuration
This is the command line tool for managing Ontotext Platform and its components.
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12.4.1 Prerequisites
• Install Docker.

12.4.2 Usage
To list the available commands, use:
docker run -it ontotext/opctl --help

Configuration
The CLI tool depends on supplying a properly configured configuration YAML. Without it, it will not know
where to make API requests and what to configure.
First, prepare a configuration file following the instructions in the CLI configuration section. Then mount
it inside the Docker container with:
docker run -it -v $(pwd):/etc/opctl/ ontotext/opctl <command>

Where -v $(pwd):/etc/opctl mounts the current working directory inside the container. If the
configuration file is elsewhere, provide the correct absolute path.
The next examples will use the current working directory as a source and a configuration file named
opctl.yaml.
Wait for Services
You can invoke the CLI and have it wait for remote services to become available before executing the
invoked command. This avoids writing scripts to do that before calling the CLI. Example:
docker run -it -v $(pwd):/etc/opctl/ ontotext/opctl <command> --wait --timeout␣
,→10000

Note: The timeout flag is in milliseconds.

SOML Provisioning
The CLI tools supports creating or updating existing SOML schemas. To do that, prepare a SOML
schema and mount it in the Docker container:
docker run -it -v $(pwd):/etc/opctl/ ontotext/opctl soml upload \
--config /etc/opctl/opctl.yaml \
--soml /etc/opctl/schema.yaml

It also supports binding the schema after uploading it with the --bind flag:
docker run -it -v $(pwd):/etc/opctl/ ontotext/opctl soml upload \
--config /etc/opctl/opctl.yaml \
--soml /etc/opctl/schema.yaml \
--bind

Note: Uploading SOML crafts a JWT token with SchemaRBACAdmin role by default. This is the default
administrative SOML RBAC role. If you have a different set of RBAC roles, make sure it exists there.

12.4. Ontotext Platform CLI
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Security Provisioning
The CLI tool supports configuring clean installations of:
FusionAuth
• API key
• Tenant and application
• JWT token and lambda
• Users and roles
• Login theme
Kong
• Services
• Routes
• JWT plugin
GraphDB
• Default repository
• Users, passwords and roles
• Enables security
• Free view for the default repository
This aims to avoid manually configuring multiple services, to ease the initial security configurations, and
to have a configured identity provider on deployment install.
To provision the security, use:
docker run -it -v $(pwd):/etc/opctl/ ontotext/opctl provision security \
--config /etc/opctl/opctl.yaml

Note: The configuration file allows to enable or disable the provisioning separately. For example, to
disable Kong’s provisioning, set platform.kong.provision to false.

Warning: Currently, the CLI does not support updating exiting environments.

Warning: Make sure you specify different API keys and user passwords when deploying in different
environments. See the security.fusion.apiKey configurations.

Skip Consecutive Provisioning
The CLI supports persistent state that allows already provisioned environments to be omitted on consecutive runs. This helps to avoid damaging environments. The state is saved in a YAML file which is
generated using the platform section from default.yaml. Example:
platform:
service:
state: NEW
graphdb:
(continues on next page)
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state: NEW
fusion:
state: NEW
kong:
state: NEW

States are changed dynamically during the provision. Possible states are NEW, PROVISIONING, DONE,
ERROR.
States DONE and ERROR are skipped on consecutive calls and reported in the execution log. Run the
CLI with parameter -r true or --resume to have it enabled.
The state file path is also configurable by providing -p state-file.yaml. If the latter is missing, the
default file name is cli-state.yaml. Example:
docker run -it -v $(pwd):/etc/opctl/ ontotext/opctl <command> \
--config /etc/opctl/opctl.yaml \
--resume \
-p state-file.yaml

This will create a -p state-file.yaml file inside the current working directory. The next time this
command is invoked, the CLI will use it.

12.4.3 CLI Configuration
The CLI has a default default.yaml configuration file with documentations for its fields.
You can override them selectively. For example, if you want to change the service addresses and the
system admin username & password, you can create a new YAML file with just the following configurations:
platform:
service:
address: http://service:8080
security:
admin:
email: system-admin@domain.com
password: passw0rd

Note: Leaving empty fields will override the default completely. For example, be careful not to leave
security: empty, otherwise the default values will not be used.

Services
Since the CLI tool runs within a Docker container, it is important to update all service addresses from
localhost to either IP addresses or resolvable service names.
For example, if the Semantic Objects are resolvable on the semantic-objects address, then its
configuration should be:
platform:
service:
address: http://semantic-objects:8080

12.4. Ontotext Platform CLI
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Default Configuration
Download the default opctl.yaml configuration file.

12.5 Set up License
What’s in this document?
• Set Up License in the Workbench
• Set Up License Through a File
– Order of Preference
• License Information
The Ontotext Semantic Services are available under a commercial time-based license. They are neither
free, nor open source. To purchase a license or obtain a copy for evaluation, please contact the Ontotext
sales team.
The Semantic Services can be started without a license, but all requests will fail until one is provided.

12.5.1 Set Up License in the Workbench
The easiest way to set up an Ontotext Semantic Services license is via the Workbench. See details on
how to do it in the Set Up License section of the Workbench documentation.

12.5.2 Set Up License Through a File
The Semantic Services will look for a license file in a location set by the platform.license.file
property. There are two ways to set this property:
• Inside the application.properties file
• As an environment variable
The format of this property is the following:
platform.license.file=/your/license/file/location

Hint: Example for setting the property within the Semantic Objects volumes configuration in a Docker
Compose file:
volumes: # Replace /path/to/the/file/license_name.license with the path to the saved
license
# - /path/to/the/file/license_name.license:/PLATFORM.license:ro
# Example: license saved in a folder ‘license’, created where the Docker Compose file is saved
./license/EVALUATION_ONTOTEXT_PLATFORM_expires-dd-mmyyyy.license:/PLATFORM.license:ro
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Order of Preference
When looking for a license, the Semantic Services will use the first license it finds in this order:
• The environment variable platform.license.file.
• The file set by the property platform.license.file within application.properties.

12.5.3 License Information
License information, such as licensee, version, and expiry date will be printed out upon Semantic Services startup. The same information can be found in the Semantic Services Workbench home screen.

12.5. Set up License
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THIRTEEN

SEMANTIC SERVICES MONITORING

What’s in this document?
• Overview
• Dashboards
– Docker
– Kubernetes
• Quick Start
• Docker Configuration
– Custom Provisioning
• Configuring Notifications & Alerts

13.1 Overview
The Ontotext Semantic Services use Grafana to monitor the performance and health of the deployed
services.
The data is gathered via Telegraf and stored in InfluxDB. This way, the Semantic Services performance
and health are monitored in real time.
To find out more about how to use Grafana with InfluxDB, please visit Using InfluxDB in Grafana.
You can also monitor the Semantic Services performance from their web-based administration interface,
the Workbench.

13.2 Dashboards
The following dashboards are available for download:
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13.2.1 Docker
• Services health notifications and alerts Sends alerts via e-mail, Slack, or other
messaging services used by your team.

• Metrics - Semantic Objects Monitors essential data about the Semantic Objects, such as
CPU usage, memory usage, JVM thread count, etc.

• GraphDB Metrics Monitors the overall performance of GraphDB.
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• Query execution details Monitors data about each query execution details, such as time
spent for parsing, executing, validation, etc.

To monitor the overall Docker environment, you can download a dashboard that fits your needs from the
official Grafana website.

13.2. Dashboards
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13.2.2 Kubernetes
• Services health notifications and alerts Sends alerts via e-mail, Slack, or other
messaging services used by your team.

• GraphDB Metrics Monitors the overall performance of GraphDB.

• Query execution details Monitors data about each query execution details, such as time
spent for parsing, executing, validation, etc.
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To monitor the overall Kubernetes environment, you can download a dashboard that fits your needs from
the official Grafana website.
Each of them provides valuable real-time information about different components of the Ontotext Semantic Services.

13.3 Quick Start
If you are deploying the Ontotext Semantic Services via our sample Helm charts, it has Telegraf, InfluxDB, and Grafana pre-configured to work together. The dashboards shown above are preloaded as
well.

13.4 Docker Configuration
If you are manually configuring the monitoring services, you will need to import them in Grafana. See
how to import them here.
Follow the below instructions on how to configure the monitoring. Here is an example Docker Compose
monitoring.yaml for deploying the monitoring services.
Telegraf has its own telegraf.conf configuration file. It needs to be mounted when starting the
Docker container, so make sure it exists under config/ folder next to the Docker Compose file or
update the volume mounting to point to the correct telegraf.conf location.
To deploy the example Docker Compose file, use:
docker-compose -f monitoring.yaml up -d

After deploying the Docker Compose, you can access Grafana on http://localhost:9991. It will
have automatically provisioned the bundled dashboards and data sources. The default administrative
user is admin with password admin. You will be prompted to update the default password upon your
first login.
Note: For installing and deploying the full Ontotext Semantic Services, including security and monitoring, see the Installation section for available deployment scenarios.
To stop and remove the monitoring services, use:
13.3. Quick Start
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docker-compose -f monitoring.yaml down

To remove all persisted data as well, use:
docker-compose -f monitoring.yaml down --volumes

13.4.1 Custom Provisioning
If you wish to override the default provisioning, you can uncomment the following Grafana volume mount
and supply your own dashboards and data sources:
- ./grafana/provisioning/:/etc/grafana/provisioning/

Example directory structure and configurations for Grafana provisioning:
grafana/provisioning/ consists of three folders:
• dashboards - to provision already available dashboards.
For Grafana to load your dashboards, you need to place the following dashboard.
yaml:
apiVersion: 1
providers:
- name: 'influxdb'
orgId: 1
folder: ''
type: file
disableDeletion: false
editable: true
options:
path: /etc/grafana/provisioning/dashboards

• datasources - to provision your data source (InfluxDB)
The datasource.yaml configuration should look like this:
apiVersion: 1
datasources:
- name: metrics
type: influxdb
access: proxy
orgId: 1
url: http://influxdb:8086
database: metrics
isDefault: false
version: 1
editable: true
jsonData:
httpMode: POST

• notifiers - to provision your notification settings.
The notifiers.yaml should look like this:
notifiers:
- name: Slack
type: slack
uid: slackNotifier
(continues on next page)
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org_id: 1
org_name: Ontotext.
is_default: true
send_reminder: true
frequency: 1h
disable_resolve_message: false
# See `Supported Settings` section for settings supporter for each
# alert notification type.
settings:
recipient: ""
uploadImage: true
url: webHook
- name: Gmail
type: email
uid: emailNotifier
org_id: 1
org_name: Ontotext.
is_default: false
send_reminder: true
frequency: 1h
disable_resolve_message: false
# See `Supported Settings` section for settings supporter for each
# alert notification type.
settings:
addresses: "test@example.com"
uploadImage: true
delete_notifiers:
- name: Slack
uid: slackNotifier
org_id: 1
org_name: Ontotext.
- name: Gmail
uid: emailNotifier.
org_id: 1
org_name: Ontotext.

13.5 Configuring Notifications & Alerts
Grafana can send notifications based on set alerts. It offers multiple integrations with e-mail and push
notification services.
See more on how to configure them here.
To set an alert, follow the steps here.

13.5. Configuring Notifications & Alerts
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CHAPTER

FOURTEEN

RELEASE NOTES

What’s in this document?
• Semantic Objects 3.8.2
– Improvements
– Bug Fixes
• Semantic Objects 3.8.1
– Improvements
– Bug Fixes
• Semantic Objects 3.8.0
– New Features
– Improvements
– Bug Fixes
• Ontotext Platform 3.7
• Ontotext Platform 3.6
• Ontotext Platform 3.5
• Ontotext Platform 3.4
• Ontotext Platform 3.3
• Ontotext Platform 3.2
• Ontotext Platform 3.1
• Ontotext Platform 3.0
The Ontotext Platform release notes provide information about the features and improvements in each
release, as well as various bug fixes. Ontotext Platform’s versioning scheme is based on semantic
versioning. The full version is composed of three components:
major.minor.patch
e.g., 1.2.3 where the major version is 1, the minor version is 2, and the patch version is 3.
Note: Releases with the same major and minor versions do not contain any new features. Releases
with different patch versions contain fixes for bugs discovered since the previous minor. New or significantly changed features are released with a higher major or minor version.
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14.1 Semantic Objects 3.8.2
Released: 20 June 2022
Important: Semantic Objects 3.8.2:
• Deployment and Operations Improvements - key components updated to newer versions
• Semantic Objects - reduced memory requirements

Note:
Semantic Objects version 3.8.2 requires:
• GraphDB version 9.11.1 or later
• FusionAuth version 1.28
• Chart components require K8S version 1.22
You can find a list with all external dependencies here.

14.1.1 Improvements
• Deployment and Operations Improvements
To address the latest found security vulnerabilities, in dependent libraries, the following library
versions have been updated:
• Updated Spring Boot to 2.5.13
• Updated Spring Security to 5.6.4
• Updated Spring Web MVC to 5.3.20
• Semantic Objects
– Improved the memory footprint during response processing.

14.1.2 Bug Fixes
• PLATFORM-4562 Improve query parsing
• PLATFORM-4535 Semantic Objects generated addresses do not work when behind proxy context
path
• PLATFORM-4557 Update GraphQL generation to properly escape Type.name
• OMDS-587 Fix inline fragment merging
• OMDS-525 Allow custom jwt processing
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14.2 Semantic Objects 3.8.1
Released: 6 April 2022
Important: Semantic Objects 3.8.1:
• Deployment and Operations Improvements - key components updated to newer versions
• Semantic Objects - SOML schema improvements

Note:
Semantic Objects version 3.8.1 requires:
• GraphDB version 9.11.1 or later
• FusionAuth version 1.28
• Chart components require K8S version 1.22
You can find a list with all external dependencies here.

14.2.1 Improvements
• Deployment and Operations Improvements
To address the latest found security vulnerabilities, in dependent libraries, the following library
versions have been updated:
• Upgraded to GraphDB 9.11.1
• Updated Spring Boot to 2.5.12
• Updated Spring Security to 5.6.2
• Updated Spring Web MVC to 5.3.18
• Updated Jackson Core, Jackson Annotations, and Jackson Dataformat YAML to 2.12.6
• Updated Jackson Databind to 2.12.6.1
• Updated Micrometer Registry StatsD to 1.8.4
Important: The Semantic Objects are not affected by the SpringShell vulnerability, but Spring libraries
have been updated to patched versions for ease of mind.
• Semantic Objects
– Updated the default value for objects and properties label to be more human-friendly
– Removed default suffix of descriptions in the GraphDL schema @descr directive
– Allowed overriding of the JWT claim mappings. The new configurations can be found here.

14.2. Semantic Objects 3.8.1
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14.2.2 Bug Fixes
• PLATFORM-4553 Improve handling of invalid type values
• PLATFORM-4535 Semantic Objects generated addresses do not work when behind proxy context
path

14.3 Semantic Objects 3.8.0
Released: 1 March 2022
Important: Semantic Objects 3.8.0:
• Deployment and Operations Improvements – updates key components to newer versions.
• Semantic Objects - moved GraphDB to Elasticsearch connector management to Semantic
Search

Note:
Semantic Objects version 3.8.0 requires:
• GraphDB version 9.10.1 or later
• FusionAuth version 1.28
• Chart components require K8S version 1.22
You can find a list with all external dependencies here.

14.3.1 New Features
• Semantic Objects
– Added support for Enumeration types in SOML and GraphQL.

14.3.2 Improvements
• Deployment and Operations Improvements
– Upgraded to GraphDB 9.10.3
– Updated Spring Boot to 2.5.9
– Updated Spring Security to 5.5.4
– Updated Spring Web MVC to 5.3.15
• Semantic Objects
– Semantic Objects capability for Elasticsearch connector management has been moved to the
Semantic Search:

* Removed the Elasticsearch connector management
* Removed the Elasticsearch health check
* Removed the Elasticsearch libraries from the deployment
* Moved the Elasticsearch related configurations to Semantic Search
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– Added support for GraphQL Mesh
– Allow child class to overwrite parent’s template property

14.3.3 Bug Fixes
• PLATFORM-4471 Schema notifications do not detect schema removal
• PLATFORM-4454 SHACL cluster: different error message for type constraints
• PLATFORM-4453 Default values in variable definitions are not processed
• PLATFORM-4448 ‘hasRole’ directive is missing from introspection with security
• PLATFORM-4421 Meta directive’s value is not properly serialized
• PLATFORM-4400 Nested create fails if property range is with a prefix
• PLATFORM-4250 lang characteristics is not applied on Delete mutation response

14.4 Ontotext Platform 3.7
Ontotext Platform 3.7 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.7 documentation

14.5 Ontotext Platform 3.6
Ontotext Platform 3.6 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.6 documentation

14.6 Ontotext Platform 3.5
Ontotext Platform 3.5 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.5 documentation

14.7 Ontotext Platform 3.4
Ontotext Platform 3.4 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.4 documentation

14.8 Ontotext Platform 3.3
Ontotext Platform 3.3 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.3 documentation

14.4. Ontotext Platform 3.7
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14.9 Ontotext Platform 3.2
Ontotext Platform 3.2 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.2 documentation

14.10 Ontotext Platform 3.1
Ontotext Platform 3.1 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.1 documentation

14.11 Ontotext Platform 3.0
Ontotext Platform 3.0 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.0 documentation
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CHAPTER

FIFTEEN

MIGRATION GUIDE

What’s in this document?
• Migration from 3.7 to 3.8
• Migration from 3.5 to 3.6
– Helm Deployments
• Migration from 3.4 to 3.5
– Helm Deployments

* SOML Schema Storage Migration
* Migration Steps
The Ontotext Platform migration guide will walk you through the steps for migrating breaking changes
and deprecations introduced during the different releases of the Platform.

15.1 Migration from 3.7 to 3.8
• Elasticsearch-related configurations (elasticsearch.*) from the Semantic Objects has been
moved to the Semantic Search.

15.2 Migration from 3.5 to 3.6
• MongoDB is removed from all Docker/Docker compose examples. If you need reference, please
go to the documentation of version 3.5.

15.2.1 Helm Deployments
This is a version with major breaking changes that resolves a lot of issues with the old monolithic Helm
chart.
This version makes use entirely of sub-chart so make sure you familiarize with their values.yaml
For more detailed information please refer to the CHANGELOG.md file which is included in the Helm chart.
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15.3 Migration from 3.4 to 3.5
Before proceeding with the migration, make sure you have read the release notes for Ontotext Platform
3.5.0.

15.3.1 Helm Deployments
In version 3.5, the Helm chart introduces the following breaking changes:
• High Availability deployment of PostgreSQL with a replication manager. This requires a migration
of the persistent data due to a migration to Bitnami’s PostgreSQL HA chart.
• Deprecation of MongoDB in favor of RDF4J SOML schema storage.
• GraphDB’s official Helm chart is now used as a sub-chart.
If you wish to preserve the persistent data of existing deployments, follow the steps described below.
SOML Schema Storage Migration
This migration is enabled by default and will initialize after upgrading the chart deployment.
For more information on the migration to the RDF4J store, see Storage migration.
Migration Steps
The following steps assume an existing deployment in the default namespace named platform.
Note: The migration will cause temporary downtime of several Platform components due to updates in
their configuration maps, pod specifications, persistence changes, etc.
1. Back up all persistent volume data.
2. PostgreSQL migration
a. Add Bitnami’s Helm charts repository
helm repo add bitnami https://charts.bitnami.com/bitnami

b. Prepare an override file named fusion-ha.migration.yaml with the following content:
# Should be the same as in the platform's 3.5 chart
fullnameOverride: fusionauth-postgresql
# If the existing deployment has different passwords, update the␣
,→next configurations to match
postgresql:
username: fusionauth
password: fusionauth
database: fusionauth
postgresPassword: postgres
repmgrPassword: fusionauth
replicaCount: 1
pgpool:
adminPassword: fusionauth
# Update the persistence to the required settings
persistence:
storageClass: standard
size: 1Gi
(continues on next page)
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resources:
limits:
memory: 256Mi

c. Install a temporary deployment of bitnami/postgresql-ha with the prepared values and
wait until the new pods are running:
helm install -n default -f fusion-ha.migration.yaml --version 7.6.2␣
,→postgresql-mig bitnami/postgresql-ha

This deployment will serve to migrate the existing PostgreSQL data into the new HA
replica set.
d. Execute the PostgreSQL data migration with:
kubectl -n default exec -it fusionauth-postgres-0 -- sh -c "pg_
,→dumpall -U fusionauth | psql -U postgres -h fusionauth-postgresql,→pgpool"

Enter the password for the system postgres user from fusion-ha.migration.
yaml. The default is postgres.
Note: If the existing deployment has different credentials, update the command
above with the relevant ones.
e. Uninstall the temporary deployment:
helm uninstall -n default postgresql-mig

Wait until the pods are removed. The migrated data will be stored into dynamically
provisioned PVs/PVCs that will be bound when the Platform chart is upgraded later
on.
3. GraphDB migration
Due to the migration to the official GraphDB helm chart, a migration of the PVs is needed.
To migrate GraphDB’s data, the new pods must use the old pods PVs. To achieve this,
follow the steps:
a. Patch all GraphDB PVs (masters and workers) with "persistentVolumeReclaimPolicy":"Retain":
kubectl patch pv <graphdb-pv-name> -p '{"spec":{
,→"persistentVolumeReclaimPolicy":"Retain"}}'

This will ensure that the PVs won’t be accidentally deleted.
b. Delete the GraphDB deployment. If a cluster is used, delete all master and worker
deployments.
kubectl delete deployment.apps/<graphdb-deployment-name>

c. Delete the GraphDB PVCs. If a cluster is used, delete all master and worker PVCs.
kubectl delete pvc <graphdb-pvc-name>

This will release the PVs so they can be reused by the new masters/workers.
d. Patch the PVs with "claimRef":null so they can go from status Released to
Available:

15.3. Migration from 3.4 to 3.5
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kubectl patch pv <graphdb-pv-name> -p '{"spec":{"claimRef
,→":null}}'

e. Patch the PVs with claimRef matching the PVCs that will be generated by the
volumeClaimTemplates.
In Platform 3.5, the default volumes used for GraphDB are dynamically provisioned by using volumeClaimTemplates. The newly created pods must
create PVCs that can claim the old PVs. In order to do this, the volumeClaimTemplates for GraphDB’s instances in the values.yaml file must
be configured so that they match the PVs specs.
For example, if you have an old GraphDB PV that is 10Gi with storageClassName: standard and with accessModes: ReadWriteOnce,
then the volumeClaimTemplates for the GraphDB instance must be set
like this:
volumeClaimTemplateSpec:
accessModes:
- "ReadWriteOnce"
resources:
requests:
storage: "10Gi"
storageClassName: standard

After you have set the correct volumeClaimTemplates, the old GraphDB
PVs must be patched so that they are available to be claimed by the generated PVCs. The PVC names generated by the GraphDB chart have the
following format:
• For masters (and standalone instance): graphdb-master-X-datadynamic-pvc
• For workers: graphdb-worker-Y-data-dynamic-pvc
Where X and Y are the counters for masters and workers, respectively.
Also, the namespace of the PVs claimrefs must be updated with the used
namespace.
The PVs patch is done like this (example for standalone GraphDB):
kubectl patch pv graphdb-default-pv -p '{"spec":{"claimRef":{
,→"name":"graphdb-master-1-data-dynamic-pvc-graphdb-master-1,→0"}}}'
kubectl patch pv graphdb-default-pv -p '{"spec":{"claimRef":{
,→"namespace":"default"}}}'

If a cluster is used, repeat this with the respective PV names and masters/workers count in the claimref name. After the patch of the PVs is
done, the PVs are ready for helm upgrade. When an upgrade is done,
the new GraphDB pod/pods should create PVCs that claim the correct PVs
that were used by the previous GraphDB.
f. Provisioning user
The official GraphDB chart uses a special user for all health checks and
provisioning. If you are using the Ontotext Platform with GraphDB security
enabled, set graphdb.graphdb.security.provisioningUsername
and graphdb.graphdb.security.provisioningPassword to a user
that has an Administrator role in GraphDB, so that the health checks and
provisioning jobs can work correctly.
4. (Optional) Elasticsearch PVs
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In Platform 3.5, the default persistence is changed to use dynamic PV provisioning. If
you wish to preserve any existing Elasticsearch data, set the following in your values.
yaml overrides:
elasticsearch:
volumeClaimTemplate:
storageClassName: ""

This override will disabled the dynamic PV provisioning and will use the existing PVs.
Note: This step can be skipped in favor of simply rebinding the SOML schema,
which will trigger reindexing in the Elasticsearch.
5. Upgrade the existing chart deployment.
helm upgrade --install -n default --set graphdb.deployment.host=<your␣
,→hostname> --version 3.5.0 platform ontotext/ontotext-platform

Note: The upgrade process will take up to several minutes due to redeployment of
updated components.

15.3. Migration from 3.4 to 3.5
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16.1 What is GraphQL
GraphQL is a simple language for querying various data stores that was open-sourced and promoted
by Facebook.
Traditional REST endpoints provide a certain set of data as determined by the REST API designer.
Unlike it, GraphQL empowers the consumer to get exactly the data it needs. GraphQL is based on a
strong type system (schema language) that allows object and query validation, query autocompletion
using tools such as GraphiQL and GraphQL Playground, and query type checking in modern languages
such as TypeScript.
GraphQL is supported by modern frontend frameworks such as React, Redux, and Relay, and has a lot
of traction and popularity with frontend developers. See also the GraphQL spec and Learn GraphQL.
GraphQL is not a replacement for SPARQL because it does not allow arbitrary queries to be issued (so
when developing SOML query functionalities, we keep in mind this “SPARQL gap”). Instead, GraphQL
is intended to provide a simple facade over complex backend storage systems.
GraphQL queries have a regular hierarchical structure. Each level is serviced (resolved) in sequence,
and lower levels cannot influence the results at a higher level (technically speaking, the GraphQL resolver for a parent field does not know what child fields will be requested, see Executing Selection
Sets). So if you want to order or filter by lower-level data, you often need to access the same fields in
the higher-level filter clause, and in the lower-level selection clause.
GraphQL does not have a standard syntax for filtering and ordering, but assuming some reasonable
syntax implemented as input objects, the following query looks for countries with large cities (population
greater than or equal to one million), and returns such large cities (top 10 per country).
{
country (where: {exists: {city: {population: {GTE:1000000}}}}) {
id
name
city (where: {population: {GTE:1000000}}, orderBy {population:DESC}, limit:␣
,→10) {
id
name
population
}
}
}

You can see that we need to access the population field four times:
• In the parent where filter
• In the child where filter
• In the child orderBy clause
• In the child field selection
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What’s in this document?
• Java
• JavaScript
• Docker Images
This page provides a list of the most important third party external dependencies that are used across
the Ontotext Platform.

17.1 Java
Name

GroupId

ArtefactId

graphql-java
graphql-javaextended-scalars
RDF4J: Client Libraries
Spring Boot

com.graphql-java
com.graphql-java

graphql-java
graphql-javaextended-scalars
rdf4j-client

Spring Context

org.springframeworkspring-context

org.eclipse.rdf4j

org.springframework.boot
spring-boot

Version
17.3
17.0

License
The MIT License
The MIT License

3.7.6

Eclipse Distribution License v1.0
2.5.13 Apache License, Version 2.0
5.3.20 Apache License, Version 2.0
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17.2 JavaScript
Name
apollo-boost
apollo-client
apollo-graphql
gql-query-builder
graphdb
graphiql
graphql
graphql-request
graphql-subscriptions
graphql-tag
graphql-tools
graphql-upload
graphql.macro
react
react-bootstrap
typescript
@apollo/client
@apollo/protobufjs
@apollographql/apollo-tools
@apollographql/graphql-playground-html
@elastic/elasticsearch

Version
0.4.9
2.6.10
0.6.0
3.5.5
1.7.0
0.17.5, 1.4.0
14.7.0, 15.3.0
1.8.2
1.2.1
2.12.3
4.0.8
11.0.0
1.4.2
16.14.0
1.5.2
3.9.9, 4.2.3
3.3.13
1.0.5
0.4.9
1.6.26
7.12.0

License
The MIT License
The MIT License
The MIT License
The MIT License
Apache License, Version 2.0
The MIT License
The MIT License
The MIT License
The MIT License
The MIT License
The MIT License
The MIT License
The MIT License
The MIT License
The MIT License
Apache License, Version 2.0
The MIT License
BSD-3-Clause
The MIT License
The MIT License
Apache License, Version 2.0

17.3 Docker Images
Name
FusionAuth Image
Grafana Image
InfluxDB Image
Kong Image
LoadImpact k6 Image
Node.js Image
Postgres Image
Telegraf Image
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Version
1.28.1
8.0.5
1.8.0-alpine
2.6
0.26.2
12.22.1-alpine
11.14-alpine
1.19.3-alpine

License
FusionAuth License Agreement
Apache License, Version 2.0
The MIT License
Apache License, Version 2.0
GNU Affero General Public License
The MIT License
The MIT License
The MIT License
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What’s in this document?
• Platform Support
• GraphDB Support
• MongoDB Support

18.1 Platform Support
• Email: platform-support@ontotext.com
• Sales Email: sales@ontotext.com
• General: info@ontotext.com
• US (toll free) 1-866-972-6686
• Europe +359 974 6160

18.2 GraphDB Support
• Email: graphdb-support@ontotext.com
• Twitter: @OntotextGraphDB
• GraphDB tag on Stack Overflow at https://stackoverflow.com/questions/tagged/graphdb

18.3 MongoDB Support
• MongoDB Support - We use MongoDB as our SOML schema storage database (Optional,
GraphDB is used by default).
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